FOR ENG INEER S AND EN GI NEERING MANAGERS

Process any signal you want
with analog-function modules. But
be careful: You must spec them
correctly or circuit malfunctions
may creep in. Special parameters
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are measured in different ways
by competing module houses.
Sidestepping the troubles these
differences cause is a tedious
task. For help, see page 64.

Read how Dale can boost your
quality and cut your lead time.
11ZStyle
Transformers

Commercial
Chokes

2-4 Week Delivery

Molded Quality at
Lacquer Prices ...
2-4 Week Delivery
Our IR-2 and IR-4 Series chokes
have a special epoxy, flame
retardant roll-coating . It gives
them durability approaching
molded models ... plus extra
protection against the raised
windings and shifts in value
that can be expected when lacquered-coat models get excessive
handling. The IR Series is
competitively priced with the
commercial models you 're now
using. Check it out ... all you
have to lose are your rejects.

Forget about long
lead time. Dale
has built a solid
capability for
supplying 11 Z
styles to meet
your needs in
low cost triac
controlled SCR
power supplies.
Printed circuit
and bobbin-style
configurations
available-fast!

IR SERIES
SPECIFICATIONS
• Inductance Range:
.10 µH to 240 µH
• Tolerance : :::!:::10%
• Electrical Equivalents :
MS-75083, MS-75084,
MS-75085, MS-18130,
MS-14046, MS-90538
Same fast 2-4 week
delivery on these parts
in molded QPL styles.

Filter
Inductors
(Toroidal)
B
Choice of encapsulated (TE) or dipped
(TD) styles. TE moaels designed to meet
MIL-T-27C, Type TF5SX20ZZ. TD models
combine low cost with high performance
in commercial applications. High Q and
1
wide selection of Q vs. frequency ranges
plus a large number of inductance values.

Dale Type
TE or
TD

Standard
Tolerance

Inductance

2QO
203
204

50.0 µh to 10.0 mh} ::!:::1% >2 mh
470 µh to 120 mh
:!:2% 0.05 mh to 2.0 mh
1.00 mh to 250 mh

3QO
303
304

50.0 µh to 15 mh
500 µh to 1 h
1 mh to 4 h

400
403
404

150 µh to 20 mh
1 mh to 2 h
2 mh to 7.5 h

SQQ
503
504

1 mh to 100 mh
5 mh to 2 h
10mhto20h

}
}
}

~

Cross Reference Chart
Dale PT
Style

11Z
Style

11Z
Style

Dale PT
Style

11Z12

PT10-101

11Z2003

PT20-112

11Z13

PT10-106

11Z2004

PT20-120

11Z14

PT10-112

11Z2100

PT20-106

11Z15

PT10-117

11Z2101

PT20-108

11Z16

PT10-120

11Z2102

PT20-1 10

11Z2000
11Z2001

PT20-101
PT20-103

11Z2103
11Z2104

PT20-117

11Z2002

PT20-105

PT20-121

Write today for
complete Information
or phone 605-665-9301

:::!:1°/o >2 mh
:!:2% 154 µh to 2 mh
:::!:5% <150 µh
::!:::1% >2 mh

:::!:2% <2 mh
::!:::: 1% >2 mh
::!::: 2% <2 mh

DALE ELECTRONICS, INC.
East Highway 50, Yankton , S.D. 57078
A subs1d1ary of The Lionel Corporation
In Canada Dale Electrorncs Canada Ltd
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All 191 flavors of RESNET™
DIPs offer system compatibility
because we use the same packages
you use for I.C.s; plus you get
ceramic dependability at plastic
prices.
Whether you're inserting resistors
automatically or by hand - call
your local Beckman/Helipot
representative and ask how you
can save money using RESNET
DIPs. He stocks locally for
immediate delivery.
If you need immediate
technical literature or the telephone number of your local
Beckman/Helipot representative, call H.E.L.P. (Helipot
Express Literature Phone)
toll-free (800) 437-4677.

898·5·R220/330
Pulse squaring TTL terminator.
Price ( 1,000-4,999) Sl.45

899-5· R220/330
Pulse squaring TTL terminator.
Price (1,000-4,999) Sl.35
899-1 (13 resistors)
Price (1,000·4,999) $.81

898· l (15 resistors)
Price (l,000·4 ,999) $.85
899-19
DIP interface network providing resistors
for µA711 core sense amplifier configuration.
Price (1,000-4,999) Sl.18
899-3 (7 resistors)
Price (l,OOo-4,999) S.72

- - -

898·3 (8 resistors)
Price (l,000·4,999) S.76
STANDARD RESISTANCE VALUES
( ± 2% or ±2 0)
62' 110
1.0K 2.2K
6 .0K 15.0K
330
6.8K 22.0K
470
l.5K 3.3K
68
150
2.0Kt
4.7K
10.0K
100
220
680
'Standard in 898·3 only.
tStandard in 898· l only.

STANDARD RESISTANCE VALUES
(±2%or±20)
22
62
180
510
l.5K 4.3K
24
200
68
560
l.6K 4.7K
27
75
220
620
l.8K 5.lK
30
82
240
2.0K 5.6K
680
33
91
270
750
2.2K 6.0K
36
100
300
820
2.4K 6.2K
39
110
330
910
2.7K 6.8K
43
120
360
l.OK 3.0K 7.5K
47
130
390
l.lK 3.3K 8.2K
51
150
430
l.2K 3.6K 9.lK
56
160
470
l.3K 3.9K !OK

llK
12K
13K
15K
16K
18K
20K
22K

Beckman ·
HELIPOT DIVISION
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.,
899-40
DIP network provides six line terminators
and the threshold setting divider for the Intel
3208A sense amplifier.
Price (l,000·4,999) Sl.35

The smallest 5 amp
general purpose relay
MINl-T AND THE MINTED DOLLAR ...
SMALL IN SIZE BUT SOLID IN VALUE
Teledyne 's new, heavy-duty 120 volt
5 amp relay is in stock at your local
distributor. The space-saving (.4 cu.
in.) 2PDT Mini-Tis furnished with
sockets and hold down clips for P.C.
board or chassis mounting. This
Teledyne relay employs an unusual
shaded pole design that permits
direct AC operation without the need
for rectifying diodes. Available with
either AC or DC coils and
demonstrating cost effectiveness
that's hard to beat, the United
States-manufactured Mini-Tis truly
worth its one-half ounce weight in
silver. The Mini-T ... another
finely-crafted relay from Teledyne.
Call our nearest distributor today.

~ -.

TELEDYNE RELAYS

3155 West El Segundo Boulevard Hawthorne, California 90250
Telephone (213) 679-2205
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NEWS
27
32
36
40
42
55

News Scope
Quad-linear integrated circuits are racing up the pike, paced
by a variety of automotive applications.
Wide-angle laser receiver has low noise and high sensitivity.
The approaching Intelsat traffic jam over the Atlantic is going
to raise problems in satellite design.
'Interference-proof' portable radio is east on the draw: only 50 mW.
Washington Report

TECHNOLOGY
64
80
88
96
102
.108

.116

122
128

Focus on Analog-function modules: A special report on the problems
in specifying both the traditional modules and the newer ICs.
Build power amplifiers with IC drivers that act as 'transconductance
amplifiers.' The circuitry is simple and few external components are needed.
Trade your Karnaugh maps for topological procedures that easily
reduce switching functions that have many variables.
Solve LC network transfer functions the easy way. Synthesize the circuit
elements with an iterative technique that permits the use of a simple calculator.
DVMs can do more than measure. By using the instrument's binary-coded data
outputs and the internal clock, you can design a high-speed component tester.
Don't spoon-feed your engineers! Put one man in charge of the design project
wherever possible. He'll do the job faster and cheaper than a committee will.
Ideas for Design: Make a true rms-to-dc converter, using only one IC multiplier
and an op amp ... 2-component RC network initializes CMOS registers ...
LED array helps build a bargraph display ... Programmable current generator
has linear response and ignores power variations.
Design Decisions: Adaptive tester handles multi-family logic.
International Technology

PRODUCTS
131
132
140
146
154
161
168

Modules & Subassemblies: Multifunction log module achieves 0.25 % accuracy.
Modules & Subassemblies: Isolation amplifier provides high isolation and
gain, too.
Instrumentation: Modular family lets you build your own digital sequences .
Packaging & Materials: Universal plug-in PC board eases component mixing.
Microwaves
174 Data Processing
Components
179 Power Sources
!Cs & Semiconductors
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61
Editorial: Let's have more disclosure
7
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184 New Literature
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190 Vendors Report
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How to Design Your
Power Supply for $66
You get the complete schematic diagram,
and parts list with operating and installation instructions when you spend $66 for
an Abbott Model "RN" power supply.
Two years in development, this model represents the latest state of the art in power
module design. It features close regulation ( 0.1% J, low ripple ( 0.02%), automatic short circuit and complimentary
overvoltage protection and continuous
operation in a 160°F ambient.
Abbott Engineers followed specific design
criteria in engineering these modules.
First, the electrical design was carefully
engineered to insure that all components
operate well within their limits, under
"worst case" operating conditions. Second,
the thermal design, including case construction, was carefully made to insure
that the maximum temperature limits of
all components are never exceeded. Then
the size and weight of these modules
were controlled to a minimum, without
sacrificing reliability. Finally these units
were thoroughly tested to make certain
that all design and performance specifications were met.
So, you can build your own power supply
using our schematic diagram if you want
to-but we think we can build it more

reliably and for less cost, simply because
we have been doing it for ten years. Put
our power supply in your system first
and try it. Examine its performance. We
think you will be pleasantly surprised at
the quality, adherence to specifications,
and the reliability you find in the Abbott
Model "RN".
Any output voltage from 5 to 100 volts
DC with current from 0.15 to 20 amperes
is available. Many of the popular voltages
are carried in stoclc for immediate delivery.

Please call us for attractive O.E.M. discount prices.
Abbott also manufactures 3,000 other
models of power supplies with output
voltages from 5.0 to 3,650 volts DC and
with output currents from 2 milliamperes
to 20 amperes. They are all listed with
prices in the new Abbott catalog with
various inputs:
60 ~ to DC, Hermetically Sealed
400 ~to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to DC, Regulated
28 voe to 400~, 1¢ or 3¢
24 voe to 60~, 1¢

Please see pages 581-593 of your 1973-74 EEM (ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)
for complete informotion on Abbott Modules.

Send for our new 56 page FREE catalog.

abbott

transistor

LABORATORIES,

NCORPORATED

general offices

eastern office

5200 W. Jefferson Blvd. / Los Angeles 90016
1224 Anderson Ave./ Fort Lee, N.J. 07024
(213) 936-8185
Telex: 69-1398
(201) 224-6900
Telex: 13-5332
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(across the desk)

Nuclear waste a worry
to some atomic experts
In a box accompanying John F.
Mason's article "Nuclear Power
Electronics: Industry With a Long
Future" ( ED No. 15, July 19, 1973,
pp, 26-32 ), the statement appears:
"Today's reactors also produce
toxic waste, but the amount is
small, and since it is packed and
buried, nuclear specialists say it
is no problem."
Alvin Weinberg, Oak Ridge director and a mighty advocate of
nuclear power, seems to believe
the toxic wastes pose quite a problem. In a recent issue of Science,
he suggests that widespread use
of fission energy may necessitate
creation of a cult of guardians
over the cooling nuclear ashes.
Ralph Lapp, who started his career as a pioneer nuclear physicist
and who has written extensively
on nuclear safety, considers nuclear waste· disposal one of the
prime problems of nuclear energy
generation. Hannes Alfuen, Nobel
Laureate in physics, is also seriously concerned about accumulating fission wastes. About a year
ago he wrote a commentary on the
extensive use of nuclear fission
reactors for power generation in
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.
To my knowledge, there has been
no commercially successful nuclear
waste-disposal procedure that will
isolate, with high probability, the
toxic nuclear wastes from the biosphere over the lifetime toxicity
of the wastes.
Who are the nuclear specialists
who say that nuclear waste disposal is no problem, and what evi-

dence do they offer to support
their proposition?
Emanuel Baskir
5711 Warm Springs Rd.
Houston, Tex. 77035

Ed. Note: We concede the subject is controversial. Th e nuclear
scientists and engineers in nuclear plants who were interviewed
fe el that nuclear waste is more
a public-acceptance problem today
than one of disposal. "We have
until 1982 to decide on a solution,"
an industry spokesman notes. That
year is the one set by the Atomic
Energy Commission for providing
a permanent national disposal system for nonreclaimable waste from
commercial reactors. So far there
hasn't been much waste. To begin
with, the nuclear fu el lasts three
years. It is then shipped to a reprocessing center, where 85% is
revitalized and returned and 15 %
is buried underground in cement.
According to the AEC, it stays
there in liquid form for five years,
when it is converted into solid form
to remain buried fiv e more years.
By 1982, many nuclear engineers
believe, the AEC wiU probably go
to a buried system for the final
disposition of the waste, perhaps
in a salt mine or between natural
rock strata.

How are you doing?
If you think your company is
doing just dandy, you might want
to see how right you are (or how
wrong) in a new book, the "Handbook of Corporate P erformance
Criteria for Electronic Companies." It costs $25.50 and is avai l( continued on page 11 )

OPTRON
OPTOELECTRONIC
ARRAYS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
COMPETITIVE PRICING
CUSTOM CAPABILITIES
OPTRON sensor and emitter arrays are
ideal for information input for such ap·
plications as tape readers, card readers,
shaft encoders, level indicators, optical
character recognition, etc.
They consist of discrete LED's and pho·
totransistors in microminiature, hermetically sealed packages with collimating
glass lenses and are mounted in printed
circuit boards. This design enables pre·
screening and tight matching of LED's
and sensors, as well as accurate loca tion to mounting holes.
Standard OPTRON arrays are available
from stock with six and nine channels
on 0.100" centers for tape readers, and
with 12 channels on d.250" centers and
18 channels on 0.087" centers for card
readers. With a spacing of 0.100" be·
tween emitter and sensor arrays and
an input of 30 mA, a typical output of
4 mA assures TIL compatability.

In addition to standard arrays, OPTRON
specializes in custom designed arrays
(photo, above) to the most exacting
specifications. All arrays, either single
or in matched sensor-emitter pairs, are
delivered tested and ready for installa ·
ti on .
Detailed technical data on standard
arrays as well as other OPTRON prod·
ucts ... chips, discrete components and
assemblies ... is available from your
OPTRON sales representative or the
factory direct.

OPTRON, INC.
Electronic Design welcomes the opinions of its readers on the issues raised
in the magazine's editorial columns. Address letters to Managing Editor, Electronic Design, 50 Essex St. Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662. Try to keep letters
under 200 words. Letters must be signed. Names will be withheld on request.

1201 Tappan Circle
Carrolllon Texas 75006
214 242-6571
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... with TRW metallized film capacitors. For example,
metallized polycarbonate ultra-miniatures (Type X463).
Real problem solvers in precision circuitry where stability with small size is essential. Capacitances: .001 to
10.0 mfd in 50, 100, 200, 400 VDC. High IR, low DF, fully
rated from -55 to + 125°C-with less than 1Y2 % capacitance change. Rugged , plastic film case. For similar
performance in a metal enclosed unit, ask about Type
X482. And for real space savings in a rigid pre-molded
case, check the X440.
And then there are X601 PE subminiatures in metallized Mylar* construction with dipped epoxy coating .
Capacitances : .01 to 10.0 mfd-in 100 and 200 VDC.
Temp.: -55 to +100°C (to 125°C with de rating). Tough,
self-healing. Great for high-density PC's, humid environ -

ments, prec1s1on applications. (Metallized Mylar units
also available tape-wrapped or metal enclosed.)
One other thing . We figure you can 't make quality
capacitors and me-too capacitors under the same roof.
Because sooner or late r, one operation will goof the
other one up. So we take the quality route. Count on it.
Write for catalog or application engineering assistance. TRW Capacitors, an Electronic Components Division of TRW, Inc. Box 1000, Ogallala, Nebraska 69153.
(308) 284-3611 .
•Du Pont T.M. for Polye ste r Film

TRW.CAPACITORS

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 6
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Look what 5 volts
can get you.
These five DPMs use the same 5VDC supply that powers the digital logic in your
system.
This simplifies your design and improves
reliability. It saves space, saves money,
and reduces the amount of heat that's
generated. And, because there 's no linepower voltage near the DPM , internally
generated noise is virtually eliminated.
So you get more reli able readings.
And here's what else you can get for
5 volts. BCD outputs. Overvoltage,
polarity, and status indication. Automati c
zero correction and programmable
decimal points. Aluminum cases that
install in a snap.
Each meter is given a seven-day burn-in
before shipping. And we're shipping right
now.
Our 5 volt DPMs are a whole new class
of digital panel meters - a whole new way
of thinking. Because now you can think of
the DPM as a component, just like any
other component in your system.
Take a look below. You 'll find a meter
that solves your particular problem. Then
give us a ca l I. Order a sample.

A low-cost 31/2 digit DPM for OEM applications. An advance in price/performance
capabilities for 3 112 digit DPMs. LED display. Bipolar, single-ended input. Full scale
range of 0 to±l99.9mV. 0.05% ±1 digit
accuracy. Au tomat ic zero and polarity.
Normal mode reject ion of 40dB at 60Hz
or 50Hz. Common mode rejection of 60dB
at ± 200mV. Fully-latched DTL/TTLcompatible outputs and control interface
signals. Optional ratiometric input.
Only 3Ai" deep. $89 in lOO's. AD2010.

A high-performance 4112 digit DPM for
systems applications. Capable of performing precision measurements of floating d ifferent ial voltages in noisy environments. LED display. Full scale range of
0 to ± l.9999V. 0.01 % ± 1 digit accuracy.
Automatic zero and polarity. Normal mode
rejection of 60d B at 60Hz or 50Hz.
Common mode rejection of 120dB at
±300V. Optica lly-iso lated analog section.~
Fully-latched DTL/TTL compatible BCD
outputs and contro l interface signals.

A high-performance 31/2 digit DPM for
systems applications. The kind of performance you need for complex system
interfacing and data Qrocessing. I ncandescent display. True differential instrumentation amplifier input. Full scale range
of 0 to ± l99.9mV. 0.05% ± 1 digit accuracy.
Automatic zero and polarity. Normal
mode rejection of 40dB at 60Hz or 50Hz.
Common mode rejection of 80dB at
± 2.5V. Fully-latched DTL/TTL compatible
BCD outputs and control interface
signals. $99 in lOO's. AD2003.

A low-cost 2'12 digit replacement for analog
meters. Incandescent display. Unipolar,
single-ended input. Full scale range of
0 to + l.99V. 0.5% ± 1 digit accuracy.
Optional: variable reading rates, BCD
outputs, and control signals. $59 in lOO's.

AD2002.

$199in100's.AD2004.
A simple, reliable 3112 digit DPM for highvisibility display applications. Incandes-

r.ANALOG
..... DEVICES

cent disp lay. Bipo lar, single-ended input.
Full scale range ofO to ± l99.9mV.
0.0 5% ± 1 digit accuracy.

Norwood, Mass. 02062.

$89 in lOO's. AD2001.

Call 617-329-4700
for everything you need to know about 5 volt DC-powered DPMs.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 7
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To surround her with safety,
at no extra cost •••

ACROSS THE DESK
( continued from page 7)

use Sylgard 170
silicone elastomer
to help make
appliances
flame retardant.

able from Schoonmaker Associates,
P .O. Box 339, Coram, N.Y. 11727.
Its . more than 75 pages include
tables, charts, scattergrams and
checklists of 13 fiscal and 10 marketing parameters by which you
can rate yourself against other
companies in the electron ics industry.
Circle No. 570

1

Laundry' editorial
brings a load of wash

Appliance malfunction and even fire
hazards can be minimized with
Sylgard'"' 170 elastomer. For example, television manufacturers are
using it on high voltage flyback
transformers as shown above (left).
Unlike conventional insulating
materials, Sylgard 170 elastomer
doesn't crack or melt under 40,000volt surges or long-term exposure
to 150 C. That's well above UL
requirements.
Its competitive price makes it
perfect for low-cost, high-volume
products.
It can also be used for potting ,
encapsulating and conformal coatings on hundreds of products. It's
nonvolatile, nontoxic and resists
ozone, x-ray and gamma radiation.
If you want the safety advantages
of silicone and flame retardancy too,
use competitively priced Sylgard 170
silicone elastomer.
For our Flame Retardant Sylgard®
170 silicone elastomer brochure and
case histories, write Dow Corning
Corporation, Dept. A-3326, Midland,
Michigan 48640.

Silicone elastomers from

DOW CORNING
'"fr·''iii§*'
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For years I've been reading the
editorials carried in hi gh-class
magazines such as the one you run,
sometimes deli ghted, sometimes
disgusted and sometimes just
plain puzzled. Your latest open
letter to the world left me puzzled. (See "Let's go beyond taking
in each other's laundry," ED No.
13, June 21 , 1973, p. 87) .
On the one hand, I have no difficulty seeing what you wanted me
to see. On the other hand, try as I
might, I cannot see what your
comments will change. Marketing
departments are under the impression that they are using every last
erg of "hustle" at their command
to sell their black boxes wherever
black boxes are purchased, and
product engineering departments
are rock-solid in their opinion that
they have their fingers on the
pulse of the nation's buyers. So
what if you take pen in hand (or
typewriter in finger ) and voice the
opinion that everybody is locked in
a super-cooperative round-robin?
Nobody drawing a salary from
Charlie Sporck's Thing Factory is
going to do anything different just
because you have correctly analyzed at least one successfu l economic
loop in the big picture of world
input/output. If the days of growing by selling to one another are
numbered, then I estimate that the
number has at least five digits.
I'll tell you what the world
thinks of our industry. The world
thinks it turns on little tubes of
Chapstik with wires coming out
the bottom. The world thinks it
consi sts largely of people making
smaller and smaller clandestine
transmitters to pick up telephone
and face-to-face talk. The world

thin ks it consists of tape-recorded
transcripts of presidential conversations with staffmen who are under a cloud of suspicion.
Don't misinterpret me. You
didn't commit any particular error
in parsing out your thoughts. It' s
just that I don't see where your
comments are instructive to change.
I might as well shoot water up a
rope as suggest that Fairchild deemphasize its efforts to sell faster
diode arrays to HP while HP tries
to sell more effective curve tracers
to Fairchild. It is going on now,
and it will continue unabated in
spite of contrary comments.
Here at the south end of the
Santa Clara Valley, a bunch of
guys in several smaller companies
have been busted for stealin~ trade
secrets, plus actual hardware, from
IBM. That's a fit subject for an
editorial.
Is it fair to have a beginning
debriefing for a new engineer
while a super sleuth goes down a
checklist and tries to get an update on ever y project in the works
at the guy's last employer? That is
common practice and bears some
small relationship to the current
Senate hearings, in that at least a
few witnesses have testified that
everybody is a spy to the limit of
hi s own resources. Should the
"code of ethics" cover keeping
your mouth shut after you leave
a company?
How about "last look" as a matter for your fertile pen? Every
major purchase is sold on the basis
of multiple bids, and every supplier
compels hi s salesmen to win "last
look." Now you and I and everybody else knows that a last look
is a sure antidote to the concept
of bidding. It is OK in an auction
but not in a bid. How about a few
comments?
I see in the paper t hat gallium
is getting hard to get. Who has
the raw material? What kind of
trading relationships does the U.S.
have with the suppliers? If we
run out of gallium, we might be in
trouble. P erhaps a small bit of
staff work could arm you with
enough facts to make a fine set of
comments on the situation.
Name withheld
'(continued on page 14)
11

Finally
Monolithic True Log IF/RF A1npliliers
Another First lro1n PLESSEY
Specify Plessey 's new SL530 series .. . the first
monolithic true !og IF/RF amplifiers in the world . You
may do things you never considered before.
Like designing your own multi-channel radar IF
strips in-house. Simply, quickly and economically.
Yet your system will have more reliability and accuracy than before . .. at a much lower cost.

blocks. Cascade them for true logarithmic response
at frequencies up to 80 MHz.
The SL530 may be the first device of its kind in the
world. But state-of-the-art is a habit with Plessey.
Successive Detection Log Amplifiers
Another log amp original , the SL521 , has been
used by designers in successive detection log amplifiers. For over five years Plessey has consistently
delivered SL521 devices for critical programs like
the TPX-42 and APX-76.
Temperature range is full MIL-spec for both the
SL521 and SL530. Screening to MIL STD 883 or
38510 available upon request.

Monopulse radar systems or ECM?
Wherever phase information must be retained , the
SL530 series is ideal. Throughout the entire strip,
input signal phase information is retained. And
retained .
Just think of the new SL530 series as building

Typical 4-stage strip using SL 530 series

SL530 True Logarithmic
Limiting Amplifiers
VOLTAGE GAIN @ 60MHz
14db typical
FREQUENCY RANGE
4-85MHz
MAXIMUM RECTIFIED OUTPUT
1.0V peak
PROPAGATION DELAY
7.0ns typical *
PACKAGE CODE
T05/F.P.
*Group delay match over
input range
0.6ns

=

60 MHz wide-range logarithmic amplifier
using SL521 series

SL521 Limiting
Wideband Amplifiers
VOLTAGE GAIN@ 60MHz
11.3 min.
12.7 max.
FREQUENCY RANGE
7-150MHz
MAXIMUM RECTIFIED OUTPUT
1.0mA min .
1.1mA max.
PROPAGATION DELAY
2.0ns typical
PACKAGE CODE
TOS/F.P.

The next time you require radar IF strips, make
things easy for yourself. If you need phase retention ,
specify Plessey 's SL530. Or use the SL521 for successive detection systems.
Now, while you 're thinking of it, call or write for
more information . It pays to specify Plessey.

•

PLESSEY SEMICONDUCTORS
1674 McGaw Avenue Santa Ana , Californ ia 92705
(714) 540-9945
170 Finn Court Farmingdale, New York 11735
(516) 694-7377
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HYBRID PACKAGES
Extra strong ceramic substrates
for thick and thin film processes.
Special purpose substrates to get
rid of heat, to save space, to
match thermal expansion of glass,
for light sensitive devices or for
a contrasting background. Substrates with high dielectric constants. Bulletin 712 on request.
Phone 803/682-3215.
Telex 570449.

From tooling for economy or from
laser for accuracy, Snap-Strates
are a proven cost reducer. Have
you considered how much SnapStrates and multiple processing
can save you? Bulletin 712 on
request. Phone 803/682-3215.
Telex 570449.

All ceramic construction plus
brazed-on leads for maximum
reliability. Co-fired mono Ii th i c
ceramic structure eliminates hermeticity problems, greatly increases thermal conductivity and
structural strength. Ceramic construction permits mounting the
package over conductors on circuit board. Custom made or write
for current list of standard packages. Phone 615/265-3411.
Telex 558432.

CIRCLE NO. 221

CIRCLE NO. 222

CIRCLE NO. 223

SUBSTRATES
SNAP-STRATES

CHIP CARRIERS
CUSTOM METALLIZING

These small hermetic chip carriers
ailow far greater circuit density.
Electrical testing after hermetic
sealing allows storage of good
devices in a less expensive package before committing to the circuit. The design permits conventional die attach, wire bonding
and lid sealing operations . . .
and re.flow solder attachment to
a multilayer ceramic substrate,
hybrid substrate or phenolic circuit board. Phone 615/265-3411 .
Telex 558432.

Tailored for maximum bond
strength on wide choice of our
own ceramic compositions including Black Alumina, White Alumina
and Beryllia. All popular metallizations and platings, applied by
both precision generation and
photo-etching. Where air firing is
required, ceramics can be supplied
with noble metals, surface or
buried in multilayer ceramics.
Phone 615/265-3411.
Telex 558432.

Single or multilayer, custom made
or stock. Diced chips from 1 pf
to .05 mfd. Sizes .020" square
and up. Multi-Cap® capacitors in
all EIA preferred sizes, .080" x
.050" and up. Available in TC
compositions from Pl 20 to N5600
and in all high dielectric constant
materials. Bulletins 689 and 694
on request. Phone 803/682-3215.
Telex 570449.

CIRCLE NO. 224

CIRCLE NO. 225

CIRCLE NO. 226

CAPACITOR CHIPS

Higher component density e e e

ACROSS THE DESK
(continued from page 11 )

Lower insertion costs e e e with

'Thou shalt not steal'
backed as sound ethics

\t

MONOLYTHIC®
CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

MULTI-COM

STANDARDIZED DESIGN FOR
BETTER AVAILABILITY, BETTER PRICES

capacitor sections)

TYPE 936C

TYPE 934C

TYPE 939C
(4

(7

capacitor sections)

(8

capacitor sections)

Compatible with !Cs and other standard DIP devices. especially
useful for noise bypassing and signal coupling in high-frequency
signal or data processing systems. Molded package provides
mechanical protection and reliability under seyere environmental
conditions. Monolythic® construction . . . alternate layers of ceramic dielectric material and metallic electrodes are fired into
an almost indestructible homogeneous block. Standard ratings,
18pF to 0.1 µ. F@ lOOWVDC. Temperature range, -SSC to +1oc.
*Other circuit configurations (including internally-paralleled capacitor sections, commoned
capacitor leads, and various ratings within single package) are available on special order.

Sprague puts more passive component families into
dual in-line packages than any other manufacturer:
e
e
e
e
e
e

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
CERAMIC CAPACITORS
TANTALUM-CERAMIC NETWORKS
RESISTOR-CAPACITOR NETWORKS
PULSE TRANSFORMERS
TOROIDAL INDUCTORS

For more informotion on Sprague DIP components,
write or ca// Ed Geiss/er, Manager,
Sp•Fialty Components Marketing,
Sprague Electric Co., 347 Marsha// St.,
North Adams, Mass. 01247. Tel. 413/664-4411.

e
e
e
e
e
e

HYBRID CIRCUITS
TAPPED DELAY LINES
SPECIAL COMPONENT COMBINATIONS
THICK-FILM RESISTOR NETWORKS
THIN-FILM RESISTOR NETWORKS
ION-I MPLANTED RESISTOR NETWORKS

SPRAGUETHE MARK OF RELIABILITY

THE BllOAD-UNE PllODUCEll OF ELECTRONIC PAllTS
INFOR~TION
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You were shocked-but only
briefly-to learn that your old buddy was a thief (see editorial "My
Friend's a Thief," ED No. 18,
Sept. 1, 1973, p. 59 ) Why "only
briefly"? Certainly you did not
mean to infer that since "his
crime was not unique" and since
"upright officials condone stealing,
justify it and even cover it up,"
stealing could be right and acceptable. However, you had some
doubt: "Maybe he is not guilty."
And you asked, "Why shouldn't my
friend steal a bit"? The answer is
simple: "Thou shalt not steal."
No one would advocate overtly
the repeal of laws that forbid
stealing because some or even the
majority of people steal. Nevertheless we see such a trend today.
Laws are decreed anachronous because they fail to alleviate crime.
In some instances laws are re·pealed because someone may be
hurt or even die in the process of
breaking them. An ethic rooted in
what is right is being replaced by
an ethic founded on what is convenient and utilitarian.
What is legal is not necessarily
moral. Moral clauses had to be appended to some of our recent legislation. But are we not heading for
an era when what is moral will no
longer be legal ?
Charles A. B en et

5516 Del Oro Dr.
San Jose, Calif. 95124
Your editorial "My Friend's a
Thief" is another example of the
growing trend to justify all immorality because of the Watergate
incident.
If your friend is a thief he
would have committed a theft in
any age, any culture, any part of
the world or in any standard of
morality that considers theft a
crime.
You make Watergate sound like
the second eating of the apple.
WJ:iat conceit! What naivete! If he
were not your friend, would he not
have been guilty? And if it had
not been for Watergate, would he
never have stolen the I Cs?
Michael N. lngrisano

1839 Rupert St.
McLean, Va. 22101
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PRICED
TO FIT

YOUR
WALLET

J30URNS

LO\V

COST

FAMILY
OF INDUSTRIAL
TRIMPOT® POTENTIOMETERS
POWER: Y2 WATT (OR BETTER) AT 70°C
TEMPCO: CERMET-AS LOW AS 100 PPM/°C
WI REWOUND -

AS LOW AS 70 PPM/°C

TEMPERATURE RANGE:

-ss 0 UPTO +1so 0 c

Join the growing population of industrial equipment designers who have discovered that Bourns quality has
never cost so little.
Bourns LOW-COST FAMILY of industrial TRIMPOT®
potentiometers was designed specifically to give costconscious industrial electronics equipment manufacturers superior product quality and performance . .. AT
LOWER PRICES.
We invite you to compare price and specs on Bourns
LOW COST FAMILY models with those of our prime
competitors.

FOR INSTANT
INFORMATION
D I AL E E M

AVAILABILITY
The Cermet and Wirewound models shown are stocked
in-depth .. . RIGHT NOW, so delivery is off-the-shelf
from your local Bourns distributor or factory-direct.

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FROM YOUR LOCAL BOURNS DISTRIBUTOR

e
TOLL

FREE

800-645-9200

Complete data, price and delivery details on all LOWCOST FAMILY models is available upon request. Just
write, or call, your local Bourns Sales Office, representative, or distributor.
BOURNS, INC., TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION

•

1200 COLUMBIA AVENUE , RIVERSIDE , CALIFORNIA 92507
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COMPLETELY INTERCHANGEABLE WITH

ALL MAJOR SUPPLIERS
FEATURING: WIRE-WRAP OR DIP-SOLDER
TERMINATION D BIFURCATED BELLOWS
CONTACTS D UL-APPROVED INSULATOR
MATERIAL D GOLD OVER NICKEL PLATING,
AND ALL THIS ...

2¢

FOR LESS THAN
PER
CONTACT POSITION!!

SERIES 7000

rwrn~ ~WCDFIID~°i-:

I

To qualify, just flll out the attached reply card requesting
quotation, or submit your own RFQ. Three-hundred (300)
~~~
names wlll be randomly selected from all quallfylng
respondents and the winning name wlll be drawn on
ember 14, 1973. This special Introductory offer
res Dec. 31, 1973. Vold where prohibited by law.

L.:

- - -

-

HONDA SUPER SPORT 350
(CB-350 K4)

.. / £IKIJ"7•111.\1·

..,,~

c=t a e Stanford Applied Engineering, Inc.
.Advanced Packaging Division

it~Iii~ ,

2165 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, Calif. 92705

Telephone (714) 540-9256

TWX 910-595- 1122
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lnrat•H'flrlH911••
Yes, I'm interested in your Special 7000 PC Connector offer.
Send me a quotation on - - - -(Quantity)
--pieces.
My requirement for delivery would be approximately
Quote me on the following sizes and quantities:
NO. OF CONTACTS
(DUAL ROW)

--~~,....---(Weeki)

ARO.

10/20 20/40 22/44 25/50 28/56 30/60 35/70 36/72 40/80 43/86 50/100 60/120 70/140

QUANTITY

Mounting Style:
Type of Termination :
Insulation Material:
Contact Plating (over 50

o 4-40 Tap Insert
o Wire Wrap
o Phenolic
microinches nickel) :

o
o
o
o

.125" dia. Clearance Hole
Dip Solder
o Right Angle
Diallyl Phthalate
.00001 O"
o .000030"
o .000050" Gold

Additional i n f o r m a t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - NAME------------COMPANY----------~
ADDRESS----------~

CITY------------~
TELEPHONE---------~

Introducin th
or everybody. NXKE computer
It's the com
D MINI™/LSI
ne':er thought th puter for People ~h
their Product
ey could afford a
o
It's al . :f
computer for
able to affor~o or People who have
computer th ~h~e, but have alw always been
NAKE~ is.
ays gotten less
com t
MINI/LSI· th
use.1Tu er .designed for wid~s e first OEM minithan a~ey first computer ablesroredad, multi-level
'Il computer could e
o more jobs
comb. o do this, we had t ve~ do before
large l~~%on: extensive 16~Th1~~ it an .unheard of
NAKED Mory, and a small . mputmg power
ered to sa _INI/LSI is the flr~~e tag. Specificau;
~pplicatio;~s!_Ya~~% ~fall po~enti~JJ:futi~~~ow- '
~'K.OE~ quantities ~ft g~ PAic~d as low as $§~er
wofms o~ m~mory.
. n that price includes
h d
agme it For
.
ar wired circuitry orae~:1ce Jes~ than most
n a microcomputer,

TITLE-------------DEPT. - - - - - - - - - - - - - MAIL STOP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ __
EXTENSION-----------

:f

2

1ihe

Your Product c
general purposean benefit from a
Powerful arith c!>mputer havin
b up to 256K 16-bUetic capabilities, g
o.th byte and wor words of memor
W1't uniquel.Y flexible i'nduprocessing, and y,
hout
P t/out
features let' . going into all the .
Pu.t.
gives YO~ s Just say that the ~ARY widget
could neeJ r:oduc~ all the perform ED.MINI/LSI
fectively, Wh. monitor, sequence ance it
competitive ich means Your Prod a~d c?ntrol efobsoJescenc~ more flexible, and m~~ ~1II be more
And b~cause
e immune to
~;ryobr new c<;>mp~:r~;~~ ~SI technology to
1"x15
~~,ug~ng i~ a single c:i.~~~ all this clout
( . For fuIIa~et "":j1ghs only 4 pounJ': measures
or its stand l a1 s on the NAKED .
write Comp~:e~1A counte~part, ALPH~INI/LSI
~i~~ii· Irvine, Ca~ft~~~~t·Jnc., 18651 ~~~I),
TWX 910-595-1767." 'call, (714)

"/i

ID Mllf11l$1 from .
------------..._'"---~-==
'"'"VA<~ . . . . _ , _ _
•N'O•MM•ON

\~

Just afew reasons why we're
There they are, the biggest selection of LED displays in the
business. And not just different sizes of red; green and yellow digits
and alphanumerics, too. Plus all the backup IC's that can put them to work in
your application at your logic level. Plus a whole line of prepackaged
plug-in modules that let you unplug an un-LED and start getting Monsanto
reliability in your socket. The GaAsLITE display was first announced
here-in 1969. Now what you see is what you'll get-from
stock, worldwide, at a distributor near you. Prices? We lead there, too!

Demand the LED displays with the reputation for quality.
20
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first in Light Emitting Diodes.
Putting innovation to work.
Monsanto Commercial Products Co. Electronic Special Products
10131 Bubb Road , Cupertino, CA. 95104 (408) 257 ·2140
A unit of Monsanto Company

Monsanto

EASTERN HAMILTON/ AVNET. Atlanta , GA (404) 448-0800 Baltimore , MD (301) 796-5000 Boston . MA (617) 273-2120 Cedar Grove , NJ (201) 239-0800 Long Island. NV (516) 333 -5800 M1am1, FL (305) 925-5401
Mount Laurel. NJ (609) 234 -2133 Syracuse, NY (315) 437-2642 KIERULFF ELECTRONICS . Gaithersburg. MD (301) 948 -0250 H1cksv1lle. NY (516) 433 -5530 Rutherford. NJ (201) 935 -2120 Paoh , PA (215)
647-2612 Needham Heights . MA (617) 449-3600 SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS , Atlanta. GA (404) 449-9170 Rockville . MO (301) 881 -2970 Hollywood . FL (305) 927-0511 Raleigh , NC (919) 832-8881 Rochester, NV
(716) 328-4180 Westbury. NY (516) 334. 7474 Somerset. NJ (201) 469·6008 HAMMOND ELECTRONICS . Orlando. Fl (305) 241 -6601 SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS. INC . Pittsburgh , PA (412) 781 · 8120
MIDWEST HAMILTON / AVNET. Chicago. IL (312) 678-6310 Dallas. TX (214) 638-2850 Detroit, Ml (313) 522 ·4700 Houston , TX (713) 526-4661 Kansas City, MO (913) 362· 3250 Minneapolis, MN (612) 854-4800
St Louis. MO (314) 731 · 1144 HARRISON EQUIPMENT, Houston , TX (713) 224·9131 KIERULFF ELECTRONICS, Garland , TX (214) 271 · 2471 SEMICO NDUCTOR SPECIALISTS , INC ., Dayton , OH (513) 278-9455
Chteago , IL (312) 279· 1000 Detroit . Ml (313) 255-0300 lnd1anapohs. IN (317) 243-8271 Minneapolis . MN (612) 854 -8842 Kansas City, MO (816) 452-3900 St LOUIS, MO (314) 428-6100 Dallas. TX (214)
358-5211 SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS , Elk Grove V1Hage , 1l (312) 593 -2740 Cedar Rapids. IA (319) 366-0774 Beachwood . OH (216) 464 -2970 Troy, Ml (313) 583·9242 WESTERN ALTA ELECTRONICS . INC
Salt lake City, UT (801) 486·7227 ELMAR ELECTRONICS . Mountain View. CA (415) 961 · 3611 Denver. CO (303) 287· 961 l HAMILTON ELECTRO SALES. Culver City, CA (213) 870·7171. HAMILTON/AVNET. Denver,
CO (303) 534 · 12 12 Mounta in View, CA (415) 961·7000 Phoenuc, AZ (602) 269 - 1391 Salt lake City, UT (801) 262·8451 San Diego, CA (714) 279· 2421 Seattle , WA (206) 624 -5930 KIERULFF ELECTRONICS.
Palo Alto. CA (415) 968-6292 Phoenix , AZ (602) 273 -7331 Denver. CO (303) 343-7090 Seattle, WA (206) 763 - 1550 San Diego. CA (714) 278· 2112 . LIBERTY ELECTRONICS , Phoenix , AZ (602) 264-4438 Seattle ,
WA (206) 763 -8200 El Segundo , CA (213) 322-8100 WESCO ELEC , Los Angeles, CA (213) 685·9525 WESTERN RADIO , San Diego, CA (714) 235-6571 CANADA CANADIAN DYNAMICS . LTD , Vancouver ,
BC (604) 325-3201 Calgary, ALB (403) 265-6500 . CESCO ELECTRONICS. LTD . Montreal (504) 735-5511 Ottawa (613) 729-5118 Toronto (416) 638 -5250 Quebec (418) 524-4641 Vancouver (604) 433 -7834
HAMILTON / AVNET. Montreal ( 514 ) 735-6393 Ottawa (613) 725-3071 Toronto (416) 677 ·7432 SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS . Toronto (416) 925 -2471 SEMICONDUCTOR SPECIALISTS. Ontano (416) 678-1444
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Heinemann Type J.
outside, something for your
customers.
A word to those of you who've been considering our
hydraulic-magnetic breakers only in terms of
reduced component and service costs-your
customers may like the way they look on your
equipment.
Heinemann Type], for instance. This
uncommonly versatile design is based not only on
the tasteful use of form and color, but on some downto-earth human engineering criteria as well.
We offer a choice of packaging that includes two
types of toggle actuator, a rocker handle, and both
lighted and unlighted pushbuttons. There's also a
snap-in model that installs without hardware to
reduce your assembly costs.

Inside, something for you.
Inside, our handsome, economical, and inherently reliable
Type J breakers offer some intriguing possibilities in
switching, protection, and control. (By applying one of our
eight special-function internal circuits to a knotty
design problem, you could become a hero in
your company.)
Consider what you could do
with a breaker that trips on
current or voltage changes in
another circuit ... a breaker whose
trip point is adjustable . .. another
that controls not one, but two loads
per pole .. . a single-pole breaker with
two coils: one for overload
protection, one for a separate control
circuit. New this year is trip-alarmbuilt-in SPDT or DPDT contacts that
actuate when the breaker trips
electrically, but not when it's manually
switched.
Our new Bulletin J-3333 gives a
thorough airing to many such ideas based on actual
applications of these internal circuits. You can obtain a
copy by writing to Heinemann Electric Co.,
2626 Brunswick Pike, Trenton, N.J. 08602.

<®> HEiNEMANN
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We'll Be Seeing You
In All The Old
Familiar Places
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The LED creative design ball is rolling.
Light emitting diodes are being designed in everywhere .
Red. Amber. Green.
Motorola is a leader in volume production of standard LEDs. Because Motorola is the leader in
volume-produced semiconductors.
You have a choice of 20 different visible and IR
LEDs in 7 plastic and metal packages from Motorola.
With more on the way.
All offer long-term performance incandescents can't.
Like the new MLED850 amber LED: a 90°field-ofview, 0.5-typical-mcd-inten,sity unit going for a
100-up of just 89¢.
To get you started in the right LED direction , a
new brochure is available. It furnishes selection
and cross-reference data, parameter, characteristic and terminology
discussion, basic design considerations and application note references.
Send for it. Box 20912 , Phoenix
85036.
You may not have a place for LEDs
now.
But you know they ' re always
available ...

• o
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Wetnake
cotnponents for
guys who callt
stand failures.
Even the coolest and calmest
among us somehow comes unglued
when there's a "little" electronics
systems failure. Because before it's
done, that little systems failure often
becomes a big, big systems failure.
One that takes a long, long time to
fix. And to forget.
But that's where Corning comes
in. We make reliable components
for guys who can't stand failures in
their systems. Components like
metal film resistors-both standard
and flame proofs. Components like
our glass, ceramic and glass/ceramic
capacitors. Like our solid tantalum
capacitors-hermetic and non-hermetic, polar and non-polar, miniature and microminiature. And like
our discrete component networks.

An example:
Take our CO RD IP™ discrete
component networks, for example.
They' re unique packages of custom
combinations of discrete microminiature resistors, capacitor chips and
diodes in a dual in-line package.

Combinations of up to 20 and 23
components are available in 14-pin
and 16-pin packages, respectively.
Circuit complexity is almost unlimited, with all interconnection
made inside the pretested package.

Their specs:
With CORD IP component networks, resistance values can be
selected from 10~ho 150K. And
with tolerances from 1% and TC's
from 1OOppm, they offer better
resistance ratios than other DIP
networks. Capacitance values are
from 10-47,000 pf. Tolerances from
5%. Diodes are low-signal silicon
planar types. And different types of
components-with different values,
tolerances ano TC's-can be readily
mixed in the same network. ·
The special packaging construction of CORD IP component networks permits the use of Corning's
discrete metal film resistors, discrete
ceramic capacitor chips, and discrete
glass hermetically sealed diodes.

IN FORMATION RETRI EVAL NUMBER 18

Their extra benefits:
CORD IP component networks
bring the designer almost unlimited
circuit complexity, great flexibility
and economy-and bring the packaging/production engineer !\Ubstantially reduced board size. And
insertion costs can be reduced by
as much as 23-to-1 .
Get the full story on CORD IP
discrete component networks
and all of Corning's extra reliability components. Write for our
new " General Design Guide" to :
Corning Glass Works, Electronic
Products Division, Corning,
New York 14830.
And for information on availabilities, call your local authorized
Corning distributor or D.I.A.L.
EEM: (800) 645-9200, toll free.
Or in New York state, call collect:
(516) 294-0990.

CORNING
ELECT RON I CS

(news scope)
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Interdata, trying harder,
offers 2 new mini systems
In an announced effort to become
No. 1 in the minicomputer system
market by 1976, Interdata Inc., has
scheduled two new systems for introduction early next year. The
company places itself No. 3 in
today's market.
The first is the Model 7 / 16, a
microprogrammed, 16-bit machine
that includes an 8-kilobyte, directly addressable core memory unit.
The mm1 is microprogrammed
around an 80-ns LSI-bipolar ROM.
Features include 16 hardware general registers, of which 15 can be
used for indexing; up to 64 kilobytes of directly addressable main
memory; 255 input/ output interrupts with automatic vectoring to
service routines; and a set of more
than 100 instructions. Data word
length is 8, 16 or 32 bits, and
instruction word length is 16 or
32 bits. Typical execution time is
1.5 ,µ,sec for a 16-bit register-toregister add operation. Single unit
price of the Model 7 / 16 will be
$3200.

The second new minicomputer
system is the Model 7 / 32, a machine that the company describes
as "the world's first 32-bit minicomputer to be priced under
$10,000" ($9950 in unit quantities ) . The 32-kilobyte core memory
has an access time of 750 ns.
The 7 / 32 is a three-board processor packaged in a 16-slot chassis
with hardware multiply/ divide,
and a new 32-kilobyte core memory
module on a single 15-inch PC
board. The processor is designed
to directly address up to 1 megabyte of main memory as well as to
perform 32-bit arithmetic and logical manipulations.
The machine has two sets of 32bit registers, with 16 registers in
each set. One set of 32-bit registers is for user programs ; the
other is for operating system and
input/ output use. There are more
than 200 instructions. Typical
execution time is 1 µ,sec for a 32bit register-to-register add operation.

Bubble memory planned
for recording in .space

A 14-month $139,000 contract
has been let to the Electronics
Group of Rockwell International
Corp. in Anaheim, Cali f., for the
initial feasibility study and production of a small engineering
model of the data recorder. William C. Mavity, program development manager for domain memory
products at Rockwell, says the recorder will have a capacity of between 10 7 and 10 8 bits. The design
calls for dissipation of only 5 to 10
W of power and a read-data rate of
about 150 kB / s. Writing is to be
done at a slower 15 kB / s. Stermer
says that eventually writing will
be just as fast as reading.
Gadolinium gallium garnet substrates will be used with a bubble
size of 4 to 6 µ,. This yields a bit

In a major effort to improve the
reliability of data r ecorders used
in space, NASA is developing a
bubble memory to replace mechanically driven tape recorders.
Dr. Robert L. Stermer, scientist at the NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, Va.,
notes that while the mean time to
failure of the current flight tape
recorder is about 10,000 hours,
bubble-memory recorders should
last at least twice as long.
"We are looking towards a flight
status recorder by early 1978," he
reports. "The main applications
will be in scientific weather satellites."
... INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 19

density of about 2.5 million bubbles/ in2.
The recorder may be divided up
into several 10,000-bit sections, so
that if one section fails, the others
will operate. Stermer notes that the
present flight tape recorder fai ls
catastrophically when it goes; no
partial memory saving is possible.
Another advantage of the new
recorder says Mavity, is that it will
be able to stop and start on a bit
without having to overcome the
inertia of a mechanical recorder.

New material spurs
superconductor hopes
Borrowing from thin-film semiconductor technology, a researcher
at the W~stinghouse Research
Laboratories in Pittsburgh has developed a new superconducting material that has a higher critical
temperature than any material
used so far.
Many applications for supereonductors are being developed in
laboratories throughout the world.
These include superconducting generators, power-transmission lines,
high-speed trains, ship-propulsion
systems and microwave and magnetic field detectors. The major
stumbling block to success has
been the lack of superconductors
with high critical temperatures.
The critical temperature, according to John Gavaler, developer of
the new material, is the temperature at which a material first begins to exhibit superconductivity.
In his work, Gavaler used a
modified sputtering process to produce a compound of niobium and
germanium that has a critical temperature of 22.3 K (-419.5 F).
Although this is only a 1.5-K increase over the previous record,
Gavaler notes that advances in thi s
area are generally measured in
fractions of a degree.
In modifying the sputtering
process, Gavaler used only 750 V
instead of the usual 2 to 4 kV. In
addition, instead of using) a low
argon gas pressure of 0.1 mm of
mercury, he used 0.3 mm. The
result of these changes is that
low-energy particles of niobium
and germanium can combine to
form the desired compound.
According to Gavaler, the discovery of the new material demon27

strates that superconductors can
operate at temperatures well above
the normal boiling point of hydrogen (20.5 K). This means that
liquid hydrogen, which is cheaper
than the presently favored liquid
helium, could be used as a cooling
agent. Ideally scientists would like
to achieve superconductivity at
room temperatures.

Flammability ratings
are revised by UL
The flammability ratings of
plastics used in electrical and electronic equipment have been revised by Underwriters' Laboratories to make the designations more
clearly reflect the manner in which
the tests were conducted. Formerly the ratings emphasied the "selfextinguishing," or SE, feature.
A UL spokesman in Chicago says
that the revisions were spurred in
part by recent complaints by the
Federal Trade Commission against
26 plastics manufacturers, calling
on them to stop citing and using
flammability standards of the
American Society for Testing and
Materials. The FTC indicated that
because tests made by the society
used relatively small pieces of matrials in a small, controlled area,
they were meaningless in predicting the flammability of these materials in large-scale fires, such as
in buildings.
While the Underwriters' Laboratories tests of electrical and electronic plastics are similar in nature, the materials are used
essentially in small enclosures, like
appliances, radios and television
sets. As a result, the UL spokesman says, the tesls are valid for
the manner in which the material
is used.

Beam switching cuts
landing-system costs
The use of antenna beam-switching instead of the more complex,
phased-array system can substantially reduce the cost of microwave
landing systems for small airports
and general-aviation aircraft, according to Bendix Corp. spokesmen.
As a result, Bendix-one of four
industry teams competing in the
28

prototype phase of a Federal Aviation Administration program to
develop a National Microwave
Landing System-has added the
beam-switching feature to its proposed system. Simplified groundstation equipment can result with
costs reduced to one-third to onefou rth that of a full-blown
phased-array system, the company
says.
General-aviation receiver costs
would also be cut, according to Edward D. Hart, director of engineering for the Bendix Avionics
Div., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Beam switching, says Charles W.
McWilliams, Bendix director for
air traffic control activities, is a
relatively simple technique to move
the antenna's beam electronically
from one discrete position, to another. However, much of the circuitry associated with a full phased-array system is not needed. A
new antenna model that corporates
beam switching is being fabricated.
The simplified beam-switching
system would give the pilot
straight-on elevation and azimuth
information like thart of the localizer and glide slope of present vhf
instrument landing systems. For
the large jet airports, Bendix
would use the full phased-array
systems.

Ultrasonic probe sought
to show heart damage
An ultrasonic system that may
enable physicians to measure precisely how much of a patient's
heart tissue has been damaged by
a heart attack is under development by the Massachusetts
Inst~tute of Technology in Cambridge.
Physicians who use the system
would place a tiny, ultrasound,
emitting-and-detecting probe into
a patient's body to examine the
heart. A high-speed computer
would analyze and plot the results
to indicate the extent of dead
muscle tissue.
Dr. Padmakar Lele, professor of
experimental medicine in the MIT
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering,
and other researchers discovered a
couple of years ago that dead heart
tissue differs consistently from
normal in the way it absorbs ultra-

sound at various frequencies. Dr.
Lele found, however, that early
ultrasonic measurements were dependent on the angle at which
ultrasonic pulses impinged on the
tissue.
Such use of ultrasound to find
dead tissue w:as thus not useful,
because an ultrasound probe ·a pplied to the chest wall or inside a
beating heart undergoes constant
changes with respect to the heart
muscle.
Dr. Lele subsequently discovered that by using a broadband ultrasonic pulse--containing a wide frequency range--he could obtain a
curve representing how a piece of
tissue reflected ultt·asound through
those frequencies. The shape of
this curve would be the same regardless of the angle of the target.
It could then be compared with the
shape of the curve for normal tissue. Since the heart is in constant
motion, only a few ultrasonic
echoes of a heart wall from a
probe would be clear enough for
analysis. Hence the researchers
have developed a prototype computer program that is presently
capable of analyzing pulses at a
speed of about seven echoes1 per
second. A medically useful system
would have to be capable of examining up to 100 echoes per second, Dr. Lele notes.

Monsanto cuts price
of non-red LEDs
In a surprise move that wliich
may be the first indication of a
trend in the light-emitting-diode
indusry, the Monsanto Electronic
Special Products Div., Cupertino,
Calif., has reduced the price of its
MAN 5, 8 and 7 green and yellow
0.27-inch, seven-segment displays
to that of the company's equivalent
red display.
The move, according to Monsanto, is intended to test the reaction of designers to a choice of
display colors. Some designers of
consumer electronics have been
holding back in their use of red
LED readouts. Because they are
more difficult to read than green
and yellow and the public tends to
regard red as an indication of
danger.
The new price of the MAN 5, 7
and 8 is now $2.70 in 1000 lots $5
in single units .
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Man, did you inundate us with
applications for the 555 single timer.
You. used it for every possible
function from light switches to audio
generators to RF outputs. And
then, you often used a second 555
to control the function you'd
generated with the first one.
We got the message: put two of
these babies on one chip. Here it is
- the 556 dual timer. Two 555's on
a chip. Twice the product at less
than twice the cost. 100 up: $1.25.
How's that for responsiveness?
Think of what you can do. Each timer on the 556
chip is independent, and needs only the appropriate values of C and R to function as a time delay,

duty cycles are adjustable from 50%
down to 0.01%. If you 're a knob
·
twirler, enjoy yourself by changing
timing at will on a 10:1 ratio.
No sweat on power, either. Anywhere from 5to15 volts does the
job, with only 1% maximum timing
change from bottom to top. And
what you get out will source or sink
100mA. Temperature stability is
instrumentation grade, 0.005%/° C.
Intrigued? Curious? Want to try
one for yourself? For our own
amazement, send us any application diagram you can think up for the 556 dual timer.
We'll reward you with a FREE sample to tinker with.
In timely fashion.

CLIP THIS TO YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR FAST REPLY.

oscillator, pulse detector, power modulator, or what
have you. Any kind of output you can dream up
from one side, and the control from the other side.
Go wild - it can become anything from a toy to a household appliance to a communications breakthrough .
Run free or latch with external triggering . You 've
got a time span from microseconds to an hour, and

Signetlcs Linear-Dual Timer
811 East Arquea Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94088 (408) 739-1700
D Here it la. my application suggestion for the 556 universal
dual IC timer. Shoot me out my FREE sample unit.
D Just send me the specs and data on the 556, please.
D Somehow, I never got the word on the 555 single timerthrow in some poop on that dealle, too, please.

Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

--~. A~afComlng--

!i!,gDDliC!i
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Abrand spanking new line
ol digital electronic counters lrom those
value conscious lolks who blasted their way into the DUN market.

*A 40Model
Jg4JA
MHz unit for only $299.

Model Jg50A

A super stable 50 MHz field or
bench machine for $~45.

*Model 1g5zA

*A portable
Model5151gaoA
MHz telecommunications

A seven function do-all 80 MHz
instrument for $695.

Now there is a new and exciting
alternative to the counters you 've been
thinking about buying .
Fluke gives you a choice. Four superb
counters designed to meet most applications over a wide frequency range.
For maximum reliability we pretest all
IC's, crystal oscillators , LED's and Nixies.
Instruments are " burned-in " at elevated
temperatures to eliminate marginal parts.
We virtually eliminate infant mortality.
Each of these instruments is backed with
a solid , no-nonsense one year warranty
through the worldwide network of Fluke
Technical Centers.

performer for $795.

expanded in the field to cover telecommunications applications to 515 MHz.
Capabilities include frequency, frequency ratio , single period, period
averaging , time interval measurement,
totalizing and gateable totalizing . Matched
input channels feature full control of
coupling slope and trigger level. The
standard display is 7 LED digits. 8 and 9
digits are available. Status lamps indicate
units annunciation, overflow, gate and
trigger level.
Ready to use when turned on, a standard 1952A performs to specifications that
meet or exceed FCC requirements. An
optional computer designed TCXO improves stability, reduces the aging rate
and operates from - 200 C to + soo C !
For data an optional BCD 8-4-2-1 parallel TTL compatible output is offered.

Model 1941A Digital Frequency
Counter
Here 's an outstanding low priced performer . It's unique among low frequency
counters with unmatched features and
capabilities. Frequency, rpm and totalize
modes let you use it as a frequency monitor, precision tachometer or flow meter
calibrator. The 6 digit display is clearly
readable at 20 feet (7 meters). All functions are controlled by clearly marked
pushbuttons .
A switchable low pass filter and attenuator simpl ifies operation in electrically
noisy environments.
BCD output, a field installable option ,
interfaces easily with digital printers and
automated test equipment providing 4line 8-4-2-1 TTL compatible logic. A connector cable is all that is required to
i.nterface with Fluke's 2010A Digital
Printer. No external c ircuitry is needed .
A programmable offset input option
eliminates the need for manual calculations in measuring frequency offsets in
receivers, as well as crystal oscillator
and filter production.

Model 1952A Universal Counter
The versatile one from Fluke. Counting from DC to 80 MHz in the standard
version , this precis ion counter can be

.
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Model 1950A Multi-Function
Counter

The economical one from Fluke. The
1950A. a full five-function counter, outperforms counters costing much more.
Measure frequency, single period, multiple period averages, ratios or totals.
Features include a 6 digit LED display
with automatic annunciation, variable trigger level control with status lamps and
a switch selectable attenuator for operation in electrically noisy environments.
An ideal field instrument, the 1950A
weighs only 5 pounds and operates from
12 Vdc.
Available with optional TCXO's, that
meet or exceed FCC requirements, the
1950A will operate in the lab or in the
field as soon as it is turned on. Fluke 's
-04 TCXO gives you an operating range
from - 2o 0 c to + so°C!
Other low cost counters use preset
trigger levels subject to noise spikes
and ringing , which causes false readings.
The 1950A uses a variable trigger level
control wh ich can be quickly set to the
correct level by looking at the LED trigger
status lamps. Testing high speed digital
circuitry is no problem.
Record data easily with an optional
BCD output. Fluke's Model 201 OA Digital
Printer cables directly to the 1950A. Nci
external decod ing and encoding circuitry
is needed .
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 21
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Model 1980A VHF, UHF,
Telecommunications Frequency
Counter
The portable one from Fluke. The 1980A
is a precision telecommunications counter designed to service mobile land, sea
and air communications systems quickly,
accurately and dependably. Ready to use
instantly, this performance engineered
counter operates under conditions that
leave other counters out in the cold . With
an optional TCXO the 1980A can be van
or field operated , to specifications that
meet or exceed FCC requirements, from
- 20° c to + so 0 c !
For total portability, a snap-on battery
pack and carrying case provide 4.8 hours
of operation .
With a variable trigger level control the
1980A can count ringing square waves
and sine waves with noise spikes.

For a demonstration or full details,
call your Fluke Sales Engineer today. Fill in the coupon below or dial
our toll free number, 800-426-0361
for the name of your nearest source.

IFLUKEI
®

John Fluke Mfg. Co. Inc.
P.O. Box 7428, Seattle, WA 98133
-----------------~

Dear Fluke folks,
D I want a demo today. Send my
nearest Fluke sales engineer out. I'm
especially interested in the D Model
1941A, D Model 1950A, D Model
1952A, D Model 1980A, D All four,
D Send data only.

Name

Company/Location

Address

State or Province

Phone

City

Zi p

L-----------------

(news)
Quad-linear ICs racing up the pike,
paced by automotive applications
Quad-linear res, spawned by the
special needs of the automotive industry for low-cost, highly reliable
electronic devices, are rapidly becoming popular not only among
linear-circuit designers but among
digital as well.
These four-in-one circuits-be
they op amps, comparators or Norton amplifiers-are being used in
increasing quantities in antiskid,
fuel-injection and emission-control
circuits, all of which require lowpower, dependable ICs. One industry source has estimated that the
automotive market for quads will
reach 10-million a month after
next March.
The first quad-linear circuits
appeared on the market about a
year and a half ago. In May of
1972 both Motorola Semiconductor
in Phoenix, Ariz., and National
Semiconductor, Santa Clara, Calif.,
introduced quad-current amplifier
circuits-the MC3401 and LM3900, respectively.
Benefits to the designer
Quad-linear devices offer a number of benefits to the circuit designer. First, the tendency is for
the quad circuit to be cheaper than
a combination of single or dual
circuits. One quad takes less PCboard space than two duals or four
singles-and a reduction in board
size means easier mounting, lighter mounting structure and an overall reduction in the weight of a
product. In addition, for many
linear-circuit applications, quads
allow the use of shorter signal
leads-thereby reducing stray capacitance, excessive capacitance or
inductive coupling and propaga-

Northe K. Osbrink
Weste rn Edit or
32

The National Semiconductor LM3900 quad amplifier which can operate off
a si ngle-power supply of 4 t o 39 VDC, features four independent internally
compensated amp lif iers.

tion delays.
An important cost saving over
duals and singles comes from a reduction in the number of IC insertions in a board. The cost of inserting and connecting any package
into a board varies from company
to company; often the cost of a
part is overshadowed by the labor
cost of installation.
A less obvious cost saving comes
from the reduced repair, rework
and revision needed on boards designed intelligently with quad-'
linear circuits. A linear circuit is
more likely to fail in service than
a digital circuit. It must amplify
analog signals over a variety of
operating conditions, temperatures
and signal situations, and any ab-

beration can be disastrous to circuit operation. If the technician
can replace the active circuitry of
a whole section of a board with a
single package, it can mean a very
real saving in maintenance cost.
Some design engineers say they
are seriously considering using
three of four amplifiers in a quad
package and leaving one as an installed spare. Their reasoning is
that in a monolithic quad circuit
the unused spare will be subjected
to the same temperatures and
stresses as the three active circuits
-so the repair technician has a
pre-aged replacement already on
the circuit board. After switching
in the good amplifier, the circuit
should require a minimum of
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Experience shows that Allen-Bradley fixed composition resistors can withstand far greater pulse energy levels than
resistors manufactured by some other technologies.
For example, a pulse equivalent to the energy from the rapid
discharge of a 10µf capacitor charged to 600 volts (1 .8 wattseconds) will have an insignificant effect on Allen-Bradley
114 watt resistors.
This performance is characteristic of the hidden values built
into all Allen-Bradley composition resistors by our exclusive
hot molding process. Quality that can make important differences in your design and procurement decisions.
Ask your Allen-Bradley distributor for " 7 ways to tell the dif-

ference in fixed resistors'.' Or write: Allen-Bradley Electronics
Division , 1201 South Second Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204.
Export: Bloomfield, NJ 07003. Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada
Limited, Cambridge, Ontario. United Kingdom : Jarrow, County
Durham NE32 3EN .

A-B Type

Rated Watts

BB

1/ 8
1/4
1/ 2
1
2

CB
EB
GB

HB

Pulse Energy Capability
Equivalent
Watt-Seconds
Energy Source
0.45

1 .8
6.4
16
44

2µ1
1 OµI
32µ1
32µ1
32µ1

@
@
@
@
@

670 volts
600 volts
630 volts
1000 volts
1650 volts

EC70
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Allen-Bradley
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204

WHEN THE
CHIPS ARE DOWN
WE DELIVER!
CAPACITORS
THAT IS

We said it and we meant it. We're USCC/ Centralab and we
said we were preparing to meet the capacitor delivery crisis by
substantial commitment to automated production machinery
and facilities expansion.
We did it, and we've got the chips to prove it-ELEVEN
MILLION in stock, most in the following popular sizes :
• BC - .080-+- .010 x .050-+- .010
.045 T MAX
• BF .100-+- .010 x .050-+-.010
.060 T MAX
• BI - .150-+-.010 x .050-+-.010
.060 T MAX
• DJ - .180-+- .010 x .080-+- .010
.065 T MAX
• FH - .125 -+-.010 x .095-+- .010
.065 T MAX

We'll also deliver non stock and custom chips in not more
than 8 to 12 weeks A.R.O.
Whether it's an immediate or future requirement, contact
our applications engineering department now at
(213) 843-4222, or our local representative.

-

USCC/Centralab
Electronics Division • Globe-Union. Inc .

2151 North Lincoln Street • Burbank, California 91504
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tweaking to perform properly,
these designers say.
Today the circuit designer has
a reasonable selection of quadlinear circuits to choose from. The
initial offering of the MC3401 and
LM3900 is still available and
either has or is about to be secondsourced by RCA, Fairchild Semiconductor, Raytheon and Signetics.
Today there is a further op-amp
choice--the 4136 from Raytheon
Semiconductor of Mountain View,
Calif. It is a monolithic quad 741
high-gain voltage amplifier requiring a plus and minus power supply. Texas Instruments also has a
quad 741, a two-chip version operating from a plus and minus
supply.
Another unit available is the
National Semiconductor LM324. It
operates from one power supply of
from 3 to 30 V de, or can be operated on dual supplies.
A designer requiring a quad
comparator is limited to the LM3901, introduced by National Semiconductor and now second-sourced
by Motorola. Additional components in the quad configuration
include the quad opto-isolator, introduced in August by Litronix of
Cupertino, Calif.; a number of
quad epitaxial planar silicon transistors available from Texas Instruments, Dallas, and such devices
as quad line driver-receivers from
Signetics, Sunnyvale, Calif.
National Semiconductor's mar-

keting manager for linear prod:ucts, Art Fury, sees a strong future for the quad industry.
"Engineers are beginning to realize that quad-linear circuits can
be building blocks," he says. "By
adding a few external components,
the quads can become function
generators, active filters or signalprocessing circuits."
These building-block circuits can
be cheap and easy to design. As
an example, Fury says, "a quad op
amp can be made into a very nice,
inexpensive function generatornot a Wavetek lab-quality unit but
good enough to build into a piece
of equipment for self-testing."
National will introduce about
six new quad-linear circuits by
the end of the year, and both Raytheon and Motorola have circuits
in the works. Quad is a magic
number for the linear manufacturer since four op amps, comparators or other linear circuits fit
"nicely into a 14 to 20-pin DIP.
Most manufacturers agree that
the quad costs about the same per
package as single or dual circuits.
Orlando Gallegos, operations manager for Raytheon Semiconductor,
says:
"Our monolithic quad op-amp
chips have a rejection rate only
about 10 % higher than a single
amplifier chip. When our lines are
all handling three-inch wafers, we
will be able to build any quad circuits for less than tw-0 duals." • •

WE DELIVER!
CAPACITORS
THAT IS
REPRESENTATIVES

ALASKA
USCC/Centralab
(213) 843-4222
ARIZONA
Jarko Associates
(602) 966-3020
CALIFORNIA (Northern)
Cal-Tronix
(408) 296-1366
CALIFORNIA (Southern)
USCC/Centralab
(213) 843-4222
COLORADO
Electro-Rep, Inc .
(303) 744-2821
HAWAII
USCC/Centralab
(213) 843-4222
IDAHO
H. S. Thorpe Company
(206) 454-0667
MONTANA
USCC/Centralab
(213) 843-4222
NEVADA (Clark County only)
Jarko Associates
(602) 966-3020
NEVADA
USCC/Centralab
(213) 843-4222

V+

NEW MEXICO
Electro-Rep, Inc .
(505) 256-1749
OREGON
H. S. Thorpe Company
(206) 454-0667

IOOµA

UTAH
Electro-Rep, Inc .
(303) 744-2821
WASHINGTON
H. S. Thorpe Company
(206) 454-0667

OUTPUT

WYOMING
Electro-Rep, Inc.
(303) 744-2821

Unlike most comparators, the LM 139 can operate from a single power
supply and still have an input common mode voltage range that includes
grou~d. flt is com patwible wit h all Wformd s of logic and has a power dissipation
ranging rom 5 70 m to 9 0 0 m , epending on the package.
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Wide-angle ·laser receiver has
low·noise and high sensitivity
The feasibility of a new wideangle, low-noise laser receiver that
can provide error-free detection for
laser pulses of greater than 100
photons has been demonstrated.
Called the bleachable absorber
laser amplifier and detector (Balad ) , it is reported to give better
field of view, sensitivity and
bandwidth than present optical
heterodyne or direct-detection receivers.
Balad is being investigated by
Prof. Gordon Bould and Prof.
James T. LaTourette at the Polytechnic Institute of Brook)yn in
Farmingdale, N.Y. According to
Professor LaTourette, the most
important advantage of the receiver is that it can detect-with maximum sensitivity-a . signal from
any direction in a sizable field of
view without need to narrow the
field of view to a single diffraction-limited cone or resolution element, as present systems do.

The investigators say that the
principal applications for the
Balad system are in optical-radar
and optical-communications systems where the incoming signal
direction is uncertain or where a
relatively broad area is monitored
for radar or other signals. This
contrasts with very narrow-beam
systems in which the return signal
may be easily missed because pinpoint aiming is required to acquire it.
LaTourette sees the Balad useful for hand-held optical communication receivers, where pointing
accuracy is unstable and limited.
As Professor LaTourette explains it, the Balad receiver comprises a laser amplifier, a bleachable absorber and a detector, as
well as necessary optical elements
for signal-beam focusing (Fig. 1).
The received signal (such as one
from a radar return), is amplified,
along with spontaneous emission

AM PU Fl ER
SIGNAL
DETECTOR

BUNDLE OF OPTICAL
WAVEGUIDES
CONTAINING ABSORBER

CONTAINER FOR ABSORBING GAS
WITH FLY'S EYE LENS TRAIN

DETECTOR

Wide-angle laser receivers with low noise and high sensitivity are seen as
feasible with arrangements like those shown above. The absorbing element
in both systems allows the signal to pass, yet blocks the noise.
36

from excited molecules in the laser
amplifier.
The output of the laser amplifier is applied to the gaseous absorber, which can be optical-absorber cells that are filled with an
absorbing gas or a bundle of optical waveguides that contain the
absorber (Fig. la). The gaseous
absorber is designed to saturate
at an average intensity above the
spontaneous emission from the
laser amplifier.
Upon saturation the spontaneous
emission and other extraneeus light
are absorbed. The bleachable, absorbing gas acts like an optical
squelch, and suppresses the background radiation that does not
coincide with the signal beam in
direction, in polarization, in frequency and in time.
But, La Tourette points out, the
signal, which is higher than the
background radiation is focussed
onto the absorber. The signal essentially burns a hole in the absorber and passes through with
low attenuation. The only light
that reaches the detector is spatially coherent with the laser signal. As a result, the signal-to-noise
ratio is considerably improved.
According to the researchers,
the field of view for a 10.61JLm
C0 2 laser Balad that could be
used in an optical radar to detect
a target of uncertain position is
100-by-100 resolution elements, or
2 x 2 degrees. The system would
use a C0 2 laser amplifier with an
SF 6 molecular absorber that operates at 130 K. The researchers conclude that several signals or possibly an entire image could be
received simultaneously, if a photosensor array is used for the detector.
A Balad receiver that uses Xenon gas could function in a shorter
range, but with higher resolution
than the C0 2 system. • •
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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REMEX Punched Tape Emulator turns your mild-mannered
punched tape system into a

High-Speed Digital Cassette Tiger

Now, plug into your existing
paper tape syst~m all the highspeed capabilit1as of a quality
digital cassette s9stem. It's
that easy with the new Remex
Punched Tape Emulator! It
simply "talks" as though it is a
punched tape peripheral.
Uses existing software. The
Remex P.T.E. is fully compatible with standard punched
tape equipment. It uses your
existing software, instantly
converting or interchanging

data from one medium to
the other.
Multiply character speed and
capacity. The Remex P.T.E.
gives you up to four times
greater read/write speed and
ten times more storage
capacity (up to 2.5 million bits)
than paper, with reliability of
less than one error in 108 bits.
Other advantages. A built-in
microprocessor allows automatic file search, automatic
backspace and reread, auto-

matic tape duplication; plus,
off-line capabilities.
Get full information. Remex
systems specialists are ready
to work with you. For full
details on the P.T.E.'s bilingual
performance and low price,
talk to REM EX, 1733 Alton St.,
Santa Ana, Calif. 92705. Call
(714) 557-6860. In Europe,
contact S.P.A. Microtecnica,
Torino, Italy.

We work with you!

/(_EMEX
®

EX· CELL· O CORPORATION
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Oak ~resents a short course
in keyboard switch selection
you can't afford to miss.
Our course could be called "Basic Economics in Keyboard Switch Design."
It sums up more than 40 years of leadership in switch design and manufacture
at Oak. Take a look at our course:

At the top: the Oak Series 400 Standard Keyboard
Switch. It's what you're looking for if you want
economy plus reliability. Millions are in use today
in every kind of keyboard application.
And our Series 475 Compact Keyboard Switches
(bottom) are about the shortest premium quality
units you can buy. And, like the Series 400, they're
ultra-reliable and economical.

We make so many types and sizes, you can specify
Oak across the keyboard . Call on us for complete
assemblies to your specifications or standard keypads. The most frequently used 10, 12 or 16 button
arrays are stocked in quantity by Oak distributors.

Next subject: Oak Series 415 Low - Profile Keyboard
Switches designed for calculators, security devices
and data entry equipment. Note the streamlined
silhouette. Select colors, custom caps and legends,
%" or %", single and double keys to fit your needs
exactly.

We can say that because our automated manufacturing and test equipment ensures quality. And we
design our keyboard switches with the operator
feel, reliability, and economy it takes for such
applications as data terminals, calculators, business
machines, and more.
That's it. Just be sure to follow up on what you've
learned. Write for Oak Keyboard Bulletins.
Class dismissed.
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Electron microscope method
promises 10-l resolution

Who to call
for fast
delivery on
Oak
Keyboard
Switches

Oak Series 400 and Series 415 Keyboard Switches are available from a
distributor near you. He'll supply your
desired quantities and ship standard 10,
12 and 16-button keypads as well. It's
the way to get Oak quality switches fast!

DEMAMBRO ELECTRONICS
MASSACHUSETIS, Boston .. ... .. (617) 787-1200

DRW
MASSACHUSETIS, Watertown .... (617) 923-1900
NEW YORK. Farmingdale .... ... .. (516) 249-2660

EDMAR ELECTRONICS
ILLINOIS, DesPlaines .... . ....... (312) 298-8580

FEDERATED PURCHASER
NEW JERSEY, Springfield ........ (201) 376-8900

GRAHAM ELECTRONICS
INDIANA. Indianapolis ... .. .. . ... (317) 634-8486

G- S. MARSHALL
ALL BRANCH LOCATIONS

HALL-MARK
ALL BRANCH LOCATIONS

HERBACH & RADEMAN
PENNSYLVANIA, Philadelphia ..... (215) 426-1700

INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS
MINNESOTA, Minneapolis ........ (612) 831-2666

MILGRAY/WASHINGTON
MARYLAND, Hyattsville ........ . (301) 864-1111

OHM/ELECTRONICS
ILLINOIS, Palatine .............. (312) 359-5500

RADAR ELECTRIC CO.
WASHINGTON, Seattle .......... (206) 282-2511

R. V. WEATHERFORD CO.
CALIFORNIA. Glendale ........... (213) 849-3451
CALIFORNIA. Palo Alto . .......•. (415) 493-5373

SCHOMBURG SALES
NEW YORK, Rochester ..... '. ..... (716) 244-0920

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS
TEXAS, Dallas .....•............ (214) 352-2601
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A new technique for improving
the resolution of surface-scanning
electron microscopes, and thus allowing more detailed study of microelectronic devices, has been developed by scientists at IBM's
Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.
According to its discoverer , Dr.
Oliver C. Wells, the technique will
ultimately permit resolution of
about 10 A. While resolutions of
this order and even greater have
been achieved by transmission microscopes, surface-scanni ng devices
have been able to resolve only 50
A, and then only rarely.
With the new technique, Wells
notes, the sample to be examined
is placed inside the objective lens
of the microscope, where the diameter of the scanning electron beam
can be made much smaller-5 to
10 A-than the 20 A in conventional surface-scan ning instruments. The lens itself is a short
focal-length electron type and contrasts with the long focal-length
lenses generally used in surfacescanning instruments.
In comparing the new technique
with the old, Wells points out that
in a conventional surface-scanning
microscope a beam of electrons is
accelerated to a high energy level
and focused on the sample surface
by a magnetic lens. The highenergy electrons cause lower-energy secondary electrons to be emitted from the surface of the
sample. The number of secondary
electrons emitted from each point
as the beam is scanned back and
forth across the sample gives a
picture of the surface, which is
displayed on a cathode ray tube.
Since the secondary electrons
have a low energy level, they must
be positioned far away from the
strong magnetic field of the lens.
Thus a long focal-length lens with
its subsequent limited resolution is
necessary.
In this new technique, the condenser part of the lens focuses a
beam of electrons on the sample.
The electrons are elastically scattered (deflected with little loss of
energy) by the sample and are
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Conventional electron microscopes
(a) use a long focal-length lens
while IBM's new technique (b) allows the use of shorter lenses for
higher resolution.

bent back toward the axis of the
microscope by the objective part
of the lens. These electrons, which
have penetrated the surface of the
specimen only slightly, are collected to provide the output signal.
Electrons that have penetrated
the sample more deeply suffer a
greater energy loss and are deflected by the lens out of the field
of view of the collector. The property of discriminating between
electrons that penetrate deeply and
those that don't produces a very
hi gh contrast image, which also
aids resolution. • •
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Approaching Intelsat traffic jam
raises problem in satellite design
Commercial satellite communications traffic over the Atlantic
will exceed the capacity of the
present Intelsat IV satellite system by 1975. By 1985 the traffic
will be 10 times greater than it is
today. Such projections, made by
the Hughes Aircraft Space and
Communications Group in El Segundo, Calif., rai se a fundamental
question:
Should a new-generation satellite with higher capacity be built
and put into orbit, or should sev¢ral interim satellites be launched?
An interim satellite, the Intelsat IV-A, is already under construction. It is expected to handle
8600 circuits, compared w.ith 5000
for the Intelsat IV. Two interim
satellites are scheduled to be orbited synchronously 22,300 miles
over the Atlantic. Launching has'
been scheduled tentatively fo:r:
mid-1975.
"But," says Steve Pilcher, manager of advanced Intelsat programs
at Hughes, "even the IV-A bird~
.will only handle proj ected capacitY.
through 1978. The next generation
is now a subject of considerable
dirs cussion."
Ralph Mitchell, commercial systems marketing - manager at
Hughes, notes that five or six
IV-A satellites over the Atlantic
would increase system capacity
tenfold.
" If the multiple-satellite approach is used over the Atlantic,"
Pilcher notes, "and the satellites
are spaced at least three degrees
of orbit apart, about 10 satellites•
could be used simultaneously."
In agreeing that this approach
has advantages, Mitchell says:
"You can have up to 10 times the
capacity of a single IV-A satellite
over the Atlantic. You are dealing
with a known, reliable satellite
rather than with an experimental

David N. Kaye
Senior Western Editor ,
40

Intelsat IV-A, which is expected to be launched in mid-1975 to a station over
the Atlantic, will handle 8600 circuits and output 500 W of power. The
satellite will weigh 1700 pounds and has been designed with a seven-year
life expectancy by Hughes Aircraft Co,

one. And those in orbit can spare
each other if a satellite goes out."
Mitchell also points to this disadvantage with a single, newgeneration satellite: "The more
capacity an individual satellite
has, the less reliable the total
communication system is. Large
nodes of communication traffic
are hard to relocate in case of a:
failure. It i.s better to have several satellites."
But the multiple-satellite approach is not without some shortcomings. "You need an additional
antenna at the ground station for
each additional satellite that you
must communicate with," Pilcher
says. The added expense would
place a strain on some of the
smallet· countries in the Intelsat
network.
At present the Intelsat system
uses a 3.95-GHz down link and a

6.15-GHz up link, with 500 MHz
of bandwidth. Proposals have been
made within Intelsat to go to a
new-generation satellite that would
operate at higher frequencies, with
a different polarization on the
beam to add capacity. One proposal is for an 11-GHz down link
and a 14-GHz up link, with 500MHz of bandwidth. This would be
used with linear polarization. The
satellite would accept a pair of
independent beams, polarized orthogunally to each other for maximum isolation. Since the same 500MHz bandwidth could be used
twice, the oapacity could be doubled.
A second proposal call& for a
20-GHz down link and a 30-GHz
up link with 2500-MHz of bandwidth. Since capacity is proportional to bandwidth, this would
give a fivefold increase in caELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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pacity. When coupled with the orthogonal polariz,ation scheme, an
:effective tenfold increase in capacity would result.
No other frequencies below 30
GHz are allowed under Federal
Communications Commission regulations.
The main limitation to use of
these higher frequencies is attenuation because of rain. At 20 or
30 GHz the rain problem is significantly worse than at 11 and
14 GHz. The problem, Pilcher
notes, is so bad that extra ground
stations would be needed at various sites to handle the traffic
meant for a "rained-in" ground
station. Even at 11 and 14 GHz,
extra stations would be needed. In
addition rain might cause such a
disturbance in the polarization of
the beam that reception would be
marginal.
Some of these problems will be
studied in future satellite faunehings. The ATS-F satellite will carry 20 and 30-G Hz beacons to
check on rain effects when it ·i s
sent aloft in AprH, 1974. Canadian
and European communication satellites will carry 11 and 14-GHz
hardware when they are launched
in 1975.
Point-to-point links foreseen

Higher frequencies would also
allow implementation of narrowbeam, point-to-point links. At 20
GHz, Pilcher notes, it's practical
to use beams as small as 1 degree
or less, with attendant efficiency
of transmission. These point-topoint links could be used for dedicated, high-traffic nodes in the
over-all network.
"Of course,'' says Mitchell, "a
move to higher frequencies also
requires a considerable investment
on the part of the network members in new ground-station equipment."
Meanwhile changes are being
considered in the modulation
scheme of the current Intelsat
satelli.te to double its capacity. At
present frequency-division multiplexing ( FM / FDM ) is used. Ill
1975 an experimental time-division
multiplexing scheme will be tried.
It may expand system capacity ultimately through use of digitalgigabit, data-communications technology. ••
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'Interference-proof' portable radio
is easy on the draw: only 50 mW
A unique- approach to batteryoperated, portable vhf receiver
design, developed recently by the
military, gives a sensitive receiver
that can reject powerful, spurious
signals from transmitters operating close to the receiver's frequen cy. The receiver draws only 50
mW.
Key elements in the new approach are :
• Elimination of the rf input
amplifier / preselector stage.
• Use of a special passive FET
'm ixer with substantially greater
dynamic range than that of conventional mixers-in the order of
30 dB.
• Use of a highly selective, unusually low-loss (0.5 dB ) crystal
filter between the mixer and the
first i-f stage to provide selectivity against the spurious signals.
• Use of a very-low-noise (1
dB ) FET i-f input amplifier
stage.
Other techniques for eliminating strong, adjacent-channel interference have been developed, notes
John Slechta, electronic engineer
at the Army Electronics Command,
Fort Monmouth, N.J., and one of
the developers of the new approach.
Available techniques include the
use of parametric up-converters
and diode passive mixers pumped
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FET
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MIXER
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- I dB

with a high-power local oscillator.
But none of these has been effective with portable equipment,
Slechta points out, because these
systems require 5, 10, or 20 W,
which would run down the battery
rapidly, or require increased r!2ceiver size.
High dynamic range needed
Slechta explains the philosophy
behind the new approach. The object, he says, was to have a front
end with a very high dynamic
range-140 dB-because military
net radios may be placed close together.
Because the gain of an rf stage
-as well as that in an active
mixer-would increase undesired
signal levels and drive the mixer
into high distortion levels, both
the rf stage and the active mixe:r:
were discarded.
The use of the FET mixer w.as
decided upon because of its high
signal-handling capability without
distortion. The passive mixer has
piecewise linear characteristics,
Slechta notes, unlike the curved
characteristics of other mixers,
which generate the harmonics and
intermodulation products that appear as unwanted signals at the
receiver output.

+20 dB

-3dB

+45dB

FIRST
BANDWIDTH
DEFINITION
FILTER

LOW LOSS
INPUT
FILTER

I dB NF

High-l evel rejection of nearby, strong adjacent channel
signals was provided in the receiver, above, by use of
new design techniques. The rt input stage was elimi·
42

A penalty for using the passive
mixer and front end is an increase
in the signal-to-noise ratio.
For active-front-end receivers,
Slechta says, a noise figure of
10 dB did not seriously degrade
the over-all noise figure of the receiver. But with the passive front
end, an unusually low noise figure
of 1.5 dB was ,required for the
first two elements following the
mixer: a low-loss i-f crystal filter
and the first low-nois!2 i-f amplifier.
The crystal fi lter was necessary
to reject large, unwanted adjacentchannel signals and prevent them
from overloading th!2 first i-f amplifier stage.
The input crystal filter requirements were out-of-the-ordinary, acco-rding to Wim van Dem Akker,
chief engineer of passive networks,
Damon E 1ec tro n i cs, Needham,
Mass., the filter designer.
First of all, the loss through the
filter had to be very low-about
0.5 dB . Although the output impedance was 3 kn, the filter was
loaded with a very high impedance
-the input to the following i-f
FET amplifier-of 50 kO. This
was necessary because the i-f amplifier had to be operated at the
high input impedance to preserve
its 1 dB noise figure . • •

-3dB
SECONO
BANDWIDTH
DEFINIT ION
FILTER

DISCRIMINATOR AUDIO
AND
AUDIO AMP OUTPUT

6dB NF

nated and only th e pass ive mixer stage, preceded by
preselective fi lt ers was used to r t he fro nt end . The
system selectivity was due to the first crysta l fi lter.
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Now, view 12 data
channels in binary
HP's new logic analyzer displays 15 consecutive
12-bit words before or after the trigger event.
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HP's new high-speed logic state analyzer displays data directly on a CRT
in system format--0nes and zeros in
octal, BCD or hexadecimal-giving you
truth tables at a glance. With this new
analyzer, you can design, test and serviced igital equipment faster and more
efficiently.
The 1601 L analyzer captures data,
at rates up to 10 megabits/second, from
as many as 12 channels. Data is displayed as 16 consecutive 12-bit words,
in 1' sand O's format. The information
is stored in shift registers and can be
displayed indefinitely. Four trigger
modes let you move the display window
anywhere in thedata stream, from 15
states before the trigger to 99, 999 states
after the trigger.
(Continued on page 3)
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Six HP counters fit most
bench or system needs

If you're looking for a single electronic counter that satisfies almost any
need up to 550 MHz, try HP's 5326/
5327 universal counters/timers. All are
excellent bench instruments that interface simply and inexpensively with automatic systems.
There are six models from which to
choose. The simplest counter is the
seven-digit 5326C that measures frequency to 50 MHz. Top of the line,
model 5327B measures frequency up to
550 MHz, has a built-in digital voltmeter, includes time interval, and uses
HP's unique time interval averaging to
measure down to 150 ps. The 5327B
also measures frequency ratio, period
and period average.

With a minimum gate time of 0.1 µ,s, an HP
universal counter can make nearly 10,000
measurements per second.

After selecting the basic counter, you
can add options like 8-digit readout, a
high-stability crystal time base with
aging rateofonly 5 x 10 10 per day,
complete programmability, and digital
output. Every front panel control, even
the analog control trigger level settings,
can be programmed remotely.

For details, check I on the HP Reply
Card.

HP computers cut time and cost
with microprogramming
A single IC board lets you execute
programs 2 to 20 times faster, quickly
debug your programs, dynamically enhance your instruction set, and save
valuable memory space. Called
"Writeable Control Store," WCS allows you to implement microprograms
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in HP 2100A and 2100S computers.
Microinstructions stored on WCS
work with FORTRAN II and IV,
ALGOL, and Assembly language.
These microprograms execute at
196-ns cycle time, so you can run programs up to 20 times faster than using
conventional software.
Each WCS board stores 256, 24-bit
microinstructions--enough to effectively double your machine's instruction set. Up to three WCS boards plug
into the 1/0 slots of your CPU. When
you order WCS, you receive a complete software package including core
and disc based assemblers, editors,
and uti I ity routines.
Now, for half price, you can benefit
from microprogramming. WCS is field
or factory installed.

Solid-state plug-ins aid
VHF/UHF swept testing

Besides microwave frequency coverage to 18 GHz, the HP 8620solid-state
sweeper I ine includes two versions for
VHF and UHF applications. Each offers
the performance needed for stringent
swept tests yet these sweepers are
economically priced. For the
3-350 MHz range, insert the 86210A
module into the 8620B mainframe. The
86220A plug-in covers 10-1300 MHz.
Both versions have 1% sweep linearity,
low spurious signals, high stability, and
fully-calibrated Start/Stop and aF
sweeps plus CW operation. A 70 dB
output attenuator is optional.
The 8621 OA has+ 13 dBm maximum
calibrated output power levelled to
±0.25 dB. Accuracy is ±7 MHz in CW
mode and ± 10 MHz in all sweep
modes. A special frequency adjustment
control lets you maintain frequency
calibrations with changing ambient
temperatures.
The 86220A has+ 10 dB maximum
calibrated output power levelled to
±0.5 dB. Accuracy is ± 10 MHz in
CW mode and ±15 MHz in all sweep
modes.

For more information, check Non the
HP Reply Card.

I

}so/o
System
Housekeeping

System
Housekeeping

WlthoutWCS

WlthWCS

For details, check Q on the HP Reply
Card.

Easy to operate, HP's solid-state sweepers
stress high performance from 3 MHz to
18 GHz.
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New automatic system for fast
digital assembly testing

You don't need reference units because the 9560 system uses stored test patterns (truth
tables). You can test at rates up to 22,000 patterns/second.

Manufacturing and maintenance costs
of digital equipment can be sharply
reduced with HP's new digital test system. The 9560 is fast because it tests
all pins of a unit under test simultaneously. It's flexible, too : different
units can be tested without interface rewiri.ng because pins are set up as inputs
by the test program. And you buy only
the capability you need, expanding from
60-pin capability up to 360 pins simply by adding 12-pin digital test
modules.
Logic reference levels are programmable, absolute, and independent for
inputs and outputs, so your assemblies

can be checked reliably at marginal
conditions. Test programs and fault
diagnostics are written in easy-to-use
ATS BASIC. Computer-aided generation oftest programs is available as a
service or as a software package.
Choose either the 9560B paper
tape system or the 9560D dual replaceable disc system. The disc
memory offers virtually unlimited
storage of test programs, diagnostics
and test data.

To learn more about automatic digital
assembly testing, check 0 on the HP
Reply Card.

Tiny quartz oscillators:
lab quality components

HP's miniature quartz oscillators
offer laboratory quality with componentconvenience. Aging rate is< 5 x
10- 10/day; yet these accurate frequency sources are smal I enough to
mount readily on PC boards for use in
instruments, communications, and
navigation equipment.
The 10544A oscillator is an economical 10-MHz unit with phase noise 125
dB below carrier frequency. Output is
1 V into 10000..
The 5-MHz 10543A oscillator is better suited for mobile, portable and airborne uses. It has its own built-in voltage regulator, so it needs only a single
15 V to 30 V source. Phase noise is
down 145 dB, and the model 10543A is
better insulated so it's less affected by
ambient temperature changes. (Shift is
<S parts in 109 over a range of-28° to
±65°C.) The 10543A also delivers
more output, 1 v into son.
HP quartz oscillators can be obtained in the range 5 to 15 MHz. Quantity discounts are avai Iable.

For more information on crystal oscillators, check Bon the HP Reply Card.

(Continued from page 1)

Included with the 1601 Lis a new
probe system for single- and multiplepoint probing ofTTL, ECL and MOS logic families. It distinguishes high, low
and floating levels with respect to a
TILorvariable(± 10V)threshold. And
the new probe system simplifies connections to ICs: you can connect it
directly to back-plane test points without any test clips or extender boards.

MEASUREMEN'fECOMPUTATION NEWS

Also available is the HP SOOOA that
displays two channels of data 32 bits
long. Instead of a CRT, 32 LEDs display
32 successive clock cycles. The LEDs
turn on for a logic "high" and turn off
for a logic "low."

For more information on HP logic
analyzers, check A or Fon the HP
Reply Card.

Good things come in small packages, like these
quality crystal oscillators in small boardmounting units.

Now, get 4-in-1 meter
calibrator

The new 6920B ac/dc meter cal ibrator combines in one package all the
outputs needed to test panel meters,
multi meters, and other meters having an
accuracy in the order of 1 % or higher.
You can use the 6920B to calibrate:
• de voltmeters from 1OmV to
1000 v
• de ammeters from 1 µ,A to SA
• ac voltmeters (average reading)
from 1 mV to 1OOOV
• ac ammeters (average reading)
from 1 µ,A to S A.
Output is constant voltage for voltmeters, constant current for ammeters.
DC accuracy is0.2% plus one digit; ac
accuracy is 0.4% plus one digit. AC
output is rms-cal ibrated and has the
same frequency as the input line power
(except when an external ac input is
used).
Ten-turn digital potentiometer readout control (to three significant digits)
determines output value within the limit
of the range switch setting. You can set
the output to normal "On-Hold" or
spring-loaded "On-Test" positions.

For details, check} on the HP Repl y
Card.

One instrument-HP's new 69208 meter calibrator-can calibrate all your general-purpose
meters.

New pulse generator
for MOS testing

The new 801 SA has an option called "counted
burst" that produces a precise number of pulses
regardless of rep rate.

When you need to test MOS logic,
try HP's new 801 SA pulse generator
with dual output. Each output can produce pulses as much as 16 V, or you can
combine outputs for a 30 V range, from
+ 1S to - 1S V. Each output has a separate normal/complementary switch and
separate selectable source impedance,
son or 1 kO, for reflections and varying loads. Graduated level controls adjust the top and baseline of the pulse.
And if you don't need dual output, a
lower-priced single-output pulse generator is available.
With such versatility, you can test
CMOS, low-threshold MOS and most
high-threshold MOS logic, as wel I as
TTL, HTL and discrete circuits. Repetition rates range from 1 Hz to SO MHz.
To step th rough logic states one at a
time, you can generate single pulses or
set it to a very low rep rate.
Transition time varies from 6 ns to 0.S
sec. Use the faster time for the different
IC families and the slower time for trigger level detection and process control.

New data generator for
digital circuit tests

Need to evaluate digital circuits or
systems at high bit rates? The new
3 760A high-speed data generator supplies psuedo random binary sequences
(PRBS) in nine different lengths (2 3 -1 to
2 1 5 -1 bits) at rates from 1.S to 1 SO megabits/sec. Or you can have the output in
word form , with word lengths from 3
to 10 bits selected at the front panel.
Data is available in normal or complemented form with either RZ or N RZ
coding. For clock extraction tests in
PCM digital communication work, you
can periodically insert a block of 1 to
99 zeros.
The generator can be triggered either
manually or automatically from an external clock, or an optional internal
clock can be used. Clock output can be
normal or complemented.
Both the clock and data are continuously adjustable in amplitude from 0.1
to3.2 Vp-pand in offset from Oto ±3
Vdc. Data (and sync) can be delayed
up to 100 nswith respecttotheclock
for easy equalization of cable lengths.
For digital communications systems
testing, the 3760A data generator combined with the HP 3761 A error detector
becomes a versatile bit error rate test
set.

Check Eon the HP Repl y Card for details.
Test such digital circuitry as high-speed logic,
computer memories, disc stores and digital tape
recorders with this versatile data generator.

For details , check Lon the HP Reply
Card.
MEASUREMENr3COMPUTATION NEWS

HP data acquisition systems sport
new software packages

HP's new 9601 B real-time BASIC data acquisition system includes 12K memory, system teleprinter, punched tape reader, ND interface subsystem, and operating software.

Now you can have real-time data acquisition with all the convenience of
ATS BASIC programming. The new
9601 B core-based Real-Time Executive
(RTE) system with built-in data acquisition capability measures up to 64
single-ended or 32 differential analog
inputs at sample rates to 45 kHz. This
is expandable to 1056 single-ended or
528 differential inputs; and you can add
digital input/output and analog output
capabilities.
The 9601 B relates system operations
to external processes and external
events occurring in real time. A single
teleprinter handles system control and
data logging; this is augmented by additional data logging devices to which
output can be directed. Since output is
buffered, system operations aren't delayed waiting for the completion of
printouts.
The 9601 Bis upward-compatible to
the core-based 9601 C RTE-C system
which is programmable in FORTRAN or
assembly language, offers faster resMEASUREMENr2COMPUTATION NEWS

ponse, and has a wider choice of system
control functions. Or, upgrade the
9601 B further to an HP 9601 E discbased RTE system that combines mass
storage and on-line program development with real-time operations.

HP also offers a modular library of
FORTRAN subroutines for sensor-based
data acquisition and control applications. These ready-to-use subroutines
handle several tedious conversion and
statistical processing tasks, so you are
free to concentrate on the unique aspects of your application. Programs include thermocouple linearization, statistical analysis, curve fitting, determ ining humidity, interpolation, integration, and code conversion. Except for
curve fitting and code conversion, these
subroutines can be used in BASIC in
the HP 9601 B system .
For more information , check 0 on the
HP Reply Card.

New low-cost low-frequency
automatic network analyzer

Ideal for low-frequency analysis,
HP's new calculator-based network
analyzer system measures amp I itude
and phase in the frequency range of
1 Hz to 13 MHz. A designer can use
calculator programs to create and analyze a circuit; then use the system to
compare a physical circuit to the theoretical one.
The HP 3043A low-frequency network analyzer consists of a 3320C
frequency synthesizer, a 3575A gainphase meter, and a 9820A desktop calculator. The calculator controls the instruments and processes data. Results can
be displayed, printed or plotted. HP also provides an electrical engineering
software package, at minimal cost,
with programs on attenuator design,
transfer functions, component design,
and logic circuits.
The input signal range is0.2 mVto
20 V rms. For amplitude measurements, display resolution is 0.1 dB. Display resolution for phase measurements is 0.1°.

Calculate how to save time and money
testing circuits and components. Check
Con the HP Reply Card for more information.
HP's low-cost, low-frequency network analyzer system runs under calculator control.

Two-channel recorder ran 2K miles
without a trace of failure
A choice of input plug-ins means versatility for HP' s two-channel 7402Aosci I lograph ic recorder .
Start with 50 mm chart width and durable stainless steel pens with carbide
tips. Then select a preamplifier plug-in
for the sensitivity you need: 1µ.V/division with differential , floated and
guarded input; 1 mV/div. with a differential, balanced to ground input; and
20 mV/div. with a single-ended input.
Chart speeds are 1 to 25mm/second .
Frequency response is ±2% of fullscale from de to 40 Hz, and overshoot
is <2%. Rise time is 7.0 to 7.5 ms.
And you don't have to worry about
pen fatigue or failure. We ran a stainless steel pen continuously for two
months (about 2000 miles or 3200 kilometers), and there was no apparent
change in the trace.

Because the 50 mm chart width is 25% wider
than other comparably priced recorders, the
writing resolution is 25% better.

For more information, check Kon the
HP Reply Card.

New card reader enhances
HP calculators

Now, you can input data on punched or marked cards to your HP 9810,
9820, or 9830 programmable calculator. The new 9869A companion card
reader reads 128-character Hollerith
code and converts it to 7-bit ASCII for
the calculator. And the new card reader
won't slow you down-it reads a fast
300 cards/minute.
Use either 40- or 80-column format.
You can even design your own card,
thanks to a special command that transmits all the marks on the card without regard to coding. Data is stored in
intermediate buffers for optimum transmission, which means you operate on
blocks of data rather than stacks of
cards.
With the new card reader, users can
program a 9800 series calculator at
their desks or at home. Applications include payroll , quality control, inventory control , education, medical records, and consumer surveys.

For more information , check Pon the
HP Repl y Card.

Let us give you our new
de power supply catalog
Choosing the right power supply for
your application is easy with HP's new
DC Power Supply Catalog. This 120-

page catalog contains product descri ptions, photographs, outline drawings
(with U.S. and metric dimensions), term in al strip detai Is, specifications, and
prices for HP'scomplete line of power
supplies.
Products covered are:
• General-purpose lab and system
power supplies
• OEM modular supplies
• Precision voltage and current
sources
• Digitally programmable
power sources
• Multiprogrammer systems

For your free copy, check 5 on the HP
Reply Card.

Increase your calculator mileage-the 9869A
card reader lets several people program simultaneously on cards.
MEASUREMEN'fECOMPUTATION NEWS

New optoelectronics devices
catalog now available
HP' s new 100-page Optoelectronic Designer's Catalog is filled with detailed specifications and application
notes on our broad Ii ne of optoelectronic products, including LED displays,
LED lamps, high-speed optically-coupled isolators, and PIN photodetectors.
For your free copy, check Ron the HP
Reply Card.

New application note on
microwave diode switches

If you are using or considering diode switches
and limiters for your system, this application
note is a must.

Send for your free
LED display
New low-cost commercial
LED lamp

The 7700 series LED displays are available in
common cathode and common anode configurations.

That's right-check the reply card
and we'll send you a free 5082-7730
LED display. These single-digit seven
segment indicators feature a large (0.3
in. or0.8 cm) red numeric plus right or
left-hand decimal point. High contrast,
continuous uniform segments, and wide
viewing angle ensure readability. These
low-cost LEDs are IC-compatible, too.
Also available is the new 5082-7740,
the common cathode version. This
choice of common anode or common
cathode lets the designer minimize his
display system cost by using the LED
th at complements his drive electronics.

For your free sample, check G on the
HP Reply Card
MEASUREMENTECOMPUTATION NEWS

HP's latest lamp is our lowest-priced
gallium arsenide phosphide LED for
high-volume applications. Use it in
calculators, cameras, appliances, or
automobile instrument panels. Power
requirement is low, only 20 mA at 1.6
V. Model 5082-4487 has a typical
light output of 0.8 med while model
5082-4488 has a guaranteed minimum
output of 0.3 med.

For specifications, check Hon the
HP Repl y Card.
100 Clear lens and low profile make these new
LEDs ideal for high-density applications.

A new application note explains how
to select and use microwave diode
switches and limiters. In a practical tutorial style, this book covers:
• The effects of system mismatches and how to minimize these
effects.
• How to select the proper switch
for switching, attenuating, or modulating.
• How to change the threshold and
slope of a limiter.
• Thetrade-offs in selecting coaxial modules, stripline modules, or complete switches.
• How to design bias networks.
• Multi-throw circuits and driver
circuits.
• How to test switches and I imiters.
• How to construct module test
fixtures .
For your free cop y of A N 932, check T
on the HP Repl y Card.

New low-frequency
spectrum analyzer
has digital storage,
adaptive sweep, and
portabi Iity

Here, the 3580A checks mechanical vibrations
of the bearing on a 200-hp fan . You can also
use the spectrum analyzer to characterize audio
filters, analyze voice and data communication
channels, and evaluate underwater
acoustical signals.

It's portable (only 35 lbs/16 kg.) and
operates on batteries or I ine power, so
you can take the new 3580A spectrum
analyzer anywhere. This unique lowfrequency spectrum analyzer has digital storage, CRT display, 80 dB dynamic range, "adaptive" sweep, and
- 150 dB sensitivity.
The 3580A analyzes signal s from
5 Hz to 50 Hz, with a minimum bandwidth of 1 Hz for closely-spaced signals. Digital storage recalls the display
at high speed from a digital memory,
while adaptive sweep speed s up your

ii

HEWLETT

measurements. Sweep times can be set
from 0.1 to 200 seconds. When no signals are encountered, the sweep speeds
up to 20 times faster. When signals are
encountered, the sweep slows down to
reproduce the full respon se. You don't
have to readjust the intensity and focus
controls-it's done automatically. Looking at two signals in a 10-kH z sweep,
HP' s adaptive sweep reduced anal ys is
time from 200 second s to onl y 14 seconds.
Amp I itude range in the Ii near mode
is 100nVto20V full sca le; in the log

PACKARD

Sales, service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries.

mode, from -150 dB to+ 30 dB. With
digital storage, you can store a trace,
then later recall and superimpose it
on a subsequent trace for compari son . We even connected the discrete
dots so the display is a sharp continuous line that looks like an analog
display.
Portability added to capability
makes the 3580A an ideal field instrument.

To learn more, check Don the HP
Repl y Card.

h sl-W 120 Century Road , Paramus, N.J. 07652,
Ph. (201) 265-5000.
Soulh - P.O. Box 2834, Atlanta, Ga. 30328,
Ph . (404) 436-6181 .
Midwesl-5500 Howard Street , Skokie, Ill. 60076
Ph. (312) 677-0400.
West- 3939 Lankershim Boulevard, North
Hollywood, Calif. 91604, Ph. (213) 877-1282.
Europe- Post Office Box 85, CH-1217 Meyrin 2,
Geneva, Switzerland, Ph. (022) 41 54 00.
Canada-275 Hymus Boulevard, Pointe Claire,
Quebec, Canada, Ph. (518) 561-6520.
Japan-Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard, 1-59-1,
Yoyogi , Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 151.

00344

P&B low-profile R50 Relays
let you tee off
on critical printed circuit board
spacing problems.
New low profile R50 relays with 0.1"
grid spacing are designed for
switching currents where larger relays are usually required. Up to 2
amps @ 26 voe or 1 amp @ 115
VAC, resistive.
While retaining a small package
size-0.41511 height-some R50 operating parameters exceed those of
reeds. Special 1 Form C contacts,
for example, will switch capacitive
or lamp loads that normally would
weld reed relay contacts.
Additional features include contact resistance of less than 50 milliohms, sensitivity to 125 mw, and

standard coil voltages from 6 to 115
voe with operate and release times
of less than 6 ms.
Enclosures are ultrasonically
welded to their base making them
ideal for use with production techniques requiring flow soldering and
spray cleaning .
R50 relays can be used in most
applications demanding high density
packaging such as 0.6" center to
center spacing of printed circuit
cards. Other applications include:
Annunciator circuits that on ly require
a single contact and limited mounting space for switching device . . .

communication systems such as intercoms, modems, auxiliary tape devices, interfacing systems and read
out devices .. . machine tool control
circuits.
For complete information , contact
your local PaB rep,resentative or call
Potter & Brumfield Division of AMF
Incorporated , Princeton , Indiana
47670. Telephone: 812 385 5251.

A~F

Potter & Brumfield
Solving switching problems is what we're all about.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 32

The
GI

book club

Here's a book
club for capacitor
guys. Almost everything
you want to know about capacitors.
Types. Specifications. Cross references.
A real "how to" manual in an easy-to-use
three ring binder. A binder we register
in your name and periodically
update. It's not a club for
everybody, but if you're a qualified
capacitor guy, membership is yours
for the asking. From General
Instrument ... the people who wrote
the book on capacitors. Capacitor
Division, General Instrument Corporation,
165 Front Street, Chicopee, MA 01014.
Phone (413) 594-4781.

J

the capacitor company
Off the shelf delivery from Miconics/G.I. distributors coast to coast.
Call (N.Y.) 212/361-2266 or (Calif.) 213/769-6782 for the name of the distributor nearest you.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 33

washington
report

Heather M. David
Washington Bureau

Defense bill under heavy attack
Congressional liberals are mounting one of the heaviest assaults ever
on the Defense Dept's budget, provoking a threat by President Nixon to
veto the bill if reductions "imperil national security." Although House and
Senate Armed Services Committees treated the authorization bill fairly
gently, the Appropriations Committees are considering major surgeryreportedly as much as $4-billion or $5-billion in the $85.2-billion request.
The Senate Appropriations Committee has been getting advice from some
of the Senate's most outspoken members on how the slashes should be
made. Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.) suggests a $7-billion slice across
the board. A group led by Sen. Stuart Symington (D-Mo.) and Sen.
Thomas Mcintyre (D-N.H.) want the Trident submarine construction program slowed. Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) and Sen. William Saxbe (R-Ohio)
want to cancel the SAM-D antiaircraft missile system. Such amendments
are counted as having a good chance for passage in the Senate, though
there is less chance in the more conservative House. But if House Appropriations Committee chairman, Rep. George Mahon (D-Tex.), and his
committee inflict heavy damage, it will be hard for the Administration to
get funds reinstated on the House floor. A Presidential veto would mean
a new round of deliberations, and the defense bill could be delayed until
December.

New transportation-system contracts let
Three companies have been selected by the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration to do competitive work on a new transportation system,
partly electronically controlled, that could be introduced into the nation's
cities by 1980. Called the Dual Mode Transit System, it would employ
vehicles that would be operated by drivers in suburban areas and electronically controlled on automatic guideways in heavier traveled areas.
The Rohr Corp., General Motors and Transportation Technology, Inc.,
have received contracts for $500,000 each for systems design using different propulsion methods.

More domestic comsats approved
Hughes Aircraft Co., prime maker of spin-stabilized communications
satellites, appears to be the big winner in the recent Federal Communications Commission decision to approve five more applications for domestic
satellite operations.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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The five new entries-some of them joint entries-are: American
Satellite Corp., jointly owned by Fairchild Industries, Inc., and Western
Union International, Inc.; RCA Global Communications, Inc., and RCA
Alaska Communications, Inc.; General Telephone and Electronics Satellite
Corp. and National Satellite Services, Inc., a Hughes Aircraft Co. subsidiary; AT&T; and Communications Satellite Corp.
Immediately after the FCC announcement, Comsat Corp., awarded a
$65.9-million contract to Hughes for construction of high-capacity satellites for lease to AT&T.

Industry council offering metric-conversion aid
The American National Metric Council, a nonprofit industry advisory
organization, has opened a headquarters here and will start disseminating
information and performing detailed studies to help industry convert to
the metric system. The council, sponsored by the American Standards Institute, is headed by an executive board chaired by Adrian Weaver, director of standards practices for IBM. Advisers include Dr. Lee Davenport,
president of GTE Laboratories, and Dr. Seymour Jerwald, vice president
of the Westinghouse Electric Corp. The metric council's offices are at 1625
Massachusetts Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036.
At present there are 12 bills before Congress providing for conversion
to the metric system.

D-layer ionospheric communications explored
Air Force scientists believe they have opened a new avenue for military
communication and detection systems by proving that medium-range frequencies can be extended beyond line-of-sight. Dr. Gary Sales, Cambridge
Research Laboratory Scientist, has told Electronic Design that advances in
developing high-altitude platforms make it possible to duct medium-frequency communications waves along the underside of the D-layer of the
ionosphere (about 46 miles up).
The Air Force experimenters, using a 50-W transmitter carried on a
high-altitude balloon, have transmitted at 220 and 440 kHz to a balloonborne receiver 1000 miles away.
·

Capital Capsules:

The Senate has passed a pension-reform bill, including prov1s10ns
that would give workers vested rights after a minimum number of years,
even if they change jobs-something engineers in the electronics industry
have wanted for years. The House has not yet acted, but the bill is expected to be cleared by Congress this year.... The Air Force will spend
about $6-million on technology work, with emphasis on an inertial guidance, for its proposed advanced ICBM . . . . Requests for proposals have
been sent by the Navy to industry for a new high-speed anti-radar missile
that will home on enemy radar signals .... The Air Force Avionics Laboratory plans to contract for studies of high-data-rate laser communications
systems for use with satellites, remotely piloted vehicles and drone systems .... Philco Ford Corp. and General Dynamics Corp. have won contracts from the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization for
design and definition on a defense navigation satellite. The efforts will
deal with ground-station and user equipment.
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measurements on the move...
With TEKTRONIX you make your
measurements quicker and with
greater accuracy. The light-weight
465 and 475 portables combine
ease-of-operation with laboratory
precision to reduce -your repair
time at your customer's location.
Some of the functions that make
the 465 and 475 value leaders
are: push-button trigger view,
ground reference button at probe
tips, delayed and mixed sweep,
CRT positioned between the vertical and horizontal controls, easy
to interpret push-button mode selection, and more.
With 200 MHz at 2 mV/div, the 475
offers lasting measurement capablllty. A linear 8 x 10-cm display
and one nanosecond sweep speed

illustrate the ability to make complex, precise time measurements.
The 465 with a bandwidth of 100
MHz at 5 mV/div and 5 ns/div
qualify it for most of today's measurement needs.
A different approach to battery
operation. A 12 and 24 VDC option combined with a detachable
battery pack provide continuous
operation under a variety of situations. Measurements can be
made when power availability is
restricted to 12 and 24 voe, or
when commercial power is limited,
or when isolation from line or
ground is desired. With the detachable battery pack you carry
the weight of the batteries only
when needed.

Also available are rackmount versions of both the 465 and 475.
465 Oscilloscope . . . .. .. . . . $1725
(Includes delayed sweep and probes)
475 Oscilloscope . . . . . . . . . . $2500
(Includes delayed sweep and probes)
DC Operation (Option 7) . Add $75
1106 Battery Pack

. . . . . . . . . $250

Rackmount . . . . . . . . . . . . . Add $75
Let us help you make your measurements. To see one of these
scopes, call your local Tektronix
field engineer, he'll be glad to
demo one for you. If you prefer,
for additional information write
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005. In Europe,
write ·Tektronix Ltd., P.O. Box 36,
St. Peter Port, Guernsey, C.I., U.K.

.,.

--

TEKTRONIX®

-

Ctl1

committed to
technical excellence

"the value leaders''
U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton , Oregon
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3 excellent reasons
for you to investigate
the newTEKTRONI~
60MHz Oscilloscope

It's flexible

Easy to operate

Low cost

Basic units are the 5403 threeplug-in Mainframe, D40 Display
Module, 5A48 Dual-Trace Amplifier
and 5B42 Delayed Sweep Time
Base. The 5403/D40/5A48/5B42
gives you 60 MHz bandwidth at
5mV /div sensitivity (1 mV /div at
25 MHz) and magnified sweeps to
10 ns/div. Two 60 MHz 5A48s may
be paired for four-trace displays.
The 5A48 has 5 display modes
(Channel1,Channel2,Added ,
Alternate, and Chopped). This
performance is offered in an easy
to move or carry 29 lb. package.
Fifteen other plug-ins (w/o CRT
READOUT) give outstanding
versatility, including: simple
to use, dual-trace DC to 1 GHz
bandwidth, delayed sweep
sampler and sweeps to 1ns/div;
high-gain differential amplifier
with 1O µ V /div sensitivity and
100k:1 CMRR for low-amplitude,
low-frequency applications;
differential comparator amplifier
(accuracy to 0.20%) and CMRR
of 10k:1; four-trace 1 MHz
amplifiers offering up to eight
traces; curve tracer for displaying
semi-conductor characteristic
curves.

The 5400 has it with a large (6V2 ")
bright CRT, pushbutton functions,
beam finder, and color coded
control panels making the
operator's job straightforward.
Optional CRT READOUT further
enhances ease of operation.
Added operator speed, perception
and convenience advantages are
realized with the CRT READOUT
as it actively displays measurement parameters. Plus, a unique,
programmable CRT READOUT
offers the ability to identify tests
and note conditions on the display. Easy determination of control display has been brought
together in one highly visible area.

At $2200 ($1850 w /o CRT READOUT) the 5403/D40/5A48/5B42 is
a very low priced 60 MHz, dualt race , delayed sweep oscilloscope. Integrated circuits used
wherever practical help keep
reliability up and costs down.
Maintenance costs are also low
with Tektronix modular construction , fewer calibration points and
ready access to circuits. CRT
READOUT of plug-in parameters
has never before been available
at this price. The 5400 oscilloscope series provides versatility
and excellent measurement value,
with more on the way.

Quick, non-ambiguous
measurement information
at a glance.

r--------------------------------Expect
new things trom

For complete details, mail to:
Tektronix, h;ic.
(Europe: Tektronix, Ltd., P.O. Box 36,
P.O. Box 500, Dept. 303
St. Peters Port, Guernsey, C.I., U.K.)
Beaverton, OR 97005

TEKTRONIX®
committed to
technical ercellence

Name
Company

Dept.

Address
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Meet our new series of
high-frequency problem solvers

High-Performance

VHF/UHF FET &mily
Now we've extended the U310
technology to produce an entire family
of high-performance N-channel
junction FETs. They're ideal for
VHF/UHF applications such as the
two circuits shown below:

Remember the U31 O? Some people
call it the SuperFET. We introduced
it a year ago: worst-case 750 input
match VSWR of 1.25: 1. Figure of
merit 2.35 x 109 typical. Third order
intercept point of+ 29 dBm.
llnHy

1-IOpf
SIG

··~~o

_.._._
__
.... _..,_...... ... .
...................,__..

2.2"'Hy

Pac:ka&t'
El08
U308

EJ09
UJ09
E310
UJIO

E430
0 ... 1
U4l0
Dual
E431
Dual
U431
Dual

Vp • +20V

Wideband amplifier -225 MH z center frequency,
I d B ba ndw idt h of 50 MH z. 24 dB gain .

Single-balanced active mixer - 100 dB dy na mi c range.
+ 2.5 d ll conversion gain. t 32 d Bm intercep t poi nt. 50-250 M Hz.

U3 IO family characteristics
include:
• High power gain (common gate)16 dB at 100 MHz, 11 dB at
450 MHz.
•Noise figure = 3 dB typical at
450 MHz.
• High transconductance = 10,000 to
20,000 µ.mhos.
Select the right FET for your
application from this array:

2.2,..Hy

F°H IU Je

AppUntions

Epo.t)'

T0-106

V 1. = - 1.010 -6.0V

luu=12to60mA
Me1al
T0-52
High-frequency, small
Epoir.y
ugnalV H ForU HF
T0-106
V,. ::::- 10to-40V
50urcefollowen,
IPN=l21o30mA
Metal
amphfters, m1xen, or
T0-52
oscillators
Epoxy
T0-106
Vr= - 2.0 to -6 0V
1nu=24to60mA
Metal
T0-52
UJJO fanulydual FETs have V1,, 111, •. and &to paramc1en maichcd 10 10 %.
Packages designed for easy 1nKrl1on mlo prmtcd cm::uu boards.
Epoxy
Vr ==- l.Oto - 40V
Si-105
l uu= 1210JOmA
Me1al
&1o= I01020mmho
VHF / UHF balanced
T0-99
mu:crsandcascodc
Epoxy
amplifiers
v,. =-2.0to -6 0V
Si-105
l ua=24 1060mA
Me1a1
l1.;:::I01020mmho
T0-99

Price
(I Kuni!&_

s 0.57
s 3.70
s 0.75
s 4.45
s

0.15

s

4.45

s 1.70
s 9.95
s 1.70
S!U5

Get the complete story on this advanced high-frequency FET family.
For application notes and technical information

write for data
Applications Engineering: (408) 246-8000 Ext. 802

Siliconix incorporated
2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, California 95054
60
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(editorial)

Let's have more disclosure
After reading thousands of press releases,
spec sheets and advertisements, I have to conclude that our industry churns out one heck
of a lot of nifty products. None has any flaws.
None has a drawback, weakness or limitation.
But when I talk to engineers, I suspect they're
not buying the same products. I learn that
capacitors leak, resistors fry, amplifiers oscillate, voltmeters measure signals that aren't
t here, power supplies blast external components and burn up, fans and blowers bind and
cook.
In some cases the faults are statistically
unavoidable. We can't expect every item in a production run to be perfect. In other cases we become so enamored with one spec that we overlook another. We fall in love with bandwidth and forget noise sensitivity.
We assume that a relay contact that's good at 5 A ought to be terrific
at 40 mA. Or we forget that a "typical" spec may not describe the products we bought.
Sometimes the problem stems from the fact that the vendor doesn't tell
us everything. In his exuberance for slew rate, he forgets to discuss
drift. Or he forgets that "independent" controls interact, or that two
specs are not concurrent; the supply will deliver 5 V and 30 A, but not
at the same time. Vendors who want to stick around generally don't try
to deceive. But they're not always overly ambitious in providing all the
information we need for a prudent purchase and a good design.
Every engineer knows t hat all products have limitations. But almost
no one has the time to investigate thoroughly every product he uses. So
it would be useful-and mighty refreshing-if vendors began alerting
us to the pitfalls and shortcomings of their products as well as their
strengths. No engineer would be turned off by a spec that said : "Our
Model Q is a super-speed amp, but if you can't stand some noise, try our
Model T. It's not so quick, but it's quiet." After he recovered, an engineer
who read that would feel that the vendor merited confidence-and
business.
If he offered comparable products, prices and delivery, such a vendor
would quickly gain a competitive edge. In time competing vendors would
be forced to disclose more about their products. We might find ourselves
in a new kind of horsepower race in which victory would go to the vendor
with the fullest and most honest disclosure. That wouldn't be bad.

GEORGE ROSTKY

Editor-in-Chief
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FROM DELCO,THREE
POWER TRANSISTORS.
TYPE

We'd like to simplify your life while you
simplify your high energy circuits.
These three new devices are all NPN,
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f----- LENGTH AT A REPETITION RATE OF
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SAFE OPERATING
CURVES
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VCEV

triple diffused and packaged in Delco's solid
copper T0-204MA packages (T0-3 to you
old-timers) for man-sized power handling.
DTS-708 and 709 are designed for use
in high voltage switching applications-where
inductive loads or fault conditions may be
giving you problems now. The DTS-710 is
ideal for linear regulators and power
amplifiers.
Safe Operating Curves on the data sheets
let you know where it's at. And our applications engineering assistance is available, too .
You probably know about our reputation
for making really tough transistors-for
high peak energy handling. You'll find we
can deliver, too.
All of the Delco distributors listed have
the DTS-700 series in stock.
Give yours a call now for the prices you'll
like and the data you'll need.
NOW AVAILABLE FROM THESE DISTRIBUTORS
IN PRODUCTION QUANTITIES.

1 I
0

Tc~ 75 C

10

VCEO

600

ALABAMA, Birmingham
Forbes Distributing Co., Inc.
(205) 251-4104

CALIFORNIA, Goleta
Radio Products Sales, Inc.
(805) 964-4764

ALABAMA, Huntsville
Powell Electronics
(205) 539-2731

CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles
Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
(213) 685-5511

ARIZONA, Phoenix
Sterling Electronics, Inc.
(602) 258-4531

CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles
Radio Products Sales, Inc.
(213) 748-1271
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CALIFORNIA, Palo Alto
Kierulff Electronio,-1nc.
(415) 968-62~"""

MASSACHUSETIS, Newton
The Greene-Shaw Co., Inc.
(617) 969·8900

OHIO, Dayton
Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
(513) 278-9411

UTAH, Salt Lake City
Cramer I Utah
(801) 487-3681

CALIFORNIA, Sunnyvale
Cramer/San Francisco
(408) 739-3011

MICHIGAN, Farmington
HarveyI Michigan
(313) 477-1650

PENNSYLVANIA, Philadelphia
Almo Electronics
(215) 676-6000

CALIFORNIA, San Diego
Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
(714) 278-2112

MINNESOTA, Minneapolis
Stark Electronics Supply Co.
(612) 332-1325

PENNSYLVANIA, Pittsburgh
RPC Electronics
(412) 782-3770

VIRGINIA, Richmond
Meridian Electronics, Inc.
(703) 353-6648
WASHINGTON, Seattle
Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
(206) 763-1550

CALIFORNIA, San Diego
Radio Products Sales, Inc.
(714) 292-5611

MISSOURI , Kansas City
Walters Radio Supply, Inc.
(816) 531 -7015

SOUTH CAROLINA, Columbia
Dixie Radio Supply Co., Inc.
(803) 253-5333

COLORADO, Denver
Cramer I Denver
(303) 758-2100

MISSOURI, North Kansas City
LCOMP-Kansas City
(816) 221 ·2400

TEXAS, Dallas
Adleta Electronics Company
(214) 741 -3151

CONNECTICUT, Norwalk
Harvey I Connecticut
(203) 853-1515

MISSOURI, St. Louis
LCOMP-St. Louis
(314) 647-5505

TEXAS, Fort Worth
Adleta Electronics Company
(817) 336-7446

FLORIDA, Miami Springs
Powell Electronics/Florida
(305) 592-3260

NEW JERSEY, Clifton
Wilshire Electronics/New Jersey
(201) 365-2600 (212) 244-8930

TEXAS, Garland
Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
(214) 271 -2471

FLORIDA, Orlando
Powell Electronics/Florida
(305) 859-1450

NEW YORK, Binghamton
Harvey/Federal
(607) 748-8211

TEXAS, Houston
Harrison Equipment Co. , Inc.
(713) 224-9131

ILLINOIS, Rosemont
Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
(312) 678-8560

IN CANADA
ONTARIO, Scarborough
Lake Engineering Co., Ltd.
(416) 751-5980

Delco Electronics
Regional Sales Offices
Union, New Jersey 07083
Box 1018 Chestnut Station
(201) 687-3770
El Segundo, California 90245
354 Coral Circle
(213) 640-0443
General Sales Office
700 E. Firmin, Kokomo, Ind . 46901
(317) 459-2175
Operator (317) 457-8461

NEW YORK, East Syracuse
Cramer/Syracuse
(315) 437 -6671

ILLINOIS, Skokie
Bell Industries
Electronics Distri butors Div.
(312) 282-5400

NEW YORK, Rochester
Cramer I Rochester
(716) 275-0300

INDIANA, Indianapolis
Graham Electronics Supply, Inc.
(317) 634-8202

NEW YORK, Woodbury
Harvey/ New York
(516) 921 -8700 (212) 895-9260

MARYLAND, Baltimore
Radio Electric Service Co.
(301) 823-0070

OHIO, Cincinnati
United Radio, Inc.
(513) 761 -4030

MASSACHUSETIS,
Needham Heights
Kierulff Electronics , Inc.
(617) 449-3600

OHIO, Cleve!and
Pattison Supply Co.
Industria l Electronics Division
(2 16) 441 -3000

Delco
Electronics

II

Delco Electronics, Division of General Motors.
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For most
types of analogfunction circuits,
the specs don't tell the
story. When they do, they
don't tell it well. Compounding the problem is the fact that the same analog
function may be available as a monolithic or hybrid IC or as a discrete component module. And
the same specs-the very same words-don't
necessarily mean the same thing for each circuit type.
The granddaddy of all function modules, of
course, is the operational amplifier. But the
specification problems aren't restricted to op
amps. They extend as well to circuits like logarithmic amplifiers, active filters, multipliers,
dividers, rms computing circuits, CRT pincushion
correction circuits, vector generators and CRT
waveform manipulation circuits. While many
spec problems are peculiar to individual functions, just as many are universal.
The question of "typical" vs "guaranteed"
specs often confuses the engineer. The typical
numbers on the data sheet are not guaranteed in
any way. If a circuit design leans on them, disaster can result. As one marketing manager puts
it: "There are 17-million ways we can screw a
customer, if we want to, and 16,999,990 of them
will never be found." Typical values can differ
from the specified limits by a factor of two to
10 times for many of the units in a large batch;
there simply is no universal way of determining
a typical value.
Drifting along in a maze

Even when parameters are guaranteed, that
doesn't mean they will stay constant. They will
almost certainly drift, and the amount of drift
is usually specified elsewhere on the data sheet.

Dave Bursky
Associate Editor
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Construction of this multiplier from Function Modules,
Inc., typifies the usual packaging approach for modules.
Combined on one potted printed circuit board are resistors, capacitors, transistors and "discrete" ICs.

Time and temperature both take their toll, and
vendors often don't make clear th~ nature of the
total drift t hey specify. They may not tell you
how-or if-the temperature drift must be
added to the drift with time to get the over-all
drift. Some of the more common parameters that
are specified for drift are the various offset
voltages and input currents.
Drift can be specified for long or short periods-by the hour, day, month or year. When a
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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device is turned on, it may drift a lot at first
and then settle to a low rate. Since time represents money, manufacturers usually don't test
drift for months or years. Rather they test for a
day or several hours and then extrapolate. This
often works-but not always. A simple way
that manufacturers determine the long-term stability is to multiply the drift per day by the
square root of the number of days in the desired
time period.
When manufacturers specify agihg on data
sheets, they usually assume that the t~mperature
remains constant. Of course, it never does.
Neither time nor temperature drift is linear.
Temperature-drift magnitude ca11 ·vary widely
for different temperature ranges. The published
numbers on the data sheets are usually end-point
averages-the voltage is measured at two different temperatures, and the voltage difference
of the two measurements is then divided by the
temperature span. But the number will probably
never be valid for the conditions the device will
actually encounter, since end points are usually
extreme temperatures, like - 25 and +75 C.
Real temperature-drift plots are far from
linear. They belly and flatten in different temperature regions. For many circuits the average
drift spec is fairly accurate for small deviations
in the region of 25 ·c (usually the area of lowest
drift). For large deviations, the average coefficient can produce large errors.

Modules made by Total Technology include function
generators, noise generators, voltage controlled amplifiers, antilog amps, bandpass filters, multipliers, and
summing amplifiers.

The sneaky drift error

Most analog-function modules allow for external trimming of voltage and current offsets.
But the external potentiometers have their own
temperature coefficients and introduce a new
drift error term that vendors don't always
specify. For every millivolt of offset nulled out,
an extra drift of several microvolts per degree C
can creep in. Also the trimmer changes the current balance in several components, which causes
other second-order drifts.
Voltage offset (V 0 , ) , input bias current (lb)
and input difference currents (Io) occur in the
input stages of op amps and related function
modules. For instance, field-effect transistors
have input bias currents that change exponentially-they double for every 10 C rise in temperature--while bipolar transistors change
linearly. The basic bias current, before addition
of the temperature drift, is measured at 25 C.
Hence, if the operating temperature increases
from 25 to 85 C, the bias current of a FET-input
circuit increases by a factor of 64, while for a bipolar transistor circuit, the current merely
doubles.
In addition to bias current drift, the bias currents cause problems due to the way they are
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Model 780 high -slew-rate hybrid op amp, from M.S.
Kennedy, offers a 2000 V / µ,s slew rate with an output
drive of 80 mA. It also has a 120-MHz bandwidth and
is spec 'd over the Mil temp range of - 55 to + 125 C.

measured. Module manufacturers use the higher
of the two input currents while, for the most part,
IC houses use the average of the two. Thus you
can't directly compare bias current specs of modules and res.
Noise: It's hard to measure

Signal sources, input resistors, internal components and power supplies-all introduce forms
65

Table 1. Representative high speed linear circuits
Company and
model

Minimum
slew rate

Zeltex
ZA910 Ml

2000

v I µs

200 ns

120 dB

70 MHz

$89

Module

Optical Electronics
9826

1000

vI µs

12 ns

60 dB

1 GHz

$42

Module

Computer Labs
FS125

250V/µs

80 ns

100 dB

30 MHz

$97

Module

Dynamic Measurements
120

750

vI µs

30 ns

60 dB

750 MHz

$95

Hybrid

2000

v I µs

15 ns

0 dB

70 MHz

$46

Hybrid

20 dB @ 100 MHz 100 MHz

$30

Hybrid

$12

IC

$4.25

IC

National Semi.
LH0063

*

Hal ex
HX610
Analog Devices
505K
RCA
CA3100H
• - not listed on data
•• - typical values

Gain
Settling
time to 0.1 %

*

120 V / ,µS

800 ns

100 dB

10 MHz

vI µs

600 ns

56 dB

38 MHz

50

**

sheet

of noise that affect a signal. Noise is easier
to quantify if it can be separated into several
adjacent or overlapping frequency bands. Since
there is no industry standard for the bands, it's
often difficult to compare noise specs from different vendors. Also manufacturers rarely use
identical tests, measurement units and equipment
for noise measurements.
Noise generated by the input stage, or input
noise, is usually characterized in volts/ Hz 1 ! 2 • Output noise is usually expressed in volts rms for
frequencies above about 5 Hz, since it can easily
be measured by rms-reading voltmeters. Below
about 5 Hz, voltmeters are inaccurate, and scopes
must be used. Thus peak-to-peak readings are
used. To translate from input noise to rms output
noise, multiply the input-noise spec by the square
root of the bandwidth (closed loop) and then
multiply by the closed loop gain. As a rule of
thumb, you can then convert from volts rms to
volts peak-to-peak by multiplying the rms output
noise by six.
But rms doesn't always tell everything. For
example, circuits like chopper-stabilized amplifiers, produce small spikes at the output. Vendors
usually include the spikes in the rms noise figure.
But the peak values of the spikes can be more
than six times larger than the other noise components. Thus the noise spec would be much
worse if expressed as peak to peak.
Two kinds of power-supply rejection

Power-supply rejection has two forms: ac and
de rejection. Manufacturers rarely separate these
on the data sheet.
Most vendors claim that all modules reject the
66

Unity-gain
Circuit type
Cost
bandwidth (min) 1 to 9

ac noise that rides on top of the power lines since
internal or external bypass capacitors act as a
low-pass filter. But as frequency increases, rejection capability decreases due to internal stray
capacitances.
Changes in the de supply voltage can cause
errors in trimming voltages that are derived directly from the supply. Vendors seldom spell out
the amount of such drift. When they do, various
terms like µ V / V change, %I% or decibels are
used. The need for conversion from one to another just compounds the confusion.
Open season for frequency response

Slew rate, frequency for full output and unitygain bandwidth are just a few ways frequency
response is specified. Slew rates vary with temperature, power-supply voltage, gain and other
parameters. Most module vendors specify the slew
rate at unity gain, as this is said to show the
worst case performance for amplifiers with fixed
compensation capacitors. But this doesn't tell
how the amplifier will perform at gains higher
than one.
Most vendors use a "fast rise-time" (how fast
is fast?) pulse generator to provide a pulse the
input can't follow. They then measure the output
change and call it slew rate. Briefly defined,
slew rate is the maximum rate of change of the
output voltage for linear operation. Using the
pulsed method, the vendor actually drives the
unit into the nonlinear operating region, and the
resulting "slew rate" is not really valid.
A simple formula, S = 27T fE ,,, gives a simple
way to approximate the slew rate of any circuit
-providing you know the frequency for full outELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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Halex's Model HX610 hybrid wideband amplifier delivers
gain at frequencies beyond 100 MHz. When connected
to a 100-n load the maximum output voltage at 100
MHz is 1.2 V pk-pk.

put (f) and the maximum voltage swing in one
direction (Eµ).
Full-power bandwidth or frequency for fulloutput-is often misspecified. It is probably
best defined as the maximum frequency at which
the unit can deliver rated output with minimal
distortion. But this usually isn't done. Some companies test their units for full bandwidth and
don't check the distortion at the output. Or, if
they do, it is usually to an arbitrarily set percentage.
Some circuits can deliver usable power outputs
at frequencies well beyond those specified for
linear operation. Don't forget though, if you operate in the nonlinear regions, that offset voltages can be generated and must be compensated.
Since frequency response is gain dependent,
vendors usually give the unity-gain bandwidth
for "small signals" (how small is small?) . Again,
they assume that temperature remains constant.
Usually they don't specify how gain varies as a
function of temp, time, voltage, etc.
When bandwidth is measured, what is the gain
of the amplifier at the beginning of the test?
Some companies set the circuit so that they obtain a gain of 10 or so before the frequency i~
increased.
The muddy waters of accuracy

If something is "accurate to 0.1 %," does that
mean percent of full-scale or of reading? And, is
it referred to input or output? Vendors prefer
to use percent of full-scale, since this enhances
the apparent performance.
In many cases, accuracy is given for operation
of units over their full-scale range. Once the
EL ECTRONIC DESIGN
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range becomes restricted to, say, one-tenth of
full-scale (by adjusting the scale factors or restricting the input signals), does the accuracy
stay the same? Or is it still referred back to the
maximum full-scale setting-thus becoming 10
times the original error?
Some modules are spec'd as having an error of
so many millivolts plus a percent of full-scale.
Others are just marked as a percent of reading
or of full-scale, and still others are specified as
a percent of reading plus a percent of full-scale.
What does it all mean?
Settling time is associated with the frequency
response of a circuit. Make sure you know which
way it is defined, since there are no standard
tests.
Is settling time measured from the time a step
function is applied at the input? Or when the
circuit output starts moving? The latter method
ignores the signal propagation delay and shortens
the apparent settling time considerably. Does
the clock stop when the output stays within a
percentage of its final value? Or when it first
reaches the edge of the tolerance band? And for
those devices that are spec'd at 0.01 %, do you
believe the vendor's equipment is accurate to
0.001 % ?
Other points to check are the gain for settling
measurements, and the possible error on the output caused by a gain error. The output voltage
is proportional to the input voltage times one
minus the reciprocal of the closed-loop gain. The
result times 100 gives the output error. For a
gain of 105, the percent error approaches 0.001 %.
As the gain decreases to 10 2 , the error increases
to 1 %. Now the output can't even get within
0.1 % of the input. The gain would have to be at
least 10 3 to get an error approaching 0.01 %.
Op amp specs are fairly consistent

Of the many different types of functional modules, op amps are the oldest and therefore have
the most standardized specifications. But there
are still some areas-such as bias current and
slew rate-where modular and IC op amps are
specified differently.
Sometimes manufacturers spec a device using
the noninverting inputs. The result is a set of
useless parameters, unless you need a buffer. The
use of an amplifier in the inverting, as opposed
to the noninverting mode, has arguments on
both sides. Some circuits can't use the positive input, since jobs like summing or integrating are
ruled out. If signals are input to the noninverting
terminal and the output is fed back to the input,
positive feedback results and the amplifier saturates. The inverting inputs offer more versatility
in circuit design.
Common-mode rejection (CMR) of an ampli67

fier is a nonlinear function of the applied common-mode voltage. Also, it varies with temp and
frequency and rejection deteriorates as frequency
increases.
When vendors specify the common-mode range
of an amplifier, they usually don't tell how the
CMRR deteriorates as the limits are exceeded.
The common-mode voltage (Ecm), sometimes
caHed CMV, is the maximum voltage that can be
applied simultaneously to both inputs while the
output error is maintained to within a predetermined tolerance band.
Op amps fill many sockets, and there is no
single type that's good for all applications. Table
I lists some amplifiers that are noted for high
speed and wide bandwidths. As can be seen in
the table, modules with high slew rates and fast
settling times are now starting to lose ground to
some of the newer !Cs and hybrids. Other vendors
include Intronics, Teledyne Philbrick, BurrBrown, ILC Data Device Corp., Intech, Function
Modules, Hybrid Systems, M. S. Kennedy,
Avantek.
One area in which modules are unlikely to be
challenged by !Cs is in handling large voltage
swings. Dynamic Measurements Corp. probably
has the best high-voltage unit on the market. Its
Model 181 accepts a maximum differential voltage swing of 300 V, with a minimum slew rate
of 100 VI µs. The common-mod~ voltage is ± 135
V max, while the CMRR is 100 dB min. The amplifier can handle a capacitive load of 500 pF
and delivers an output swing of ± 140 V when
the power supply is ± 150 V. The gain at rated
load is 110 dB min, and the unity gain bandwidth
is 150 kHz.
Many other companies manufacture high-voltage op amps. They include Zeltex, Analog Devices, Teledyne Philbrick, Burr-Brown, Optical
Electronics and others.

of course, power consumption. The supply current for the three-amplifier chip reaches a maximum value of 400 µA. At the same time slew
rates are 0.4 VI µ,s, .while the gain is a modest
60-dB minimum.
Several other companies-National, Raytheon
and Fairchild have micropower op amps with
similar characteristics except that they are single
rather than multiple amplifiers. These units are
the LM4250, RM4132 and µA 776, respectively.
Also included in the price/ performance race
are quad op amps in a single IC package. National appears to be leading the quad race with the
LM3900 and the LM324. While the 3900 doesn't
have a true differential input, it can be operated
from a low (5-V) single-ended supply. The
newer unit, the 324, has true differential inputs
and can also operate from single-ended supplies.
Motorola, Raytheon and Texas Instruments will
have quad devices on the market by the end of
1973.
Choppers offer the lowest drift

Some amplifiers are designed to deliver extremely low drifts, usually less than 1 µ, V /° C
and 2 µ V / month. These are usually chopperstabilized.
.
As an example of a 'chopper-stabilized amplifier, let's look at the Intech A-241. This unit has
Vo" drifts of 0.05 µV !° C and typically 1 µ,V /
month. Full-power bandwidth, though, is only
7.5 kHz, and the noise over a dc-to-10-Hz bandwidth is 2 µ V pk-pk. Some of the other companies
that offer chopper stabilized amplifiers are Analog Devices, Burr-Brown, Function Modules and
Teledyne Philbrick.
Chopping frequency is one commonly omitted
term. This becomes critical when the frequency
of the measured signal is a subharmonic of the
chopper. Filters in the module will react to these

Low power op amps available

At the other end of the op-amp power spectrum
there are micropower op amps. These are finding
growing use in battery operated instruments.
Typical of the micropower modular op amps is
the Teledyne Philbrick 140411. This draws only
± 75 µ,A of quiescent current but delivers a respectable slew rate of 0.3 VI µ,s and an open-loop
gain of 90 dB. Zeltex and several other companies
also offer low power devices.
For low-power applications, !Cs seem to have
the edge. For example, Siliconix offers a triple
micropower op amp-the L144. This circuit
can be operated over supply voltages from ± 1.5
to ± 15 V simply by changing an external programming resistor. The external resistor sets the
internal bias current of the op amps, thus controlling slew rate, gain ~ frequency response, and,
68

Burr-Brown makes these rms converter modules that
contain thermally coupled transistor pairs that accurately
perform rms calculations without regard to waveshape.
ELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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Table 2. Typical instrumentation amplifiers
Input
impedence

Frequency
response
(small sig.)

v•• vs temp

Gain
nonlinearity
A= 100

Function Modules
310 L

0.02%

500 Mn

100 dB .

10 kHz

25 µ.V /month

0.5 µ.V /°C

$75

Burr-Brown
3625 c

0.02% **

300 Mn

80 dB

50 kHz

20 µ.V /month

0.5 µ.V/°C

$59

Analog Devices
605 L

0.005%

1000 Mn

94 dB

300 kHz

*

0.5 µ.V/ °C

$80

Date I
AM -200

0.1%

10,000 Mn

100 dB

25 kHz

*

1 µ.V /°C

$49

Zeltex
702Ml

0.05%

10,000 Mn

80 dB

12 kHz

20 µ.VI °C

$19

Cycon
CY1011A

0 .05%

100 Mn

120 dB

20 kHz

1 µ.V /,°C

$49

c

CMRR
A=lOO

v•• vs time

Company and
model

15 µ.V /month

*

Cost
lto9

• - not listed on data sheet
• • · typical

subharmonics and produce erroneous results.
A more unusual type of chopper amplifier is
the MP221 produced by Analogic. Because the
input signal is chopped at the input instead of
later in the signal chain, Va" drift is held to 0.05
µ,VJ °C and 1 µ V / month. As a result of the input-signal chopping, the full-power bandwidth
is limited to 100 Hz, but over a dc-to-10-Hz bandwidth, noise stays below 0.3 µ V pk-pk. Analog
Devices also has this type of amplifier. A disadvantage of these chopper amplifiers is that they;
have limited bandwidths and are restricted to
inverting inputs.
Until this year, chopper-stabilized amplifiers
were available only as modules. Now, two companies have introduced chopper-stabilized circuits
in monolithic and hybrid form. Texas Instruments came out first with its two-chip circuit,
the SN72088, and close on its heels was the
Harris Semiconductor HA2900-a truly monolithic circuit.
Another category of amplifier-the instrumentation amplifier also offers low drift. But
these are primarily characterized by their constant CMRR during gain adjustments. Usually
they need only one external resistor to set the
gain, and the accuracy of gain tracking can be
0.1 % or better while gain can be adjusted over
a 1000-to-1 range.
Good instrumentation amplifiers offer the user
CMRRs of over 100 dB combined with low drifts
and input bias currents. For example, Zeltex's
Model 770-440 keeps drift down to 2 .µ, V /° C while
the CMRR is a comfortable 110 dB. It uses a
dynamic-bridge measuring technique that permits a gain nonlinearity of less than 0.01 %, with
six standard gain ranges from 20 to 1000 V / V.
Output noise is only 4 µ, V rms, and the input bias
current is 4 nA. Of the many companies that offer modular instrumentation amplifiers, TeleELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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dyne Philbrick, Analog Devices, lntech, Function
Modules, Cycon, Datel, Burr-Brown and Optical
Electronics are just a few. Some ~ypical devices
are listed in Table 2.
Chips for instrumentation circuits

I Cs are now finding their . way into instrumentation systems. Analog Devices developed the
first single chip instrumentation amplifier-the
AD520, which needs only a few passive external
components and has the constant CMRR and
other features associated with true instrumentation amplifiers.
Some "premium" IC op amps exhibit many instrumentation qualities. For example, Precision
Monolithics has developed the OP-05A-a highquality op amp with an offset voltage of 150 µ, V
maximum and a drift of 0.9 µ, V /° C. Input bias
currents are only 2 nA maximum, while the open-

By combining bipolar and MOS technologies, Harris
Semiconductor has developed the first truly monolithic
chopper-stabilized op amp with differential inputs.
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lntersil's new log and antilog amplifiers are the IC in·
dustry's latest thrust into the traditional module market.

.,
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A log-ratio module, the 756, introduced by Analog Devices can convert either current or voltage ratios into
log terms. It uses a unique internal summing mode.

loop gain is well over 100 dB and the CMRR is
110 dB min. Other companies have units in this
class-Fairchild, for instance, introduced the
µ,A 725, which others have second-sourced.
Parametric amplifiers using varactors offer
lower input currents than other types of amplifiers. In other respects they are comparable to
instrumentation amplifiers. Paramps off er input
currents of a few femtoamperes (fA). For example, Teledyne Philbrick has Model 1702, its input
bias current is so small--only 5 fA-that there
is more leakage through the insulating plastic
around the power-supply leads than the input
current. Special guards and Teflon insulators and
sockets must be used to keep this leakage to a
minimum. Because of the low input currents,
these amplifiers tend to have very limited band70

widths-typically 1 kHz for unity gain and less
than 50 Hz for full power.
Function Modules and Analog Devices also
have varactor-input amplifiers with input bias
currents from 10 to 50 fA. Some types have
asymmetrical input characteristics and are intended for inverting or noninverting operation
only, but they also offer wider bandwidths than
the Teledyne Philbrick differential-input types.
In terms of performance, isolation amplifiers
are closely related to both instrumentation and
parametric amplifiers. Situations that require
high isolation, in the presence of high commonmode voltages, call for devices like the Analog
Devices Series 272 or the Burr-Brown Model
3450/ 51. These isolation amplifiers can withstand common-mode voltages as high as 5000-V
pulsed or 1000-V continuous. Thanks to internal
de-to-de converters and transformer coupling,
there is no connection between input, output and
power supply. The input impedances of these
units run as high as 10 1 2 n, and the CMRRs can
reach 115 or 120 dB.
One important category that merits mention is
modular rack-mounting instruments. These units
offer the ultimate in low drift, bias currents,
high accuracy, stability and noise. Some of the
many companies in this precision field are Preston Scientific, with its Series 8300; Newport
Labs, with its Series 60/70A; Dynamics Electronic Products and Nanodyne.
Special cases: log amps

Since logarithmic amplifiers are basically current-operated circuits, their range is specified
over decades of input current, usually from 10
nA to 1 mA-a range of five decades. Log conformity specs tell you how well the amplifier
will conform to its log curve and how far it will
deviate. The specs are broken into several range
spans-usually over two decades at a time. This
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Active filters come in all shapes and sizes as demonstrated by the NAFI module made by Circuit Technology
Corp. (left), the hand-held circuit card made by KTI
(center) and the small plug-in circuit cards made by
Decoursey Engineering Labs (right).
·

lets the conformity spec appear very accurate,
since it can appear as 0.1 % over two decades but
only 1 % over the entire range.
As the input current of a log amp varies, so
does the bandwidth and slew rate. The typical
bandwidths of log amps range from hertz in the
nanoamp regions to well into the kilohertz range
for milliampere-sized currents.
Scale factors of log amps are set in much the
same way as with op amps. A resistor in series
with an antilog element generates the scale factor
K. This varies with time, temperature, and, of
course, component tolerance. Note that log amps
are unidirectional . devices-since the log of zero
is asymptotic, modules must be specified with respect to the voltage polarity-0 to 10 V or 0 to
- 10 V. In antilog modules the scale factor is
even more important, since it appears in the exponential term instead of as a constant multiplier.
There are now several modules than can take
the log ratio of two currents or voltages. These
units suffer from the same ills previously discussed for log amps, but they double the trouble,
since they include the equivalent of at least two
log amps and an antilog amp.
Five log modules on the market are unusual.
The Analog Devices Model 756 log-ratio unit can
take th~ ratio of either currents or voltages by
using an internal summing node most other units
don't have. lntech's multifunction log module, the
A-733, can do Y (Z/ X) m functions with accuracies
as high as 0.5 % , while Analog Devices' Model
433B claims 0.25 % accuracy for the same job.
The Teledyne Philbrick 4356 ac log amp can deliver the sinh-h function and is linear through
zero. The Burr-Brown 4116 log amp offers a 120dB dynamic range with over-all 1 % accuracy and
0.2 % accuracy for a three-decade span.
Until recently you could buy a log amp only in
modular form. Companies like Burr-Brown, with
its 4116, Analog Devices with its 750 series, Teledyne Philbrick with its 4350 series and Function
ELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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Modules with its 530 series more or less dominated the market. ICs are now starting to invade
the marketplace. Intersil has two circuits available-the 8048, a log amp and the 8049, an
antilog amp and Texas Instruments has the
76502, a log amp with four 30 dB-V log stages.
Compared to modules their performance leaves
something to be desired, but they are the smallest log circuits available.
Filtering out filter spec problems

Active filters use many op amps and are subject to many of the same ills. In addition, several
specifications are peculiar to filters.
If there is gain in a filter, how does it change
due to amplifier variations? Also, if the filter
acts as a bandpass device, how is the center frequency affected by drift in the amplifiers caused
by temperature, time and voltage?
· As an example of the specification problems,
consider a case presented by Ferritronics of
Canada: A bandpass active filter has a specified
frequency range, temperature range and Q. If
the bandwidth of the filter (-3 dB points) is of
the order of 1 % of the filter center frequency and
the filter stability is about 200 ppm/° C, there is
a shift of 2 % over a 100-C temp range. But this
shift takes the filter out its band, so of what use
is the filter's excellent selectivity.
You can get many different filter responses ·
-Butterworth, Cauer, elliptic or Chebychevand each has different specs for you to worry
about. The Butterworth response is the smoothest, with no ripple in the passbands or stopbands.
Cauer, elliptic and Chebychev filters have ripple
in either the passband, stopband or both. Therefore the designer should always specify ripple
and cutoff steepness, keeping in mind the allowable tolerances of the components that are available to build the actual filter.
Zero phase shift and sharp cutoff tend to be
71
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Precision Monolithics' OP-05A offers the best low noise
(upper) and low drift (lower) specs for monolithic ICs.

mutually exclusive. A more practical approach is
to settle for a linear phase shift if you need
sharp cutoff.
Many companies are now using computer-aided design techniques to shorten design time and
determine the stability of the final design. For
example, Kinetic Technology has several computer terminals and uses a very easy-to-follow
program that can determine all filter parameters.
Use of a universal building-block approach by
KTI allows the filter to be mass-produced and
results in lower cost to the user. Only a minor job
is left for the user: He must leave room and lay
out his circuit for two or three external frequency-determining components.
Companies that manufacture complete filter
modules contend that engineers don't want to
spend time designing circuit boards for filters;
they want something they can plug right in. And
they point out that if an engineer does his own
tuning, he is forced to stock a large number of
precision resistors and to perform tedious and
costly tuning procedures.
R. H. Simmons, sales vp of Polyphase Instrument Co., feels that LC and active filters should
be used side-by-side-each where it is most cost
effective. Below 100 Hz (down to 0.001 Hz) the
actives usually have the edge; from 100 Hz to
about 20 kHz the decision depends on the sophis72

tication of the circuit goals. For even higher frequencies, active filters lose ground to the passive
types, since high-frequency op amps are expensive. Though passive filters must be matched at
the input and output to prevent losses, actives
needn't be carefully matched, since they provide
up to 60 dB of signal gain. One disadvantage of
active filters, however, is that they're limited to
relatively low signal voltages-lower than the
supply voltages.
The information engineers give to filter manufacturers usually i,s n't sufficient to fully specify
a module. The filter user should give complete
response data for the magnitude curves, phase
and delay characteristics (the filter's response
in the time domain) and special operating conditions (low power, noise, stability, temperature,
etc.). All manufacturers recommend that filter
users work with applications engineers to separate the characteristi~s they need from the chaff.
The universal-active-filter approach taken by
companies like KTI, Beckman and Burr-Brown
uses the state-variable technique. Small modules
-discretes and hybrids-generate both secondorder numerator and denominator terms (biquadratic) and can be cascaded to realize higher
order functions.
KTI has recently developed and patented a new
filter synthesis technique called the primary
resonator block. This allows the design of multiple pole-pair bandpass filters with sensitivities
equal to those of their passive counterparts. Stability of the filter Q, is also improved.
Other, more exotic types of filters exist. Non
Linear Filters, Inc., has its Model lPl, which
can eliminate noise. It is equivalent to a slewlimited amplifier that introduces negligible phase
lag either inside or outside the passband, as required.
Aside from universal filter blocks, many companies have full product lines of pretuned filters
or offer custom designs for all applications. They
include companies like KTI, Frequency Devices,
A. P. Circuit Corp., Decoursey Engineering,
Burr-Brown, Micropac Industries, Circuit Technology, Sprague, Ferritronics and Optical Electronics.
Multiplying the problem

Analog multiplier specs depend on two or three
input variables. Also various methods are used to
do the multiplication-from Hall-effect devices
and variable-transconductance circuits all the
way to log-summing schemes. Each type has its
merits, but to keep the discussion simple, let's
concentrate on the popular variable-transconductance multiplier.
Basically multipliers accept two input signals
-say, X and Y-and produce their product diELECTRONIC DESIGN
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vided by a scale factor (usually 10). A "fourquadrant" circuit can handle input voltages of
either polarity while a one or two-quadrant unit
has a restricted input-polar.ity range.
Output accuracy is a function of both inputs
and a scale factor. The output of the basic variable-transconductance multiplier contains an offset voltage that must be trimmed out.
But trimming introduces new drift terms because of the trimmer pots added to the circuit.
Also the nulling is frequencY,-dependent, so that
as frequency increases, ac error also increases.
Data sheets should specify the frequency at
which null measurements were made.
Most transconductance multipliers fall into the
2, 1 or 0.5 % accuracy-tolerance groups after they
are trimmed. With inputs X and Y limited to
± 10 V in most cases, the multiplier outputs are
usually 10 V max. For a 1 % tolerance on the accuracy, the error for the max output is 100 mV.
If input signals drop to only 1 V each, the output
voltage would be 100 mV ±100 mV-a 100 %
error. Actually this much error never occurs. As
a rule of thumb, when the output voltage drops
below two-thirds of the maximum rated level, the
output error tracks the output voltage. Therefore when the inputs are 1 V, the output error
would be only 1 mV.
Feedthrough occurs when one input voltage is
zero, the other input has a signal and an output voltage exists. The worst-case value of feedthrough is for a 20-V pk-pk signal on one input
and 0 V on the other-most of the time measured
at a frequency of 50 Hz. Without external trimming, this value can run as high as 50 m V pk-pk;
when trimmed, it can be reduced to about 10 m V.
Linearity is defined as the maximum deviation
from the best straight line at rated load, voltage
and temperature. It can be measured by application of a full-scale de input to one line and an ac
voltage to the other. By nulling the output ac
voltage against the input ac, you can see the nonlinearity. Another method involves measuring
the output's harmonic distortion, which is usually
caused by second and third-order harmonics.
As frequency increases, so does phase shift.
The vector errors resulting from the shift can
cause worse problems than gain error. Phase
shift usually stays below 1 degree, and will then
cause a vector error of less than 2 %. Thus the
response of a multiplier to high frequencies is
phase-limited. Companies sometimes specify response for a small-signal vector error of 1 %. This
is the same as a phase shift of 0.57 degree.
The hush-hush divide mode

Manufacturers rarely specify how well their
multiplier/ dividers will work in the divide mode.
The denominator range is very important. A fourELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Waveform generators are fast shrinking in size but growing in performance. The example shown is the lntersil
8038-a monolithic multiple waveform generator.

quadrant device is good only for two quadrants if
used as a divider, because if the divisor value is
negative, the feedback is positive and the multiplier saturates. To eliminate the positive feedback condition that occurs when the inputs to a
divider go through zero an absolute-value amplifier can precede the input signal. The frequency
response for the divider is then proportional to
the magnitude of the divisor voltage. Even worse,
the divider accuracy depends directly on the
divider voltage.
Offset errors in the divide mode produce a
fixed output error independent of both the numerator (Z) and the divisor (Y) and another
error that is inversely proportional to the divisor
magnitude. The end points of the divisor limits
should be specified to aid the designer.
Multipliers are available in many accuracy
levels, either trimmed or untrimmed and with or
without output op amps. Among the better variable-transconductance units are the 550 series
from Function Modules, which offer total error
from 0.5 to 0.1 %. This is without external adjustments and includes all offset, gain and nonlinearity error. Frequency response, though, is a low
150 kHz max at the - 3 dB points for the 0.5 7c
unit, and this drops to 25 kHz for the 0.1 % unit.
Zeltex also has a high accuracy transconductance unit. Its ZM 606 is guaranteed to 0.5 %
total error with no external trimming, and it has
a 3-dB bandwidth of 100 kHz. Most other module
houses have units that can be externally trimmed
to these tolerances, but then the additional drift
factors come into play.
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CRT pincushioning can be corrected by use of circuits
1.ike the lntronics Cl03 CRT geometry /focus correction
module.

Companies like Intech, Analog Devices, BurrBrown, Teledyne Philbrick, Intronics, Hybrid
Systems and Optical Electronics have units that
are externally trimmable. Motorola pioneered the
development of the monolithic multiplier with the
MC1495 and now offers several different types.
Analog Devices has recently introduced a "monolithk," differential input multiplier, the AD 532,
which has several thin-film, laser-trimmed resistors on the same chip and an accuracy of 1 %.
Burr-Brown also offers one of the laser-trimmed
types with very similar specs, but at a higher
price. Intersil has a monolithic multiplier, the
8013, which requires external trimming to attain
accuracy of 0.5 %.
Vector generators and pincushion-correction
modules use multipliers to calculate the square
root of the sum of the squares in two or three dimensions. All of the usual multiplier/ divider
errors apply, but they are tripled, since there are
many more components. Companies like Intronics, Intech and Optical Electronics are some of
the suppliers.
Some rms conversion circuits use the multiplier technique to get the rms value of an input
signal. Some of the newer units from Burr-Brown
use a thermal technique to obtain extremely high
accuracies at reasonable costs. Errors for rms
modules are usually specified as several millivolts
plus a percent of reading. AU rms converters tend
to be slow but the thermal rms units usually react
slower than computing types.
Burr-Brown's Model 4130K rms module uses a
thermally coupled monolithic transistor pair.
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When trimmed, the accuracy of the unit is specified as 0.025 7o of input signal plus 0.025 7o of
full scale. The bandwidth is 40 Hz to 100 kHz for
rated accuracy, but settling time for large input
changes runs anywhere from 2 to 10 sec.
Typical of the calculating rms modules is the
Intronics RlOl, which can handle all types of
waveforms from de to 500 kHz. Accuracy is 10
mV + 0.1 % of reading when the offset and scale
factor are trimmed. The bandwidth spec is based
on a 20-V pk-pk input signal and allows for a 1 %
output error. Most calculating units on the market include a filter for averaging, and in the
Intronics unit the time constant is set for 2 ms.
Higher accuracy computing units are available
from Intronics and many other companies, including Analog Devices, Burr-Brown, Optical
Electronics, Teledyne Philbrick and Intech.
Another type of circuit that uses multiplier
techniques is the CRT waveform manipulator
manufactured by Optical Electronics. The 6100
series of modules generates aerial and geometric
perspective, interposition, parallax movement
(rotation), depth of focus and binocular (stereo)
depth cues.
Circuits that can do even more

Modular circuits are continuing to advance
with t he development of variable transfer-function g8nerators that can output any desired arbitrary function. Built-in pots adjust the curve
breakpoints; the larger the number, the smoother
and more arbitrary the desired function. Teledyne Philbrick is one of the companies that offers
these diode-function generators.
Fixed waveform generators up until the last
few years have been available only as instruments. Cal Tek Engineering has just introduced
a modular waveform function generator that outputs sine, square and triangle waves simultaneously. The module contains oscillators, waveshapers and all the other circuitry needed to deliver
all three signals. And, it operates over a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz. Total Technology also has a similar unit but it's limited to
about 50 kHz.
Specs for this type of waveform generator
need clarification. Linearity for triangular waves
can be measured in different ways. Does the maximum deviation from the best straight line tell
the story or is it the differential straight line
approximation? The differential approximation
method has t he edge bY. a 4-to-1 margin.
When it changes direction, does the triangle
wave have a switching offset? This occurs with
some IC waveform generators . Or does the slope
want to continue to integrate instead of switch?
This is due to the finite settling time of the amplifier, and is more visible at high frequencies.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Also the integrator should have a slew-rate capability of about five times the maximum required
to avoid rate limiting.
Challenging modular function generators are
some of the new ICs from Intersil and Exar-the
8038 and 2207, respectively. The 8038 delivers
sine, square and triangle waves at frequencies up
to 1 MHz. The XR-2207 gives only triangle and
square waves, also at frequencies up to 1 MHz.
The stability of the Intersil unit can be chosen
by the user from 100 ppm/° C to 10 ppm/ °C, depending on cost and temperature. Both units offer linearity errors of less than 1 % and 1000-to-1
swept-frequency ranges.
Things to come

Circuits being readied for release next year
include a programmable three-function waveform

generator on a chip-four user-selectable frequencies can be set by external resistors, and
digitally programmed by a binary input.
There is a growing need for programmable
amplifiers in data-acquisition systems. BurrBrown already has a modular programmable-gain
amplifier, and Harris Semiconductor sells an unusual quad amplifier in which a two-bit binary
input selects any one of the four possible outputs.
Other companies are expected to emphasize digital control in new amplifier designs. Look, too,
for more companies to introduce micropower op
amps to meet the requirements of portable
instruments.
Modules are becoming more complex as ICs
and hybrids peck away at the lower-performance
end of the market. Systems of today are becoming tomorrow's modules or hybrids and next
year's monolithic I Cs. • •

Need more information?
The companies and products cited in this report have, of necessity, received only brief mention. They've been selected for their illustrative
or unique qualities. Other companies may offer
similar products. Readers may wish to consult
these manufacturers for further details:
A

D C Products, 4900 W. 78th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
55435 . (612) 835-6800.
Circle No. 365
A P Circuit Corp., 865 West End Ave., New York, N.Y.
10025. (212) 222·0876.
Circle No. 366
Adaptive Systems, P.O. Box 1481, Pompano Beach , Fla.
33061. (305) 974-8354. (W. Vlasak) .
Circle No. 367
Aerojet General, P.O. Box 460, Frederick, Md. 21701. (301)
662-4181.
Circle No. 368
Allen-Bradley Co., 1201 S. Second St., Milwaukee, Wis.
53204. (414) 671-2000. (H. Rosenkranz) .
Circle No. 369
Altec Div., Altec Corp., 1515 S. Manchester Ave. Anaheim,
Calif. 92803. (714) 774-2900.
Circe
1 No. 370
American Aerospace Controls , 131 Verdi St., Farmingdale,
N.Y . 11735. (516) 694-5100.
Circle No. 371
Amperex Electronic, Providence Pike, Slatersville, R.I. 02876.
(401) 762-3800.
Circle No. 372
Analog Devices, Inc., Route 1 Industrial Park, Norwood,
Mass. 02062. (617) 329-4700. (F. Pouliot)
Circle No. 373
Analogic Corp. , Audubon Rd ., Wakefield , Mass. 01880. (617)
246-0300.
Circle No. 374
Aritech Corp., 130 Lincoln St., Brighton, Mass. 02135. (617)
254-2990.
Circle No. 375
Astrodata Inc., 240 E. Palais Rd., Anaheim, Calif. 92803.
(714) 772-1000.
Circle No. 376
Astrosystems, Inc., 6 Nevada Dr .• Lake Success, N.Y. 11040.
(516) 328-1600.
Circle No. 377
Avantek, Inc .. 3175 Bowers Ave .. Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.
(408) 739-6170. (Stephen B . Witmer)
Circle No. 378
B F Electronics. 415 S. Nardo Ave .. Solana Beach, Calif.
92075 . (714) 755-1881.
Circle No. 379
Beckman Instruments, Inc., Helipot Div .. 2500 Harbor Blvd.,
Fullerton , Calif. 92634. (714) 871-4848. (l. Pittroff)
Circle No. 380
Bell, F. W . Inc., 4949 Freeway Dr., East Columbus , Ohio.
43 2 16. (614) 888-7501.
Circle No. 381
Bell & Howell, 706 Bostwick Ave .. Bridgeport, Conn . 06605 .
( 203) 368-6751.
Circle No. 382
Betatronics Inc., 9440 Lincolnwood, Evanston, Ill. 60203.
(312) 676-1747. (H . Allen) .
Circle No. 383
Bourns, 1200 Columbia Ave ., Riverside, Calif. 92505. (714)
684-1700.
Circle No. 384
Bulova Watch Co., Frequency Control Products, Electronics
Div .. 61 -20 Woodside Ave .. Woodside, N .Y. 11377. (212)
335-6000.
Circle No. 385
Bunker-Ramo, 900 Commerce Dr., Oak Brook, 111. 60521.
(31 2) 654-3100.
Circle No. 386

Burr-Brown Research Corp.. International Airport Industrial
Park, Tucson, Ariz. 85706. (602) 294-1431. (D. Haynes).
Circle No. 387
CTS Corp., 905 N. West Blvd .. Elkhart, Ind. 46514. (219)
293-7511. (R.A. Stackhouse) .
Circle No. 388
Cal Tek Engineering, 29 Pemberton Rd., Wayland, Mass.
01778 . (617) 653-0355. (D. Sheehan).
Circle No. 389
Calex, P.O. Box 555, Alamo, Calif. 94507 . (415) 932-3911.
(J . M. Francis) .
Circle No. 390
Centralab . Electronic Div. Globe Union, 5757 N. Greenbay
Ave ., Milwaukee, Wis. 53201. (414) 228-1200. (A. J.
Koschnick).
Circle No. 391
Cermetek Inc.. 660 National Ave., Mountain View, Calif.
94040. (415) 969-9433 . (W. Curtice) .
Circle No. 392
Circuit Technology, 160 Smith St .. Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735.
(516) 293-8686. (M. Spitz) .
Circle No. 393
Columbia Components, 60 Madison Ave ., Hempstead, N.Y.
11550. (516) 483-8200. (l. Eagle) .
Circle No. 394
Computer Labs, 1109 S. Chapman, Greensboro. N.C. 27403.
(919) 292-6427. (D. W . Brockman).
Circle No. 395
Cycon Inc.. 1080 E. Duane Ave.. Sunnyvale , Calif. 94086.
(408) 732-8311. (L. W. Peacock).
Circle No. 396
Damon/Electronics Div .. 115 Fourth Ave .. Needham Heights,
Mass. 02194. (617) 449-0800.
Circle No. 397
Data Delay Devices, 253 Crooks Ave., Clifton, N.J. 07011.
(201) 772-1106. (N . Lupi).
Circle No. 398
Datel Systems Corp.. 1020 Turnpike St., Canton, Mass.
02021. (617) 828-6395. (J. Gallagher).
Circle No. 399
Decoursey Engineering Lab.. 11828 W. Jefferson Blvd ..
Culver City, Calif. 90230 . (213) 397-9668. (W. Decoursey).
Circle No. 400
Dranetz Engineering Labs , 2385 S. Clinton Ave ., South Plainfield, N.J . 07080. (201) 755-7080. (A. Ackerman).
Circle No. 401
Dynalab Corp .. 7808 Gloria Ave ., Van Nuys, Calif. 91406.
(213) 781 -3151. (M . Caston) .
Circle No. 402
Dynamic Measurements Corp., 6 Lowell Ave ., Winchester,
Mass. 01890. (617) 729-7870. (K .M. Corbett). Circle No. 403
Dynamics Electronic Products Inc .• 12117 E. Slauson Ave ..
Santa Fe Springs, Calif. 90670. (213) 945·2493 . (D. E.
Cantrell).
Circle No. 404
Echo Science Corp., 485 East Middlefield Rd.. Mountain
View, Calif. 94043 . (415) 961 -7145.
Circle No. 405
Ectron Corp .. 8133 Engineer Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92111.
(714) 278-0600. (J . N . JaQuay) .
Circle No. 406
Electro Networks Div., Connrex Corp.. Maple St., Caledonia ,
N .Y. 14423. (716) 538·4423 . (W. Harrington). Circle No. 407
Elgenco, Inc .. 1550 Euclid St .. Santa Monica. Calif. 90404.
(213) 451-1635. (D. B . Cusworth) .
Circle No. 408
Exar Integrated Systems, Inc., 750 Palomar, Sunnyvale
Calif. 94086. (408) 732-7970. (P. Davis) .
Circle No. 4o9
Fairchild Semiconductor, 464 Ellis St., Mountain View. Calif.
94040. (415) 962-5011. (B. Callahan).
Circle No. 410
Ferritronics Ltd ., 222 Newkirk Rd., Richmond Hill , Ont. (613)
889-7313. (R . Hogue) .
Circle No. 411
Fork Standards Inc .. 215 Main St., West Chica~o. 111. 60185.
(312) 231 -3511. (A . Toht).
Circle No. 412

(conti nued on page 76)
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Freed Transformer Co., Inc., 1736 Weirfield St., Brooklyn ,
N.Y . 11227. (212) EV·6· 1300. (M. Salzberg) . Circle No. 413
Frequency Devices Inc., 25 Locust St., Haverhill, Mass.
0 ; 830. (61 7) 3 72-6930. (R. Steer) .
Circle No. 414
Function Modules, 2441 Campus Dr., Irvine, Calif. 92664.
(714) 833·8314. (S. Osgood) .
Circle No. 415
GAP Instrument Corp ., 110 Marcus Blvd ., Hauppauge, N.Y.
11787. (516) 273-0909. (R. Emrick) .
Circle No. 416
GPS Corp., 14 Burr St., Framingham, Mass. 01701. (617)
875-0607 .
Circle No. 417
General Electric, 7 Adler Dr., East Syracuse, N.Y. 13057.
(3 15) 456-1046.
Circle No. 418
General Instrument, 600 W . John St. , Hicksville, N .Y. 11802.
(516) 733·3234.
Circle No. 419
General Magnetics, 135 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, N.J .
07003. (201) 743·2700. (M.G. Tekosky).
Circle No. 420
General Radio Co., 300 Baker Ave., Concord, Mass. 01742 .
(617) 369·4400. (P. Macalka).
Circle No. 421
Genisco Technology Corp., Genistron Div., 18435 Susana
Rd., Compton., Calif. 90221. (W. R. Esser) .
Circle No. 422
Geo Space Corp., 5803 Glenmont, Box 36374, Houston, Tex.
77036. (713) 666-1611. (P. Madeley) .
Circle No. 423
Gulton Industries, Inc., Metuchen, N .J . 08840. (201) 548·
2800. (A. Currie).
Circle No. 424
Halex , Inc., Box 2940, Torrance, Calif. 905Q9. (213) 772-4461.
· (U . Tonai ).
Circle No. 425
Harris Semiconductor, Box 883, Melbourne, Fla. 32901. (305)
727-5430. (J. Kompan) .
Circle No. 426
Honeywell, Industrial Div., 1100 Virginia Dr., Fort Washing·
ton, Pa . 19034. (617) 237·4100. (J. H. Toifel) .
Circle No. 427
Honeywell, Test Instruments Div., Box 5227, Denver, Colo.
80217. (303) 771-4700. (A. Dallas) .
Circle No. 428
Hughes Aircraft Co ., Frequency Control Devices, 500 Superior
Ave., Newport Beach, Calif. 92663 . (714) 548-0671.
Clrcle No. 429
Hybrid Systems Corp., 87 Second Ave. , Northwest Industrial
Park , Burlington, Mass. 01803. (617) 272·1522. (C. M.
Kramer) .
Circle No. 430
Hycomp Inc., Box 250, Maynard, Mass. 01754 . (617) 897·
4578. (N. S. Palazzini).
Circle No. 431
ILC Data Device Corp., 100 Tee St., Hicksville, N.Y . 11801.
(516) 433-5330. (Steve Muth) .
Circle No. 432
ITT Semiconductor, 3301 Electronics Way, W . Palm Beach,
Fla . 33407. (305) 842·2111. (R. Bender) .
Circle No. 433
ITT Telecommunications Apparatus Dept., Fulton Dr., Corinth, Miss. 38834. (601 ) 286·6921.
Circle No. 434
lntech , Inc., 1220 Coleman Ave., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050.
(408) 244-0500. (B . Burkett) .
Circle No. 435
Inter-Computer Electronics, Box 507, Lansdale, Pa . 19446.
(A . Rosset) .
Circle No. 436
Integrated Microsystems, 16845 Hick Rd ., Los Gatos, Calif.
95030. (408) 268·2410. (P. Kemp).
Circle No. 437
lntersil Inc., 10900 N. Tantau Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 95014.
(408) 257-5450. (J. Gifford) .
Circle No. 438
lntronics, Inc., 57 Chapel St., Newton, Mass . 02158. (617)
332· 7350. (A. pfgelzer) .
Circle No. 439
lthaco Inc. , 735 W . Clinton St., Ithaca, N .Y. 14850. (607)
272-7640.
Circle No. 440
Julie Research Lab ., Instrument Div., 211 W. 6lst., New
York , N .Y. 10023. (M . Eichenbaum) .
Circle No. 441
Keithley Instruments, Inc., 28775 Aurora Rd., Cleveland ,
Ohio 44101. (216) 248-0400.
Circle No. 442
Kinetic Technology, Inc., 3393 De La Cruz Blvd ., Santa
Clara , Calif. 95050. (408) 296-9305. (R. S. Smith) .
Circle No. 443
L T V Electrosystems, Box 1056, Greenville, Tex . 75401.
(214) 455-3450.
Circle No. 444
Lear Siegler Instrument Div ., 4141 Eastern Ave. S. E.,
Grand Rapids, Mich . 49508. (616) 241·4100. Circle No. 445
Lecroy Research Systems Corp., 126 N . Route 303, West
Nyack, N .Y. 10994. (914) 358-7900. (A. Michalowski).
Circle No. 446
Linear Networks Co. , Box 1328, San Pedro, Calif. 90733.
(213) 547·2258. (J . Hogin) .
Circle No. 447
Megadyne Industries, 211 W. 6lst St., New York, N .Y. 10023.
(212) 245-2727. (A. Terpening)
Circle No. 448
Melcor Electronics Corp., 1750 New Highway , Farmingdale,
N.Y. 11735. (516) 694-5570. (N. Sakeilarios). Circle No. 449
Mepco, Inc. , 71 E. Columbia Rd ., Morristown, N .J . 07960.
(201) 539·2000. (R. J . Gebhardt) .
Circle No. 450
Micropac Industries Inc., 905 E. Walnut St., Garland , Tex.
75040. (214) 272-3571. (R. C. Cire) .
Circle No. 451
Monitor Labs, Inc., 10451 Rosell St., San Diego, Calif.
92121. (714) 453-6260. (E. Etess) .
Circle No. 452
Monitor Systems, 401 Commerce Dr. , Fort Washington , Pa .
19034. (215) 646-8100.
. . Circle No. 453
Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., P.O. Box 20912,
Phoenix, Ariz. 85036. (602) 244-6900. (Bill Groves) .
Circle No. 454
Multimetrics Inc., Div. Daysam Co'f. .. 120·30 Jamaica Ave.,
Richmond Hill, N .Y. 11418. c212i 41 ·4240. (RCi~c'i!mrf~s4'5's
Nanodyne , 33 Union Ave., Sudbury,
443·3133. (Howard I. Cohen) .
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01776. (617)
Circle No. 456

National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa
Clara, Calif. 95051. (408) 732-5000. (Chuck Signor).
INQUIRE DIRECT
Newport Labs, Inc., 630 E. Young St., Santa Ana, Calif.
92705. (714) 540-4914. (L. Kinney) .
Circle No. 457
Non Linear Filters, P.O. Box 338, Trumbull , Conn. 06601.
(203) 268-6309. (S. A. Sherman).
Circle No. 458
North Hills Electronics, Alexander Pl., Glen Cove, N.Y . 11542.
(516) 671·5700. (V. Macri).
Circle No. 459
Nucleonic Products, Box 1454, Canoga Park, Calif. 91303.
(213) 887· 1010. (C. Kaiden).
Circle No. 460
OpAmp Labs, 172 S. Alta Vista Blvd ., Los Angeles, Calif.
90036. (213) 934-3 566. (B. Losmandy).
Circle No. 461
Optical Electronics Inc., P.O. Box 11140, Tucson, Ariz. 85706.
(602) 624·8358. (R . Gerdes).
Circle No. 462
Philco-Ford Corp., 500 S. Main St., Spring City, Pa . 19475.
(215) 948·8400.
Circle No. 463
Polyphase Instrument Co., East Fourth St. , Bridgeport, Pa .
19405. (2 15) 279-4660. (R. H . Simmons) .
Circle No. 464
Precision Monolithics Inc., 1500 Space Park Dr., Santa
Clara , Calif. 95050. (408) 246·9225. (J. Zis) .
Circle No. 465
Preston Scientific, 805 E. Cerritos Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
92805 . (714) 776-6400. (B . Spear).
Circle No. 466
Princeton Applied Research Corp., Box 2565, Princeton,
N.J. 08540. (G. Tlbball).
Circle No. 467
Q-Tech Corp., 11529 W. Pico Blvd. , Los Angeles, Calif.
90064. (213) 473· 1105.
Circle No. 468
RCA Solid State Div., Route 202, Somerville, N .J . 08876.
(201) 722·3200. (W. A. Glaser) .
Circle No. 469
Raytheon Semiconductor, 350 Ellis St., Mountain View,
Calif. 94040. (415) 968-9211. (A. Borken) .
Circle No. 470
Reaction Instruments Inc., 215 Mill St. N.E., Vienna, Va.
22180. (703) 893-3930. (J. Ehlers).
Circle No. 471
Rockland Systems Corp., 230 W. Nyack Rd., West Nyack,
N.Y. 10994. (914) 623·6666. (P. Beckwith). Circle No. 472
SCI Instruments Inc., 8620 S. Memorial Pkwy., Huntsville,
Ala . 35802. (205) 881 · 1611. (R. Olson) .
Circle No. 473
SCS Microsystems Inc., 1150 N .W. 70th St., Fort Lauderdale,
Fla . 33309. (305) 974·5400. (E. Lane) .
Circle No. 474
Signetics Corp., 811 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086.
(408) 739-7700. (J. Halter).
INQUIRE DIRECT
Siliconix, Inc., 2201 Laurelwood Rd., Santa Clara, Calif.
95054. (408) 246-8000. (R. Landon) .
Circle No. 475
Solid State Electronics, 15321 Rayen St. , Sepulveda, Calif.
91343 . (213) 894-2271. (E. Politi) .
Circle No. 476
Spectral Dynamics Corp. of San Diego, Box 671. 8911 Balboa
Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92112. (714) 278·2501. (W. Haw·
kins, Jr.).
Circle No. 477
Sprague Electric, 347 Marshall St. , North Adams, Mass.
01247 . (413) 664·4411. (S. Chertok) .
Circle No. 478
Statek Corp., 1200 Alvarez Ave., Orange, Calif. 92668. (714)
639-7810. (M. Nusbaum).
Circle No. 479
TRW/UTC Transformers, 150 Varick St., New York, N .Y.
10013. (212) 255-3500.
Circle No. 480
TT Electronics Inc., 2214 S. Barry Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
90064. (213) 478-8224. (J. Sodaro).
Circle No. 481
Technetics, Inc _, Box 910, Boulder Industrial Park, Boulder,
Colo. 80302 . (303) 442·3837.
Circle No. 482
Tektronix, Inc., Box 500, Beaverton, Ore . 97005. (503) 644·
0161. (R. Schmidt).
Circle No. 483
Teledyne Crystalonics, 147 Sherman St., Cambridge, Mass.
02140. (617) 491·1670.
Circle No. 484
Teledyne Philbrick , Allied Dr. at Route 128, Dedham , Mass.
02026. (617) 329·1600. (J. Dolan) .
Circle No. 485
Teledyne Semiconductor, 1300 Terra Bella Ave., Mountain
View, Calif. 94040. (415) 968-9241. (D. Guzeman) .
Circle No. 486
Tele-Measurements Inc., 145 Main Ave., Clifton, N.J. 07014.
(201) 473·8822. (W . Endres).
Circle No. 487
Texas Instruments Inc., P.O . Box 5012, M/S 308, Dallas, Tex .
75222 . (214) 238-2011. (D. Whitaker) .
Circle No. 488
Torotel , Inc., 13402 S. 71 Hwy., Grandview, Mo . 64030. (816)
761·6314. (H. Foland).
Circle No. 489
Torque Systems, 225 Crescent St., Waltham, Mass. 02154.
(617) 891 ·0230. (A. W . Sift).
Circle No, 490
Total Technology, 80-14 Glenn St., Belmont, Calif. 94002 .
(415) 593-9800. (J. R. Blatt) .
Circle No. 491
Transitron Electronic Corp., 168 Albion St., Wakefield , Mass.
01880. (617) 245·4500. (A. Berry) .
Circle No. 492
Transmagnetics Inc., 210 Adams Blvd ., Farmingdale , N .Y.
U735. (516) 293·3100. (F. Haber).
Circle No. 493
Trepac Corp. of America , 30 W . Hamilton Ave ., Englewood,
N.J . 07631. (201) 567·3810.
Circle No. 494
Unigon Industries, Inc., 9 N. Bond St., Mount Vernon, N .Y.
10550. (914) 699-7545 .
Circle No. 495
United Aircraft, 400 Main St., E. Hartford, Conn . 060'. 7.
(203) 565·4321.
Circle No. 496
Vari· L Co ., Inc., 3883 Monaco Pkwy., Denver, Colo. 80207.
(303) 321 - 1511. (J . Kiser) .
Circle No. 497
White Instruments, Inc., Box 698, Austin, Tex. 78767 . (512)
892·0752. (W. Robertson) .
Circle 498
Xincom Corp., 20931 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.
(213) 341 · 5040.
Circle No. 499
Zeltex, Inc., 1000 Chalomar Rd ., Concord, Calif. ;:45 · 8.
(4 15) 686-6660. (R. Ferreira).
Circle No. 5;)0
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Do you face
a make or buy

~~~~~~u~~lies? BUY LAMBDA'S LZ SERIES

THE ONLY FIELD REPAIRABLE
P·C MOUNTABLE POWER SUPPLY.

LZ SERIES
AVAILABLE IN 3 NEW MODELS
LZD-12
±15V 50mA

$35

LZD-35
±15V,300mA

LZS-34
5V, 1400mA

$95

$95

Regulation 0.15%-line or load;
models LZS-10, LZS-30, LZS-34, LZD-21 and
LZD-31 have load regula t ion of 0.15%
5mV; model LZD-12 has line or load regulation of 0.25%.

+

Ripple and noise l.5mv RMS.
Temp. Coefficient o .03% / c
Tracking accuracy 2% absolute
0

voltage difference (dual output models only)
0.2% change for all conditions of line, load
and temperature

AC input 105 to 132 Vac,

57-63 Hz

WHETHER
YOU MAKE
OR BUY. ••

&LAMBDA

.

g L ECTRO NI CS CO HP.

'

......

M ELVILLE, N EW YORK 11746 515 Broad Hollow Road Tel. 516-694-4200
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 2420 East Oakton St., Unit Q Tel.
312 593-2550
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA LIF. 9 1605
7316 Varna Ave.
Tel. 213-875-2744
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
lOOC Hymus Blvd., Pointe
Claire, Quebec 730 Tel. 514-697-6520
PORTSMOUTH, HANTS, ENG .
Marshlands Road, Farlington Tel. Cosham 73221 VERSAILLES, FRANCE
64a 70 rue des Chantiers 78004 Tel. 950-2224
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Reduce Custom Power Electronics Time and Cost
With a handful of Powercube' s new CirkitblockTM
modules and a few clip leads, you can quickly
synthesize a virtually infinite variety of power
control circuits and power supplies.
Cirkitblock modules have demonstrated capability
to meet most design needs and are packaged within a
1" x 1" x 2" basic building block so you can assemble
power circuits and supplies of any complexity to any
form factor you need in building block fashion .
Design time to operable prototype can be reduced
by more than half because conventional breadboarding is eliminated. Your quickly assembled

Cirkitblock functional modules not only save
design time and money; they're also a lot of fun to
- - -·- -· work with. Circle reader service
==~-= number to learn more about Power=.-:=..~= cube' s Cirkitblock functional
-~~:~ modules.

--•

~-=·

New! Application Handbook.
Write on your company letterhead
to obtain your copy.

B•eadboa..d
c ustom p
~~~;~z:::duoe th•"••
Supplies In
Mi·notes

"b~eadboard" of Cirkitblock modules
becomes your operable prototype.
Cirkitblock modules use space technology,
but are specified an~ pri.ced for industrial
apphcahons. They can sub-

&

& '

1

o~er
' .,,.,,. ,

tron1cs cost in
Poweccube Module°'instruments,
calculators, computer peripherals, process control equipment,
and communications gear.
o c1g1na1

POVVERCUBE CORPORATION
214 CALVARY STREET, WALTHAM, MASS. 02154 CB17l 891-1830
SUBSIDIARY

OF

UNITROOE

CORPORATION
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Unsurpassed versatility.
Perform your counting functions synchronously
.. ~ith Tl's new Schottky counters.
Advanced Schottky technology brings you four new
tended for use whenever bidirectional counting is
high-performance, universal, synchronous counters.
required. The S162 and S163 are pin-compatible
Each one can expand your design horizons.
Schottky versions of the standard series 54/74 funcTl's Schottky counters are predictable. All counter
tions of the same number.
functions - counting, programming or clearing- are
Whether your counting application is a new statesynchronized with the clock's positive going edge.
of-the art design or upgrading an existing system,
These universal counter building blocks are particone of Tl's Schottky counters can make it happen.
ularly useful for implementing high speed synchroTJ Schottky synchronous counters are available in
nous counting of any desired
both industrial (0 to 70°C) and
Functional Block Diagram
bit length without exfull military (55 to 125°C)
54$/ 745162 Schottky Synchronous BCD Counter
545/ 745163 Schottky Synchronous Binary Counter
ternal gating or output
temperature ranges in 16-pin
545/ 745168 Schottky Synchronous Up/ Down BCD Counter
545/ 745169 Schottky Synchronous Up/ Down Binary Counter
counting spikes. The internal
plastic, ceramic or ceramic
look-ahead circuitry extends
flat packages.
the count frequency range to
For data sheets or a copy of
70 MHz typically. MisTl's new Schottky applicounting during the load and
----...,.,
cations brochure write:
enabling operations is elimiTexas Instruments Incornated due to the fully indeporated, P. 0.
""
@)
pendent clock circuitry.
Box 5012, M/S
The S168 and S169 are
308,
Dallas,
unique up/down counters inTexas 75222

.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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Build power amplifiers with IC drivers
that act as 'transconductance amplifiers.' The circuitry
is simple and few external components are needed.
If you are a designer who has limited your use
of IC op amps to voltage amplification at relatively low power levels, enter the world of "IC
power drivers." Several manufacturers make
them today at moderate cost. They offer higher
power than conventional IC op amps, and they
enable you to minimize the use of discrete components.
Devices such as Motorola's 2870MR, N ational's
LH0041 and Signetics' SE540 are transconductance amplifiers that can directly drive power
stages to provide an output of, say, 90 W.
They're easy to work with, too. Most conventional op-amp design methods apply also to the
power drivers.
To appreciate the usefulness of the new ICs,
we'll examine some practical circuit designs. But,
first, let's briefly consider the advantages of
transconductance amplifiers.

co

IDEAL
PRACTICAL

lour

lour
!Im

-co

1. An ideal transconductance amplifier (a) has an infinite gm and, consequently, current . In practice, however, the current-vs-volt,age curve i·s a linear function ,.
with .g111 being the curve's slope (b).

+~,+25Vdc

Op amp as a transconductance amplifier

The term "transconductance amplifier" is
familiar to most vacuuµi-tube designers (if there
are still any around). It is defined as
gm= (dlb/ dE c) I eb =constant,
where lb is total current through the tube, E 0 is
grid voltage, and eb is plate voltage.
In general, a transconductance amplifier, for
some input voltages, produces a proportional output current. As shown in Fig. la, an ideal transconductance amplifier has an infinite gm and, consequently, an infinite output current. In a
practical transconductance amplifier, output current is a linear function of input voltage. The
gm is then the slope of the VI curve (Fig. lb).
In general, transconductance amplifiers offer
the following performance advantages over the
standard op amps :
• Simple compensation.
• High input impedance.
• Reduced noise (due to low internal voltage
swing).

!Ok

R7
!Ok
IOpF

IOO
R8

G

~ J~F.___

__________

-0

-Va;,-25Vck:

~

1% 1--

~

~

ig

i

Vee• +20V
I kHz 0 .5dB BELOW CUPPING,GAIN 40 dB

!"'!
0 .1%

4

:c

N~

.J

~

g
0.01%
0 .1

10

100

LOAD IN OHMS

George Opalinsky, Linear Applications Engineer, and
Werner Hoeft, Linear Design Engineer, Signetics, Sunny·
vale, Calif. 94086.
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2. Amplifier with 35-W output (a) has a relatively low
total harmonic distortion (b).
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Power driver as a general amplifier
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3. Constant transconductance over a wide frequency
range is obtained when the load is resistive (a). Openloop voltage gain falls off taster when the load is capaci<
tive (b). One way to compensate a power driver is tq
insert a lead network into the feedback loop (c).

R2

!..----------~'::'
-. _____..tc'
---±--o--:1...
*

RI

o---'W'o

L

AcL

• High output current.
• Simple compensation.
Transconductance amplifiers, by their very nature, perform well in higher-power applications.
These include audio amplifiers, transmission line
drivers and servo and inductive-load drivers. In
most of these applications a power driver drives
a complementary pair of output transistors.

G. BP.

SLEW RATE

(MHz)

(V/µ.sl

POWER BAt\OWIDTH
(kHz)

-:;;CL

c'L
~)

CL
(PF)

2

I

0 .3

4.8

0 .5

50.000

5

2.5

0 .75

12

0 .2

20.000

10

5

1.5

24

0.1

10000

50

25

7.5

120

0.02

2000

100

50

15

240

0.01

1000

200

100

30

480

0.005

500

4. A capacitor across . the output frequency-compensates
a power driver. The required capacitor value depends on
the closed-loop gain, AcL• as shown in the table.
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Fig. 2a depicts a typical power amplifier with
35-W output. The driver has a linear current
range of ± 100 mA and a transconductance of
3.3 A/ V. Power lfmiting in this circuit is . provided by resistors R 1 and Rs ; current limiting
occurs at a level defined by Ri .= Rs = (750
m V / peak current). The voltage across R2 or Rs
is 400 m V, and the circuit's ac gain is equal to
(R1 + Rs) / R 8 • Total harmonic distortion of the
circuit is less than 1 % (Fig. 2b).
Fig. 3a shows the transconductance of a power
driver (SE540) vs frequency. The output impedance is 5 kD. in parallel with 1000 pF. Thus the
equivalent open-loop voltage gain is
A 0 := gm X RL= 3.3 X 5 X 10 3 = 16.5 X 103 •
The frequency response is shown in Fig. 3b.
The power driver can be frequency-compensated
with use of a lead network in the feedback loop
of the op amp (for closed loops with gains higher
than 100 or 40 dB) . The circuit in Fig. 3c can
be used for lower gains. ·
Another method for frequency-compensation
involves "brute force"-cohnecting a capacitor
across the output (Fig. 4). Capacitor values for
various values of ac gain are tabulated. in the
figure. Note that for AcL = 2, the power driver
can drive capacitive loads up to 50,000 pFwhich corresponds to such loads as coaxial cables,
capacitance bridges and other relatively high
capacitance loads.
Another generalized high-power amplifier is
shown in Fig. 5. The output stage has a voltage
swing of 95 V pk-pk. This is accomplished by
use of two amplification stages (in addition to
the power driver). Transistors Q1 and Q2 limit
current and power for the output stage. The feedback and load ~·esistors, R 1 and R 2, determine the
81

+20V
QI

100
150

RI
~~-------+-----<> RL •160
12k

I Ok

10 k

T.,,. 0.2µ.F

200pF

56

02

-20V

0 .22

100

5. 75-W, 95-V-swing power amplifier uses two stages.

maximum output swing. Their values can be calculated on the basis of maximum rated output
.voltage for the device and actual output voltage:
Y out(ma x) / V out = R1/ R 2.
For low distortion, a quiescent current of 2 to
5 mA is maintained in the output stage. Low
thermal resistance between the output transistors
and the driver has to be maintained to achieve
good quiescent control over the temperature
range.
Power drivers in audio circuits

0
-5

...• -10

CD

~

~

~

\

~

0

0.1

I
10
FREQUENCY, kHz

100

I

I"

~

0

u

z

I

~

0.1

OUTPUT POWER, w

~

10

6. Power amplifier for a car radio (a) has a wide range
of flat output vs frequency (at 0 dB, output is 1-V rms
into 5-n), as shown in b. The total harmonic distortion is
relatively low over the range of useful power output (c)".
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A typical use for a power driver may be in a
car radio. As shown in Fig. 6a, a different hookup is used. This is because, for maximum efficiency, a voltage swing equal to the supply voltage is necessary. To this end, the supply current
of the driver is sensed with a 39-fl resistor, and
the base of the output transistor is driven from
these resistors. The maximum drive current for
the output stage is determined by the 56-fl resistor in series with a 50-µ,F capacitor from the
output of the driver to ground. The 560-fl resistor provides a reference for the output and
high-frequency stabilization. Figs. 6b and 6c
demonstrate the driver performance in this application. The input sensitivity for 1-W output
into a 5-fl load is 7 m V rms. The maximum shortcircuit current is 1 to 2 A.
Fig. 7 shows how a power driver can be used
to drive relays, solenoids or other electromechanical devices. The load can be either push-pull or
single-ended (as in conventional hook-ups) . In
the push-pull circuit, the load is driven in either
the positive or negative output arms-or in both.
Depending on the input polarity, either output
can be selected. In addition the output can be
gated off by application of a voltage, via a curELECTRONIC D ESIGN
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ru

6 .8 k

6.8 k
1NP_u_r_ _ _---I
0

8

6 .8k

6.8 k

15 k

15k

10pF

20pF

50001
pF
150

180

L---------+------o-~c

7. Relays, solenoids and small motors can be driven by the power driver, as shown.

22pF
lk

9.lk

+22dBm

Power drivers as line amplifiers

10k

0.1µ.Fl

0
22pF

100

10k

4

2

T

2000

IOk

a----<1-=

rent-limiting resistor, to either pin 5 and 6, or
between pins 1 and 2. The current required to do
the limiting is approximately 1 mA for pin 1 and
0.1 mA for pin 5. Calculate the input signal required for maximum load current by dividing
the peak load voltage by the closed-loop gain.

.-------,,,,1..,.ok.-----'

-=

pF

600

f~s1.-~~

22pF

Tl

ll§F

1--------.
10k

100

K)k

1200pF

8. Single-ended (a) or balanced line driver (b) can be
built with the power driver, simply and inexpensively.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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In audio applications, an IC power driversuch as the Signetics 540-can deliver very respectable unbuffered power levels, since it is
rated for ± 100-mA current output and can deliver 1 W of power. The 540 features a wide
frequency response and power bandwidth, low input noise and internal current limiting. Thus it
makes a simple line-driver stage with a minimum
of components (Fig. Sa), and with a step-up
transformer of 1 :2 ratio, it will deliver up to
+2S dBm.
Fig. Sb shows a power driver connected as a
600-fl balanced-line driver. A 1 is a 40-dB noninverting stage, as before, driving one end of the
transformer primary with an in-phase signal. At
the same time A2 inverts this signal and supplies
a mirror image of it to the opposite end of the
transformer. Thus the drive to the transformer
is doubled prior to the source termination resistor, R t.
The circuit has a reasonably clean total harmonic distortion of 0.1 % up to + 10 dB and
reaches a maximum of 0.17 % at +20 dB. The
+ 20 dB is the maximum that can be achieved
with ±15-V supplies, but a few more dB can be
squeezed out with higher supply voltages. • •
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Pushbuttons

that help do everything

from mike a copy to can a cop.
Think MICRO SWITCH
when you're in the market for pushbuttons.
Because we offer one of the world's
largest selections.
With most of them
available off your distributor's shelf.
MICRO SWITCH pushbuttons are in use
right now on
jobs ranging
from office
copiers
(OM) to police communications
systems
(Series 2). In

unusual places. For example,
when an underwater sphere
was designed to explore the
Continental Shelf, our pushbuttons were used to help make
the dive a safer one.
For help with your application, we have a
staff of Application Engineers
standing by
vices feature
to provide
the most reliable
field support.
switching in the indusFor more
information ,
try. So no matter how
~~~~~¥)
tough or unique your applicacontact your
tion , you can be confident we
MICRO SWITCH
have a pushbutton to handle it. Branch Office or Authorized
Engineers
Distributor (Yellow Pages,
have put this de- '' Switches, Electric'').
sign freedom to
MICRO SWITCH
use in some

makes your ideas work.
Ser ies 1

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT 1LLIN0t5 61032

MICRO SWITCH products are available worldwide through Honeywell International.

A

DIVISION

OF

HONEYWELL
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Two new autoranglng
110 MHz counters
Introducing the new Heath/Schlumberger SM-128A and SM-1288 ..• a
pair of very high performance counters at very reasonable prices. The
128s deliver guaranteed performance to 110 MHz with 15 mV sensitivity. Typical performance is even
better: 140 MHz at 2-10 mV sensitivity. A front panel sensitivity control allows you to adjust the input
amplifier trigger level both above
and below the zero-crossing point
... a very handy feature to help minimize the effect of noise on the signal. Two preset gate intervals of 1

second and 10 milliseconds are
switch-selectable •.. or use the autoranging function, which automatically determines the correct range
for maximum resolution without
overranging. Two time-base versions
are available: the SM-128A uses a
standard clock stable to ± 10 ppm
over 0-40° C. For applications requiring very high precision, choose
t~~ SM-1288, with temperature stability of ± 1 ppm. Additional features of both versions include 7digit LED readout with leading zero
blanking .. . high impedance 1 megohm/ 15 pf input for minimum circuit
loading ... external time base oscillator input for very high accuracy
measurements or frequency ratio
work ... dual primary power supply
... rugged, compact design.
Find out all the details on the new
128s and the rest of
our counter line.
Use the postcard
or coupon to get
your FREE Heath/
Schlumberger
catalog.
Factory assembled
It calibrated
SM-128A,
standard timebase,
10 lbs . . . $325.00*
Factory assembled
It calibrated
SM-1288,
high stability
timebase,
10 lbs . .. $395.00*

Threene11
high performance,
1011 cost design
instruments from
Heath/Schlumberger

The new SR-2558 •••
the industry's most
extraordinary value
in a strip chart recorder
Compare the SR-2558 against the
others. While other recorders in this
price range provide only one input
span, the 2558 gives you pushbutton selection of four: 10 mV, 100
mV, 1 V & 10 V. Plus a built-in Varia.ble span capability to allow expansion to 100 V FS. Other manufacturers are shouting about a "new
concept" . . . the digitally-driven stepp~r motor chart drive. We pioneered
this idea years ago, and it eliminates
the backlash and adjustment problems of mechanical systems. The
2558 provides switch-selection of 10
speeds: 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05
0.02 and O.D1 inches or centimeters
per minute. The high impedance
floating input provides better than
107 ohms input impedance with less
than 10 nA bias current on 10 mV,
100 mV and 100 V ranges. Impedance on the 10 V range Is 1 megohm. Switchable input filtering enhances the recorder's ability to reject line frequency noise by 20 dB
in both normal and common mode.
Complete remote control capability
by TTL signals is standard. Other
standard features include easy conversion to metric system work . . .
easy paper loading . . . electric pen
lift .. . pushbutton chart advance . ..
rackmount design.
To get complete details on our complete line of strip chart recorders,
use the postcard or coupon now.
Factory assembled It calibrated
SR-2558, 20 lbs. . . ...... $335.00*

SR-2558 10"
recorder, 5335•

SM-128A 110 MHz
counter, $325•

~
~
r.;-.;;;;;.;;;;;,;e:;-;;s;u:;e;.- ---:ran®ti@·rl
HEATH

Get your FREE copy of \
the latest Heath/Schlumberger
Electronic Instruments catalog.
Use postcard or coupon now!

l
I
I
I

Dept. 531-269

I
I
I

•

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
D Pl ease sen d latest El ectronic In st ruments catal og

II

Nam e

I Titl e
I
I
I
I

Company/ Insti tu ti on

I

Ad dress
City

State
• Mai I orde r prices; FOB fa ct ory
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EK-401

I
I
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Trade your Karnaugh maps
for topological procedures that easily reduce
switching functions that have many variables.
Current memory devices, made possible by
rapidly advancing technology, permit low-cost
logic design flexibility. Instead of implementing
the truth table of a switching function with logic
gates, the designer can store it in a ROM or programmable logic array (PLA). Moreover, since
the memory content can be changed, a single device can implement different switching functions
at different times.
There is a disadvantage in using the storage
technique. The amount of memory used depends
on the size of the truth table--a quantity that increases rapidly with the number of variables.
The all!wer is minimization of the switching
function before storage. And topological techniques are ideally suited for the task. These algorithms can handle many variables without the
need to express the given function as the sum of
minterms (which can amount to a million with
just 20 variables). The designer can minimize
functions of more than six variables-a difficult
or impossible task for Karnaugh map techniques.
The algorithms are suitable for both computer
and hand execution.
The topological technique uses a series of operations on a compact matrix representation of
the truth table. These operations first find the
list of all prime implicants, and then find an irredundant cover for the switching function.
Although it is beyond the scope of this article
to describe all the techniques 1 used, an exposition
of some of the basic topological procedures applied to the single-output case will help the user
to understand the manner in which multiple-input, multiple-output problems can be solved.
Array notation for switching functions

A special notation, called "cubic notation," is
used to represent the given switching function as
an array in the computer. The Boolean function
is expressed as a sum of products. Each product
term is translated into a single row of the array,
Stephen Y.H. Su., Associate Professor, Department of
Electrical Engineering, Oity College of the City UniversitY,
of New York, New York, N. Y. 10031.
'
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called a cube. Each column of the array corresponds to one of the input variables. For a given
product (row) and variable (column) the symbols "l" and "O" represent the variable and its
complement, respectively. The symbol "X" is used
if the literal does not appear in the product term.
Thus, the array for the switching function
f=AB+ABC
is
1
[ 0 11 .
The three columns correspond to each of the
three variables A, B and C. The first row represents the product AB; the second, the product
ABC. The cubic notation for two functions like1
f1 = ABC +A BC+ (ABC+ AB C)ooN'T CARE
f 2 = AB c + AB c + (AB C) DON'T C ARE
is
ABC
f,
f2

ox]

[

~~~

~

101
d
110
d
111
1
The array contains columns corresponding to
f1 and f 2, as well as the input variables, but there
are fewer rows than the total number of products. This occurs first because identical rows in
the variables A,B,C are combined.
Secondly the values for f 1 and f 2 are made
zero and not shown, if the particular row (product) does not result in either the "don't care"
condition (denoted by d) or the ONE condition.
Literature on this subject refers to the rows
as cubes. The universal cube U is defined as an
n-tuple (n columns) of X's; it corresponds to the
whole Karnaugh map in map representation. An
n-tuple of l's, O's and X's containing r X's, is
called an r-cube. For example, lXOXl is a 2-cube
which represents the product term ACE; 11011
is a 0-cube which corresponds to the minterm
ABCDE. The 2-cube, XX, has four 1-cubes lX,
OX, Xl and XO. Topologically, XX is a square
with four edges. Similarly, the 3-cube has six
planes (2-cubes) and twelve edges (1-cubes)-as
shown in Fig. 1.
Cubic notation provides an efficient method
for processing functions of a large number of
11
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n

0

0

0

X,d

0

</>

</>
I

: tic
ox
/

OOX,---~/

/

X,d

XOI

x

0

}~_221_ - - --- - - -- -

/

/

CASE I

c;
ci

xoo

000

100

1. The universal oube for a three-variable Boolean func tion has 6 pla.nes (2-cubes) and 12 edges (1-cube). In
this topographical interpretation, vertices represent minterms; X's signify absence of a literal; and 1 denotes
the variable and 0 , its complement. The literals in the
are A, B, and C-in that order.

RESIJlI

CASE 2

XIX

IXX

IXO
I 10

oxo
<f>xx

I 10

</>

3. Row intersection determines the minterms common
to ci and ci. The appearance of
when the columns
are compared according to the table, gives a vacuous
response (case 2).

q,,

ck

ci
cl

£

0

I

X,d

0

y

N

y

I

N

y

y

X,d

N

N

y

CASE I

xoo
xox
yyy

RESl.U

=
ci!;;;ci

CASE 3a
XI I

CASE 3b
011

_!!Q_

111
NYY

I IX
NYY

c•t;;;ci

ci 1:;cl

2. Boolean product c ; subsumes (is a subset of) c 1
if it contains nothing but a subset of minterms of c 1 • An
all-Y result, based on a column-by-column comparison
according to the table, is needed to affirm that c' subsumes c 1 .

variables by hand or computer. Only four symbols need be recognized: 0, 1, X and d; and these
can be represented with only two bits in the computer. For example, the two-function array requires only 50 bits of packed storage.
In the case of multiple-output functions, all
that's required is one additional column per output variable. New equations need not be written
for each one. The translation from algebraic-tocubic notation-or the reverse-is straightforward, regardless of the number of variables.
Five key operations

Five operations-Subsuming, Union, Intersection, Sharping and Consensus-will be used extensively on the input arrays to find the prime
implicants or irredundant covers. A.Jl apply to arrays that have an equal number of columns, n.
For the scope of this paper, we will restrict these
operations to single-output functions.
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0

0

X,d

z

y

z

y

z

z

0

z

X,d

CASE2
110

yyy

#

CASE I

CASE 2

xox

IXO

CASE 3
IXX

..Qll.

~

!..!.Q.

IYZ

RESUl.l"

-xox

zzz
</>

~J
IOX
IX I

4. The sharp operation deletes all minterms from c that
are common to c' and c 1 . Use the table for column-bycolumn comparison. Three courses of action are available; (1) copy c ' if one or more Y's occur; (2) declare
the result vacuous if all columns are Z; (3) copy c ' for
each occurrence of 1(0) and place the 1 (0) in that
column's position .

A subsumed array is generated from a given
array by deleting all rows that contain nothing
but the minterms (0-cubes) of other rows. Subsuming occurs with pairs of rows ci and cJ as
follows: if at every column position k where element ckJ is a 1 (or 0), element ck' is also 1 (0);
then, ci is said to subsume cl; and ci is to be deleted. The normal procedure for subsuming is
given in Fig. 2 and requires element-by-element
comparison according to the chart. The outcome
must be all Y for an affirmative result. The union
[ U ] of two arrays [AJ and [BJ is obtained by
first combining all rows into a single array [FJ ,
then performing the subsume operation on [FJ.
The array [FJ, resulting from the intersection
of two arrays [CJ and [DJ, covers all minterms
common to both [CJ and [DJ. Array [FJ is generated by finding the row intersections as defined
in Fig. 3 and taking the union of the result.
As a result of the sharp product ( #), the array
[FJ = [AJ # [BJ .
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covers all minterms (elements) of [A], which
are not contained in [B]. To obtain the sharp
product [A] # [B], perform the sharp operati~n
for each ai in [A] with all rows of [B] ; that is,
fi = ai # b' # b~ # b 3 ----# b"',
where m is the number of rows in [B]. Then
perform the union operations on the fi's. The
sharp product for any two rows is obtained from
the table shown in Fig. 4.
The four array operators possess important
properties with respect to cover equivalence-the
case when two arrays cover the same minterms
or 0-cubes. In terms of cover-equivalence both
cube union and cube intersection are commutative associative and distributive over each other;
thus,' [A] U [B] = [B] U [A]
[A] n [B] = [B] n [A]
[A] U [BU C] = [AU B] U [C]
[A] n [B n CJ = [An BJ n [CJ
[A] u [B n CJ = [A u BJ n [A u CJ
[A] n [Bu CJ = [An B] u [An CJ.
Additionally:
• The intersection of cubes c1, c" ---cq is not
empty if cinci =I= cf>
for all i, .i contained in (1, 2, ---q).
• If [A]# [BJ = [BJ# [A], then [A]# [BJ
[BJ # [A] = cf> and [A] and [BJ are cover
equivalent.
Sharp algorithm for prime implicants

Minimizing Boolean functions by the Karnaugh
map gives two-level AND-OR realizations corresponding to the sum of products. To obtain a
minimum sum of products, we assign the "don't
cares" to l's and O's iJi an attempt to minimize
the number of product terms (cubes) and the
number of literals for each term (maximum cube
sizes) . A prime implicant is the largest cube obtainable by assigning don't cares to l's and O's
and by combining the adjacent implicants. Note
that one can never obtain a simpler result by not
using prime implicants than by using them. Thus,
the first step of minimization is to find the set of
all prime implicants.
Consider the switching function f and the three
specifications, f = l; f = O and f = d or don't care.
Let arrays [ON], [OFF] and [DC] be the sets
of n-tuples corresponding to the three conditions.
Then: U n = [ON] U [OFF] U [DC],
(1)
and by use of the sharp operator, we can compute
the third array from any two; that is,
ON
Un# [OFF U DC],
(2)
and OFF = Un# [ON U DC],
(3)
DC = Un# [ONUOFF].
(4)
The sharp operator also gives a collection of
the largest available cubes. For example, the result of [A]# [BJ is a collection of the largest
cubes containing those minterms that are in [A]
90

but not in [BJ. It can be proven 1 that the array
[PI (f)] given by
(5)
PI (f) =Un# [OFF (f)]
contains all prime implicants of function f .
Suppose
001]
[OFF]= [ 11
0 .
Then
[PI (f)] =Un# [OFF]= [XXX#OOl] #110,
which expands to
[PI(f)] =

[

lXX]
X 1 X # 110,

xxo

gives the matrix of prime implicants

1 ox
1I 1x1
[PI (f)] =

01 x
X 11

I oxo

l

XO 0
The translation to a Boolean equation is simply
f = AB+AC+AB+BC+AC+BC.
Equation 5 offers a very convenient way to
find all prime implicants by a computer. The
sharp subroutine has already been writteni. 2 and
all one need do is input the OFF array and call
the subroutine once. The array [OFF] can be
computed from Eqs. 2 to 4 if not known explicitly.
Consensus algorith ms for prime implicants

The iterative consensus algorithm or the more
efficient generalized consensus algorithm 3 permits operation on a single array
[CJ = [ON] U [DC]
to obtain the prime implicants.
The star product (Fig. 5) is applied in an iterative fashion to [CJ ; that is,
[CJ= [CJ U (ci * ci)
for all rows i, j in [CJ, provided ci * ci =I= cf>.
Replacement of [CJ continues until
1. No consensus terms can be found, or
2. All new consensus terms found are immediately deleted in the subsumed union.
Take as an example

mi.

[CJ=[ 100

x 11

Then c1 * c 2 gives 0 X 0. But rows 0 1 0 and 0 0 0
subsume OX 0 and are deleted from [CJ before
OX O is added. So the first iteration gives

[CJ=

[

101]
100
X 11 ·

oxo

Similarly 1 0 1 * 1 0 0 = 1 0 X, so 1 0 1 and 1 0 0
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are deleted and
[CJ= [ ;

cL

i ~].

10 x

[ CJ=

1x1
01 x
1 ox

0

X,d

c~
c~
RESULT

.

J

A generalization of the star product forms the
basis of the more efficient consensus algorithm.
If there are any two rows c and d in which the
first columns are either (0,1) or (1,0), then
C * d = X 0 [ (C2 ---Cn) n (d2 ---dn)),
where the concatenation operation, ( 0 ) means
tacking on an X to the sequence produced by intersection with the remaining columns. For example, if c = OlXl and d = lXOl, delete the first
column and perform the intersection
lXl n XOl = 101.
Then place the X before the first position, which
gives
c * d = XlOl.
The above operation generalizes to handle consensus between two n-column arrays [CJ and [DJ :
[CJ = C1 C2 -- Cn
[DJ = Di Dz -- Dn,
where ci and D i denote the ith column of [CJ and
[DJ, respectively.
Suppose column Ci contains all zeros and column D i contain all l's; then the consensus of
[CJ and [DJ, with respect to column 1 is an ncolumn array with X's in column one and the
array
[P) = [c2 -- c,,] n [D1 -- D,,J
for columns 2 to n.
Continue to use the same switching function

C=[m].

100
x 11
Let [C(l,O)J, [C(l,l)] and [C(l,X)] denote
subarrays of [CJ with the same number of columns, containing O's, l's and X's in column 1, respectively; that is,

[C(l,O)] = [

~~~ J

[C (1 ,1)] = [

i~ ~ J

[C(l,X)] = [X 11) .
Define [D (1,0)) and [D (1,1)] as the arrays [C
21 , October 11 , 1973

X,d

y

0

y

x

0

CASE I
X 11

CASE 2

OYY

OYO

!.J..Q

000

000

OYY

OYO
_L

XIV

--1.

Generalized consensus al.gorithm
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0

clk

Continuing the process with
Xll * OXO
OlX
Xll*lOX=lXl
OXO * lOX = XOO
gives · the prime implicants

ioxo
~~I

•
0

XIX

<#>

CASE 3

oxo

5. Star product gives the consensus of two Boolean
products. A vacuous result occurs if any column-bycolumn comparisons, as specified in the table, result in
more than one Y. (case 2). Otherwise, the symbol is
copied, except than an X replaces the Y.

(1,0)] and [C (1,1)] with column 1 deleted. Then
[D = (1,0)] n [D = (1,1)] = [00),
and let
Gi = XOO
be the generalized consensus with respect to column 1.
Similarly,

[D(2,0)] n[D(2,1)] =[Hln[~~J
= [~~l
which gives the generalized consensus for column
2 as

Similarly,

J
Ga = [ ~ ~ i J·

G _ [ 1X1

oxo .

2 -

It can be shown that the matrix of prime implicants is found from
[CJ U [Ge],
where
[Ge] = [G1J u [G2J u [Ga]--- u [Gn]'
which in this case gives us the prime implicants

[Pl (f)]

=

i~~1
lXl
0X0
xJ
10

01 x

Note that this result is the same as that found
with the basic consensus procedure.
Finding an irredundant cover

To reduce the expression further, note that a
prime implicant of f is an extremal (essential
prime implicant) if it contains at least one minterm of the ON array which is not covered by any
other prime implicants. Let [PI (f)] denote the
array of prime implicants of f, written as
[PI] = p', p2, pa --ph,
where p i is a prime implicant contained in [Pl] .
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Denote array [PI] with row pi deleted as [PI p 1] and let
[A] = [p 1 n ON]# [PI - pi].
If [A] is empty, then the minterms in p 1 are also
covered by the remaining prime implicants; otherwise, pi is an extremal.
The following algorithm generates an irredundant cover of f; such a cover will be a near minimum or minimum:
Step 1. -For each pi in [PI], compute
A =pi # [PI - pi].
Step 2. - I f A =cf>, throw pi away; increment
i by one; and go to the first step. Otherwise, (if
A ¥= cf>), add pi back to [PI] ; and increment i by
1. Then go back to the first step.
In general, there will be more than one irredundant cover. The matrix [CJ of the previous
example has five irredundant covers, of which
only· [C,] and [C2] are minimal. They are:
[C,] =

[ ~ i ~], [C 2] = [~0 i.], [Ca] =
1

XOO

OXO

Il ~ ~ lJ'
xoo
1

[C. ]

=

1
1 OX

[Cs]

=

rg i ~]

llXl
10 x

'

Il ~i. i J
oxo
X OO .

Every mm1mum cover is an irredundant cover,
but the reverse is not always true.

For computer minimization of an n-input, moutput function by Bartee's method•, you must
generate all multiple-output prime implicants of
n + m variables, then execute a covering problem.
Su 5 •6 and Dietmeyer developed a computer algorithm for simplification of multiple-output functions which deals with several functions of n variables. The algorithm maximizes the sharing of
AND gates among the output variables. Length
limitation of this article does not allow us to treat
these two algorithms; interested readers should
consult references 1, 4 and 5. Fortran programs
can be found in Appendices G, H and J of reference 1. • 1•
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Clip of the shears or stroke of the blade and leads are.
exposed to desired length for termination. No tugging
and tearing of insulation. Simplicity of lead exposure
offered by all of our flat woven cable is even faster
and easier when you specify woven-in cut lines.
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Our line of Driver Circuits includes the best ICsior most display applications.
Our new Data Kit helps you design in the optimum driver for your system.
Display/ Driver Selection Guide
Check the Guide. It shows our entire
family of IC driver circuits, which
includes the best. for most display
types. Available now in production
quantities. Many have features
(the result of our experience in both
systems and displays) you won't find
anywhere else: On-chip fixed or
programmable current control.
Data storage. Both current sourcing
and current sinking. Both multiplex
and direct drive. Wide variety of
output formats. All of which means
easier design and significant savings
in board space over discrete systems.
New Data Kit
Send for our new Numeric Display
Systems Data Kit. It includes data
sheets and a comprehensive
application note that contains detailed
systems design techniques.
Look at the Table of Contents:
• Displays
• Decoder/ driver truth tables
• Decoder and display selection guide
• 7 segment decoder/ driver format
• Ripple blanking capabilities
• 7 segment incandescent displays
• 7 segment fluorescent displays
• 7 segment cold cathode or
neon displays
• Light emitting diode displays
• Basic multiplexing systems
• Multiplexing systems
Precise information to make it easy
for you to select the most cost-effective
driver for your display system.

DffiECT DRIVE DISPLAYS
Output Drive
Driver

mA

1Volts

Input
Com pat

Remarks

LED Common Cathode
L7·Segment Decoder/Driver
9660 **
Constant Current
Source Outputs

~

5 to 50

L7-Segment Decoder/Driver/Latch

~ 9368

FND 500*, 70
DL 704

Output Current
programmable with
a single resistor

MOS

~

19@1.l

Constant Current
Source Outputs

Constant
Current

TTL

Direct Drive . No
resistors or
transistors

TTL

Requires either
resistor current
limiting or pulse
width modulation
to reduce
current output

~ L7-S.gmo"l '"""""';m/l•kh

~

DL 4, 402
MAN 3, 4

~

l9L

9368 Current
Constant
Source Outputs

Constant
Current

~

I

LED Common Anode
7-Segment Decoder /Driver
FND 507*,
DL lA. 6, 8, 10, 707
MAN 1, 6, 10,
H.P. 5082-7730
SLAl, 3, 7,
T.l.L. 302

20
30
30
15

TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL

7

TTL

20
30
30
15

TTL
TTL
TTL
TTL

25

7

TTL

7
7

65
55

TTL
TTL

)

No additional
components
required

TTL
TTL

)

Requires 7-NPN
Transistor
interface devices

40
20
40
40

93178
9317C
9357A (7446A)
93578 (7447A)

Requires 7
current limiting
resistors
per display

7-Segment Decoder/ Driver/Latch
9370

25

Incandescent
"Alco Inc."
"Appollo"
Diametrics Inc.
Dialight Corp.
EDP Corp.
Pinlights
Mesa
"Minitron'"
Readouts Inc.
"Minitron"
Luminetics Inc.
"Numitron""
RCA Corp.

"'

7-Segment Decoder / Drivers

x

93178
9317C
9357A (7446A)
9357B (7447A)

40
20
40
40

No additional

>components
required

7-Segment Decoder/ Driver/ Latch

~

\ . 9370

Gas Discharge
1-of-10 Type
Nixie •
MostTypes

7-Segment Type
Panaplex•
Sperry SP Series
Alco Elfin

94

1-of-10 Decoder/ Drivers
9315 (7441)
93141 (74141)
7-Segment Decoders
9307
9358 (7448)

2mA @0.85V
To Drive NPN
Transistors
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MULTIPLEXED LED DISPLAYS
Output Olive
Segment Drivers

mA]

Input
Volts Compat

Remarks

I

Strobe Drivers

~

7-Segment Decoders

TTL

Requires
interface units
such as 9661

TTL
TTL

75492 Hex LED/
Lamp Driver

250

MOS

Inverting
(sink only)

75491 Quad
Segment Driver

50

MOS

Inverting
(sink only)

9662 ** Quad LED
Digit/ Lamp Driver

600

MOS

Inverting or
non-inverting
selection pin

9663 ** Hex LED
Digit/Lamp Driver

600

MOS

Inverting or
non-inverting
selection pin

966l**Quad Segment
Driver

75

MOS

Non-inverting

75491 Quad Segment
Driver Transistors

50

MOS

Non-inverting

Strobe Drivers

1

FNA 30, 35, 37

x

MAN 3, 4,
DL 4, 33, 34, 704
H.P. 5082-7400 Series

Common Anode

MOS

l

Output Current
programmable
with one resistor

16mA @2.lV

x

TTL

Segment Drivers
9661 **Quad
Segment Driver

~

50 @ 3.0

7-Segment Decoder/ Driver /Latch
9368

75491 Quad
Segment Driver

5-75 @ 3.0
Constant
Current
50

MOS

l

MOS

(Current Sink)

Output Current
programmable
with one resistor
Requires current
limiting resist~

(Current Source)
Strobe Drivers

7-Segment Decoder /Drivers
FND 507*
MAN 1, GA, 10,
DL, 6, 10, 707
H.P. 5082-7730 Series
T.l.L.302
SLA 1, 3, 7,

93178

40

93578 (7447)
or (7446)

40

*Available 4th Quarter '73

TTL
TTL

7-Segment Decoder/ Driver/Latch
9370

Remarks

80
80

93451-of-10 Decoder
931451-of-10 Decoder

7-Segment Decoder/ Drivers
9660 **

Input
Compat.

Decoder Drivers

9307

FND, 500* , 70

mA

(Current Sink)

(Current Source)

Common Cathode

Output
Drive

25

TTL

**Available 1st Quarter '74

Be/ ore you get any dee per into yoU?· sys tem
design, write for our Numeric Display Sy-s tems
Data Kit. It' s free . It's good for you.
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Solve LC network transfer functions

the easy way. Synthesize the circuit elements with an iterative
technique that permits the use of a simple calculator.
LC network transfer functions can be so complicated-as when dealing with large-signal rf
power amplifiers-that designers often use trialand-error methods to build their circuits. Smith
Chart techniques help·, but the values obtained
are limited in accuracy and resolution. With an
iterative approach to the problem, however, designers equipped with only a desk-top calculator
can obtain precise network-component values, as
well as network efficiencies, both directly and
easily.
Unlike many network-analysis programs available for use with a computer, t he proposed technique avoids matrices an d imaginary numbers.
Only real numbers are used. And since simple
four-function and square-root operations are the
only ones required, a simple calculator can do
the job.

-L1 , L 2 and C3 - can be determined.
In Fig. 4a the network components are labeled
with superscripts in addition to subscri:!_'lt.s. This
notation allows us to relate a change in the superscript to a conversion of the type shown in Fig. 2.
The subscripts on equivalent elements remain
the same, so the effect of an element in Fig. 4a
can be determined at any point in the sequence
"a" through "i."
Follow the indicated conversion through to Fig.
4h. Note that each time two resistances or reactances appear in series or parallel, they are combined into one element. The result in the figure
permits t he input impedance to be read directly.
If C,a and L,b are resonant, Rb12a forms the real
input impedance. The goal, of course, is to make
R\ 2a = R.,.
Technique yields 1/0 impedances

Basic conversions are simple

The conversions for parallel-to-series R, L or
C equivalents-an essential part of t he technique
- are shown in Fig. 1 for an RL circuit. The
two formulas, however, are general, and in Fig.
2 they are presented in a circular chart for each
of four possible cases. Also shown are some usefu l inverse relationships.
The equations in the outer ring relate dependent variables at the chart's center to independent variables in the middle ring. For example,
to find R, as a function of RP and XP, follow the
wedge from Rs through f (RP, XP) to
R s -

RP X l,2
R p2 + x

p2 ·

To illustrate the design technique and t he use
of the formu las, let's consider the general network of Fig. 3. Assume that the following are
given: output impedance, R ~ ; input impedance,
R., ; input capacitance, C1; output capacitance, C2;
component Q of L ,, Q1; component Q of L2, Q2;
and network insertion loss, I. With these parameters specified, the remaining three elements
Stuart J. Lipoff, 77 Mason Terrace, Brook line, Mass .

0 2146 .
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With the network reduced to equivalent components, the input impedance can be found . The
output impedance can be found with the same
technique, but by looking into the output port.
With the right port terminations, the transfer
function can then be determined by a simple division.
An iterative technique progressively simplifies
the circuit in terms of the required components.
As a result, no equation higher than first order
need be encountered. One of the unknown elements will be arbitrarily selected, and a computer program will determine the remaining two
elements and the insertion loss. The arbitrary
element can then be varied until the insertion
loss is within specification and/ or all the elements are of practical values.
Let's choose L 2 to be the arbitrary element in
this case, since this selection leads to an easy solution. Rza is now chosen from the relation R 2 a
= (w X L 2 a) Q2 • An estimate of L ,• (from Fig.
5) determines R,' from the formula R,• = [w x
(L,•) _,, ] / Q,. Note that Fig. 5 does not include
dissipative elements R 1 and R z, and that source
termination R 4 has been added. From the conversions of Fig. 5a through 5d, (L 1°) •• , can be
determined from the inverse relationship that
EL ECTRONI C D ESIGN
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INPUTS

1. Converting from parallel-to-series R, L or C equivalent
circuits involves simple relationships.

: f'Xif ·;1°
t ':~ '~ ,; ; '~ .; : §
(b)

0

INVERSE

R~

coI
1-

1-

w
a:
0

0

L~
I
I

CO

3

I
I

I
I

u
w
a:

u

INVERSE

2. All possible conversions are tabulated in a circular
chart. The formulas in the outer ring provide the RLC
equivalents for series-to-parallel and parallel-to-series
conversions.

SOURCE

R4

R1

L1

L2

R3

TCz
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-=

3. A general RLC network covers a variety of transfer
functions often encountered . These include circuits for
large -signal rt amplifiers .
ELECTRO IC D ESIGN
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·~a ®

LOAD

Rz

r·

·~ l ®

4. The general network reduces to a single, equivalent
component by use of the relationships in the circular
chart . For maximum power transfer, design the image
input impedance-R 123 h-to equal the source impedance.
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a

a

L1

0

Lz

c~

c~

R:

_,

C~

-=

I

Ro

3

1_

L~

c~

I
I

I

I
I

0

Rb3

I

-·
I

LC
I

0

c~

-=

I

LC

2

Rb

Rb
4

3

-=
Lc
I

0

L~

R~

5. With resistors eliminat,ed and source impedance included, the iteration begins with an arbitrary selection
of L2 • The approximation of a lossless case is generally
a close one for reasonable coil Qs.

gives the required reactance to transform R.b to
R act·
Estimates come close to actual value

These estimates are actually quite good for a
coil of reasonable Q. Furthermore coil Q is often
only approximately known until the exact coil
value can be determined. In any case, if we
assume that Ria and R 2 a are now exactly determined, the remainder of this solution involves
no approximations.
From Fig. 4, the conversions of "a" through
"d" follow directly, since all elements are known
or given. Now work backwards from "h." Inductance L,h-the inductance needed to resonate
with C ,a-follows from the formula L 1 h =
1/ (,w 2 x C,"). Similarly the next step up, "g," is
also a direct conversion.
In Fig. 4f use the relation R 2 a1 = Rgm - R,a,
a simple inverse. Since both R 23 d and R 2/ are
now known, C 3 • and C,/ are calculated from the
proper inverse relation. Finally L," and Ca" can
be determined, since
XLgl = xLa, - Xc1a and
Ye\ = Ycaa - Y.,d 2 •
To complete the design, let's now compute the
98

insertion loss corresponding to the three element
values just determined. Again with reference to
Fig. 4, follow the conversions "a" through "i."
Note the steps where the dissipative elements Ri
and R 2 combine with other resistors, and compute the insertion loss at each of these points.
Their product will then be the entire network
loss.
In our example, from Fig. 4b to 4c, R 2 a combines with Rab to give R 2,/ and an insertion loss
of Rab/ (R,t- + R 3 b). Again from "f" to "g," Ria
and R2ar combine to give Rgi2a and a loss of
R 23 r/ (R,c + R 2r). The product of the two fractions yields the total loss.
A computer-program printout in Fig. 6 provides the results of the operations indicated. For
the network of Fig. 3, the following specifications were used as inputs: resonant frequency,
165 MHz; input capacitance, 22 pF; output capacitance, 36 pF; input impedance, 9 fl (resistive) ; output impedance, 50 fl (resistive) ; and
L, and L 2 coil Q, 85 each. Network efficiency
must exceed 90 %.
With an initial trial value for L 2 , the program
calculates the remaining two elements-L, and
Ca-and the insertion loss. In this example the
third trial yields an acceptable insertion loss of
about 9 %. A check of the values calculated for
L 1 and Ca shows them to be reasonable component values for this frequency; hence the network can be built easily.
Printout

Q approximates loaded Q

The printout includes the "Network Factor of
Merit (Q) "-an approximation of the loaded Q
of a simple LC circuit. In our example, the
printout Q equals (w x C 3 a x R 2 ad) / 2. This is only
an approximation to the loaded Q because of the
frequency dependence of R 2 ad, which has been
assumed to be a constant.
However, this Q can be used to estimate the
network bandwidth. The component selected for
the estimate-in this case C,-exhibits the greatest sensitivity to variation. Most commonly used
network-analysis programs provide for an element sensitivity calculation.
Th~ design technique matches the source impedance to the image input impedance of the
network. Satisfying this condition ensures maximum power transfer from source to load. However, the condition does not guarantee that the
load will be conjugately matched, unless the network is lossless. Generally it's not always possible to provide a simultaneous conjugate match
at the input and output ports of a lossy two-port
network. The output-port mismatch will, of
of course, be worse for a more lossy network.
1•
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PRINTOUT

COMMENTS

PGM TO DETERMINE ELEMENT VALUES OF FIVE WATT OUTPUT CKT VER b/18/72
WHAT IS DESIRED RESONANT FREQUENCY? lbSEb
WHAT IS THE DESIRED VALUE OF Cl1 22E-12
WHAT IS THE DESIRED VALUE FOR C21 3bE-12
Characterize
WHAT IS THE INPUT IMPEDANCE, REAL PART? ~
network
WHAT IS THE OUTPUT IMPEDANCE, REAL PART1 50
WHAT IS THE COIL Q OF Ll1 85
WHAT IS THE COIL Q OF L21 85
WHAT IS A TRIAL VALUE FOR L21 lE-b

First trial value

FIVE WATT OUTPUT CIRCUIT SOLUTION F= l.bSE+08 HZ
INPUT Z= q
OUTPUT Z= 50
Cl= 2.2E-ll
C2= 3.bE-11
Q OF Ll= 85
Q OF L2= 85
Rl= 7.2q0~3
R2= 12.19b8
NETWORK FACTOR OF MERIT (Q)= qo.b3bb
INSERTION LOSS =-11.2823 DB NETVJORK EFFC.=
VOLTAGE INSERTION LOSS =-3.83502 DB
Ll
2.3700~E-07

L2
lE-Ob

7.~~33q

%

Solution for the
value of L2 shows
insertion loss
much too high

C3
~.q0307E-12

ANOTHER EXECUTION? YES

Change value
of L2

WHAT IS A TRIAL VALUE FOR L21 .5E-b

Second trial value

FIVE WATT OUTPUT CIRCUIT SOLUTION F= l.b5E+08 HZ
INPUT Z= q
OUTPUT Z= 50
Cl= 2.2E-ll
C2= 3.bE-11
Q OF Ll= 85
Q OF L2= 85
Rl= ~.lb3~2
R2= b.oq93q
NETWORK FACTOR OF MERIT (Q)= 28.332
INSERTION LOSS =-~.7515b DB NETWORK EFFC.=
VOLTAGE INSERTION LOSS = 2.bq572 DB
Ll
2.~bl72E-07

L2
SE-07

33.~8~5

%

Insertion loss
better, but still
too high

C3
5.7'H07E-12

ANOTHER EXECUTION? YES

Change L2 again

WHAT IS A TRIAL VALUE FOR L2? 50E-q

Third trial value

FIVE WATT OUTPUT CIRCUIT SOLUTION F= l.b5E+08 HZ
INPUT Z= q
OUTPUT Z= 50
Cl= 2.2E-ll
C2= 3.7E-ll
Q OF Ll= 85
Q OF L2= 85
Rl= 0.339~5
R2= O.b098~
NETWORK FACTOR OF MERIT (Q)= l.b028~
INSERTION LOSS =-0.~0532 DB NETWORK EF C
VOLTAGE INSERTION LOSS = 7.0'H9b DB
Ll
2.73b'HE-08

L2
5E-08

91.0895 %

Insertion loss
under 10%-meets
specification

C3
b.0235qE-11

6. A printout of a program shows a final design after only three iterations.
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All toroids look alike.
Our PULSE·RATElftoroids really are alike.
We developed the concept of pulse
rated toroids to eliminate tedious selection problems. Now we've developed new materials. Fully proven.
Component tested. So you get guaranteed performance over a temperature range of 0° to 60° C.
Pulse-rated toroids not only simp I ify your selection process, they
practically eliminate scrap. So you
get 100% yield in your pulse transformer production.
Specifications provided for every
pulse-rated toroid include pulse in-

ductance, volt-microsecond product,
and temperature behavior under
pulse conditions.
Parylene-coated pulse-rated toroids in sizes and specifications to
suit your design requirements are
now available for off-the-shelf delivery. Want some? We welcome the
opportunity to send you samples.
And hot-off-the-press spec sheets.
And to ·consult with you about your
design problems. Write Indiana
General, Electronic Products, Keasbey, N. J. 08832.

indlana general ~

" National distribution through
seven Permag locations"

a division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 44
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If you need cool,
accurate, reliable DPMs
. . . Buy Triplett

Model

4228-N
actual size
1. 2 3/4 digits - Provides double the accuracy (0.25 % of reading ± 'h digit) and double the resolution at lower cost .
2 . Instantaneous Response -16-millisecond display rate with 60 times per second sampling rate .
3. Fool-proof Numeral display blurs beyond over-range and with negative polarity .

Designed for OEM applications as
well as R&D , production, quality
control, maintenance and educa tion use, Triplett's line of digital
panel meters combine compactness, convenience and capability
with characteristic Triplett accuracy and quality.
To 2 Watts power consumption
(for reduced heat and increased
reliability) and positive over-range
and reverse polarity indications,
Triplett's Model 4228-N adds a
unique (patent pending) 2 3/4-digit
display that effectively doubles the
accuracy and resolution of 2 112digit instruments ... at the cost of
21/2-digits. Accuracy is -+- 0.25%
of reading -+- 1 digit.

The Model 4228-N is a real value
at $140 , so call your local Triplett
Sales/ Service I Modification Center
or Triplett sales representative
right now. Either will also be
pleased to demonstrate two companion products: Triplett's Model
4225-N at $125 which merely omits
the neon lamp "1" (thus reading to
995) and offers ± 0.50% ± 1 digit
accuracy; and the Model 4220-N
at $110 - a 2-dig it instrument
(reading to 99) with -+- 1 % -+- 1
digit accuracy.
Mounted in the same size case and
boasting the same low power consumption and positive over-range
indication, Triplett's 31/2-digit
Model 4235-F adds auto-polarity

Model

4235-F $240
1. 31;. digits with autopolarity.
2 . Low Power Drain - prov ides low operating temperature and long-lived
reliab ility.
3 . Single-plane, Seven-bar
Readout - for accurate ,
wide- angle readability .

(with polarity indication) display
hold capability, high input resistance (from 10 to 1,000 megohms
depending on range) and a 3 112digit single-plane seven-bar fluorescent display. For many users, the
wide-angle viewing capabilityenhanced by a green, circularlypola rized viewing window that
eliminates confusing internal reflections-will make the 4235-F
the obvious choice.
Boasting a voltage accuracy of
-+- 0.10% (current ± 0.15%) of
reading ± 1 digit, Triplett's Model
4235-F sells for $240. Its companion, the 3-digit Model 4230-F, is
$220. More information, or a free
demonstration of both models, is
available from your Triplett Sales I
Service I Modification Center or
your Triplett sales representative.
Triplett Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio
45817.

-

TRIPLETT

Manufacturers of the World ' s most complete
line of V-0 -Ms .
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DVMs can do more than measure.

By using
the instrument's binary-coded da ta outputs and the internal
clock, you can design a high-speed component t ester.
If you've got a digital voltmeter with binarycoded data outputs, you can use it as part of a
high-speed, go/ no-go test system. The system is
especially suited for testing resistor networks
and other multiple devices mounted in a common
package. Here's how it works:
Designed to replace a manual switch box, the
tester uses the DVM's internal clock to control
a sequencer and the BCD outputs to signal an
out-of-spec condition and to halt the test
(Fig. 1) .
The sequencer-actually two J-K flip-flops
hooked up to count to eight (2 3 )-controls a bank
of reed relays that switch the pins of the device
under test (DUT). Actually it's the size of the
counter and the relay bank that limits the number of devices that can be tested in any one
sequence.
Outputs of the DUT are measured by the
DVM, the BCD lines of which are monitored by
a preset decoder. The decoder, in turn, controls
a free-running clock, whose pulses are counted
by the sequencer. If an in-spec value is indicated,
the "normal" test sequence continues-that is,
the olock keeps running and the tester will
switch to the next pin of the DUT.
This sequence will run as long as no out-oftolerance reading occurs or until the end of the
test sequence is reached.
If the decoder reads an out-of-spec condition,
it outputs a negative pulse that stops the clock,
thus halting the test sequence.
The measured value is then displayed on the
DVM, and the system remains in standby until
the start button is depressed.
Decoder spots limits

For illustration, assume that the DUT is a resistor pack, with values that are allowed to vary
between 9.8 and 10.8 n. The BCD outputs are
decoded for the minimum and maximum acceptable levels (Fig. 2) as follows:
Carlos A. Pironio, Associate in Applied Science, Microwave Semiconductor Corp., Somerset, N.J. 08873.
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BCD OUTPUT

CLOCK

OVM

HIGH

LEVEL
DECODER

LOW
LEVEL
DECODER

INPUT

ENO OF TEST
Q..OCK

BCD DECODER
ANO
DRIVER

1. Test-system block diagram shows functional relation ship between circuit elements. For N devices, N drivers
are required; for n limits, n decoders are needed .

1. The first BCD digit is decoded for a zero
level. The combination of NOR-N AND gates
functions as an OR gate.
2. When a number other than zero appears on
the first BCD digit, the output of the NAND
gate is TRUE; the true level acts as a warning,
since it implies that the device under test may be
defective.
3. The warning output level is then compared
with the levels of the second, third and fourth
decoded BCD digits at the outputs of the NAND
gates.
4. If the combination of decoded outputs is
TRUE, the decoder output, called the accept/
reject output, will be negative; this indicates
that a defective resistor has been found.
The accept/ reject pulse serves as the input to
the clock. A negative pulse stops the clock; a
positive pulse keeps the clock running.
Clock pulses are totalized by the 23 counter,
the state of which is decoded by a BCD-to-decimal circuit (Fig. 3).
If the reading of a resistor is within limits,
the decoder energizes the reed relay and the next
resistor of the DUT is switched to the DVM input terminals. The sequence continues until the
last resistor is measured. • •
EL ECTRONIC D ESIGN
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MAX

8 .010

I0.8 .0.

MIN

8.900

9 .8.Cl.

NOTE :
ANO GATES• SN7408
NANO GATES • SN7438
INVERTERS= SN 7404
3 INPUT AND GATES • SN74Hll
OPEN COLLECTOR BCD DECOOEflS=SN7441
FLIP-FLOPS• SN74H76
ASTABLES= SN74121

ACCEPT I
REJECT
OUT

indicated by a negative accept/ reject pulse that stops
the free-running clock, thus halting the test.

2. DVM data outputs are decoded for the device limits
by NOR-NANO gates. Readings outside the limits are

c

....----<..J A/ R

20

Q
SN74H76

2'

c

r---,

0
I

2'

Q

Q

2

SN7441

3

REED
RELAYS

4

5

22
23

6
7
8
9

I

I
I OUT
I

I
I

I

I

L ___ J
SOCKET

Vee
SN74H76

o--Q
CLEAR

400

ENO OF TEST

' - - - - - . . - G Vee • 5V

3 . Details of counter, decoder-driver and clock: Seven
decoder outputs energize double-pole reed relays that
E L ECTRON IC D ESIGN
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switch each resistor of the pack to the DVM input terminals . Output 9 clears the counter and ends the test .
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ratio modules
use to be exP-ensive,
clumsy, and haril to apply.
Not any more.

Analog Devices introduces the world's first
and only log ratio module that operates
on either current or voltage. $42 in lOO's.
Before the Model 756, log ratio modules could only operate from true current source inputs.
Or you could build your own for current or voltage using op amps and log amplifiers.
That meant more time and more expense. Not to mention the extra space requirements.
Now you can forget about extra log modules, bulky subtractors and assorted circuits.
We've packed a current log ratio module that can also handle seven decades of voltage ratio
into one cubic inch of convenience. The Model 756. With an overall performance of 1%
referred to its input.
Two separate channels allow true log ratio. Channel one is a high quality FET amp with
10pA bias current. It can process up to 4 decades of input current with less than 1% error.
And channel two, though intended as a reference, is also capable of up to 3 decades of
signal processing.
The sum total is a dependable log/anti log ratio module with two continuously variable
signal inputs. It makes photometry , acoustical and light measurements, gas chromatography ,
data compression, transducer linearization , exponentiation, and many other applications
easier for you.
So send for the specs and our Product Guide. Model 756 is just one of the many nonlinear function modules we bring you to help cut your costs and make circuit design simpler.
We also have log amp I ifiers. Log transconductance elements to bui Id your own circuits.
Multiplier/dividers. Multifunction modules. And a divider that'l I hold a Y4% accuracy over a
very wide dynamic range of 100:1.
Coming : A module that lets you take true RMS measurements at
a truly low price . And more.
11111111111
Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, Mass. 02062.

r.ANALOG
DEVICES

Call 617-329-4700

for everything you need to know about non-inear circuits.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 46
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Who makes
more than 21 types of
display drivers?
Whether you're driving cold cathode, incandescent, gas discharge or LED displays, ITI is your most promising source
of drivers. Some time ago, sensing the coming growth in
digital display applications, we accelerated our driver development program. As a result we now offer nine different
types of decoder drivers, with output currents from 6.4 to
80 mA and output voltages from 15 to 55V. Our 12 types of
segment/digit drivers range from 9 to 90 V and 3.8 to 250
mA. Some accept multiplexed inputs. Remember, the first
step toward solving display driver problems is to find the
common denominator.

We're doers, not talkers!

cu
fl)
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THE AMAZING STORY OF
THE 2K RAM THAT
ATE TOPEKA, KANSAS.
Once upon a time there was a 2K
And he had within him address
RAM named MM5262.
registers, chip select registers and data
Born at National, MM5262 was
output latches so people could easily
0
very big and very strong.
and inexpensively implement his
0
Much bigger than the little
0'1~
memory.
lK RAMs around him, yet
•
_ ,
He also had a couple
1
1
just as fast.
tlif
/' 1' of brothers who often
MM5262 could read
<()
traveled with him: A sense
1
and write, you know. And he
0
~
amp named DM8806
1
had a wonderful memory:
(which offered Tri-State®
Well, although he
Logic output), and a
was bigger and better
driver named MH0026.
than the little lK RAMs,
But one day MM5262
MM5262 was, of course,
got very nervous. He
not the only 2K RAM
heard rumors about a big
around.
brute of a RAM called 4K.
But MM5262 never
He worried about
worried too much about
what might happen to him.
them, because they were
He worried so much
never around. You could
that one day he went out
never seem to find
and ate Topeka, Kansas.
one of those 2K
(You may have read
RAMs when you
about it in the
wanted them. But
newspapers.)
MM5262 was there,
But later MM5262
ready and waiting for
calmed down.
people who wanted him.
Because he learned
And people loved and wanted him
that the big 4K RAMs wouldn't really be
because of many things.
around much for some time yet, and that
He drank only half as much power
even when they got to town people would
as lK RAMs, for example. His standby still need and love him, too.
power was only 2.5 milliwatts per bit.
Which proves that you shouldn't go
And he cost 10-20% less on a system
around eating Topeka, Kansas
basis.
prematurely.

••e
:z

NATIONAL.

National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 ; Scottsdale, Ariz. (602) 945-84 73, Mountain View, Calif. ( 415) 961 - 4 7 40,
Sherman Oaks, Calif. (213) 783-8272,Tustin , Calif. (714) 832- 8113, Miami, Fla. (305) 446- 8309, Chicago, Ill. (312) 693-2660, Indianapolis, Ind. (317) 255- 5822,
Lenexa, Kan. (816) 358-8102, Glen Burnie, Md. (301) 760- 5220, Burlington , Mass. (617) 273-1350, Farmington , Mich . (313) 477-0400, Minneapolis, Minn.
(612) 888-4666, Englewood Cliffs, N.J . (201) 871 -4410, Syracuse, N.Y. (315) 455 -5858, Dayto n, Ohio (513) 434 -0097, Dallas, Tex. (214) 233- 6801 .
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L•VOLTAGE
TRANSIENT PROBLEMS?
6 NEW Low Voltage MINl-MOV™ varistors offer economical circuit protection against voltage transients for
operating voltages as low as 40V RMS or 53V DC ... and better clamping ratios than competitive selenium or
silicon carbide types ... and greater power handling capability than conventional zener diodes (4 joules). Typical
applications for Low Voltage MINl-MOV™ varistors include relay protection, motor controls, test equipment,
communication electronics, and instrumentation.

MIN 1-MOV™varistors are symmetrical voltage dependent resistors employing new zinc oxide technology.
At rated voltage impedance is high, dissipat ion is negligible, and circuit performance unaffected. Under
surge cond itions, impedance falls abruptly, surge energy is absorbed and destructive transients eliminated
by the conducting MINl-MOV™ varistor.

Free Low Voltage MINl-MOV™varistor sample, specification sheet and the complete story on GE-MOV™
varistors by writing on company letterhead to:
GE Semiconductor Products Department
Electronics Park, Bldg . 7-49
Syracuse, N.Y. 13201
TM

VARISTORS
ASSURE YOUR EQUIPMEIT Will EIBE
Actual size
As low as $.57 in 1K lots .
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CHALLENGES TO THE ENGINEER WHO MANAGES

Don't spoon-feed your engineers! Put one man
in charge of the design project wherever possible. He'll do the job
faster and cheaper than a committee will, RCA manager says.
Some companies put great stress on the "team"
approach to design-the more heads you can
knock together, the more innovative the product
is apt to be, they reason. I prefer the opposite
tack: The most effective management technique
that I've evolved to design and develop component
products has been the one-man engineering proj-

ect.
Seldom do I assign four or five engineers to
design, say, a power transistor. I assign one
engineer to work on it, and he's almost completely independent of anyone else. That's not to say
that he doesn't need support people, but he usually will work smarter and harder on that project
alone than if he were part of a larger team. Why?
Because it's all his.
Sometimes the one-man design approach isn't
entirely feasible. Sometimes it's necessary to
draw on a variety of engineering disciplines to
complete a project. So be it. But, wherever possible, I let a loner run the show.
Of course, the designer needs management
guidance to complete the project; so we try to
establish the boundary conditions for it.
Measuring the yardstick

If, for example, the project is developing a 500V power transistor for a switchlng operation, we
first ask one of our applications engineers what
kind of equipment this transistor would perform
in. From our marketing people, we establish what
the cost must be to compete in the market. Economics and what the customer's need is play a
major role in any engineering task. It's important
for the engineer to give the customer what he
needs and not what the company thinks it might
be able to sell him.
We try to make these guidelines as broad as
possible. We don't pin the engineer down to what
technology he must use. Obviously we'd like to
guide him to a technology that we already have
well-developed and in full production. But that
Carl Turner, Director of Power Transistor Operations,
RCA Solid State Div., Somerville, N.J . 08876.
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may inhibit him too much in meeting the performance and cost goals. So we allow him to establish the specific tasks to meet the project goal.
We then ask him to come up with timing milestones and a final deadline for himself. My staff
and I track the task and the dates ; we only measure against a yardstick that he himself has defined.
After the engineer has picked the deadlines for
his tasks, the dates are then reviewed with his
supervisor, the marketing and applications departments and all the people that make up the
product organization. Management decides whether or not it can afford the timing he has presented. We may decide that we'd finish the product too late, or we may decide that the timing is
too early, which can be just as troublesome since
excessive pioneering is necessary.
One of the tasks will be figuring costs-the
startup costs and manufacturing costs. The designer .introduces his design into manufacturing
and for the first year of production, even though
manufacturing is making the product, the designer really has to answer for whether the cost
and the yields in production are achievable. He
must also target, or forecast, a final cost on the
product. He'll use the standard techniques that
are available, such as the learning curve, as well
as his own experience and the exp"e rience of the
supervisor.
Engineers don't like being spoon-fed

The one-man technique works in designing a
component or simple equipment. If a complicated
piece of equipment must be designed, the
manager will probably have to assign three or
four engineers of different disciplines to the
project, because of their knowhow. But it's difficult to get a group of people to work in concert.
They all have their own opinions about what the
task is and how long it should take. The greater
the mix of technology, the harder it is to use the
one-man technique. If the project demands the development of a more difficult singular technology,
the easier it is to use the one-man technique. If,
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Carl R. Turner
U.S. Army Ordnance Officer concerned with
ballistics electronic instrumentation; joined
RCA in 1957 as a transistor applications engineer to develop a silicon power transistor
including the design of all types of power
amplifiers and switching circuits, high-frequency amplifiers and switching circuits, and control circuits.
He was promoted in 1961 to engineering
group leader oil applications and was responsible for developmental applications of new
transistor types and customer application assistance.
He was promoted in 1963 to manager of
power transistor applications and was responsible for all aspects of customer applications
assistance, test equipment development, transistor specifications and new circuit development of RCA power transistors.
He assumed the position of manager of
power devices in 1969. In this position, he was
responsible for developing all RCA power devices, including power transistors, thyristors,
rectifiers and circuit modules.
Present Responsibilities: Director, power transistor operations with responsibility for design,
marketing, applications, planning and manufacturing of all power transistors for RCA.
Publications: Articles on various transistor
application topics.

Education: BSEE, Rutgers University ; MSEE,
Stevens Institute.
Experience: Hughes R&D Labs from June,
1956, to June, 1957, as a circuit design engineer; from June, 1957, to November, 1957,

for example, you're talking about developing a
product with more gain, the one-man technique
will work; if you're talking about developing
more bandwidth, then many more engineering
skills are needed to complete the job.
What I've defined is perhaps not unlike what
other companies may do in our field. I do think,
however, that there's one important difference:
We attempt to get the individual to define the
project tasks himself. This works for us. In many
other companies the engineer is told when the
product has to be finished, and that can be very
unappetizing to him.
I find that asking the engineer to break down
all the tasks and sub-tasks of the problem and
put his own dates on them encourages him to do
all the additional jobs that are required to meet
those dates, simply because they're his.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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Patents: Several in the field of power transistor circuit design . Mr. Turner was a prime
mover in the field of power transistor ratings
and characteristics leading to industry standardization in such areas as second breakdown
and safe area, thermal cycling, failure modes
and temperature variations.
Personal: Married, two sons; hobby is bo·a ting.

Besides enriching the engineer's job, -tiie oneman technique also gives the company a product
faster than it could get it any other way. Why?
Because a good engineer will tend to be somewhat
optimistic about how fast he can do things. Engineers tend to be pessimistic when they estimate
costs, but they're usually optimistic as to when
they can accomplish a job. They assume that
they can control everything with their own
hands. It turns out, of course, that some aspects
of their tasks involve people in other areas who
aren't as well motivated in their specific tasks
as the engineer is. But because the dates are the
engineer's, he'll go the extra mile if he has to.
I call that persistence. There's nothing more
important to success than persistence--in my experience anyway. There are many other ingredients in the success of an engineer, but there's
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nothing that can get you closer to a success pattern more consistently than persistence.
Offsetting the drawbacks

Drawbacks to the one-man technique?
If the engineer is inexperienced, and if his direct, first-line supervisor is inexperienced, we
must put safeguards _and checkpoints on their
dates and tasks to ensure the project's success.
When you're dealing with a lot of new technology, the way we do in the solid-state business,
you're not always following the straightest path
to your goal. I've heard it said that if you find a
path with no obstacles, it probably doesn't lead
anywhere. So, even when you lose your way a bit,
you can learn something new that you wouldn't
have learned otherwise. Some of our most successful programs were ones on which we'd made
nearly every mistake in the book.
Aside from inexperience, another drawback is
people who don't like to accept the responsibility
of a one-man project. They like to be the followers, often because they doubt their own ability to
manage the task. But, as Moliere once said,
"Doubts are more cruel than the worst of truths."
In my experience there seems to be a greater
distribution of leadership capability in the engineering profession than there seems to be in
people in general. Not everyone, however, is
capable of doing a job like this capably.
Because some people might even have an emotional trauma over setting dates, matching the
engineer with the right project for him is the
most important job the manager has. Not every
engineer is a genius, and not every project requires a genius. A genius is difficult to manage;
for every plus he offers, there's a minus that
causes extra effort on the part of the manager
to control and direct him.
There are also engineers whom I call utility
infielders. These are guys who aren't really allstars, but they can play many different bases
and they're just as important as the genius. They
may not be able to design a device that requires
considerable innovation, but they can design the
device that's an extension of the state of the art.
In fact, for every new device that requires a lot
of innovation and new technology, there are two
or three devices that do not. But whatever
project we assign our engineers, we always try
to make them reach a bit-that's the responsibility of most managers.
Over-all, the flexibility of the one-man approach more than compensates for its drawbacks.
In our business the timing of when to finish and
when to introduce a product is extremely important. It's important, too, to build into the
product a cost that will allow you to be competitive. The timing and the cost aspect of our
110

business are enhanced by the single-engineer approach, because it gives him a little more flexibility. He may come up with some ingenious
things that you wouldn't have thought of-if we
had tied down the designer of our Darlington
transistor, for example, he probably would have
tended to copy the competition, and would have
been wrong in that case. As it was, we came up
with a superior device at lower cost, because the
designer had room to move.
Persistence and tempo-a 1-2 punch

I evolved the one-man technique over the last
13 or 14 years as a supervisor. I find that it
works well for us, maybe because we have a
mature group of engineers. Also, it doesn't hurt
to get the new guy involved in a project as soon
as possible and make him reach. Rather than have
him function as a junior member of a rather
complex project, we'd rather have him run his
own show on a relatively simple problem.
I like to think that we've improved our turnaround time, from inception of the product to
production, by about 40 % with the one-man approach over the way we did it six or eight years
ago. But it's still not good enough. Time is the
real enemy here; we have to experiment constantly with faster ways of turning around the
product design. We believe strongly in persistence.
The trick is to get the guy involved so he stays
with the job until it's completed.
Another thing that I've been sensitive to is
"tempo"-the beat at which everyone operates.
In chess, tempo is your ability to think some
moves ahead of your opponent. In our organization we define the ability as: "Let's think in
terms of now rather than later."
Another thing that has helped me improve my
operation here is cutting down on some of the
red tape. Over the years I've cut as much of the
"relative to approval" red tape as I can. I think
a manager should keep the need for supervisory
approval of work to a minimum.
When you do that, though, you must be willing
to accept the fact that there are going to be mistakes. But there's a virtue in mistakes: If the
same mistake keeps popping up, I've located a
guy who tends to be incompetent in the tasks he's
been assigned. That gives me a chance to weed
him out and transfer him to another job.
Because we work in a big-company environment, I <:an usually match a guy to a task. He
may not always be fitted to my type of operation,
but I can find a job for him somewhere. These
matchups are part of the "tempo" and "persistence" theme that I've used with my guys for the
last four or five years . I've found that if I give
an engineer a chance, he'll set a pretty good challenge for himself. • •
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Li Mnow of fer1 YOUR CHOICE
of color and 1ize in keyboard1
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• Your choice of 17 new colors and hues
(all 17 colors are numbered and shown
here)
• Your choice of the new eeny-mini keyboard or the standard keyboard now
available with up to 25 keys
• Both feature keys on minimum 112" centers and both shown here in actual size
• New, improved key tops and key spacing for more accurate, faster operation

Customize your calculators!
Now Bowmar offers you a versatile line of
keyboards in combinations of distinctive color
design , sizes and function selection and arrangements. Prototypes built to your custom require ments quicker than you think!
Bowmar can also provide the basic keyboard
alone, in both sizes, programmed to your speci fications. Bowmar boards feature circuitry on
only ONE SIDE, with no staples, interconnections
or holes, providing environmentally-sealed
switching with both tactile and audible feedback .
We'd be happy to discuss employing Bowmar's
keyboard technology in other digital control
applications, such as security systems , digital
tuners , point-of-sale coding , etc.
For complete information on Bowmar's growing
family of keyboards, call , wire or write

BOWMAR INSTRUMENT CORPORATION • COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS MARKETING DEPT.
8000 Bluffton Road, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46809, Tel. 219/747-3121 -

TWX - 810-332-1510

OEM MODULAR POWER SUPPLIES:
LOW COSl LONG LIFE, FAIL·SAFE
PERFORMANCE,ZERO MAINTENANCE
AND TOTALLY INTERCHANGEABLE.
current is sufficient and temperature
compensation isn't essential. Or the
cover may not be necessary.

You shouldn't have to buy cheap
modular power supplies just because
you can't afford expensive components.
The risk is that it'll cost you later.

Contact your local Sola representative
or Sola Electric directly for catalog
#617. See what's new in the state-ofthe-art in voltage regulation.

What we've done is made the most
advanced power supply module also
the most economical. What we've
tried to do is make the state-ofthe-art a lot more practical.

That's why Sola engineered the new
OEM line of modular power supplies
for OEM designs. It works just as
reliably as the Sola premium line, but
you don't pay for anything you don't
really need. We've eliminated some
of the extras.

Sola Electric, 1717 Busse Road,
Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007,
312/ 439-2800.

All Sola Modular Power SuppliesOEM, Premium and CV lines- are
interchangeable with other units you
may be using. Thirty-eight models in
all are standard and immediately
available for off-the-shelf delivery.

For example, maybe you don't have to
have overvoltage protection;
overcurrent will do. Maybe rated

SOLA ELECTRIC

NEW PREMIUM MODULAR POWER SUPPLIES1-C regulated
D Regulation--0.01 % + line or lead D PARD0.01 % RMS D Integrated circuit for increased stability D Convection cooled D Remot e sensing
D Completely protected- short ci rcuit proof, automatic current limiting D Overvoltage protection
D Overtemperature shutdown D Comple te serviceability

NEW OEM MODULAR POWER SUPPLIES-Series regulated
D Regulation-0.05 % + 1mV line or load D PARD-0.01 %
RMS D Convection cooled D Constant voltage D Remote
sensing D Completely protected-short circuit proof, automatic current limiting D Complete serviceability D Designed
for both bench or rack

NEW MODULAR POWER SUPPLIES-CVDC
D Regulation- 1 % line, 4% to 10% load D PARD
-3% RMS D Conv ection cool ed D Completely
protected- short circuit proof D Ferroresonant design, highly reliable D Complete s erviceability
SOL A B ASIC DIVISIONS
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The CRT display
isn't really obsolete.
DIGIVUE®just makes
it look that way.
And Flicker-Free Display Is
One Reason Why ...
Digivue is the plasma display
device from Owens-Illinois that
delivers computer-generated alphanumeric and graphic displays at
microsecond speeds. Digivue provides drift-free images, selective
write/erase, inherent memory,
hard copy printout potential, rearprojection capability. And flicker-

free display.
No flicker, no eye fatigue.
Digivue's self-sustaining storedcharge plasma technique eliminates the CRT tube and its refresh
flicker. Digivue provides positive
registration without pincushioning
or other geometric distortion. And
Digivue's small , uniform light spot
size results in excellent detail and
contrast.

If you 'd like to know more about
the next generation in display systems , take a look at tomorrow-take
a look at Digivue.
Call or write :
Electro/Optical Display Business
Owens-Illinois, Inc.
P.O. Box 1035, Toledo , Ohio 43666
(419) 242-6543 Ext. 66-415
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Versatile, rugged problem solvers
. compact I'' pkdS
m
e •
CTS 223 Series
Selector Switch

Today's demanding applications make construction
versatility a key feature in switch design. CTS gives
you this and more. Rugged , reliable 223 series
switches meet the critical electrical and environmental characteristics required by both the industrial and
military markets.
These switches are strong, yet small-and save critical space-a mere 1" diameter. Fully interchangeable.
There's also 30° - 36° - 45° - or 60° indexing ...
insulated shafts ... high voltage standoffs ... and

concentric constructions with variable resistor and
power switch combinations. Crisp switching action
over 25,000 cycles-50,000 cycles available. Meets
MIL-S-3786 Style SR05 specs.
Call your CTS sales representative now. Have him
demonstrate the crisp action of the double ball detent
construction-and the many other quality features of
our 223 series. CTS Keene, Inc., 3230 Riverside
Avenue, Paso Robles, California 93446-Phone (805)
238-0350.

..

cTS CORPORA T/ON
Elkhart. Indiana
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New ''one for all'' Transistor/FET
Tester. .. for only $159.*
RCA introduces the WT-524A, a new "one for all" tester for
solid-state devices. With it, you can measure AC beta - up to
5,000 - of any bipolar transistor, and Gm - up to 100,000
µmhos - of any field-effect transistor (FET). And you'll do it
with an accuracv. of ±3%! It also checks diodes, SC R's and triacs
- and can do the job in-circuit or out.
The large, easy-to-read 6Y." mirrored scale meter of the new
WT-524A features special scales for le. lcso. loss. lcEo. and
Io currents. Each tester also includes two universal socket
adapters and three color-coded test leads.
Try the new WT-524A for yourself. You'll appreciate its quality, accuracy and ruggedness. To buy: order from any one ofthe
more than 1,000 Authorized RCA Distributors worldwide. For
more information, write RCA Electronic Instruments, Harrison,
07029
N.J.
'

ncn

Electronic
Instruments

*Optional Distributor Resale Price
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RFand Switching:
Win Bigwitb D-MOS FETs
Your own application could win
a FREE VEGA in the bargain.
You really went for our first 1 GHz D-MOS FETs. So
we've expanded the line! Three more RF devices. Plus
two D-MOS FETs for switching. The only FETs ever
produced to combine bipolar speed , noise figure and
inter-electrode capacitance, with MOS linearity and
input leakage.

0-MOSFET
Device

Freq.
(GHz)

so200· 1201
so202 · 1203
SD300
SD301
SD304

1.0
1.8
1.0
1.0
0.5

NF Power Gain Ciss / Coss / Crss 100- up
(pF)
(dB)
(dB)
price
4.5
5.0
8.0
6.0
5.0

10.0
6.0
13.0
14.0
16.0

2.0/1.0/0.13
3.0/1.0/0.2
2.0/ 1.0/0.02
2.0/0.6/0.02
2.0/1.0/0.03

$4.00
$5.25
$3.00
$3.35
$1 .00

With so many new useropportunities, there' ll be no
stopping you. So we've
designed a fabulous Application Contest, just to reward
your genius with 0-MOS
FETs. And your application
could win .
First Prize: 1974 VEGA
Hatchback with all the
extras. Automatic, power steering, air, radio & heater,
white sidewalls. Delivered free anywhere in the
continental USA, for the best application submitted.
Two Second Prizes: HP-45 Scientific Pocket
Calculators. 25 Third Prizes: mini-calculators to pocket.
Idea starters for applications: mixers & amplifiers
in VHF-TV, FM, CATV. Mobiles, aircraft, marine radios.
A & D function modules, instrumentation & test
equipment, computer peripherals.
ATTACH THIS TO YOUR LETTERHEAD -TRY FOR A BIG WIN!

D-MOS FET ros
Id (On) Ir
Device
(On)Q
(ns)
so210·
SD211

30
30

0.6/0.7
0.710.8

Analog
Swing

Ciss I Coss I Crss 100-up
(pF)
Price

± 10V
± 5V

2.6/ 1.3/0.2
2.6/1 .3/0.2

$1 .50
$1 .50

· unprotected inputs : all others diode-protected.

Check the chart, and match specs with your
system requirements. RF? Apply yourself to low noise,
lower cross mod and inter mod, for front end amplifiers
and mixers. Switching? Think what you'll do with the
speed: 600 picosecond turn-on time, with on-resistance
of30!2.

Signetics-D-MOS FETs
811 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
Show me how D-MOS FETs in RF and Switching help me win
system improvements and new product designs. Rush data
sheets! And don 't forget my contest kit with rules, entry
blank, etc. Contest closes January 15, 1974. Prizes awarded
March 15, 1974.

Title----------------Speciall Send a sample to work with: #SO _ _ .
Signetica Corporation. A subsidiary of Corning Glau Worke.

!ii!JDDliC!i
the IC professionals
Slgnelics International Corporation, Yeoman House. Croyden Road, Penge. London SE20 Tel 01-659-2111 Telex 946619 Sig netlcs Sart, 36 rue de Silly, 92100
Boulogne sur Seine. France Tel 604 23 07 Telex 26801 Slgnelics GmbH, 8 Munich 19. Dan1estrasse 29. West Germany Tel 152029/ 152020 Telex 5215191
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Make a true rms-to-dc converter, using
only one IC multiplier and an op amp
An rms-to-dc converter circuit uses one IC
multiplier and a dozen inexpensive components.
It can compute, with less than 1 % error, therms
value of a voltage over a dynamic range of 20 :1.
The circuit is less complex and has higher accuracy than two-multiplier explicit rms circuits,
since it is based on an implicit solution of the
rms equation.
·A block diagram of the implicit solutio·n is
shown in Fig. la. The functions of squaring and
square-rooting are performed simultaneously in
the V2 / Z block when the output is fed back to Z.
This feedback increases the gain of the input as
the signal level decreases, and thus increases the
dynamic range of the circuit.
Fig. lb shows a practical version of the implicit circuit. The AD531J IC multiplier provides the V 2 / Z transfer function with less than
1 % error. The output signal from the AD531J is
averaged by a low-pass RC filter and buffered by
the 741 op amp connected as a follower. The output of the 741 is fed back to the Z input of the
AD531J through RF and Q,, which convert the
output voltage to the required current, Iz.
The circuit has an upper - 3 dB bandwidth of
750 kHz, which is independent of signal level,
and a lower limit, excluding the de response,
set by the RC time constant. The input dynamic
range is from 0.2 V to 5 V rms, with a crest
factor of 2. Table 1 lists the four steps needed
to trim the circuit for errors of less than 1 %
of full scale (50 mV).
In contrast, the conventional explicit approach
requires two multipliers-one to square the input signal, followed by a low-pass filter to average the signal, and a second multiplier connected
as a square-rooter to compute the root of the
mean-square. The limited dynamic range and accuracy of the two-multiplier rms circuts do not
justify their complexity or high cost. Modular
rms converters have good dynamic range and
high accuracy, but they are expensive-usually
three to five times the parts cost of the onemultiplier rms circuit.
L ewis Counts, Manag er, Analog Engineering,
A nalog Devices, Route 1 Industrial Par k, P.O.
Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062. CIRCLE No. 311
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Table 1. Trim procedure
to minimize error
Starting with the trim pots centered, apply
the specified de input voltages, and adjust the
trim pots for the specified output.
STEP

Vin

ADJUST

vout

I
2
3

+IO.OV.-10.0V
+l.OOV, -1.00V

SYMMETRY I
SYMMETRY 2

EQUAL OUTPUTS FOR+. -In
EQUAL OUTPUTS FOR +.-in

+l.OOV
+1.000V

OFFSET
GAIN

4

·I

Vino

+l.OOV
+10 .00V

~1

vIn 2

z

4

0 Vou1

AVG

J

8

-15V

15V

20k
SYMMETRY I
20k
SYMMETRY 2
20k
OFFSET

';'

-15V

15V

R
47k

If.I.FTC

20V

-15V

220k
I

1%

GAIN

I

L------------'

True rms converter increases its dynamic range by
simultaneously squaring and square·rooting in the
V2 ; 0 /Z block (a). The actual circuit (b) requires
only four trim adjustments and 13 components .
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POLYPROPYLENE MICROMATI~
CAPACITOR*

- - - --Film Insert
- ---Foil
- --Film
- -r--Foil

Chalk up another capacitor first for
Paktron. The Polypropylene
Micromatic Capacitor is truly
designed for highly automated
production. Close capacitance
tolerance ... ±1 o/o to ±20%.
Capacitance value range 100pf to
0.1 Smfd., 200 and 400 volts. And
this is a completely self-encased
capacitor. No outside wrapping
needed. Nor is there any separate
lead attachment because the

Polypropylene Micromatic is wound
on its leads. There's more to
appreciate, too. Like high insulation
resistance. Low dissipation factor.
Negative temperature coefficient.
You'll find the Polypropylene
Micromatic ideal for automatic PC
board insertion due to its lead
concentricity. A replacement for
polystyrene capacitors in frequency
discriminating circuits. Also
available in Polyester dielectrics.

For test samples and full data on
this newest idea in film
capacitors, call or write to
the innovator in capacitors:
Paktron, Division
Illinois Tool Works Inc.,
900 Follin Lane, S.E.
Vienna, Virginia 22180.
Phone (703) 281-2810.
TWX 710-833-0682.
•Patent No. 3638086
Other Patents Pending

DBPAKTRON
The Electronic Group of ITW... PAKTRON • LICON • ELECTRO MATERIALS • CHRONOMATIC
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2-component RC network
initializes CMOS registers
CMOS storage elements are known for low
power consumption and high storage density.
They also have another advantage-ease of
initialization or reinitialization to a predetermined bit pattern. A 1/ 8-W resistor and a 30-pF capacitor suffice for initialization because of the
negligible input current drawn by the memory
cell (Fig. la). A bounce-free switch is not
required.
Increasing the capacitor to 1000 or 1500 pF
permits initialization with power-supply turnon-where the capacitor is connected directly
t o the power bus.
The circuit in Fig. lb allows both initialization
and reset to a ONE or ZERO. At power turn-on,
transmission gate G, conducts and the set or
reset line of the memory goes high. At this t ime
G 2 is open and the reset control line is disconnected from the cell.
After the capacitor has charged, gate G2
closes and G, opens. The control line can now
reset (or set) the cell. The effective capacitance
presented across the control line is 15 to 20 pF .
A capacitor on the order of 0.001 µF is needed
if V Dn is switched, and 0.005 to 0.01 µF if V 00 is
connected directly to the power supply.
Otto Bismar ck, Solid State Div., RCA , Route
202, Somerville, N.J. 08876.
CIRCLE No. 312

Vee

G

~

30pF

Vee

1:

i

~ESET
Voo

30pF
SI

S2
CD40 13 OR CD4027

RI

R2

22M

22M

G2
IN

c

OUT

CD4035A
R ORS
2 2M
IN

GI

c

OUT

NOTE : Gl , G2 : TRANSMISSION GATES

OTHER RESET
CONTROL

1/4 C04016 A OR 1/4 C04066 A

Simple RC network initializes CMOS memory element (a) because input-current requirements are
low. The addition of a pair of transmission gates
(b) provides turn -on initialization and system reset
capability.

LED array helps build a bargraph display
A bargraph display is an effective medium for
viewing a monitored variable. Where low resolution (5 to 10 segments) is sufficient, the display can be built with a LED array and a few
transistors.
With the five-segment system shown, transistors Q, to Q5 saturate successively as the input
signal increases from zero. The resulting currents
drive LED diodes D, through D 5 • As each transistor turns on, its emitter current flows through
R10. Transistors Q6 and Q1, as well as CR, and
associated resistors, comprise a feedback amplifier that forces the voltage across R, 0 to equal the
input voltage. And this causes the display to
"deflect" linearly.
For R, 0 = 20 fl and a current of 10 mA per
LED, the resolution is 200 m V and the full-scale
input equals 1 V (for five LEDs). Diode CR,
cancels the V nE offset of Q". Resistors R, through
Rs control the LED currents. The voltage across
R 3 , for example, is 10 V minus 1.5 V (two transistor V nE's) minus 0.6 V (30 mA · R,o ). Since
118

V cEc sAT> of Q3 is negligible at 10 mA, 6.4 V must
be dropped. And 620 fl is the nearest standard
value.
David Barton, Litronix, 19000 Homestead Rd.,
Cupertino, Calif. 95014.
CIRCLE No. 313

Successive saturation of transistors Q1 through Q5
give the LED display a bargraph appearance. Feed back through CR, helps linearize the apparent
deflection as a function of input voltage.
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Programmable current generator has linear
response and ignores power variations
Changes in transistor hFE and V BE introduce
nonlinearities or offsets in conventional current
generators. The use of extra elements to' cancel
the VBE drop is not an effective solution. But
varying the emitter current in accordance with
the input control voltage is.
In Fig. 1 op amp Ai transfers control voltage
VIN to the emitter of Q 1 and also supplies the
required base current. This eliminates the effects
of V BE drop within the feedback loop. The current flowing through Q,, which is equal to V L'.;/
R,, produces a voltage drop of VIN · R2/ R,
through collector resistor R z.
Op amp A z transfers the voltage at point B to
C. And the output current, I 0 , from Q" is given by
I _ v,N/ R,
0
R z Ra
To keep the operation of Qz in the linear region, the load resistance, R,,, is constrained according to the equation
R,Ra [Voe - 2 - V1N(max)° R j R1] ~ R
R2 ' VI N(max)
L•
thereby keeping VcEcQ2> above 2 V. The exact expression for the output current is
V,NR2
R., I
I
Io = a 1 a 2 Rz Ra + a z R: · csocQ1) + OBOCQ2)
The use of transistors with large beta-and low
leakage makes the second and third terms negligible compared with the first. The component
values shown provide for O-to-10-V input with a
scale factor of 1 mA / V. As shown by the plot
(Fig. 2), the actual constant is 0.96 mA / V. Since
both Q, and Q2 are tied to a common Voc bus, any
changes in V cc cancel one another out. And the
circuit-stability factor, ddIIo for Q, anQ 2 is excelcso
lent, approaching the theoretical limit of unity.
V. Ramamoorthy, Electronics Engineer, Indian
Space R esearch Organization, A 3-6 Peenya Industrial Estate, Bangalore, India 560022.
CIRCLE

Vour

15V

LOAD
IMPEDANCE

-15V

~12000.

1. Variable-current generator operates by
sively transferring input-voltage variations
emitters of Q1 and Q2 • Control of emitter
instead of base current minimizes errors
by changes in hFE and VsE·
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current
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2. Output current is linear with input voltage from
0 to 10 V. The circuit shown provides a sca le
factor of 0.96 mA/V.
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IFD Winner of June 7, 1973
A. Paul Brokaw, Group Leader for Advanced
Development, Nova Devices, Inc., 829 Woburn
St., Wilmington, Mass. 01887. His idea "Use a
723 as a switching regulator and get half an
amp from a plastic T0-5 transistor" has been
voted the Most Valuable of Issue Award.
Vote for the Best Idea in this issue by circling
the number for your selection on the Information Retrieval Card at the back of this issue.

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. You may win a
grand total of $1050 (cash)! Here's how. Submit your
IFD describing a new or important circuit or design
technique, the clever use of a new component or test
equipment, packaging tips, cost-saving ideas to our
Ideas for Design editor. Ideas can only be considered
for publication if they are submitted exclusively to
ELECTRONIC DESIGN . You will receive $20 for each
published idea, $30 more if it is voted best of issue
by our readers . The best-of-issue winners become
eligible for the Idea of the Year award of $1000.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN cannot assume responsibility for circuits shown nor represent freedom from patent infringement.
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Digital VOM
Handy and rugged enough
for the field - accurate and
versatile enough for the lab.
And its simplicity and
readability make it perfect
for production line testing.
• 3-1/2" digit, non-blinking, autopolarity 0.33" LED display
• AC line or battery operation
• 29 popular ranges including
"low-power" ohms
• Analog indicator for
scanning nulls and peaks
• Analog output signal permits
interfacing with recorders and
other instruments
• Up-down integration analog/digital
conversion assures superior
stability, accuracy and noise
immunity
Supplied with test leads, AC line
cord , operator's manual, without
batteries ....... .............. ........ .... . $275

KATY INDUSTRIES

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

GROUP

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120 • (312) 695·1121
CABLE : SIMELCO • Telex : 72-2416
IN CANADA : Bach-Simpson, Ltd ., London, Ontario
IN ENGLAND : Bach-Simpson (U.K.) Ltd ., Wadebrldge, Cornwall
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd ., Vikhroli , Bombay

ORDER NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG 4200
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 58
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(design decisions)
Adaptive tester handles multi-family logic
Two voltage comparators in each d/ r permit
programmed control of three tests: window, under-limit for logic ONE and over-limit for logic
ZERO. The specifications are as follows:
For the driver:
• Output voltag&-± 18 V ( ± 1 % or ± 20 m V).
• Current source or sink-60 mA.
• Output impedanc&-less than 1.5 n at the
UUT pin.
For the receiver:
.- Operating rang&-±75 V.
• Input impedanc&-greater than 1 Mn from
-10 to 10 V and > 10 Mn outside this range.
• Voltage measurement accuracy-better than
±1.5 % or ±50 mV.
• Speed-1/ 0 bus rate.
Variable delays from the MUM permit time
to elapse between the computer input word and
the output interrogation. This allows measurement of or introduction of propagation delay
through the unit under test. A hardware option
permits continuous monitoring.
The decision to drive two families but check
six was based on operating experience. Circuit
boards to be tested usually contain a maximum
of six logic types. However, system users often
have suitable auxiliary programmable sources
that can supply external test stimuli for the remaining four of the six logic types.

PC boards containing a mix of logic families
present a real headache to the designers of auto~
matic test equipment. The acceptable signal
levels at each pin vary according to the type of
family-5 V for TTL, 10 V for MOS, and almost
anything for discrete components. How do you
cope with such a situation on a pin-for-pin basis?
Instrumentation Engineering, Inc., of Frank. lin Lakes, N. J., solved the problem with a programmable driver / receiver system that can treat
any pin as either an input or output. The system
-called MUM, for multi-level logic module-attaches to the company's System 390 logic tester.
It handles up to 400 pins with no need to rewire
different pin configurations.
As shown in the diagram one driver / receiver
(d/ r) is used for each active pin. The multiplexer joins a pin to the d/ r. Two switching networks apply driving and receiving referencevoltage levels to the d/ r. The driver reference
section can switch two voltage pairs from four
programmable supplies; the receiver reference
section switches 12 supply levels.
One d/ r can drive any of two logic families,
since ZERO and ONE require two reference-level pairs. By contrast, a single d/ r can serve as
a receiver to any of six logic families. Each pair of
reference voltages defines the upper and lower
limits for an expected ZERO or ONE.
DRIVER
REFERENCE
LEVEL
SWITCHING
DATA BOARD

DRIVER I RECEIVER BOARD

2 REF. LEVELS
(LOGIC I ANO LOGIC 0)

SHIFT
CLOCK
LOGIC
SWITCH

1/0 BUS

LEVEL
TRANSLATOR

LIMITER
NETWORK

DRIVER

DATA

ANO

DELAY
CLOCK

CONTROL
LOGIC

COMPARATOR
(INPUT
MONITORING
OPTION)

STROBE

110 BUS

VOLTAGE
COMPARATOR

.-----.

.-------.

BUFFER

ATTENUATOR

2 REF. LEVELS (I FAMILY)

RECEIVER REFERENCE
:
} 12 PROGRAMMABLE
L__:L=:EV~E!:..L~S.:_W!_!:ITC::,::H!!!:IN~G~_J---'Q
REFERENCE VOLTAGES

Driver receiver module handles a variety of logic
levels. Each module can, on command, supply stimuli
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UUT
PIN
MUlJIPLEXER

RECEIVER

LOGIC
COMPARATOR
LEVEL
SELECT

NOTE ' CIRCUIT SHOWN TESTS ONE PIN

ORIVERECEIVE
SELECT

for any of two logic families or check responses for
any of six families.
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Why a hacking ADC?
One big reason. You've got to have
it if you want to follow an input signal
on a real time basis. But at the same
time, this guy can fill your general
purpose needs also. Sort of two units
for the price of one.
Why would you want to follow an
input signal on a real time basis? One
example would be a digital servo loop
where you might be controlling the
position of a machine tool- digitizing
the positional information- and continually making a real time comparison
between present position and desired
position.
Here we' re capitalizing on our 411 0' s
up/ down tracking capability which
insures that you'll never be more than
one LSB away from actual position.
Couple this with the up-date rate of
I 00 nanoseconds per bit. - It seems to
me there's no other way to go! Especially
when you consider that even the fas t
comparably-priced successive approx
tion ADC has an up-date rate of at le
4 microseconds.
So really SA and inte rating type
can't compete in true tr c ing mode. It's
a case of apples and
nges.

But ...
Our tracking ADC, the 4
compete in the general
Because ...
It can be used in a synchronous mode
similar to its SA and integrating type counterparts. All
you need to do is to apply
an inhibit level to freeze
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 59

John Toohey, Product Manager

the input on a synchronous or asynchronous basis. By using the reset input in
conjunction with the inhibit you can
grab the input a maximum of I 6 µ.,s after
your convert command, which means
the 4110 is no slouch in the SA applications arena either.
As a matter of fact, an added advantage the 4 11 0 has•over the SA type is
that it doesn't require a sample/hold at
its input.
Summing up the application potential
of our 4110 fast tracking ADC we find
we can use it for continuous, real time
monitoring by simply plugging it in. In a track and infinite hold mode by
applying an inhibit signal any time you
wish to freeze the input. In a sample and
infinite hold mode- whenever you want
to sample, release the inhibit level and
you'll have your answer in I 6 µ,seconds
flat!
It doesn't end here...
We can send you our data package Answer your technical questionsOr discuss your present applications.
Call us toll-free ( 800) 225-7883, in
Massachusetts ( 617) 3 29-1600 or
write us. Dedham, Massachusetts
02026.We'll get you tracking.

_.,..,TELEDYNE
PHILBRICK

We've got the tube (A2965A)
and cavity (Y1261) combina tion ready now for the 150
watt base station. Plus knowhow and proved experience you
can call on. As a result, you can
move in on this burgeoning
market fast, and save the time,
trouble and expense of proto-

type engineering and testing.
You save because the RCA
A2965A UHF power amplifier
tube is specifically designed for
base station transmitters. It
delivers power in excess of 150
watts from 806 to 960 MHz.
And its sturdy, coaxial input
construction assures optimum
performance at UHF with
minimal tube inductances and
feed -thru capacitances.
For more information on

RCA tubes, cavities and knowhow for 900 MHz equipment,
contact your RCA Representative. Or write Manager, Power
Tube Marketing, RCA, Section
ZR15, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

RC"

Power
Devices

INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES : ARGENTINA-Casilla de Correo 4400. Buenos Aires/BRAZ IL-Caixa Postal 8460, Sao Paulo/CANADA-21001 No. Service Rd., Ste . Anne de Bellevue,
810 Quebec/fNGLAND-Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex / HONG KONG - P.O. Box 112/MEXICO-Apartado 17-570, Mexico 17, D.F./SWITZE RLAND- 118 rue du Rhone CH1204, Gene va
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Wfire everything you need in
trimmers.
Wfire TRW/IRC Potentiometers.

To fit any space, to satisfy any mounting requirement, to meet any environmental specification, with
wire wound or cermet elements, TRW/IRC Potentiometers has the trimmer you need.
From %" round, 3/a" square, or 3,{i" rectangular,
millions of high quality TRW/IRC trimmers are currently being used in the most critical equipment
applications. Most types are available both as military

CPl-7304

approved devices, and as low cost industrial units.
For fast delivery, from stock, contact any TRW/IRC
Potentiometer distributor.
Call us, or your distributor, for information on our
complete line.
TRW/IRC Potentiometers, an Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc., 2801- 72nd Street, North,
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733. Phone (813) 347-2181.

TRW1RC POTENTIOMETERS
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 61
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new 1somHz Counter
Why settle for less
In addition to Monsanto's standard high quality
craftsmanship, this great counter has these specific
features : standard 6-digit display with 8-digit
option-frequency range from 5Hz to 150MHz
-sensitivity of 25mV to 80MHz, 50mV to 150MHz
-crystal controlled clock-3 basic time basesnon-blinking display with memory-state of the
art circuits including LSI,
MOSandMECL10000optional BCD outputoptional 1.F. subtraction.

$395

Contact your local Monsanto Representative
today or cal I: United Systems Corporation,
918 Woodley Road, Dayton, Ohio 45403,
Ph : (513) 254-6251, subsidiary of

Monsanto
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 62

Allochiral is the most sophisticated high-density wirewrap
packaging system available.
Yet, it's available for immediate
delivery-from factory stocks. And, its
price is the lowest.
We back A-OK with our reputation
for quality, design and construction. Look at A-OK's super-low
profile and longer usable wirewrap tail for space-saving . And ,
check its exclusive one-piece
contact/terminal concept for
greater reliability. You get
more with Allochiral from
Robinson-Nugent!
Want to learn more? Just
ask about A-OK! Okay?
The Socket People

ROBINSON
NUGENT ..,

800 East Eighth Street
New Albany, Indiana 47150
(812) 945-0211/TWX 810-540-4082

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 63
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internationa I
technology
PCM range greatly boosted
with variable coding signals
The dynamic range of a pulsecode-modulation system has been
greatly increased by a technique in
which the coding signals are not
fixed but vary to follow the envelope variations of the input
signal. Acceptable speech quality is
reported at a transmission rate of
9600 b/ s.
The adaptive pulse-code modulator (APCM ) has been developed
by the Signals Research and Development Establishment, Christchurch, Hampshire, England. At
the transmission end ( Fig. 1) the
input speech signal passes through
a bandpass filter, which removes
frequencies above 2400 Hz and below 250 Hz. The removal of higher
frequencies prevents aliasing- that
is, distortion because of violation
of the sampling theorem- with a

rate of 4800 samples / s. Removal of
frequencies below 250 Hz balances
the loss of high frequencies.
The signal is applied next to
three voltage comparators. The
first (A ) compares the signal with
zero. If the signal is positive, it
produces a logic ONE at its output. If negative, a ZERO is produced. The output is applied to a
bistable circuit that is sampled at
4800 Hz, and this produces a timequantized polarity signal in the
form of a 4800 b/ s data stream.
The two other comparators ( B
and C) compare the band-limited
signal with voltages + V and - V.
If the signal is more positive than
+ V, comparator B produces a
ONE at its output. Comparator C
produces a ONE if the signal is
more negative than - V. The am-

DIGITS OU T 9600 BITS/S

250 Hl2400 Hz

POLARITY DIC.I TS
DIGI TS IN
9600 BITS/$

2-91T
DI GITAL
TO
ANALOG
~--- CONVERTER
AMPLI T UDE
DIGITS

4- L.EV EL SIGNAL
( SYMMETR ICAL
ABOUT ZER O)

AUDIO
OUT

DEMULTIPLEX

Two-bit adaptive pulse-code modulation coder (above) produces an output
of 9600 b/s. At the receiving end the digits are demultiplexed by the two-bit
decoder shown below.
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plitude digits are produced by application of the outputs of both
comparators to an OR gate, whose
output is sampled in a second bistable circuit. Each digit is a ONE
if the corresponding sample is
more positive than + V or more
negative than - V. Otherwise it is
zero.
Feedback from the digital output is used to obtain the voltage
(V). The amplitude digits-which
switch between zero voltage for a
logic ZERO and positive voltage
for a logic ONE--are applied to
an RC integrator with a 10-ms
time constant. This produces a
posi·tive voltage (Va), which has
a small fixed voltage (V min) added
to it to obtain V. Adding Vmin
ensures that V never falls to
ZERO, and V is inverted to provide - V.
Multiplexing is achieved by
transmitting digits alternately
from the two channels, which produces an output of 9600 b/s.
At the receiving end the digits
are demultiplexed by use of the decoder (Fig. 2 ) . The channels are
separated by switching the digits
alternately to two outputs, and
then by determining which channel contains the amplitude information and which has the polarity.
The polarity and amplitude digits
are applied to a two-bit digitalto-analog converter, which produces
a four-level signal symmetrical
about ZERO. A variable-gain amplifier introduces the amplitude
variation. The voltage CV a) is recovered from the amplitude channel by use of an RC integrator
similar to the one in the coder.
The fixed voltage (V min) is added
to V a to obtain V. This controls
the amplifier gain, which is directly proportional to the value of V.
The output from the variablegain amplifier is a four-level signal whose arnplitude varies at a
syllabic rate with the variations
of the threshold V at the coder.
The waveform passes through a
2400-Hz, low-pass filter to remove
frequency components above the
signal band, and forms the output
from the decoder.
Quantization noise measurements
show that the APCM coder is
superior to an adaptive delta-signal
modulator when both are operating
at 9600 b / s.
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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We can deliver
Wood Electric
circuit breakers
...from stock!

Wood Electric-known for top quality circuit
breakers for more than 20 years- is a recent
P&B acquisition. There is an authorized Wood
Electric Circuit breaker distributor
near you. He has a long list of standard models in stock for
immediate delivery. Both
thermal and magnetic types.
Ratings range
from 1 to 60
amperes in
voltages from
DC to 400 Hz. Trip times
are from instantaneous
to 100 seconds at 200% of rated load.

Many are U/L recognized and CSA listed.
Thermal units include single pole push-pull,
single pole toggle and three pole (phase)
push-pull. Magnetic-hydraulic units
include single pole, two pole and
three pole models.
For technical literature
and the name of your
nearest Wood
Electric distributor call your
P&B representative, or write or ca 11
Potter & Brumfield
Division AMF Incorporated,
Princeton, Indiana 47670. 812/385-5251.

A~F

Potter &Brumfield
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It's our latest monolithic analog multiplexer
with internal overvoltage protection--the
H1-507A Dual 8 Multiplexer. And its pin
for pin interchangeable with the DG-507.
Just recently we introduced the
first monolithic multiplexer with
internal overvoltage protectionour Hl-506A 16-channel multiplexer, featuring performance
characteristics previously unavailable. Now we offer a dual 8-channel
unit incorporating all the
advantages of the 16-channel unit.
As with the Hl-506A, this new
device combines our DI / CMOS
(dielectric isolation) process with a
unique circuit design to provide
on-board protection against analog
input overvoltage. In the event of

overvoltage in one channel there is
no output error when other
channels are being addressed. This
same protection circuit also
eliminates latch-up, as well as
unpredictable operational
characteristics that could result
from transient voltages originating
in either the signal or supply. A
second similar circuit provides the
necessary safeguards against static
charges. Additionally, break-beforemake switching eliminates
undesirable channel interaction .
Applications for the new device
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Digital overvoltage
protection circuit
TO INPUT
ADOAESS
BUFFER

:l __ ______
~pl
__ J:

Analog overvoltage
protection circuit
OUTPUT

include data acquisition, telemetry
systems, process control and
general analog switching. The
device is available in volume now
for off-the-shelf delivery. For
details see your Harris distributor
or representative.
Features:
Internal overvoltage protection,
both analog and digital
No channel interaction with
power loss
Break-before-make switching
DTLmL and CMOS compatibility
Supply current
4mA at 1 MHz
toggle rate
Power requirement 7.5mW disabled
Power requirement 7.5mW enabled
Access time
500 ns
Power supply
± 15V
Signal range
± 15Vdc
Supplied 28-pin DIP
100-999 units
HI 1-506A-5/ HI 1-507A-5
o0 c to +75° C
$28.60
HI 1-506A-2/ HI 1-507A-2
- 55° C to + 125° C
$57.20

EB

HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR
A DIVISION OF HARRIS - INTER TYPE CORPORATION

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901
(305) 727-5430
WHERE TO BUY THEM: ARIZONA: Phoenix-Liberty, Weatherford , Scottsdale- HAR (602) 946-3556 CALIFORNIA: Anaheim-Weatherford , El Segundo-Liberty, Glendale- weatherford; Long Beach - HAR
{213) 426-7687; Mountain View- Elmar , Palo Alto-Wea1herford, HAR (415) 964-6443; Pomona- Weatherford; San Diego- Weatherford, Western COLORADO: Oenver- Elmar. Weatherford WASHINGTON , D.C.:
HAR (202) 337-3170 FLORIDA: Hollywood- Schweber; Melbourne- HAR (305) 727-5430 GEORGIA: Atlanta-Schweber ILLINOIS: Chicago- Schweber; Schaumburg- HAR (312) 894-8824 MARYLAND:
Rockv1lle- Schweber MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington - R&D ; Waltham-Schweber. Wellesley- HAR (617) 237-5430 NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque- Weatherford NEW YORK: Melville- HAR (516) 249-4500;
Syracuse-HAR (315) 463-3373, Rochester-Schweber; Westbury-Schweber OHIO: Beachwood- Schweber; Dayton- HAR (513) 226-0636 PENNSYLVANIA: Wayne- HAR (215) 687~680 TEXAS : DallasWeatherford .HAR (214) 231-9031. Houston - Weatherford WASHINGTON : Seattle- Liberty, Weatherford.
LEGEND FOR HARRIS SALES OFFICES & DISTRIBUTORS: Harns Semiconduc tor (HAR }; El mar Electronics (Elmar); Harvey/ R&D Electronics (R&D); Liberty Electronics (Liberty); Schweber Electronics
(Schweber); R V Weatherford Co {Weatherford); Western Radio (Western)
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Tiny vibration amplifier
boasts many features

(new products)
Multifunction log module
achieves 0.25°10 accuracy
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Analog Devices, Route 1 Industrial
Park, P.O. Box 280, Norwood,
Mass. 02062. (617) 329-4700. P&A:
see text.
Every circuit manufacturer's
goal is improved performance with
little or no increase in cost. Analog
Devices has developed a programmable multifunction log module,
the AD433B, which has a maximum error of 0.25% of full-scale .
And it costs only $17 more than
less accurate and less versatile
units.
Either by connection of jumpers
to the pins or selection of two external resistors, the user can program the unit to multiply, divide,
square, square-root, square a ratio,
square-root a ratio or raise a ratio
to an arbitrary power, m, which
can take on any value from 0.01 to
10. The basic functional equation
for the circuit is (10/ 9) Y(Z / X ) m.
The input variables can span a
voltage range of 0.01 to 10 V. In
this range the error is only 1 mV
± 0 .15 % of the theoretical output
voltage. Thus the total error decreases with a decreasing output
voltage.
Output offset volta_ge cannot be
trimmed, but is guaranteed not to
exceed 2 mV at 25 C. The output
offset drift stays below 1 mV /° C
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
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over the entire operating temperature range of - 25 to + 85 C. Accuracy, offset drift and noise performance are practically independent of denominator level. This
further minimizes the output error. In addition the output error
over the entire operating temp
range reaches a maximum of 1 %.
The 433B includes a stable voltage reference that drifts only
0.005 %/°C. This reference can be
used to hold any of the input variables at a constant value. When
the module is connected as a divider, it has almost 20 times better accuracy than that obtained
with a conventional 0.1 % multiplier / divider connected in a feedback loop.
The closest competing module is
the Intech Model A-733 . This
offers accuracy within 0.5 % maximum and an operating temperature
range of 0 to 70 C. Furthermore
the output error of the Intech unit
remains constant as the output decreases. Prices for the A-733 start
at $70 for 1 to 9 units .
The AD433B comes in a l.5-byl.5-by-0.62-in. modular package
and is priced at $87 for 1 to 9
pieces. Delivery is from stock.
Analog Devices
CIRCLE NO. 2 51
lntech
CIRCLE NO. 2 52

Validyne Engineering, 19414 Londelius St ., Northridg e , Calif.
91324. (2 13) 886-8488.
The P A89 is a vibration monitoring amplifier plug-in module. A
connector on the rear panel of the
MCl case provides a constant current source and input for operation with an external impedance
converter. A switch on the front
panel selects either internal or external impedance converter operation. This switch also disconnects
both inputs so a test-point jack on
the front panel becomes a calibration signal input. Two outputs are
provided. One provides ± 10 V
peak at 100 mA, and is capable of
sustaining a direct short indefinitely without damage to the amplifier.
The second is attenuated to ± 1 V,
peak. The function switch allows
for selection of nonintegrating and
integrating amplifiers such that
the output is proportional to acceleration ( g's ), velocity (in/sec )
or displacement (in.). Internally
selectable low-pass fi lters provide
for the modification of the 20 kHz
frequency response to 2 kHz, 600,
200 or 60 Hz.
CIRCLE NO. 256

Constant gain preamp
has 15-MHz bandwidth
Trodyne Corp., 39 Industrial A ve .,
T eterboro, N .J . 07608. (2 01 ) 2884400. $175.
Type 7529 is a 40 dB fixed-gain
preamplifier. The 3-dB bandwidth
is 8 kHz to 15 MHz. Weight is 4.5
oz. The amplifier has dual ENC
connector inputs to allow single
ended or differential inputs.
CI RCLE NO. 257
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Signal conditioning
amps offer mini-size

MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES

Isolation amplifier provides
160-dB isolation and gai n, too

B & F Instruments, Inc., Cornwell
H eights, Pa. 19020. (2 15 ) 6397100.

Burr-Brown, International Airport
Industrial Park, Tucson, Ariz.
85706. ( 602) 294-1431. P&A: S ee
t ext.
Now the isolation amplifier user
has a choice. Burr-Brown has just
introduced two units that it calls
I S 0 - 0 P - AMP s-the 3450 and
3451. They offer full differential
inputs and an isolation mode rejection of 160 dB. They compete
with the Analog Devices 272 series which has dominated this important area.
The 3450 has a bipolar input
stage with an input drift of 1
fL V /° C, while the 3451 has a FETinput stage with an input-bias current of 25 pA. Both Burr-Brown
units can be connected in all of the
common op-amp feedback networks.
Open-loop gain of the 3450 is
guaranteed at 94 dB minimum. For
both ISO-OP-AMPs, the isolation
mode rejection at de is a resounding 160 dB minimum but drops off
to 120 dB minimum at 60 Hz. And
with a source unbalance of 1 kfl,
rejection drops further still, to 105
dB. The isolation impedance stays
at a high 10 12 fl with an input
capacitance of 16 to 20 pF, over
the 3-dB bandwidth . But this bandwidth is only 1 kHz typical.
The Burr-Brown units can handle voltages as high as 500 V
(peak, continuous ) and 2000 V
(peak spike, nonrepetitive ) .
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The operating temperature
range for the 3450 is - 25 to + 85
C, while the gain nonlinearity is
0.01 % maximum. Input impedance
for the unit is a low 10 7 fl for differential-mode operation and 5 x
10 9 n for common-mode operation.
The 3451 has a more limited
operating temp range of 0 to 70 C
and the gain nonlinearity increases
to 0.1 % . But its input impedance
stays at a comfortable 10 11 fl for
differential or common-mode operation.
The competing Analog Devices
series 272 isolation amplifiers offers other features. Models 272 and
273 are unity-gain amplifiers and
offer a CMR at 60 Hz of 115 dB,
when a 5 kfl source unbalance
exiRts. The 274 can deliver a gain
of up to 40 dB and maintain the
CMR 115 dB over the entire gain
span. However, all three units can
handle differential-input voltages
of 5000 V peak and maintain a
common-mode voltage isolation of
1000 V peak. Small-signal - 3 dB
response is at least 2 kHz, while
the operating temperature range is
0 to 70 C. Prices start at $109
for a single unit.
Price in unit quantities for
Burr-Brown's 3450 is $165, while
it is $105 for the 3451. Both units
are available from stock.
Burr-Brown

CIRCLE NO. 253

Analog Devices

CIRCLE NO. 254

Model 1-800 is a signal conditioner, differential de amplifier
and isolated power supply in one.
The module is so small that 30 of
them fit in a standard rack adapter, 3-1 / 2 in. high. The amplifiers
are available for operation from
28 or 12 V de. For ground applications, an optional " Scamp-pak"
power unit operates from 110 / 220
V, 50 to 60 Hz, providing de power for up to 60 units. Amplifier
gain is 10 to 1000 with an accuracy of 0.1 % . Common-mode rejection for balanced inputs is 126
dB at de and 96 dB at 1000 Hz,
both at gains of 1000. The operating temperature range is - 20 to
+55 c.
CI RCLE NO . 25 8

CMOS logic modules
offer many functions
Control Logic, Inc., Nine T ech
Circle, Natick, Mass. 01760 . ( 617 )
655-1170. From $20 to $60; 30
day.
The I Series of CMOS high
noise immunity modules use unregulated power supplies and have
a high fan-out capability per
function. Power consumption is
lowest of all digital logic families.
Logic levels are 0 to 15 V with
spurious noise immunity of 45 %
of the supply voltage ( 6.5 V max ) .
In severe electrically noisy environments performance is in excess of
1 MHz operating speeds. Operating temperature range is - 40 to
85 C. The I Series includes gates,
shift registers, timers, counters,
comparators, optically coupled ac/
de inputs and outputs, light/ relay
drivers and photocell input modules.
CIR CLE NO . 2 5 9
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Linear COS/MOS .••

RCMsCA3600E
•
premieres
CA3600E transistor pair biased
for linear-mode operation

Analog timer using CA3600E

•Voo

!T I M[ DELAY • 601111NUT[5 , WIT H ClltCUIT Vil.LUU SHOWN)

Meet the linear IC with the
advantages of COS/MOS . The new
RCA CA3600E Transistor Array ...
three pairs of complementary
enhancement-type MOS (p-channel/
n-channel) transistors on a single chip.
The CA3600E is designed for
a great variety of applications requiring
virtually infinite input impedance, wide
bandwidth , matched characteristics,
lower power consumption and
general purpose circuitry.
And that's not all. With the
new CA3600E you get performance
advantages that include square-law
characteristics, superior crossmodulation performance, and a
greater dynamic range than bipolar
transistors.
Whether you 're working in
timing , sensing and measuring or any
other applications, or if you 're tired
of fighting beta variation in your bipolar
circuit, let your " linear" imagination
run wild . The features offered in the
new CA3600E COS/MOS Linear IC

are too good to pass up.
D Virtually infinite input resistance/
100gigohms
D Each transistor rated for operation
uptci 15Vand 10 mA
D Low gate-terminal current/
10 picoamps
D No " popcorn " (burst) noise
D Matched p-channel pair/gatevoltage differential (lo= -1 OOuA)
... +20mV (max)
D Stable transfer characteristics over
a temperature range of -55°C to
+125°C
D High voltage gain/up to 53dB per
COS/MOS pair.
Supplied in the 14-lead dualin-line plastic package, the CA3600E
is available in production quantities
from your local distributor or direct
from RCA .
For complete data sheet/
application note write: RCA Solid
State, Section 57J11, Box 3200,
Somerville, N.J . 08876 . Or phone:
(201) 722-3200 .

Ren

Solid
State

products that make products pay off

lr1t cm Jt1 on, 11
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Temperature transmitter
linear over 600 C span

Yellow Springs Instrument Co.,
Sostman Div., !$ox 279, Yellow
Springs, Ohio 45387. (513) 7677241. From $115.

Plus
High Performance ...
Low Cost ...
Immediate Availability
LED's -with built-in resistors for 3
to 28 volt applications.
SELFDRNENINCANDESCENTS
- with built-in drivers & keep
alive bias. Interface directly with
TTL and MOS. Life ratings to 10+
years.
STANDARD INCANDESCENTS
AND NEONS - single unit prices
start below $1.00.
CUSTOMS TOOi
All Data Display Products panel
indicator lights are ruggedly built.
They are available with low profile
or standard lens projections.

Call or write for more information today!
the little light people

DATA DISPLAY
PRODUCTS
5428 W 104th St. Los Angeles. Ca. 90045
12131641 -1232

Series 1200 temperature transmitters use platinum thermomor linear thermistors to
provide resistance signals proportional to temperature. The transmitter consists of a circuit board
that plugs into a wall-mounted
base enclosed in a dust cover. Units
can be operated on 117 or 230 V
ac, 50/ 60 Hz. Model 1250 temperature transmitter uses platinum
thermometers
for
temperature
sensing. It can be ordered with a
temperature span as narrow as 50
C and as broad as 600 C over a
range of - 50 to + 600 C ( - 58 to
+ 1112 F ) with an absolute accuracy of ± 0.1 % full scale. Units are
factory calibrated. Model 1252
transmitters use YSI linear thermistors as temperature sensors.
They are limited to -30 to + 100

Two-axis magnetometer
designed for small size

D evelco, Inc., 530 Logue Ave.,
Mountain
View,
Calif.
94043.
( 415) 969-1600.

Model 9100 is a two-axis miniature fluxgate magnetometer. It
offers single-core, two-axis construction to provide good sensitivity, low noise and good linearity'
over a wide range of operating
temperatures. The unit weighs 2.5
oz and measures 1-1/ 4 by 1-3/ 8 by
2-1 / 2 in.
CIRCLE NO. 262

Thermocouple amplifiers
need no reference source

c.

CIRCLE NO. 260

P-i-n diode drivers
switch in 10 ns or less

Intech, 1220 Coleman A ve., Santa
Clara, Calif. 95050. ( 408 ) 2440500. $80 ( 601 ), $95 ( 602), $385
( 600 ).

High speed digital drivers can
drive p-i-n diodes in rf switch, attenuator, and modulator applications. The input is TTL/ DTL compatible with the input impedance
tailored for cable termination and
voltage source impedance matching. All units are screened to MILSTD-883, method 5004, level B. Bidirectional switching speeds are
less than 10 ns over the temperature range of - 55 to + 125 C.
Two basic package configurations
are available, either 0.4 in. square
by 0.1 in. thick or 0.75 in. square
by 0.15 in. thick.

The A-601 thermocouple amplifiEir and A-602 cold junction reference module, when used together, can accurately amplify a thermocouple signal with less than ± 1
c error without the use of any
cumbersome reference temperature
baths. The gain of the amplifier is
externally adjustable from 10 to
1000 with a single resistor. The
module has a common-mode range
of 20 V and a low input drift of
1 ,/..t V /° C. The output accuracy is
held to better than ± 1 % over
the entire operating temperature
range. The A-601 provi des precision amplification of the thermocouple signal, and the A-602 is a
precision reference cold junction
signal s imulation.

CIRCLE NO. 261

CIRCLE NO . 263

M icro-Dynamics , Inc., 10 Sonar
Dr., Woburn, Mass. 01801 . ( 617 )
729 -9450. $65 ea. ( 1-9 ); 30 day.
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RCA COS/MOS

in lovv cost ceramic.
RCA now offers COS/MOS in
a new low cost ceramic package. So
you can select, from our complete
line of COS/MOS circuits, an IC
package to meet your exact needs tor
performance and price.

Compare the prices of our
new ceramic !C's. If you 've needed
the temperature range and hermetic
features of ceramic , but couldn 't afford
TYPE NO.

FUNCTION

CD4001AF
CD4011.A.F
CD4013AF

Quad 2-input NOR gate
Quad 2-input NANO gate
Dual .. D.. master-slave
Fli p-Flop
14-stage binary/ ripple
counter
Dual J-K master-slave
Flip-Flop
Presettable up/ down
counter
Quad clocked " D" latch
Micropower phaselocked loop
Monostable/ As table
multivibrator

CD4020AF
CD4027AF
CD4029AF
CD4042AF
CD4046AF
CD4047AF

AF PRI CE
(1000+)
$ .98
.98

2.03
5.90
3.14
7.94
4.23
5.63
3.75

the price, now you can discover the
digital world of COS/MOS in RCA's
new low cost ceram ic package.
Our complete line of COS/
MOS CD4000AF Series Ceramic IC's,
in 14-lead or 16-lead dual-i n-line
packages, are available at your local
distributor. Or you can order them
direct from RCA .
For complete pricing and data
sheet write: RCA Solid State, Section
57J11 Box 3200, Somerville, N.J .
08876 .0r phone: (201) 722-3200.

Ren

Solid
State

products that make products pay off

Internation al : RC A, Sunbury on Th ames , U . K ., o r Fup Building 7 4 Kasu m1g asek1 , 3 ·Chom e . Chiy oda Ku , T okyo, Japan . In C anada RCA L1m1t ed , S t e . Anne de Belle vue 810 . Canada .
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Xtal oscillators span
30 kHz to 15 MHz

S/h amplifier settles to
0.005% of FS in 6 µ s

.....

'

\

.

'\

Datel Systems, Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., Canton, Mass. 02021.
( 617) 828-6395 . $49; stock.
Electronic Research, P.O. Box 913,
Shawnee Mission, Kan. 66201.
(9 13) 631-6700.

GI's new,
long-life,
floppy disk
head is too
hard-headed to give up
without a good fight . • So
stubborn, in fact, that it keeps
right on going to a guaranteed
1000 hours without re-contouring. • It works very long
hours for very little money. •
Available as a read only head
that's directly interchangeable
with the IBM 23 FD-11 . Also in
read/ write with straddle erase
versions. • But if your requirements call for 7 or 9 track,
dual gap, IBM-compatible tape
heads , ask for these new
low prices while you're at it.
For full information, call / write
General Instrument Corporation,
13040 S. Cerise Ave.,
Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

(213) 772-2351
TWX 910-325-6203.

General Instrument

EROS-200 Series of oscillators
cover the frequency range of 30
kHz to 15 MHz. They have operating temperature ranges of 0 to
50, - 20 to +70 or - 55 to +105
C. Ambient stabi li ties are
±0.002 % , ±0.003%, and ±0.005%,
respectively. The oscillators will
drive 10 TTL loads and will run
off the TTL supply. They can withstand vibration of 35 g's peak to
2000 Hz and shock of 500 g's, 1
ms, half-sine. The 14-pin dual-inline type hermetic package is 0.875
by 0.515 by 0.2 in .
CIRCLE NO. 264

The Model SHM-4 sample-andhold amplifier reduces the aperture uncertainties of rate and error, switch transition time and
jitter to less than 2 ns. The output decay rate of 20 µ V / ms lets
the outputs of several SHM-4s be
sequentially processed. The unit
will accept a ± 10 V input signal
with an input impedance of 100
Mn. Settling time to ±0.005 % is
less than 6 µs and the slew rate
is 5 VI µ,s while providing ± 5 mA
of output current.
CIRCLE NO. 266

S/h amplifier delivers
gain and settles fast

Proportional controller
is accurate to 0.05 C
Oven Industries, Inc., P.O. Box
229, M echanicsburg, Pa. 17055.
( 717) 766-0721.

Model 5Cl-110, a proportional ac
zero crossing temperature controller, delivers control accuracies to
± 0.05 C of set point stability at
the probe. This unit minimizes the
controller effect on set point stability to less than ±0.005 C/°C
for ambient changes from - 55 to
+ 100 C and ± 0.0025 C/ V for line
fluctuations from 105 to 135 V ac.
It operates from a 120 V ac ± 12 % ,
50 to 400 Hz power source and will
withstand up to 30 % input transients for one second. The output
triac controls currents up to 4 A
over a base plate temperature
range of - 55 to +85 C and up to
8 A from - 55 to +60 C. TP Series thermistor sensor probes are
used for control over a temperature range of - 20 to + 250 C.

Hybrid Systems Corp., 87 Second
A ve., Burlington, Mass. 01803 .
( 617 ) 272 -1522. $89 ( 1-9 ) ; stock
to 2 w k .

Model SH730 sample / hold circuit has a total acquisition time
of less than 1 µs to achieve ,a
0.01 % accuracy for a full 20 V
signal change. Its slew rate is 20
VI µ s, and it has a total aperture
time of under 50 ns. The aperture
uncertainty or jitter time is 5 ns .
It can also deliver 20 mA output
at ± 10 V. The small signal bandwidth of the SH730 is 5 MHz and
its small signal settling time to
0.01 % is 500 ns . Also, while its
parameters have been optimized for
an input/ output gain of 1, it can
be programmed for higher gains.
CIRCLE NO. 267

CIRCLE NO . 265
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RELAY SENSES
TEMPERATURE, CONTROLS
OR PROPORTIONS OUTPUT
The predictable +0.3% / °C temperature coefficient of copper lets the relay coil
become the temperature sensing element
in the unique circuit of Fig. 4. Accuracy and
sensitivity are both better than 0.5 °C according to the author.
K and R4 are one arm of a bridge
whose other arm is A,, R3 and temperature
adjusting pot R2 • An IC comparator detects
bridge output and operates the relay by
switching from 3 to 24 volts on less than
0.5 mV signals.
"Offset adjustment" A6 adds hysteresis
so the circuit may function as an ON-OFF
pulse proportional controller or as a sensitive, ON-OFF temperature switch.
A 4K ohm sensitive relay such as S-D
type A 112XAX will minimize self-heating. But
for over-temperature protection, self-heating
can be desirable. Try a 250-300 mW DIP reed
relay such as S-D type MRR1CDL which will
automatically latch since its temperature
rises 20°-40°C when energized. Our thanks
and $50. to R.C.D., Santa Clara, Ca.

Our congratulations, and TEN $50 U.S.
Savings Bonds from the Struthers-Dunn 50th
Anniversary Relay Contest are awarded to:
Alfred B. Stucki
Brigham City, Utah
for this solution to a relay problem, independ·
ently judged the second most imaginative entry
of wide interest to users of relays:

CAPACITOR SEQUENCED COMMUTATOR
IS CHEAPER AND SMALLER
THAN SOLID STATE EQUIVALENTS

f=MM

Relays K1 , K2, K3 of Fig. 1 are energized in timed order to sequentially sample each of 8 data outputs from airborne telemetry. Fig. 2.
shows identical timing circuits that operate the 28v coil of K1. With
timers pulsing K1 at 3 second intervals the other relays operate in the
sequence shown in Fig. 3.
To conserve power in this application , K2 and K3 are 6V bistable
latching relays, operated by pulsed energy from capacitors C1 through
C4. Not sh·own is a calibration timer that switches telemetry inputs fro111
data signals to a calibration bus.
For the stresses of rocket-borne telemetry such as this, we'd
recommend combinations of rather specialized S-D aerospace relays to
accommodate the vast number of poles. K1 could be two FCM-410
types, K2 could be a specially modif)ed FCL-406, K3 could be an FCL-1 .
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STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC.
PITMAN, NEW JERSEY 08071

Over 100 Basic Ra lay
Types, even more modilic:atlons. Check reader
service number for your
catalog.

Canada : Struthers-Dunn Relay Div., Renfrew Electric Co .. Ltd .
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Drive image intensifiers
with gate generator

NEW
SHORTER
CASE!
SCHAUER
ZENERS
1-WATT

All welded
and brazed assembly
No fragile
nail heads

M ercury Engineering, Inc., 765
Pinetree Dr., Indian Harbour
B each, Fla. 32937 . (305) 773-3656.
$45 (unit); 30 day.
Model SP105C gate pulse generator can drive image intensifier
and camera tubes. It offers rep
rates to 30 kHz, pulse widths of
200 µs max and rise/ fall times of
less than 60 ns. Focus and holdoff
voltages from + 500 to - 1800 V
are remotely programmable and
t he generator is available for
either passive or gated operation.
CIRCLE NO. 268

.028 DIA.
GO LD PLATED
NICK EL CLA D
COPP ER LEADS

U .S. A. Made

Proportional controllers
give 99% efficiency
A LKYD RE SIN

l j_ .!. ...!..
8

16

CASE LENGTH
0.320 " MAX. - -

SAME LOW PRICES FOR
1% TOLERANCE ZENERS
ANY VOLTAGE
FROM 2.0 TO 18.0
Quantity
1-99
100-499
500-999
1000-4999
5000 up

Price Each
$1.07
.97
.91
.86
.82

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Send for r ating data and
20%, 10%, 5% and 2%
tolerance prices.
Semiconductor Division

SCHAUER

MANUFACTURING CORP.
4511 Alpine A ve., Cinci nn ati, Oh io 45242
Te lephone 513/79 1-3030

Loyola Industries, Inc., 1526 W.
240th St., Harbor City, Calif.
90710. (2 13 ) 534-4370.
The BP AC series of SCR heat
controllers are designed to deliver
proportional electrical power to
conventional electrical resistance
heaters. They can be used with
standard temperature control instruments or thermostats, with a
low voltage, or current output, or
slidewire controls. Some features
include: automatic shut-off if
command signal stops; efficiency
over 99% and near zero maintenance. Models are available with
power outputs from 1 to 350 kW,
supply voltages from 120 to 600 V
and single-phase or three-phase
operation.

Scanner head useful
for close quarters
Autotron, Inc., 3629 N. Vermilion,
Danville, JU. 61832. (2 17) 4460650. $36.75.
Model ELB5BH inch-wi de retrorefl ective scanner head reads retroreflective code marki ngs on 1 in.
centers. Maximum distance obtained from a standard retroreflective disc is 5 ft. and with
retro-reflective tape 6 in. Scanner
lamp life is in excess of 20,000
hours .
CIRCLE NO. 271

A/d converters give 12
bits over MIL temp

Micro Networks Corp., 5 B arbara
Lane, Worcester, Mass . 01604.
( 617 ) 756-4635 . F rom $199 ( 1 to
24); stock to 3 wk.
The MN515H and MN5 16H are
miniature 12-bit a / d converters
and guarantee ± 1/ 2 LSB linearity
from -55 to + 125 C. T he MN515
includes a 12-bit d/ a converter
and monolithic logic programmer.
The MN516 provides the user with
output storage registers. Both
models provide for user selectable
full scale input ranges (0 to +5 ,
0 to +20, - 5 to +5, and -10 to
+ 10 V ). Both serial and parallel
outputs are provided on t he same
unit.
CIRCLE NO. 270

Programmable receivers,
drivers boast 1% error
JI,C Data Device Corp., 100 T ee
St., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 ( 516)
433 -5330 . $100 to $250; dep ending
on requirements.
Programmable line drivers and
line receivers have a channel accuracy of 1 % . These units offer a
1 MHz throughput rate, driver out puts up to + 30 V at 60 mA, transfer glitches of less than 3 V ·ms,
driver output impedance of 1.1 n
and receiver input impedance of
10 11 n. The driver package is 2
cu. in. and the receiver package
is 1.5 cu. in.

CIRCLE NO . 269

CIRCLE NO. 272
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the standard power supply is a minor consideration. • •
until it fails!
OEM's are getting a little tired of 'power failures'. And
many have decided it's better to pay the difference to
be sure their products are powered reliably. The cost
isn't that much more - - and it may save some valuable
reputations.
This concept puts North Electric squarely in the picture,
because reliability is our stock in trade.
We've been the leading custom power producer for more
than 40 years - - and our modular power supplies follow
the same quality standards ... including rugged Life
Tests, EMI analysis, shock, vibration , humidity and temperature tests -- and most are UL recognized.
Another point - if you are presently making your own
power , let us show you (through a make or buy analysis)
why it might be to your advantage to have North handle
this specialized area of production.

MODEL

11000

12000 13000

voe
5 .0
12.0
15.0
18.0
24 .0
28 .0
36.0
48.0

14000 15000

16000 17000

18000

AMPERES

3 .9
2.8
2.4
2. 1
1.5
1.4
1.2
.95

11.3
8 .0
7.5
6 .0
4.2
4.0
J .1
2.6

5.3
4.2
3 .7
3.3
2.8
2.4
2.2
18

13.0
10.5
9 .5
8 .0
7.0
6 .J
5.6
4.2

20.0
15.0
14.0
13.0
11.0

9 .0
8 .0
6 .0

32.5
23.0
20.5
180
15.0
14.0
11.0

8 .0

49 .0
36.0
27 .0
26.0
21.0
20.0
14.0

10.0

82 .0
58.0
47 .0
400
JJ.O
29.0
23.0
18.0

Listed here are the more popular modelsmany other voltages are available.
DUAL OUTPUT
SUPPLIES
MODEL NOJ052
voe AMPS
± 15· 12 400MA
MODEL N60052
AMPS
voe
1.0A
±15· 12

MODEL

10000

voe

AMPS

0000-

7 .5
16
25
JJ

2. 10
1.25
0 .85
0 .68

When you buy power supplies, standard or custom, buy
from the one big name that makes both.

NORTHIBI
ELECTRIC COMPANY .- ·

Electronetics Division/Galion, Ohio 44833
A United Telecommunications Company
419/ 468-8874
Ask for Product Manager /Standard Power

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 74

THE MINIATURE
PC ROTARY SWITCH.

Very big in
communications
circuits.
The screwdriver operated PC
mount rotary is 0.6 inches in
length. It's half that in diameter.
(A shaft-actuated bushing-mounted
version also available.)
Both provide a 36 ° angle of
throw with one or two pole
circuitry. Rated make or break 200
milliamps at 115 VAC resistive load
for 5,000 cycles. (Or 50 milliamps
at 25,000 cycles.)
For more information on all Grayhill products, write today
for our newest Engineering Catalog. Grayhill, Inc., 565 Hillgrove
Avenue, La Grange, Illinois 60525. /\..
(312) 354-1040.
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Modular family lets you build
your own digital sequences

I

Tau-Tron, Inc., 685 Lawrence St.,
Lowell, Mass. 01852. (617 ) 4586871. S ee text; stock to 8 wk.
With over 20 plug-ins to choose
from in Tau-Tron's new modular
family of digital signal-processing
equipment, you can probably put
together the exact complex digital
signals you need.
Tau-Tron's TMI Series includes
digital pulse sources, data/ word
generators, width and delay units,
conditioning and buffer amplifiers,
bit-error-rate testers and a host of:
other modules-all operating from
de to a not-to-be-sniffed-at 100MHz rate. Most units are available
in programmable versions.
While the top rate doesn't quite
touch the blazing 500-MHz top
speed of some of the company's
high-speed, stand-alone instruments, 100 MHz should be sufficient for most applications.
And you don't have to worrY'
about deterioration of the pulseor pulses-as each pulse zips in and
out of the interconnected modules.
Each module reconstitutes the
waveform so that the typical transition time of 2 ns (3.5 ns, max. )
140

is maintained right to the output
BNC jack.
To further maintain pulse integrity, all signal connectors are
BNC and a 50-'!1 system is used
throughout. Thus all input and output impedances are 50 n.
Setting up a system is almost
as fast as the pulses themselves.
Just select the right combination
of quarter or half-rack-width modules, shove each module into the
mainframe, join them up and hit
the single power switch on the
mainframe.
Each plug-in receives unregulated de power at its rear connector.
Regulation and distribution are
then performed within the individual modules.
Each module's power requirement is specified in terms of unit
loads: The standard mainframe can
handle up to 12 unit loads.
Since the $700 mainframe fits
a standard 19-inch rack, it will
hold two half-size, or four quartersize, or one half-size plus two quarter-size modules.
If your application is unique,
Tau-Tron will supply specialized

plug-ins to fit the bill. For example,
special codes, formats, levels or
functions can be accommodated. Or
you can update your system by
adding or rearranging modules to
change just those pulse parameters
that need changing. In short, the
TMI Series offers versatility and
expansion at competitive costs.
Representative plug-ins of the
series include the MS-1 vhf pulse
source, the MG-1 data/ word generator, the MW-1 dual width / delay
control, and the MA-2 four-channel amplifier.
The $500 MS-1 outputs 1 Hz to
100 MHz and-through a unique
combination of a VCO and frequency divider- lets the user select his required frequency within
the range. The fundamental VCO
frequency- which can be precisely
dialed anywhere between 30 and
100 MHz-and / or submultiples of
the fundamental can be selected as
the output. As an alternative, an
external source or optional crystal
oscillator can be used to providel
the output frequency.
The MG-1 is a dual 16-bit data
generator that provides two independent 16-bit serial streams plus
a multiplexed 32-bit word. All outputs achieve clock rates of 100
MHz and can be selected in resetto-zero (RZ ) or NRZ format. The
MG-1 sells for $1000.
By connecting one of the TMI's
sources to the MW-1 dual width /
delay control, you can obtain two
channels whose width and delay
can be varied from a low value to
10 ms in seven steps. A vernier
control provides continuous coverage. Other features of the $800l
MW-1 include RZ / NRZ outputs and
synch / asynch triggering.
If you need TTL-compatible
levels-rather than the standard
2-V TMI signal-the $350 MA-2
four-chann el amplifier will translate the 2-V signal into 2.7 V with
variable baseline offset of ± 2 V.
Both tru e and complement signals
are simultaneously outputted.
As for jitter and stability, you
can expect less than 0.1 and 0.5 % ,
respectively, for the MS-1 clocksource VCO, and better than 0.01
and 0.05 % for the MS-1 crystal
oscillator. Amplitude jitter is less
than ±0.5 %, and the terminated
waveshape distortion is ± 7 % ,
maximum.
CI RCLE NO. 2 50
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Tracking filters lock on
to low-level signals
Spectral Dynamics, P.O. B ox 671,
San Diego, Calif. 921 14. (714) 5658211. 140 : $1350; 141: $2850; 142:
$3350 ; 45 days.
Signals below the level of background noise can be locked onto and
tracked through a range of 3 Hz to
20 kHz with this family of Tracking Filters. The family includes the
SD141Single-Channel Filter (containing its own carrier genera.tor),
the SD142 Two-Channel Tracking
Filter Slave, and the SD140 Carrier Generator for providing both
carrier tuning signal and 100-kHz
reference signal for the two-channel unit. Input tuning signals can
vary in amplitude from 30 mV to
30 v pk-pk.
CIRCLE NO. 273

Logic probe checks ICs,
costs just $59

O/Gl-TRDNIX

------=
..... ...

-

Digi-tronix, P.O. B ox 1699-G,
Los Gatos, Calif. 95030. ( 408)
356-2484. $59; stock.
The Logic Probe Model HS 50A
is for testing, fault analysis and
R&D of digital ICs. The unit indicates logic ONE and ZERO ; shows
symmetry / nonsymmetry of pulse
patterns; indicates presence of
pu lse trains to 25 MHz; detects
and identifies polarity of pulses to
20 ns. The unit derives 5-V, 75-mA
operating power from the unit under test via flexible, clip-terminated power leads. Probe housing
is made of heavy-gauge, high-impact, scratch-resistant polypropylene.
CIRCLE NO. 274
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 78 ...
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The Elegant

Custom Coils

Digital megohmmeter
weighs just 4 lb

Unit converts any meter
to true rms reading

Ufad Corp., P.O. Box 96, Ada,
Mich. 49301. $249; stock to 30
days.
Model 731A allows any de meter
to accurately measure true rms. It
also increases the sensitivity, frequency response, and accuracy of
any multimeter or DVM. The unit
converts any wave shape to a de
output, has an accuracy of
±0.25 %, a bandwidth to 1 MHz,
and its own ranging amplifier of
10 mV to 300 V, with overrange
capability greater than 40% on all
ranges with full accuracy.
CIRCLE NO. 275

Time-delay generators
output 100 V

Inductor coils made with a jeweler's
touch . At mass-production prices. Elegant answers to applications that demand exacting performance. Like
solenoid control valves. And coils for
computer disc drives. With custom bobbins, windings and transfer-mold encapsulation executed under a single roof. So
turnaround is fast - even when you want
sample or pilot quantities.
Coil winding is automatic. From wire
size ::t 10 through =tSO including ultrafine wire . Thermoplastic and thermosetting materials include nylon, fluorocarbon,
"Delrin" acetal, " Lexan, "
silicone phenolic. Or
0
~ glass-reinforced nylon ,
~
epoxy, polyester or OAP.
Everything is created
with the elegant craftsmanship you expect
from USEC as an EAi company.

USEC

United States Electronics Corporation
275 Warren Street
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071
Tel. (201) 438-2400

A Subsidiary of Electronic Associates, Inc.

ITT Jennings, 970 McLaughlin
Ave., San Jo se, Calif. 95116. (408 )
292-4025. $495; stock.
MINIMEG 15100 miniature digital megohmmeter measures 7 X 6
x 3 in. and weighs less than 4 lb.
Its case is of high-impact plastic.
Power is supplied by a self-contained rechargeable battery. Test
voltage is fixed at 500 V de, and
there is a factory preset current
limiter. There are three ranges: 0
to 20, 20 to 200 and 200 to 2000
Mn. A 0 to 200 n range is provided for continuity testing. Measured values are shown on a 3-1 / 2digit LED display with an accuracy of ± 2 % of reading ± 1 digit.
CIRCLE NO. 277

Preset counter lets
you dial any time base
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Gordin, 2230 S . 3270 West, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84119. (801) 4871075. 453: $3200; 455: $5100; 90
days.
These digital time-delay generators, Models 453 and 455, feature
an output greater than 100 V into
50 n and 100-ns increments of
time delay, which can be triggered
independently, operated by a common trigger (parallel mode ) or all
channels may be triggered separately (independent mode ). The independent mode allows the use of
one channel's output to trigger the
next channel and thereby extend
the total delay range by as much
as six times. Total delay range
per channel is 1.0 to 9999.9 µs.

United Systems, 918 Woodley Rd.,
Dayton, Ohio 45403. (513 ) 2546251. $815; stock to 2 wk.
With a five-digit display, the
Model 104B preset counter/ timer
features a variable time base that
permits the operator to dial in
any time base desired. Specs include a frequency range of 5 Hz
to 32 MHz, a BCD output for systems compatibi lity, and scaling
for direct readout in engineering
units. The 104B can also generate
crystal-controlled time interval signals, with 1-,us resolution, from
10 , us to 10 s.

CIRCLE NO . 276

CIRCLE NO . 278
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Digital stopwatch offers
±0.0025% accuracy
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This hunk of transformer is the Triad K-106 voltage stabilizer rated at 1 KVA
and weighing 60 lbs. Others in the series are rated from 50 to 750 va.
They allow you to hold output voltage constant within 1% of nominal
voltage when the input is varied as much as 15% from nominal. Sometimes only a " block-buster" will do the job. Triad has step-down autoformers rated up to 2000 va ., universal rectifier powers rated up to 20
amps , and isolation transformers rated up to 1000 va. - all big , rugged
and built to last.
Triad makes the miniature, too . Subminiature toroidal inductors,
designed for easy printed circuit board
mounting,arestocked in 28 ratings from
50 micro-henries to 400 milli-he nries.
Triad 's Red Spec transistor audio transformers and chokes are in epoxy
molded cases with base dimensions of
only .310 by .410 inches. Open-type
miniatures in a wide range of ratings,
mounting types and sizes are in stock .
Call your nearestTriad distributor before you get in a bind on customdesig ned components. He has hundreds of items in stock- many in
depth for your production requirements . And -we back him up with
quick service from our main plant here in Huntington , or from complete
warehouse stocks in North Hollywood, California, and Dallas, Texas .
Get the Triad catalog today. Triad -Utrad Distributor Services, 305 North
Briant Street, Huntington , Indiana 46750 .

rn

Litton

TRIAD-UTRAD
Distributor Services

Int ersil, Inc., 10900 N. Tantau
Ave., Cupertino, Calif. 95014. ( 408 )
257-5450. $195.

The major feature of Cronus I
battery-operated, electronic, splitsecond stopwatch is its accuracy .
Measuring range is 23 hours, 59
minutes, 59.99 seconds, with an accuracy of ± 0.0025 % . Other features include: four distinct operational functions (Standard Sta.rt/
Stop, Taylor/Seq uential, Split,
Event/ Time-Out) ; large, bright
numerical read-out for easy indoor
and outdoor use; remote control
capabi li ty; and a compact, waterresistant casing.
CIRCLE NO. 279

Generator sweeps
over 1000:1 range

Vibration Instruments, 1614 Orangethorpe Way, Anaheim, Calif.
92803. (714) 879-6085. $1690; 30
days.

Designated the VIC 965A, this
sweep generator enables continuous frequency sweep over a 1000:1
range and also serves as a function generator. The 3-1/2-in.-high
unit offers five frequency ranges
from 0.035 Hz to 350 kHz. Sine,
square and triangular outputs, with
de offset, may be obtained . The
10-V output can be attenuated 60
dB.
CIRCLE NO. 280
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Time-delay generators
feature low jitter
Gordin, 2230 South 3270 West, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84119. (801) 4871075. 436: $5600; 438: $8300; 90
days.
Two new digital time-delay generators combine low jitter with
high voltage output. Both the
three-channel Model 436 and the
six-channel Model 438 feature a
jitter Jess than ± 1 ns, referenced
either from trigger input to T 0 or
from T 0 to the delayed outputs.
Output is 40 V into 50 n, with
3-ns rise time. Time delay increments can be selected with a range
of .001 to 999.999 µ,s in 1-ns steps.
CIRCLE NO. 281

Impedance bridge fits
in palm of a hand

NEW...
from
Hybrid Systems

12 Bit, Economy

A/D Converters
3 Unique
Models

____ _
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Brown Electro-Measurement Corp .,
11060-118th Pl. N.E., Kirkland,
Wash. 98033. (206 ) 822-6092. $355;
stock to 90 days.
Model 303A is said to be the
world's smallest Universal Impedance Bridge. It is completely selfcontained and measures inductance
to 1200 H, capacitance to 1200 iµF
and resistaice to 12 Mn. Accuracy
is 1% for Land C, and 0.25% for
R. Resolution is 0.001 %.
CIRCLE NO. 282

Electronic filter
sets precisely
Ithaco Inc., 735 W. Clinton St .,
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. (607 ) 2727640. $649.
Model 4251 Variable E lectronic
fi lter operates either as a high or
low-pass filter. Corner frequency
may be set with 3-digit resolution
and 1 % accuracy from 0.01 Hz to
111 kHz. Phase and amplitude accuracy are 2° and 1 % , respectively. Attenuation slope is 24 dB / octave. Total hum and noise is 50
µ, V, or less. Used as a low-pass
filter, response can be set to be
maximally flat ( Butterworth ) or
Ii near phase (Bessel).

•
•
•
•

Complete, Ready to Use
Fully Self-Contained
Compact - 2" x 4" x 0.4"
Powered by ± 1SV, + SV

$85
in singles

Economy, Dual Slopes - The ADC535 units offer good noise rejection ,
excellent linearity, and very low cost. Complete with 100% over-range
and an overload bit. ADC535-12A-E ... 40mS ... $85.
Fast, Successive Approximation - The ADC55 series is the ·best choice
wherever speed and accuracy are needed. It's the perfect general purpose
converter for most applications. ADC550-12-E ... 30µ5 . .. $85.
Ultra-Fast, Successive Approximation - The ADC591 is for those special applications where very high speed is a must! Complete conversion
in 3.5µ5 and with a full ±0.0125% linearity. It's the top of the line.
ADC591-12A ... 3.5µ5 ... $425.
For fast action, call us at 617-272-1522 .

CIRCLE NO. 2 83
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flame
out

Flame retardant , polyester
TEMP-R -TAPE M67 passes
U/ L and ASTM requirements.
This outstanding flame retardant safety feature , in combination with the excellent electrical and physical properties of
pol yester film backing provides you with a self-adhering
tape fo r use in a wide variety
of coil wind ing , coil holding ,
harness wrapping and other
electrical I mechanical applicati ons. It is especially valuable
for radi o and tv appliances to
reduce f i re and electrical
shoc k hazards .
Find you r nearest distributo r
in the "Yellow Pages" or in industrial directori es . Or wri te
The Connecticut Hard Rubber
Company, New Haven, Connecti cut 06509.

an ARMCO company

Universal plug-in PC board
eases component mixing

Vector Electronic Co., 12460 Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, Calif. 91342.
(213) 365-9661. $12.95 (1 to 19);
stock.

A unique combination of pads,
busses and planes etched on a circuit board with 0.10-in. grid-hole
patterns allows dense assemblies of
intermixed DIPs, analog modules
and discrete components. Called the
Model 4112-4 by Vector Electronic
Co., the "Universal Plugboard" is
supported by an extensive line of
sockets, terminals, capacitive bus
strips and bus links.
The key to the board's versatility lies in rows of three-hole pads
on the wiring side. Spaced on 0.1 in. centers, the pads accommodate
DIPs with either 0.3-in. or 0.6-in.
lead separation. The triple, closely
spaced pads also match the lead
patterns of T0-5 and T0-18 packages and analog modules with 0.1in. spacing on two leads, but the
others have wider spacing.
Power busses-also on the wiring side of the board-are located
between pairs of triple pads to
provide short interconnection paths.
A zig-zag configuration allows use
of Vector's laminated "trolley" bus
strips to provide low shunt impedance at high frequencies. The
strips, made of laminated solder-

plated brass and Kaptron, fit between DIP rows. They are installed
by use of miniature spring clips
with offset pins that contact either the zig-zag power bus or the
ground plane. The trolley strips
come in 4.1 and 8.2-in. lengths and
0.3 and 0.5-in. widths. For a 4.1 by
0.5-in. strip, the total distributed
capacitance is about 200 pF.
On the component side of the 4.5
by 6.5-in. board, a full groundplane surrounds all holes, but, unless strapped, it remains isolated
from them and from the grounded
edge-strip on the plug-board. The
strip provides a short ground connection to any device terminal and
allows separate case and electrical
grounds.
A standard double-row connector with 22 / 44 contacts spaced on
0.156-in. centers can be used. The
board is intended for breadboard,
prototype and low-volume production applications-using either soldered or wrapped-wire interconnections.
T113-series bus links are available in 0.2 and 0.3-in. lengths and
also in 12-in. strips with speed-nut
perforations on 0.3-in. centers. The
links are merely pushed down onto
pins and soldered.
CIRCLE NO. 255
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Raytheon Semiconductor
announces
two super products
that just made us
No.1 in voltage regulators.
No gimmicks. Just proof.
Here they are . Adjustable and fixed
dual-tracking voltage regulators that
are so simple to design into your system you can forget about your slide
rule and calculator. They require
fewer external components so they
take up less space. Compared to other
voltage regulators, they provide more
than twice as much current. Which
means you can supply a lot more systems for a lot less money in the long
run . And they are the first voltage
regulators to provide thermal shutdown protection for both outputs at
a junction temperature of + 175°C.

Adjustable 4194
With the 4194 you get both positive
and negative outputs from 50mV to
42V - the widest range available
today. All it takes is one external
resistor (R 0 ) to ground for setting the
desired output voltage . And to find
out the value of R 0 you just use this
simple formula : 2.5 x V 0 = R 0 (KO ).
Or if you want to program the
outputs simultaneously, use one pot
calibrated for 2500 ohms/ volt .
Depending on the application,
you'll only need from 4 to 6 external
components - compared to 8 to 12
for other regulators.
The 419 4 provides 200mA a t
both outputs simultaneously, with
E L ECTRON IC D ES IGN

21 , October
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1973

+Vout
Balance

-Vout

means you can power a lot more op
amps for a lot less money .
The 4195 can be used as a
single supply with an output of up to
+ 50 volts. It comes in 3W and
900mW packages or - and this is
another first - an 8-pin plastic
mini-DIP!

4194
0.2% load regulation over the entire
voltage range. You need just one resistor to provide asymmetrical tracking voltages for the popular 710, 711,
702, 106 or the like. And with external
pass transistors the 4194 can supply
output currents to lOA .

Fixed 4195
Check these features against competition . The 4195 provides positive and
negative 15V outputs at lOOmA each.
And it does it with only two bypass
capacitors, compared to competition's six external components. That
+15V
lOOmA

:::r::::
I

r Ra-;;he~Se;i;~;;r-------,

350 Ellis Street
Mountain View
California 94040
Phone (415) 968-9211.
Send me information right away on the
voltage regulators checked below.
[] LM104/ 204/ 304
0 LM105/ 205/ 305
0 LM109/ 209/ 309

T ITL E -- - - - --

0

723

04194
04195

-----

COMPA N Y - - - - - - - - - -

-15V
lOOmA

A DDRESS- - - - - - - - - - -

4195
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Fan keeps large
heat sink area- cool

DIP insertion tool
handles staggered leads

. ..•..

.~.

--

WEI Corp., 2140 S. Santa F e St.,
P.O. Box 10577, Santa Ana, Calif.
92711. (714) 540-4688.

Model 3750 forced-convection
heat sink can cool components that
are mounted on its four ledges and
all fiat surfaces. Circuits boards
can be directly attached to the ends
of the ledges. The heat sink uses
a 4-1/8 in. (mounting centers) fan.
CIRCLE NO. 284

Flat cable comes with
50 conductors

~~r

/""

Micro Electronic Systems Inc., 8
K evin Dr., Danbury, Conn. 06810.
(2 03 ) 746-2525. $150 (unit qty)
60 days.
A DIP-a-DIP insertion tool
when outfitted with special left
and right side plates allows easy
insertion of any staggered-lead IC.
Though 24 and 42-pin models are
featured, any size can be supplied.
You pick up an IC by simply
pressing down on it with the tool's
slots aligned to the IC leads. Insert the I C into a socket or P C
board and then release it by a push
on the plunger. The side plates of
the DIP-a-DIP will plumb the
leads perfectly.
CIRCLE NO. 286

Consistent uniformity-unit
after unit, lot after lot-that's
what you can count on with
Keystone's thermistor experience, which dates back to
1938. Whether the quantity is
one thousand or one million
pieces, the quality remains the
same. Keystone stocks disc
type thermistors with crossed
leads in 34 types with resistance values from 5 ohms to
200,000 ohms. Higher values
are available on special order.
Get all the facts on quality
thermistors ...
write for
Bulletin T-501.

Thermistor Division
St. Marys. Pa. 15857
Phone 814/781-1591

Heat-sink extrusion
mounts on PC boards

Ansley Electronics Corp., Old Easton Rd., Doylestown, Pa. 18901.
(2 15 ) 345-1800. From $0.01 per
ft/ conductor; stock.
Blue Streak is a flame-retardant
105-C, PVC, flat cable with conductors of 28-A WG solid or
stranded, and 30-AWG solid wire.
The cable has a light-blue color,
and a dark-blue streak down one
edge identifies polarity. Also, a
color streak between every fifth
conductor helps identify individual
conductors. The cable comes in
100-ft reels with 14, 16, 20, 26, 34,
40 and 50 conductors. A complementary line of insulation piercing
connectors is also offered.

Jermyn, 712 MontgomenJ St., San
Francisco, Calif . 94111. ( 415 ) 3627431 . $0.37: 1.5 in. unfinished
(25 0 up).
The LC range of low-profile
( 0.562 in. ) heat sinks mount on PC
boards. They are made from a
lightweight extrusion which weighs
only 1.5 oz per 3 in. length. Typical thermal resistance is 10 C/W
for a single T0-66 transistor
mounted on a 3 in. length. Standard lengths of 1.5 and 3 in. are
available and they are either blank
or drilled for one or two transistors. The extrusion is also available in 36-in. lengths, unfini shed.

CIRCLE NO. 285

CIRCLE NO. 287
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Broad Product Line: Ferroxcube offers a complete array
of sizes and shapes of ferrite cores. They're made in
Saugerties, N. Y. and stocked throughout the U.S.A.
Toroids for pulse transformers, pot cores or square cores
for precision filters, transformer cores in all sizes and
shapes- E, U, I, specials and read-only memory cores
-you can trust Ferroxcube to provide the optimum core
for your inductors.
Unsurpassed Materials Technology: Ferroxcube, the
acknowledged U.S. leader in ferrite technology, offers
a wide range of standard materials for your cores.
Chances are that one of them has exactly the right combination of characteristics for your appl ication . And , you
can depend on Ferroxcube to deliver the same uniform,

FERROXCUBE
A NORTH AMERICA

product characteristics year after year for consistent,
optimum circuit performance in your designs.
24-hour Availability: Standard components are available for 24-hour delivery from any of seven warehouses
conveniently located in Boston, New York, Saugerties,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Santa Clara and San Diego.
If you 're up on the advantages of ferrites, discover the
added values of dealing with Ferroxcube. Ask for the
new 1973 catalog. If you 're new to ferrites and the design
possibilities they open up, talk to one of our applications
engineers. Call 914•246-2811 , TWX 510-247-5410 or
write Ferroxcube, Saugerties, N.Y. 12477.
Ferroxcube linear ferrites-made in Saugerties, N. Y.
and stocked in seven U.S. locations.

CORPORATION , SAUGERTIES , N . Y . 1 2 4 77

PHILIPS COMPA Y

Distributed through North American Philips Electronic Components Corporation with warehouses in B oston . 6 17 •449-1406 ; New York . 516 •538-2300 ;
Saugerties . 914•246-5861 : Philadelphia . 215•927-6262 , Chicago . 312•593-8220 : Santa Clara . 408 • 249-1134 : San Diego , 714 • 453-9250
16402
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I'm an L.E.D.
illuminated
Capitol Switch

Small wave-solder unit
repairs PC boards

Tray orients, serves
terminals conveniently

.• QUALITY and
DEPENDABILITY
that's where I shine!

We're just part of
the gang ....
Top quality, dependable
circuit selector
push-button and
lever switches •
many custom combinations
and assemblies

Electrovert, Inc., 86 Hartford Ave.,
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10553. (914)
M04-6090.

Minipot is a small wave soldering unit which incorporates most
of the features available in the
large solder-wave pumping machines. It has only a 115-lb reservoir pot capacity. A micrometer
permits wave-height adjustment to
1/64 in., and interchangeable nozzles provide a choice of several different wave configurations. The
pot's small capacity makes it ideal
for experimental and low-production tinning, and PC-board repair
work. It delivers a continuous high
temperature to 850 F. Thus with
polyurethane insulated wires, the
insulation melts and the copper
conductor is tinned in one operation,

Vector Electrornic Co., Inc., 12460
Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, Calif.
91342. (213) 365-9661 . $8.95 (unit
qty).

A handy, slotted tray orients
miniature terminals so that they
may be easily selected prior to insertion into circuit boards. Terminals are simply dumped in small
quantities into the tray, then
shaken. Terminal tails fall through
the slots, positioning the heads up,
ready for use. Two versions are
available. The P-164 pickup tray
is designed for use with Vector
R30, R31 and R32 socket pins, and
with T49 and T46 wrap-post terminals. The P-165 tray is designed
for the smaller R41 socket pin.
CIRCLE NO. 290

Adapter mates LSI units
with 14 and 16-pin DIPs

CIRCLE NO. 288

ALTERNATE ACTION PUSH BUTTON
SWITCHES
ILLUMINATED, NON-ILLUMINATED
SINGLE POSITION, MULTIPLE
POSITION

Coil springs hold
ordinary fuses

LEVER SWITCHES
ILLUMINATED, NON-ILLUMINATED
MOMENTARY PUSH BUTTON
SWITCHES
ILLUMINATED, NON-ILLUMINATED
SINGLE POSITION

Augat Inc., 33 Perry Ave., Attleboro, Mass . 02703. (617) 222-2202.
$2.75 to $6.00 (unit qty); 6 wks.

INTERLOCKING PUSH BUTTON
SWITCHES
ILLUMINATED, NON-ILLUMINATED

Coil-spring fuse holders make it
easier than ever to replace fuses.
The new holder replaces more costly pig-tail fuses. Regular fuses
snap into the holder in seconds.

A new LSI adapter plug provides packaging flexibility by accepting 24, 28, 36 and 40-pin LSI
devices and adapting them to 14
and 16-pin IC patterns for any of
Augat's P, W and R packaging
panels. The LSI DIPs are soldered
to the adapter which plugs into
the packaging panel. The glassepoxy adapter is keyed at one end
.for identification of pin # 1 and
the pins are located to prevent
improper installation.

CIRCLE NO. 289
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INDICATOR LITES
SINGLE POSITION, MULTIPLE
POSITION

Write for our 24 page catalogue
Representatives in principal cities.

CAP.IJ~L SWITCHES
THE CAPITOL MACHINE & SWITCH CO.
87 NEWTOWN RO. DANBURY, CONN. 06810

Oneida, 843 N. Cottage, Meadville,
Pa. 16335. (814) 336-2125.
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Dear Gabby:_ _ __

"Where can I find an
Indicator Lamp that's
asnap to use?"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Shelly's Girl Gabby

FIRST WITH A
REALLY BIG LED
DIGITAL READOUT!

Call Shelly. Their Brite-Eye
microminiature indicator
lamps have a patented
"snap-in" base. Just insert
the indicator in the mounting hole and
press into position. They're relampable
from the front panel without tools,
too. 15 standard T1 lamps in 1Ocolors
and 70 cap styles to choose from.
Send for our free brochure.

j

1helly/datatron
1562 Reynolds Ave .. Santa Ana. California 92711
I 714) 540-9330

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 89

PHOTO CONTROLS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
303 TYPES • 3003 VARIATIONS

New 1", 2" and 3" readouts are clearly visible at
over 60 feet .. . and we can build them up to 1
foot high! All have solid state, 7-segment
decoder/driver with memory option and accept
1, 2, 4, 8 BCD inputs. Includes lamp test and nondriven decimal point. Input logic levels are 2.5 to
5 voe for logic " 1" and 0 to 0.8 voe for logic
"O." Supply is 5 VDC @ 550 to 750 mA (max),
depending on model. Optional bezel available to
enhance panel appearance. Low as $25 per digit
in 50-199 quantities.

ANOTHER FIRST: LOW-COST
HEXADECIMAL LED READOUT

ONLY

$8.35
PER DIGIT

Contains latest released infor·
metion on photo-electric con·
trols developments, epplice·
tion survey, 61 complete
application sketches end di·
mensionel diagrams for in·
numerable practical uses.

INFORMATION RETR IEVAL NUMBER 90
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Bright .27" high
characters with 0-9 and A-F .
sequence are easily read at 10 feet
over wide viewing angle. IC-compatible device
has 7-segment decoder/driver with memory and
accepts 1, 2, 4 , 8 BCD inputs. Lamp test, nondriven decimal point and automatic blanking provision are included. Input logic levels same as
readouts above ; supply, 5 VDC @ 200 mA max.
Attractive bezel (optional) is available with red
or neutral polarizing filter.

1E.k.

®

9800 NORTH ORACLE ROAD
TUCSON, ARIZONA USA 85704

(802) 297-1111
RATE D
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The new Hickok 3420 Is different:
It's e full 5-dlglt counter to 20 MHz
and It also measures DC/ AC voltage
from 10 p.V to 1 kV, end resistance
from 1O mo to 1O Mo with 4-dlglt
resolution. Frequencln ere meesured
to 0.01-Hz resolution, eccurete to
1x1G-I for 1 year. Sensitivity of
100 mV end the 20-MHz bandwidth
make the 3420 UMful In logic circuitry

and communications systems
testing. Internal rechargeable battery
Is optional. Price, only $750.

HICKOK

Latch holds cabinet
doors tightly closed

the velue lnnav11tar
Instrumentation & Control• Division
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
10514 Dupont Ave.• Clevel1nd,Ohlo 44108

(218) 541-8080 • TWX: 810-421-8288

Southco, Inc., 200 Industrial Highway, L ester, Pa. 19113 . (215 ) 5210800.

INFORM.O.'!'!ON

The new Hickok 5310 gives you high
performance et a low ·price performance Ilka ultraatable triggering to 15 MHz, 5 mV/cm sensitivity
and full overload protection. Even
for low repetition rate signals, the
CRT dlspley la clear and sharp
because of the high accelerating
potenUel and P31 phosphor. For
broadcast work, the 531 O has en

RETR:~VAL

NUMBER 92

easy-to-use automatic VITS
capablllty. Also, trace Invert and
beam finder.

Keep doors dust-tight and rattlefree with Southco's No. 16 adjustable grip latches, now available
with a stylized black thermoplastic
knob. The latch is quickly installed.
Insert it into a punched or drilled
hole and tighten a retaining nut.
T he pawl is quickly adjusted to the
frame thickness by simply turning
the plastic knob. The door is then
opened or closed with a quarter
turn of the latch's actuator-indicator. An additional turn of the knob
tigh tens the pawl against the
frame to suppress vibration and
seal gasketed closures.

HICKOK

CIRCLE NO. 292

the velue lnnav11tar

Instrumentation & Control• Division
The Hickok Electrical ln1trument Co.
10514 Dupont Ave.• Cleveland, Ohio 44108
(216) 541-8060 • TWX: 610-421 -8286

Pellets provide metered
epoxy resins
Amicon Corp., 25 Hartwell Ave.,
L exington, Mass. 02173. (617 ) 8619600 .

Uniset pellets allow the use of
automated assembly techniques
without the need to meter and position small drops of liquid resins.
Each preformed pellet has a precise volume and shows essentially
no change in melting point or other characteristics after extended
storage at room temperature. However the pellets melt and cure
rapidly when heated above 200 F
and yield durable cured epoxy
resins. Uniset preforms have characteristics that range from lowflow grades, for sealing resistors
and close tolerance seals, to highflow grades, which soften and cure
for embedment and impregnation
applications.
CI RC LE NO. 29 3
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IC packaging system
includes accessories

FR-4 PC board laminate
can be punched
W es ting house Electric Corp., Industrial Material Div., Hampton,
s. c. 29924. (803 ) 943-2311.
Unlike conventional epoxy-glass
laminates, FR-4 PC-board laminates, designated Super Punch,
can be punched instead of drilled.
Punching holes instead of drilling
can reduce manufacturing costs as
much as 30 %, acc-0rding to West-

Techmar Corp., 2232 S. Cotner
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064.
(213 ) 478-0046. $40: cards (unit
qty) ; stock.
This IC packaging system includes wire-wrap cards and a complete line of accessories and card
cages. The card has a ground
plane on the components side and
Vee and ground circuitry on the
wire-wrap side. It has a universal
hole pattern that accommodates IC
sockets with 0.300 or 0.600 in.
spacing. Accessories include IC
sockets, socket adapters, jumper
clips, test jacks, by-pass capacitors
and connectors.
CIRCLE NO. 294

Plastic strips hold
down PC boards

Richco Plastic Co., 5825 N. Tripp
Ave., Chicago, JU. 60646. (312 )
539-4060.
Model BMS hold-down strip for
firm positioning of printed circuit
boards are made of rigid vinyl.
Strips are cut to length and can
be stapled or tacked to wooden
surfaces or adhered to metal with
their self-adhesive backing. Circuit
boards simply snap into the channels formed by the strips. The
strips are available with single
channels, or with double channels
for side·-by-side mounting of
boards. Base widths are 13/ 16 and
1-1/ 4 in. , r espectively. Free samples available.
CIRCLE NO. 295
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L02
LOS
250
15
RON !1
50
3000
RoFF!1
150
50
Po (mw)
t . (ns)
45
50
Cost
$16.25 $19.50
(100-999)

L021
250
100
75
45
$8.00

inghouse. Even with drilling,
Super Punch produces cost savings
through reduced tool wear. Drill
bits typically last as much as
three-times longer. Other manufacturing processes including routing, shearing, blanking and slotting will also show increased tool
lifetimes. In addition, as many as
six boards can be stacked and
drilled simultaneously on numerically controlled machines.
CIRCLE NO. 296
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WHO SAID
GOOD
RESISTORS
HAVE TO BE
EXPENSIVE?
• r----------:: ·-- - -·-. __ _.,,)
.

-----------·

-~~

C-band driver I output
amps produce 1 MW
Varian Eastern Tub e D iv., Salem
Rd., B e'Verly, Mass. 01915. (617)
922-6000.

Two crossed-field amplifiers operate as C-band driver and output
amplifiers with up to 1 MW output
power. The SFD-244A driver amp
delivers 65 kW of peak output over
the 5.4-to-5.9-GHz range. It is
designed for cathode-modulated
operation and features a 40% dcto-rf efficiency. Duty cycles reach
0.0012 with a pulse width of 5 µ,s.
The SFD-257 output amp provides
at least 1 MW over the same frequency range. It operates with a
50 % efficiency and at a 30-kV
level. Maximum duty cyle is 0.001.
CIRCLE NO, 297

RPC CARBON FILM AND
METAL OXIDE RESISTORS
MAY COST YOU LESS
Knowing the technology involved in
manufacturing resistors at RPG, you
would assume that resistors are an
expensive component. RPG carbon
film and metal oxide resistors are the
product of the best materials, research , design , and development
techniques available today.
In the long run, as a supplier, RPG
carbon film and metal oxide resistors
may cost you less because over the
years we have developed many cost
saving techniques in manufacturing
them . RPG resistors are designed
and manufactured to meet your
specifications . Our engineers use
the most up-to-date technological
equipment and knowledge in producing carbon film and metal oxide resistors that will meet the most
stringent quality and performance
requirements . RPC's engineering facilities and research and development department are available to
support your present staff, which
means RPG resistors may cost you
less.
The next time you have a special
application for carbon film or metal
oxide resistors ... think of RPG ... as
your research and development department. RPG carbon film and metal
oxide resistors are priced competitively. For additional information
write or call:

¥

Rssis6ancs
Produc6s Co.

914 South 13th Street,
Harrisburg, Pa. 17104
Phone717-236-5081•TWX510-650-4920
Export Address: 2200 Shames Drive.
Westbury , New York 11590
CABLE: CHURCHIN WESTBURY

L-band transmitters
halve dissipation

Video detectors
handle up to 100 W
American Electronic Laboratories,
P.O. Box 552, Lansdale, Pa. 19446.
(215) 822-2929.

The Models LD 3384 thru 3388
octave-band video detectors cover
the 1-to-18-GHz frequency range
and provide burnout protection up
to 100 W peak power in crystal
video systems. The units, have a
flatness of response of ±0.75 to
± 1.5 dB. The tracking specs for
pairs of units are ±0.5 to ±0.75
dB.

Emhiser Rand Industries, 7721
Convoy Ct., San Diego, Calif.
92111. (714) 278-5080. 8 wk.

The Series VT-4900L L-band airborne TV transmitters provide efficiencies of about 25% with outputs of 10 to 20 W minimum. And
dissipated power is reportedly less
than half that in previous models.
Standard transmitters have peak
deviations of + 6 MHz; deviations
up to ± 16 MHz are available as
options. The transmitters come
with frequencies set in the range
1435-to-1540 or 1710-to-1850 MHz,
and with a frequency stability of
±0.03 % under all combinations of
input voltage variations and environmental conditions.
CIRCLE NO. 300

XS multiplier
spans 24% bandwidth

CIRCLE NO. 298

Optical .sig gen
stabilizes power
Hughes Electron Dynamics Div.,
3100 W. Lomita Blvd., Torrance,
Calif. 90509. (213) 534-2121.
$1500.

An optical signal generator provides a laser signal that is variable
from 0 to 1 mW. The signal mode
can be either digital with on / off
keying up to 100 kHz, or cw with
stabilized output. The power
stabi lization circuitry offers a
short-term stability of better than
2 % over the entire range from 0
to 1 mW. Called the Model 3071H,
the new instrument includes a polarized He-Ne laser with an internal power supply. The 3071H operates directly from a 115/ 220-V-ac
line.

The Model 512 X8 frequency
multiplier offers a 24 % bandwidth
for the 960-to-1220-MHz Tacan
band . The multiplier accepts an input signal of + 10 dBm and provides 20 mW of output power.
Spurious outputs are maintained
at least 65 to 70 dB below the required output. The 5120 operates
over the - 55-to- +83-C temperature range and draws less than
160 mA from a 15-V supply.

CIRCLE NO. 299

CIRCLE NO. 301

Zeta Laboratories, 616 National
Ave., Mountain View, Calif. 94040.
( 415) 961-9050.
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KEPCD TALKS
POWER SUPPLY
TECHNDLDGV:

DIGITAL CONTROL FOR ANALOG VOLTAGE

'

'

KNOBS TO CHOOSE FROM ...
and they're "Warranted for Life"
Kurz-Kasch has over 1Y2 million low cost, high quality knobs in inventory, ready to ship to you. (You save ... no tooling cost on stock
knobs, specials 4 to 6 weeks delivery.) Your local distributor's stock
is available at factory prices. Select instrument and control knobs
from 24 families with 367 basic sizes and shapes in general purpose
phenolics, melamines and ureas. All Kurz-Kasch knobs are warranted for the life of the produc® .,.,
on which they're used. Send
SC '
now for free 20 page catalog.
(Also found in THOMAS REG2876 Culver Avenue
JSTER "THOMCAT."®)
Dayton, Ohio 45429

n.urz·Ka

h Inc.

(513) 296-0330
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 96

The interface between things analog and things digital is a fascinating subject that preoccupies a significant part of the electronics
business. Products abound for converting digital control signals
into analog ones and for digitizing the smoothly varying flow of
ordinary things. Why then should we at Kepco feel a great need to
introduce a new digital programming interface?
Because the things we control-power supplies-have some special
requirements not otherwise satisfied by the available hardware .
I. Isolation ... When you're controlling a 500-volt d-c power
supply and want to be able to ground plus, minus or
neither, you will appreciate an absolute separation of the
digital and the analog circuits.
2. De-glitching ... This rather amusing expression describes
the process of getting rid of the switching transients in the
D/A conversion process. Such transients, however, aren't
very amusing when they're driving your kilowatt power
supply into saturation!
3. Data Storage . . . If you're controlling lots of analog things
(hopefully our power supplies among them), it's nice to
have a little memory in each digital interface, so your expensive computer-or whatever- can go on and do other
things.
4. Power . .. When you're worrying about system things,
who wants to spend time fooling with ±15V and 5V supplies and their stabilizers, grounding, etc.?
5. Mounting . . . A monolithic or discrete modular plug-in
DAC requires that you have something to plug them
into-a printed circuit card ....
Designing and debugging the card is a lot of work .

r-------- ----,
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I

Range
Strobe

---i.._,,...._...,.
1000V lsola1 ion

0- lV
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Floating

Decimal Point

L-----------__J

Operationally Programmable Power Supply

0

+

THE "SN" COUPLES TO A PROGRAMMABLE POWER SUPPLY
IN PLACE OF ITS NORMALLY FIXED REFERENCE.

To help you solve these problems Kepco has designed the SN Digital Interface for our power supplies (and other analog-controlled
devices) incorporating:

1.
2.

The Decitrak® naked encoder is specially designed
for OEM applications . .. a stripped-down,
low-cost incremental encoder easily integ rated
into systems designs. One part of the unit is a code
disc easily mounted to your shaft; the other is
an LED light source/photocell assembly ready for
installation into your equipment. An economical,
flexible solution to your systems desi gn problems!
Contact us today for a low, low quote and your
free copy of our new applications brochure.

~INSTRUMENT

CORP.

Specialists in Digital Automation
Fairfield , New Jersey 07006
Phone : 201 - 227-1700
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Optical isolation that can support up to 1000 volts.
A 6 microsecond, built-in delay-storage system to completely eliminate "glitches" (total settling time : 26 microseconds) .

3.

A latching memory, addressed by a separate strobe-so
you can control what is placed in storage.
4. A self-powered system with built-in regulated power supplies including their transformer ... just add l l 5/230V a-c.
5. All this is on a printed circuit card that can plug-in to a
variety of bench, chassis and rack hardware. Additionally,
all the I-C's, opto-couplers and the DAC plug into the SN's
board, so you can maintain it yourself.
Five SN programming cards are offered-2-digit and 3-digit BCD
and 8-, 10- or 12-bit binary.
We've published a nice brochure describing our SN programmers
and would be delighted to have the opportunity to send it to you.

with KEPCO !J_Ou're in control I
Write Dept. EL- 05
KEPCO, INC.• 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE• FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352 • (212)461-7000
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 98
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Fast SPMT diode
switches have low loss
(.

Uhf TV triodes
rated up to 250 W

Light modulator
has 94% transmittance

~

-~

~tnperei<
YO 1330

Alpha Industries, Inc., 20 Sylvan
Rd., Woburn, Mass. 01801. ( 617)
935-5150. $85 to $400 ( 1-9) ; stock
to 4 wk.
A series of single pole, multithrow solid-state switch modules
have low insertion loss of 0.5 to 3.5
dB from 0.5 to 18 GHz, respectively, and fast switching speeds of
10 to 30 ns (for SPDT modules ) .
Units in the MOl 700 and M01800
series have a minimum isolation
of 35 to 55 dB, maximum VSWR
of 1.5 to 2.5: 1 and are available
with up to six outputs.

Las ermetrics, Inc., 19 L egion Pl.,
Rochelle Park, N.J . 07662. ( 201)
843-5780. $1495 ; 2-4 wk.
An electro-optic light modulator
can operate with unpolarized as
well as polarized light. Since the
modulator doesn 't use polarizers, it
has an over-all transmittance of
94 % . Called the EOM-3100, its optical losses result only from reflection and absorption. Half-wave retardation voltages from 488 to 632
nm range, respectively, from 195
to 250 V. The linear aperture has
a diameter of 2.5 nm, and the useful optical bandwidth is listed at
450 to 1100 nm.

Amperex Electronic Corp., 230
Duffy A ve., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802.
( 516 ) 931-6200.
A family of broadband, forcedair-cooled coaxial ceramic triodes
are available for uhf TV translator and driver applications. Seven
triodes-the YD1300 through YD1331-are offered with either
planar structures for outputs up to
50 W or cylindrical structures for
outputs to 250 W. Drive powers
range from 0.25 W (YD1300 ) to 8
W ( YD1331 and YD1332 ) . Intermodulation products are - 56 dB .

CIRCLE NO. 302

CIRCLE NO. 303

CIRCLE NO. 304

SK bytes complete memory card
& 65K bytes drawer
for Add-on memory

~\

MB2000

PENNTUBEt H-SST
1 2/3:1 SHRINKDDWN
(Super Shrinkable Teflon•)

CMS2400 series
The CMS2401 and CMS2402 are 3 wire-30 core memory systems, fully con tained on a single printed circuit card. The dimensions are 10·· x 15"" x 0.5"'. It
mounts on 0.6" conn ector centers. The single memory card has a maxi mum
capacity of 4096 words x 18 bits per word, smaller capacity by means of depopulation. Eight cards can be bussed to provide up to 32K words x 18 bits capacity.
Also byte control is standard so that the 4K-18 can be logically alterable as BK-9.
Low power consumption. high reliability and rugged structure are key advantages
of the CMS2400 series.
Specifications:
Access time

Cycle time

Temp. range

_ c_M_s_24
_0'1
, -+-_3_3o_n_s_ + ----'
1µ_s _-1 o•c
CMS2402
280 ns
750 ns

10

+ 5 o•c

Power supply voltage

+5V ±3% 1.6A max.
-5 V ±3% 0.2A max.
+ 15V ±3% 3.5A max .

FUJI ELECTROCHEMICAL CO., LTD.
Head Office: Hamagomu Bldg ., 5-36 -11. Shmbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo. Japan TEL : 4 34 -1271
Overseas Office:

New York, TEL: (2121532-5630 / Los Angeles. TEL: (2131 620-1640/ Dusseldorf , TEL: (211) 89031
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Now , more applications including encapsulating many
heat sensitive materials. Insulates, strain relieves ,
moisture proofs , protects. Fewer sizes need be stocked .
Chemically inert with excellent electrical and
mechanical properties . Will not burn or support flame .
Excellent for: chafe guards- electrical terminal and
splice insulation- covering over plastic, metal and
wood- jacketing for cable harness assemblies , etc:

FREE!

SEND FOR FOLDER.

PENNtube Plastics Co.• Inc./ iil~s
Madison Ave. & Holley St.. Clifton Heights. Pa. 19018 • (215) 622-2300

,I:.\
1!;t

Export Div.• 5710 Empire State Bldg., N.Y. 10001
'Du Pont Reg. TM . tPenntube Plastics Co . Reg . TM .
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Data normalizer
handles swept VSWRs

Kruse Electronics Div., 735 Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif . 94086.
(408) 735-9 660. $2500 ; under 4
wk.

The Model 7100 data normalizer
can store and compare swept parameters such as VSWR, gain and
loss. It stores inpu.t analog data
vs any desired variable voltage in
a digital m e m ory . R e f eren c e
sweeps, raw test traces, and normalized (different ial) sweep outputs
are available on demand at any selected sweep rate for as long as
required. A sweep-refresh option
permits the 7100 to convert CRT
display into a single-fu nction selective erase storage oscilloscope.
CIRCLE NO. 305

Quad horn antennas
cover 8-16-GHz range

SEE THE LIGHT
with AEL's new
Alpha Numeric
LED Display.
1. The only Alpha Numeric LED Display with integrated storage
and drive circuits.
2. Single serial data input line simplifies your system wiring
complexity. You save engineering time and wiring costs.
3. The only 14 segment monolithic display available with superior character definition.

Sanders Associates, Grenier Field,
Manchester, N .H . 031 03. ( 603 )
669-4615 .
Operating over t he 8-to-16-GHz
frequency range, quadrature horn
antennas can receive vertical and
horizontal polarization. When fed
with a 90-degree quadr ature hybrid, they radiate in a circularly
polarized mode. Called the CA-116
series, their typical power handling
capabilities are 2 kW peak power
and 80 W average power. They
feature a nominal 60 ° 3-dB beamwidth with an axial ratio or boresight of 2.0 dB .

.A..MERICAN ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES , INC.

CIRCLE NO. 306

P. 0. Box 552, Lansdale, Pa. 19446 • (215) 822-2929 • TWX: 510-66 1-4976 • Cable: AMERLAB

4. Continuous line displays are preferred by Human Factors
Engineers over dots and dashes.
5. Easy to read 6 character display can be expanded to meet
requirements.
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Small flatpack holds
double-balanced mixer

DC to
2MHz
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Model 7525
Slewing Rate 20V I µs
Gain 1-1000
Dynamics Model 7525 Differential
DC Amplifier has DC to 2 MHz
bandwidth for use in high speed
data systems. lnteg rated circuit
technology is utilized to provide
maximum speed and reliability.
Completely compatible with all
tape recorders for direct recording, it is also useful for isolation
of digital or high speed impulse
signals without reconstructing the
signal or changing phase characteristics. Operation from long input
cables does not deteriorate the
common-mode rejection ratio.
Design options include three gain
options, dual outputs, and filters
on the second output.
Mounting options include 10
across 7"x 19" standard EIA rack
mo1mt or 3V2" dual horizontal rack
mount.
Contact: A. L. "Skip" White for
further information.

@
DYNAMICS
12 11 7 EAS.T SLAUSON AVE NUE · SANTA FE SPRINGS
CALIFORNIA 90670 · TELEPHONE 945-2493 AREA 213

Anzac Electronics, 39 Green St.,
Waltham, Mass. 02154. ( 617) 8991900. $75 ( 1-5 ) ; stock.
The double-balanced mixer comes
in a miniature flatpack and operates over the dc-to-2-GHz frequency band. Called the MD-614, the
new mixer offers a conversion loss
less than 8 dB, typical isolation
greater than 20 dB and frequency response of 600 MHz to 2 GHz
at the LO and rf ports. At the
i-f port, the response is de to 1
GHz. The mixer measures only
0.500 X 0.375 inch with a 0.125inch profile.
CIRCLE NO. 307

Gain equalizers use
semi-rigid cables

Frequency doubler
uses crystal-in-liquid

Korad, Div. of Hadron, 2520 Colorado A ve., Santa Monica, Calif.
90406. (213) 829-3377.
The KM2 temperature-controlled
frequency doubler, for solid-state
lasers, features a liquid-immersed
crystal for higher beam intensities and pulse repetition rates. It
can be used with either horizontally or vertically polarized oscillatoramplifier industrial laser systems.
Nominal operating temperature for
the KM2 is 70 F . Conversion efficiencies of 3 to 15 % can be obtained, depending on fundamental beam
radiance. The KM2 is available in
three models for conversion of the
following wavelengths: Model
KM2-901-10,600 to 5300.A; Model
KM2-902-5300 to 2650.A ; and
Model KM2-903- 6943 to 3472A.
CIRCLE NO. 309

Gunn diodes deliver
up to 500 mW cw

Frequency Contours, 3140 Alfred
St., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050.
( 408 ) 984-7820.
A gain equalizer operating from
X to Ku band incorporates a
0.141-inch diameter semi -rigid
cable instead of conventional rf
connectors for lower insertion loss
and VSWR values. The equalizer
covers the frequency range of 8.8
to 17.0 GHz and provides a nominal midband attenuation of 13 dB.
Maximum insertion loss, including
cable loss, is 1.4 dB and VSWR is
1.75:1 maximum.

GHz D evices, 16 Maple Rd.,
Chelmsford, Mass. 01863. ( 617 )
256-8101. 1-4 wk.
Gunn diodes are now available
from the company for narrowband
applications in the 4-to-12.5-GHz
frequency range. Output power
levels up to 500 mW cw are offered
with typical efficiencies of 4 %
and typical thermal resistance of
20 C/W. Called the GC-5620
through 5650 series, the units have
output power levels starting at
200 mW.

CIRCLE NO. 308

CIRCLE NO. 31 O
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COMING DEC. 6

On Dec. 6, Electronic Design's editors will
focus on the many pitfalls that lie in wait
for engineers specifying power supplies, or
the even greater pitfalls if he designs his
own. Watch for it. The report will include
trade-offs and a rundown of latest important developments in the field.
NOTE : If your company has made_significant new developments in
power supplies, be sure our editors know about It. (Your ad department should be alerted, too.)

Electronic Design
4 Product
TRIAL UNIT

s1000

MS-180 " FREON"1i' TF DEGREASER - No need to disassemble components. Spray MS-180 onto relays, circuit
boards, motor parts. Removes dirt, dust, oil; prevents
recontamination . Non-conductive, non-flammable. Reduces
maintenance costs.
"' Freo n "'> DuPon t Tra demark
MS-200 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER - Spray
away oxide dust before it ruins heads and tapes. MS-200
flushes it away. Manufacturers recommend it; communi cations experts prescribe it; EDP operators wouldn ' t be
without it.
U.S . & FOREIGN PATS
MS-230 CONTACT RE-NU - Renew your contacts. ReNu does it. Flush away dirt, carbon, and other "interferences." Will not harm insulation ; leaves no residue. Switch
to MS-230 for your switches - and other points.
MS-226 "Cobra" EXTENSION NOZZLE/Solvent Spray
Brush - "Co-Brush" away stubborn dirt, carbon, grease,
oxide build-up.

r------------------------

~ miller-stephenson
~chemical

co.,inc.

Danbury, Connecticut 06810 (203) 43-4447
ED

0 Enclosed is $10.00, please send my

"4-Product Trial Unit"
O Please send FREE literature and prices.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TITLE _ _ _ __
DEPT. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMPANY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CONTACT
RE-NU

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

LEBANON
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Digital power
meter costs $750

Reflection bridge for
precision tests

Varian LSE, 601 California Ave.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304. ( 415) 4934000. $3500 (CsNaKS b cathode) :
60 days.
The VPM-152 photomultiplier
tube features a response of de to 1
GHz and over-all rise time of 0.32
ns. The photomultiplier comes with
a photocathode material of InGaAsP (suffix A ), GaAs (suffix
M) and CsNaKSb (suffix D ). For
the VPM-152M, typical quantum
efficiences reach 18 % at 530 nm,
while its cathode luminous sensitivity is 750 µA / lumen. The 152M
covers the 145-to-900-nm spectral
range.

General Microwave, 155 Marine
St., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735.
( 516} 694-3600. P: See below.
The Model 467A digital power
meter can be used with the GMC
420 series thermoelectric power
heads to measure modulated,
pulsed, and cw signals from lO
MHz to 40 GHz. Power levels
range from 10 n W to 3 W and the
unit costs only $750. The digital
readout has an accuracy of ±0.5%
of reading ± 1 count. Short-term
noise and drift is limited to less
than ± 1.5 nW.

Wiltron Co., 930 E. Meadow Dr.,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303. ( 415 ) 3217428.
The Model 66G reflection bridge
provides 70-dB directivity and 1.02
test-port match over any octave
band within the 1-to-400-MHz frequency range. The bridge permits
measurements of reflection coefficients to 0.032 with an accuracy of
1 % or better. If more than a oneoctave band is required, a directivity of 66 dB and a test-port match
of 1.05 can be provided over approximately two decades of frequency.

CIRCLE NO. 572

CIRCLE NO . 315

CIRCLE NO. 316
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Photomultiplier tube
response reaches 1 GHz

=

Some things
you can't afford
to miss ....
1. Single door or double doors on front or front
and back. 2. Numerous interior panels/relay
rack angles available. 3. Heavy gauge steel. 4 . ....-....----"""""'
All seams continuously welded. 5. Lifting eyes
for easy handling. 6. Neoprene door gasket
with oil resistant adhesive and steel retaining
strips. 7. 3-point latching mechanism, oil tight
key locking handle. 8. Heavy gauge continuous
hinges. For detailed specifications on over thirty
different sizes, write for latest bulletins.

~~® ELECTRICAL
HOFFMAN ENGINEERING COMPANY
Division of Federal Cartridge Corporation
Anoka , Minnesota, Dept. E0-73

E N c LO s u RE s
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And they're usually pretty sma ll. That's
where we come in . Detecting small things
is our bag-like .001 inch objects. With a
wide selection of subminiature photo-optic
and photo-electric sensors. One is the
perfect solution for your app lication . And
your budget ($7 .95 to $95.00).
Photo : American Museum of Natural His to r y

Coaxial Fiber Optic Skanners

SKAN~2MATIC®
~
CORP .

P.O . BOX S, ELBRIDGE, N .Y. 13060 • PHONE (315) 689-3g86
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General Electric has
all the Solid State Lamps
(LED's) you may need,
ready for off-shelf delivery.

COMPONENTS

Fan priced $2 less
than competition's

GE has a complete line of competitively priced infrared and visible
SS L's now available for immediate delivery from your GE distributor or your local GE representative. We have a new plant
on-stream ready to serve you, devoted exclusively to manufacturing solid state lamps.

New small infrared SSL.
Howard Industri es, One Nort h
Dixie H wy., Milford, Ill . 60953.
(8 15 ) 889-4105. $5.25 (1000 up);
6 wks.
Howard's new 3-90-8 177 low-cost
mini ature fan delivers up to 34%
(47 vs 36 ft3 / min ) more ::i.ir with
a 17 % (30 vs 36 dB ) lower noise
level than competitive fans. And it
is avai lable on a six-week delivery
basis, rather than the usual months
other vendors require. The fan is
powered by a UL-approved unitbearing motor and it fits the same
2.81 in. mounting centers as other
leading units.

from .25" to .050" in diameter;
select beam distance up to 1
mile with proper external optics
and specify power output from
a maximum of 7.5 mW @ 100
mA down to .1 mW.

With the addition of our new
SSL-65, GE can now offer an
infrared SSL as small as .050 ".
It's the ideal lamp to specify
where package size is critical.
With GE's line of infrared SS L's,
you can now choose lamps

Bright visible SSL' s.
the GE-patented light reflector.
GE's GaP pellet gives you
bright uniform light.

You'll have to see our visible
SS L's to appreciate their brightness. They feature high efficiency GaP pellet material and

CIRCLE NO. 317

Tubular trimmers made
with glass or quartz

Exclusive GE guarantees.

'I'

Sprague-Goodman Electronics Inc.,
37 1 Willis A ve., Mineola, N.Y.
11501. ( 516 ) 746-1 385.
The new trimmer Pistoncap capacitors are avai lable for both
panel and PC mounting . The use
of low-loss glass or quartz dielectric materials results in high
stability under cond it ions of changing frequency, voltage and temperature (TC ±50 to ±100
ppm /° C) . Capacitors will meet or
exceed the requirements of MILC- 14409C for PC38, PC42, PC48
and PC52 units.
CIRCLE NO. 318

As a result of GE's design
30 1 , 30
I I
and construction features,
we can offer these exclusive
guarantees: Power output
to be within published min max range. 100% lamp in spection at rated current for
power output and forward
voltage; reverse current @ """"'~~~
1O ~t A is 2 volts or greater.
In addition to this blanket
guarantee, GE also guarantees every SSL-558, SSL-

55C, and SSL-56 infrared
lamp for precision beam
alignment to within 3 degrees of the mechanical axis
of the lamp. Power output of
each of these lamps is within
the less than 2 to 1 range,
as published . GE will refund
your purchase price or provide replacements for re turned lamps not meeting
published specifications.

Send today for information.
For a free copy of our Solid State Lamps catalog (3-3358), prices and
delivery details, write or phone your GE electronic distributor today.
Or call GE collect. Ask for John Hall at (216) 266-2400 for further details
and technical information. General Electric, Miniature Lamp Products
Department, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112.
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Xenon point source
draws only 5 W

LED for 10¢ allows
high-volume use

Litronix, Inc., 19000 Homestead
Rd., Cupertino, Calif. 95014. ( 408 )
257-7910. $0.10 ( lOOk up); $0.17
( 1000 up) ; stock.
The low-cost GaAsP LED, RL54, equivalent to Monsanto's MV54, has a typical brightness of 0.8
med at 20 mA. It has a red-diffused lens, and it operates from a
5-V supply, which makes it TTL
compatible. The low cost allows
high volume use in array applications.
CIRCLE

NO.

319

ILG Technology, 164 Commercial
St., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. ( 408 )
738-2944.

A short-arc point-source lamp,
the SA-5X-2Rl, draws only 5 W
and provides a continuous whitelight output that closely simu lates
solar spectral radiation. The arc
is only 0.25 mm long. Formerly,
such a lamp required 35 W to produce such a stable arc. The lamp
envelope is 4 mm in diameter by
40 mm long. The point source is
almost distortion free because of
the tubular, clear, fused-quartz
envelope. Rated life is over 1000
hours. The lamp operates on 12
V de and 400 mA.

Pushbutton switches use
magnet as return spring

Card-file mounted relay
eases automatic wiring

Over 120 different kinds of
mounting pads for semiconductor devices including
IC's and discretes. Pads
simplify semiconductor
mounting, protect them during flow soldering, provide
free air space under device.
Color coding available.
ORDER DIRECTLY FROM
YOUR LOCAL THERMALLOY
DISTRIBUTOR
•Orders of 250,000
or more nylon
pads, typically
99c per hundred .

Free complete
catalog with
samples.
Write for
your copy.

m

Therma/lby Inc.
P.O. BOX 34829
2021 W. VALLEY VIEW lANE/ OALlAS, TEXAS 75234
PHONE 214-243-4321 / TWX 91~5542

CIRCLE NO. 321

Alco

Electronic

Products,

Inc.,

1551 Osgood St., North Andover,
Mass. 01845 . (617) 685-4371. $2 .75:
NC, $2.54: NO (500 up); stock.

Four new types of magneticrepulsion pushbutton switches have
been added to the Alcoswitch
MSPM series. They are available
NO or NC with pin or flat terminals and in single pole only. Conventional spring returns have been
replaced with ceramic magnets,
which provide the required repulsion. Pressure change is minimal
over long periods of service. Contacts are glass-encapsulated reeds.
They are rated 100 mA at 50 V
de with a life expectancy of over
10,000,000 operations.

T-Bar Inc., 141 Danbury Rd., Wilton, Conn. 06897. (203) 762-8351.
T-bar relays, popular in data
handling circuits, are now available for plug-in, card-file mounting
which lends itself to automatic
wiring. Eight units mount in
5-1 / 4 high by 19-in. wide racksize cages. Standard units come in
prepackaged modules with 14 circuit arrangements, from 36 to 52
DPDT. These packages contain
T-Bar's 900 series switches that
claim high transfer reliability even
after long periods of inactivity.

CIRCLE NO. 320

CIRCLE NO. 322
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COM-ING NOV. 22
A MAJOR, IN-DEPTH ISSUE
OF YEAR-LONG REFERENCE VALUE

INSTRUMENTATION '73
On November 22, Electronic Design 's editors will go all out to provide readers with an exceptional
issue: INSTRUMENTATION '73. Emphasis will be both on the design and use of test and measuring
instruments. The report covers both conventional instruments-oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers,
voltage-current-resistance measuring instruments, time and frequency measuring instruments, signal
sources, recording instruments, and circuit testers, and newer unconventional instruments-such as
logic analyzers, logic probes and clips, digital memory oscilloscopes, etc. You ' ll find latest state of
the art information, latest advances in component and circuit design that have made new performance levels both possible and practical. New approaches to packaging are also covered .
The user will be given tips on the problems that surround buying and using test and measuring instruments. Special attention is given to systems and computer compatibility. Trade-offs, and details
on manufacturers ' specs are Included. It's an issue that will be extremely valuable for months to
come.
Note: If your company has made significant new developments in instrumentation, be sure our editors know
about it. (You may also want to tip off your own ad department if you are involved in this field. It's going to
be a red hot issue!)

Electronic Design
DON'T BE FOOLED BY APPEARANCES ...
THESE 5 SWITCHES ARE NOT
THE SAME! THEIR SIMILARITY
STOPS AT THE PANEL!

you can present a uniform panel
appearance even though your switches
have different ratings, actions, and circuits.
Choose Moistureproof, Single pole, Double
pole, Normally open, Normally closed, and
other operating functions without sacrificing
aesthetic panel layouts.
Write for portfolio of pushbutton-application bulletins.

CONTROL SWITCH INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF CUTLER-HAMMER INC.

1420 DELMAR DRIVE• FOLCROFT, PA. 19032 (215) LU 6-7500
Representatives and stocking distributors throughout the
United States , Canada, and Europe
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• Low cost, high
rellablllty
• 10 Amp (lo)
• Electrically
Isolated case
• Low thermal Imped·
ance for longer Ille
and greater operational
rellablllty

New Series
EPOXY BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS

A bonded metal-to-ceramic substrate
achieves electrical isolation with an
exposed copper mounting pad resulting in low circuit-junction-to-heat-sink
thermal impedance.
The VJ series is available in 200 V,
400 V, 600 V, and 800 V PRV ratings
in controlled avalanche series. Noncontrolled avalanche series also available.
VJ248,$1.65 ea., 200 V, 1000 qty.

G

Design us in; we'll stay there
VARO
VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P.O. BOX 676, 1000 N. SHILOH , GARLAND, TEX. 75040, 214 / 272 ·4551, TWX 910 ·860·5178
Distributed bv:
ALLIED ELECTRONICS, Chicago, Ill. 312 / 421-2400. THE ALTAIR CO., Houston, Tex. 7131781 -5300;
Richardson, Tex . 214/ 231-5166. BELL INDUSTRIES, Menlo Park, Cal . 415 / 323-9431; Skokie, Ill.
312 / 965-7500; Bellevue, Wash . 206/747-1515 . BLUFF CITY DIST. CO., Memphis, Tenn .
901 / 725-9500. BRIDGEFIELD SUPPLY, Chesterland, Ohio 216/ 729-9451. CRAMER ELECTRONICS,
Nationwide; Newton, Mass. 617 / 969-7700; ELECTRONIC PARTS CO., Denver, Colo. 3031744-1992.
MILGRAY ELECTRONICS, Freeport, N. Y. 516/ 546-6000; Hyattsville, Md ., 301 / 864·11 ll; Cherry
Hill, N. J., 609/ 424·1300. WESTATES ELECTRONICS, Chatsworth, Calif. 213/341-4411 .
In Canada:
ELECTRO SONIC, Toronto, Ont. 416/ 924·9301. R.A.E. IND. ELECTRONICS, Vancouver, B . C.
604/ 687-2621. PRELCO ELECTRONICS, LTD., Montreal, Quebec 514/ 389-8051. WESTERN RADIO
SUPPLY, Hamilton, Ont . 416 1528-0151.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 112'
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Tiny switch activates
wristwatch displays

Digital Time Products Inc., 2700
Shames Dr., Westbury, N.Y. 11590.
(51 6) 997-3480.
N anoswitch, Series NSPB-5000
pushbutton switches, are claimed
to be the smallest known devices
of their kind. The company says
that variations of these switches
have been incorporated into the designs of most of the solid-state
liquid-crystal, and LED digitaldisplay wristwatches now on the
market. The basic switches have
a static rating of 50 V at 100 mA
with a maximum switching voltage
rating of 25 V.
CIRCLE NO. 323

Low-cost pressure
switch handles 10 A

[ --:::i
New! Tracor Model 900
The lowest-cost, most versatile
VLF/LF Receiver. Use it
receiver available. Tunable 10 to 25
worldwide. Weighs 11 lbs. kHz in VLF band. Or 60 to 75 kHz in
Costs $1250.
LF band. Worldwide reception
includes Paris (16.8 kHz), Japan (17.8 kHz) , Australia (22.3 kHz),
U.S.S .R. (16.2 kHz) and an increasing number of Omega transmissions in the 11 to 12 kHz band. The 900: offers accuracy of
parts of 10 11 over 24-hour period; allows traceability to national
standards; plots minute-to-minute phase record; provides all
that is necessary for frequency comparison to NBS. It comes
complete with roof-mounting whip antenna unit, 100 ft . antenna
cable and with (or without) panel chart recorder . Write or call for
full technical and application information .

Tracor, Inc.

1ndustria1 instruments

6500 Tracor Lane• Austin . Texas 78721 •AC 512/ 926-2800

Mobile Systems Int ernational, Inc.,
395 N. J ohnson Ave., El Cajon,
Calif. 92020. (714) 442-2547. $9
(OEM qty ); stock.
A miniaturized, precision, pressure switch is offered in a broad
selection of ranges from 1 to 75
lb/ in 2 • It is field-adjustable with
a simple screwdriver/spring movement. With its PVC body and
stainless-steel diaphragm, it will
operate dependably at temperatures to 165 F and will withstand
vibration to 10 g. A 10-A, overcenter, electrical switch is easi ly
wired for either NO or NC operation. Gold contacts assure dependable switching over many thousands of cycles.
CIRCLE NO. 324
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Cermet trimmers driven
by worm-gear drive

~T lnputl.tvtl

llecdioa
Logic

CoAYlrltrs

--=--::>

RMM
Sequencer and

Controller

Any system requiring memory capability-from small programmable
controllers to sophisticated computers-also requires data security. So
here's a statement of fact that's well worth remembering when you're
considering memory elements for any application:

TRW /!RC Potentiometers, 2801
72nd St. North, St. Petersburg,
Fla. 33733. (813) 347-2181. $1.96
to $3.19 (distributor qty); stock.
Half-inch square cermet trimmers for low-cost commercial applications provide essentially infinite resolution and operation up to
150 C. Called Type 25, they are
available in 12 standard resistance
values from 100 .f2 to 1 Mn and
are rated 3/4 Wat 70 C. A wormgear drive allows the wiper contact
to idle when it reaches either end
of the resistance element.
CIRCLE NO. 325

Slide-action switch
suited for data input
GDlol/GBG

"' 0

0

GDS2

0

e

.Q.

G£et's talk_
about Data

~ecurity.7.

EC D's new family of Read-Mostly Memories
give you a much higher degree of data security
than any other read/write memory on the
market today-bar none I
No conditions; no reservations; no exclusions.
No need for costly power-fail detection circuitry
and a battery back-up source to protect
their stored data content, either.

Because these unique Ovonic amorphous semiconductor memory arrays
are inherently non-volatile. In fact, you can take them completely out of
your system at will without losing one bit of stored information.
But 100% data security is only one of the basic advantages offered
by amorphous RM Ms. The other is repetitive a/terability. An inherent
capability that lets you correct program errors on the spot-and change,
up-date or re-alter stored data as often as you like. Quickly, easily
and selectively- by simple electrical means. Other
key operating characteristics include:

0
0
0

In-system read/write
Random access operation
High noise Immunity

0

Non-destructive readout
Write lock-out protection

0
0

TTL/DTL compatlblllty

Availability? Here and now I
In standard units for 2 x 4, 1x15 and
8 x 4 bit configurations all the way up
to 256-bit and 2048-bit arrays that can
be easily arranged in 512 x 4 and 256 x 8
expandable systems. Plus write current
generators and read multiplexer units
that permit easy interfacing w ith existing
logic forms to give you full in-system
read/write operation.

AMORPHOUS
Interswitch, 770 Airport Blvd.,
Burlingame, Calif. 94010. ( 415 )
347-8217.
A dual inline package, the GDS
slide-action switch has 10 positions and only measures 1.34 x
0.39 x 0.47 in., not including the
contacts. The switch has a 0.275
X 0.43 in. display, and it is designed to last for over 1,000,000
switching operations at 48 V ac.
It is especially suited for direct
input of digital numerical values
in the standard BCD code.

M

Non-Volatile/ Repetitively Alterable
Semiconductor Memory Arrays
Technical data sheets on standard RMMs are yours for the asking.
And our Systems Engineering Group will welcome the opportunity to
be of helpful service to you - any time. Simply call or write:

CIRCLE NO. 32 6
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Dit-Mco~

Gone

Computer!

Probe cools components
for testing

LED scanner detects
objects by infrared

,

PUOU

umnm

unmrn

mm1rn
Ullllliill

Scanning Devices Co., 226 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
(617) 354 -7226.

The New TIO Series
FEATURING:
• Computer or punched tape control
• Pluggable integrated circuit logic
• A wide choice of program
controlled instrumentation
• Switching- including a choice of
pluggab le reed relay, WQB relay
and solid state
• Simplicity of programming
• Extensive software and
documentation

Model S-6 is a reflective photoelectric scanner which uses a LED
for a light source and a phototransistor for a sensor. The LED
can operate with up to 200-mA
continuous current and the highspeed phototransistor ( 1.5 ,µ,s )
handles to 30 V de at 50 mW. The
scanner, using conventional de amplification, has an operating range
of 1 ft when dependent upon the
reflectivity of the object itself. A
range of 10 ft is possible when a
mirror is used. The unit operates
in the infra-red region with peak
response at about 9300 A.
CIRCLE NO. 327

Switch for PC boards
sets with thumbwheel

In fact, Oit-Mco's new 770 Series of
tape - programmed random - access
automatic wire-circuit analyzers has
the speed, reliability, and capacity
to meet almost any conceivable
connection-testing need.
Give us a problem, and we'll put one
to the test.

Dit-Mco:
The Difference In Testing!

~

DIT@Mco

Electronic Engineering Company
of California, 1441 E. Chestnut
Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 92701.
(714) 835-6000. $1 per station
(OEM qty); stock to 60 days.

A Division of Xebec Corporation

Compact cooling equipment is
now available for on-the-spot cooling to -75 F. It permits the user
to place refrigeration as easily as
one now places heaters. The cooling probe is available with a
threaded tip for attaching adapters
to cool transistors, res or resistors
for trouble-shooting or testing heat
sensitive circuitry. A five-foot
flexible line connects the probe to
the refrigeration system.
CIRCLE NO. 329

Incandescent display
has built-in driver

._!~
-

@

I
...

DIT-MCO INTERNATIONAL
5612 Brighton Terrace
Kansas City, Missouri 64130
Phone (816) 363-6288

FTS SystemB Inc., P .O. Bor» 158,
Stone Ridge, N.Y. 12484. (914)
687-7664 . $290 (unit qty) .

Data Display Products, 5428 W,
104th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
90045. (213) 641-1232. $1.87 ( 1000
up); stock to 3 wks.

Series 21 Strip-Switch, a singlepiece thumbwheel unit that mounts
directly to a PC board without
rivets or hardware, holds up to 11
stations. It can mount on either
or both sides of a PC board.

These panel display lights, with
built-in driver and keep-alive bias,
interface directly with MOS and
TTL circuits for either positive or
negative logic. A current of 20 mA
provides a brightness of 0.035
MSCP, and units that operate on
5 to 28 V are available. An
optional built-in lamp test can be
provided. Sizes of 1/4 and 3/8 in.
diameters and a variety of lens
styles allow many selections of
mounting methods and appearances.

CIRCLE NO. 328

CIRCLE NO. 330
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Cambion's®new what's what
in the world of fixed and
variable standard inductors.
For new designs incorporating inductors, CAMBION's Catalog 501 has all the answers. This new free catalog of fixed
and variable inductors includes coils, chokes, PLUS baluns,
miniature RF and IF transformers, micro-miniature inductors, LC filters and a host of configurations, values and
mounting methods. All products are readily available and
have known operating characteristics so design and production engineers can plan
circuits and systems with
complete confidence. For your
free CAMBION Catalog 501
write: Cambridge Thermionic
Corporation, 445 Concord
Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Phone:
(617) 491-5400. In Los
Angeles, 8703 La Tijera Blvd.
Phone: (213) 776-0472.

Standardize on

The Guaranteed Electronic Components
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 115

CHECK OUR CATALOG
of over 1600
Standard Encapsulotio

SHELL

-

For:
• D/A Converters
• Resistor Networks
• Semi-Conductors
•Thin Film Modules
• Discrete Modules
•Transformers
• Capacitors etc.

Model
AHV-150-8HC
(8 cu. ft.)
Temperatures -150°F to +so0°F

Custom units, designed and built to your specifications. For FREE, NO OBLIGATION quote,
send us your temp. range, size and chamber
needs.
CINCINNATI

Get the facts today.
Send for our new
FREE test chamber
brochure .

SUB~ZERO

PRODUCTS INC.

• • • • • • • 2612 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati , Ohio 45206
Phone: (513) 751-8810
•
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FAST
DELIVERY

•

No Customer
Too Small
or
Too Large

•

For
NEW FREE
atalog Write:

•• , rOBISON
ELECTRONICS•• NC.
3580 Sacramento Drive
1
San Luis Obispo, California 93401
(805) 544-8000
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Dual JFETs combine
low noise, low drift
I ntersil , 10900 N. T antau Ave.,
Cupertino, Calif. 95014. ( 408) 2575450. $2.95 to $19 .95 (100 up).

Monolit hic dual n-ch annel j unction FE Ts feature noise voltages
less t ha n 10 nV/v Hz at 10 Hz,
and less t han 5 n VI v H z ,at 1 kHz .
Called t he 2N6483, 2N6484, 2N6485 a nd IMF6485, the new de-

vices also offer low drift. The
2N6483 has 5,µV /° C voltage differential drift, 5mV differential
gate-source voltage and 100 dB
common-mode rejection. The 2N6484 has 10 ,µV/°C drift, 10 mV
differential G-S voltage and 100
dB CMRR. The 2N6485 has 25
µ V /° C drift, 15 m V differential
G-S voltage and 90 dB CMRR. The
IMF6485 has 40 ,µ V /° C drift, 25
mV differential G-S voltage and 90
dB CMRR. All models come in
T0-71 cans.
CIRCLE NO. 331

Qualitywu can
put your finger on ...
aRaytheon knob.
A knob is your customer's
first contact with your
equipment. Make the
first touch a quality one
with Raytheon knobs.
Our Standard,
Designer, 400 and Panel rama Series offer a wide variety of sizes, s
and colors to match almost any application. Every
knob is injection molded from impact resistant
plastic. Every knob surface is clearly defined,
mar-free, with no flash marks or conspicuous gate
marks. Every knob features double set screws and
corrosion resistant aluminum bushings.
We can also deliver knobs that meet military specifications. And for unique requirements
we'll customize a knob for your application.
Quality you can put your finger on, immediate availability and Raytheon reliability . . . that's
the kind of knob service that should
tum you on! Write Raytheon Co. ,
~AYTHEO~
Fourth Ave. , Burlington, MA 01803. •------

High-speed op amp has
2.5- µ s settling to 1.0%
Analog Devices, Route 1 Industrial
Park, Norwood, Mass. 02062. (617)
329-4700. AD509J: $11.50 (1-24);
stock.

The AD509 IC op amp combines
a high slew rate of 100 VIµ,s minimum with a guaranteed settling
time to 0.01 % of 2.5-µs maximum
in a unity-gain configuration. Other features of the AD509 include a
unity-gain small-signal bandwidth
of 20 MHz and a 150-kHz minimum
fu ll power response. The new op
amp can drive capacitive loads of
500 pF without deterioration in
settling time and has internal compensation for all values of closedloop gain greater than 3.
CIRCLE NO. 332

Single package
contains 16-k ROM
American Microsystems, Inc., 3800
Homestead Rd., Santa Clara, Calif.
95051. (408) 246-03301• $22 (100999 ) .

With in a 24 or 28-pin DIP, the
S8996 contains 16 kbit of MOS
read-only memory organized as a
4096 x 4-bit array. The choice of
a 24 or 28-pin package permits the
direct replacement of available 8kbit ROMs. The S8996 features a
maximum propagation delay of
700 ns and I / 0 TTL compatibility
with three-state outputs. Also, the
new ROM requires only a single
TTL clock input. The S8996 operates from + 5 and -12 V power
supplies, and the total package dissipation is 350 mW.
CIRCLE NO. 333

S-TTL multiplier
speeds processing time
Fairchild Semiconductor, 464 Ellis
St., Mountain View, Calif. 94040.
( 415 ) 962-3816. $15.50 (100-999 ) ;
2-3 wk.

A 4 x 2-bit Schottky-TTL multiplier, called the 93S43, can multiply
two 12-bit numbers in a typical
time of 125 ns using 2's complement multiplication and an iterative array of 32 devices. Even faster operation can be achieved by
using 93S43 devices in combination
with high-speed arithmetic logic
units . The 93S43, a direct replacement for th e AM2505 circuit,
comes packaged in a 24-pin DIP.
CIRC LE NO . 33 4
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15-MHz FET op amp
has 70-V/ µs slew rate
National Semicon d uctor, 2900
Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. ( 408 ) 732-5000 . L H 0062C: $18 (100); stock.
The LH0062 FET op amp combines a wide bandwidt h of 15 MH z
w it h a fast slew rate of 70 VI µ,s.
Settling time is 1 µ,s to 0.1%. The
circuit contains a monolithic dual
JFE T chip and a bipolar op amp
similar to t h e LM118, a nd plugs
di rectly into standard monolithic
amplifier sockets. Typical offsets
are 2 m V and 1 pA. Offset voltage
temperature coefficient is 5 µ,V /° C
and drifts are only 4 µ, V a nd 0.1
pA per week.

for that extra degree
of stability in
resistance circuits,

USE VISHAY TRIMMERS

INQUIRE DIRECT

N-channel MOSFETs
simplify biasing

TOLEDO SCALE DOES

Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 5012,
M I S 308, Dallas, Tex. 75222. (214 )
23B-3741. 90¢ to $1.30 (100 up) ; 8
wk.
Five new n -ch annel MOSFET s
are offered in T0-72 metal cans
with independent substrate connections for simplified biasing. Two
devices-the 3N128 and 3N153are depletion-type, whi le the other
t h ree-the 3N169 t h rough 3N171
-are enhancement-type. The 3N128 is a vhf amplifier featuring
frequency ranges up to 300 MHz.
It has high minimum forwardtransfer admittance of 5000 micromhos, low maximum feedback
capacitance of 0.35 pF and guaranteed power insertion gain of 13.5
dB at 200 MHz. The 3N153 can be
used as a high-impedance chopper
or switch with a low on-state resistance of 300 n maximum. The
3N169 through 3 171 are choppers with low on-state resistance of
200 n maximum. Threshold voltages are available in three continuous ranges from 0.5 to 3 V.

in their
electronic weighing systems
Toledo Electronic Scales achieve high performance and long term stability through the use of
precision components. To provide long term reliability and to minimize the need for readjustment
of the measuring circuit due to drift, Toledo selected system-adjust trimmers which combined the
high resolution of cermets with the low TC of
wirewounds. And for their high performance electronic we igh ing systems, Toledo also required trimmers with low dynamic noise and exce llent stabil ity. Vishay's unique process of Bulk Metal™
film set on glass provided a trimmer which met
requ irements with specs to spare, and gave long
term trouble free service as a bonus.
Vishay trimmers combine precision, stability, low
TC, and infinite resolution to eliminate the need
fo r padding resistors, decrease test time, and improve product performance. Write now for our
portfolio of trimmer technical bulletins.

®

Toledo Scale
makes use of
these Standard
Vishay trimmer
specs:
• Tempco
10ppm/°C
• Low Noise
10oENR Max
• Setability
better than
0.05%

~d~~i~~!sh~~~~e~h!o~g~ ln~RODUCTS
63 Lincoln Highway• Malvern, Pa. 19355
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VCO IC drifts
held to 30 ppm/°C

POWER
FOR YOUR
•OPAMPS
e LINE RECEIVERS
e COMPARATORS
Convenient, money saving, practicalV-PAC* power sources give you needed
voltages for linear !Cs from standard
+5v source. Operate as many as 25
linear devices from a single V-PAC
power source!
Standard DIP pin configuration, and
less than a third cubic inch volume,
lets you use V-PAC sources right on
the PC card, with minimum length
interconnections.

I VA 12-12 I VA 15-15

VA 12-6

VOLTAGESJ + 12 -121+15-15

+ 12-6

TYPE:

Write or call for full specifications.
WEST:
213-843-5200
214-231-6181
505-265-6794
312-654-8645
415-593-2189

EAST:
513-761-5432
201-992-2505
803-288-4450
416- 743-9130
617-272-7655

206-747-942@305-941-5544

Reliabilit~ Inc.
5325 Glenmont, Houston, Texas
77036. 713-666-3261
Europe and the Far East: TISCO (Tl Supply Co.)
TWX: 910-881-1739

*TM, Reliability, Inc.

Exar Integrated Systems, 750
Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086. ( 408) 732-7970. XR-2207MN: $13.50 ( 100 up).
The XR-2207 precision voltagecontrolled oscillator boasts a frequency stability of 30 ppm/°C, a
1000: 1 sweep range and simultaneous square and triangular outputs.
The XR-2207 operates with either
single or dual supplies from ± 4 to
± 13 V and with a frequency stability of 0.1 %/V. The basic oscillator frequency is from 0.1 to 1
MHz. With an external capacitor,
as many as four discrete frequencies can be generated by the choice
of four external resistors.
CIRCLE NO. 336

130-ns 1024-bit RAM
comes in 18-pin DIP

Avalanche rectifiers
peak at 20 kV
AF! Industries, 400 Warburton
Pl., Long Branch, N.J. -07740.
(201 ) 229-8300. $1 .50 to $20;
stock.
A line of high-voltage rectifiers
called the 500A through 3000A
Series offer a PIV voltage range
of 5 to 20 kV. Current ratings are
500 mA to 3 A. The devices also
feature low reverse leakage current
of 1 µA. Mounting is reportedly
simplified through a special flange
molded as an integral part of the
package.
CIRCLE NO. 338

150-kHz op amp IC
slews at 10 V/ µs
MC1741S

l
10 JJl/DIV

Motorola, P.O. Box 20924, Pho enix,
Ariz. 85036. (602) 244-3466. MC1741SCP1: $1.25 (100 up); stock.
A guaranteed minimum slew rate
of 10 V / µ,sec and a minimum power bandwidth of 150 kHz are offered in the MC1741S op amp. An
improved version of the company's
MCl 741 op amp, the new IC boasts
a signal-transient improvement of
20 times that of the earlier device.
All other de and dynamic specifications for the MC1741S and the
MC1741 are identical
CIRCLE NO . 339

Multiplier IC
dissipates only 125 mW

Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 5012,
MIS 308, Dallas, Tex. 75222. $6.60
( 100 up); stock.
The company's 1024-bit MOS
RAM is now offered in an 18-pin
(300-mils between centers) dualin-line package. Called the TMSS4063, the device features maximum access and cycle times of
130 and 200 ns, respectively, over
the 0-to-70-C temperature range.
Power dissipation is 120 mW in
the operating mode and 2 mW in
standby. The use of a 4-transistor-per-bit cell permits s imp I e
timing and the termination of the
refresh operation to obtain data.

Advanced Micro Devices, 901
Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086. ( 408 ) 732-2400. Am25L05PC: $10 (100 up ) .
The Am25L05 low-power multiplier offers a typical power dissipation of 125 mW. It can multiply
a four-bit number by a two-bit
number and add a four-bit number
to the product. All operations are
performed in 2's complement arithmetic, giving a 2's complement double-length product. The high-speed
device allows, for example, multiplication of two 8-bit numbers in
only 275 ns.

CIRCLE NO. 337

CIRCLE NO . 340
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CHIP CAPACITORS
The small size of RMC®multilayer chip capacitors
makes them ideal for your filter designs, delay
lines, high-frequency bypassing, and coupling .
Several mounting configurations are availableuntinned, solder tinned , unleaded , leaded , and
with RMC's moisture-proof epo"xy coating .
Dielectric materials used in the MLC®chip format
include: NPO , K2000 (Y5P) , and K6500 (Z5U) .
NPO
K2000
K6500

Overall
Capacity Range:

20 - to 10,000 pf
0.001 - to 0.5 uf
0.005 - to 1.0 uf

Rated Voltage: 25, 50 & 100 V DC

Radio materia~ Compan'I

Div. of P.R. Mallory & Co. Inc.
4242 West Bryn Mawr Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60646

(312) 478-3600
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 1 2 1

your brains and Repco's new,
low-cost UHF (450-470 MHz)
telemetry transmitters
and receivers.
You loved our small , modular RF links
in low, mid , and high band ranges ... all
29 transmitters and 24 receiver models .
Now . . _get turned on with our new UHF
450-470 MHz , modular radio links .
Your telemetry or data acquisition
systems (present or proposed) and our
stable, FCC type accepted radio links
were made for each other . .. whether you
need tone , vo ice, or low-speed digital
data transmission , or combinations
of such modes.
Plug-in modules make these links
small , reliable , and extremely easy to
service . And keep prices down . Battery
drain is low, installation is simple, and
design freedom is virtually unlimited .
Each plug- in module is a complete ,
state-of-the-art c ircuit .
Transmitters Power: 2 .0 or
4.0W (-30°, + 60° C) Voi ce
o r tone @ 300 to 3000 Hz;
15F2,16F3. Wei g ht: 3.2 oz .
Size: 3 .32" x 3 .32" x 1 " .
Receivers Sensitivity : 0 .5
microvolts (20 db quieting) .
Aud io o utput: 600 mw. Freq .
stability:
.00005%
(-30° c to + 60°C) . Weight:
3.2 oz. Size: 3.32"x3 .32"x1 " .

>±

TRAD5DUEER5
can help.

For use under FCC parts 21 ,
81, 83 , 89 , 91 , 93 , 95( A) and U.S.
Government Services
( non-tactical) .

®

You can have better than .05%
rep eatable pressu re data for
au tomated mach inery, process
LG
control , pipeline control or oth er
MODE
P69F
automated sys tems from Transducers, I nc. press ure ce lls.
You can choose from our wide variety of p ressure sens ors. There is
one to fit your needs . We have our NEW modular ra ck moun te d
instrumentation for si mpl e s igna l cond ition ing, too ! And a broad
fam ily of load ce lls leading the way in elect ro nic weig hing.
Write, wi re or phone today f or Bulleti n 82
for more

r~:r~~~ion 1

~

TRADSDUCERS, ln1.
Phone · (2 13) 945.3141
®
12140 E. Rivera Rd • Wh i ttler , Calif 90606

makes
Sense
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Wr ite fo r complete UH F (450-470 MHz) specs, plus
information on low(25-50 MHz) , med ium (66-88 MHz)
an d high ban d ( 132-17 4 MHz) transmitters and
receivers .

Aepco

REPCO Incorporated
Special Products Department
P.O. Box 7065
Orlando, Florida 32804
Telephone (305) 843-8484
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Thyristors activated
by light

Dual interface IC
connects ECL to MOS

Motorola, P.O. Box 20924, Phoenix,
Ariz. 85036. (602) 244-3466. 15-V
MLS101: 84¢; 200-V MLS105:
$2.10 (100-999); stock.
A line of annular, light-activated
thyristors are available in both
plastic and metal packages. Part
numbers MLS101 through MLS105
designate the plastic, T0-92 version
and part numbers MLS201 through
MLS205 are the metal case, T018 version. Both versions have
peak reverse blocking voltages
from 15 to 200 V and peak forward surge current of 5 A. Forward rms current for the MLSlOl
series is 250 mA, and for the MLS201 series, it's 400 mA.

T exas Instruments, P.O. Box 5012,
MIS 308, Dallas, Tex. 75222. (214)
238-3741. SN75368N: $3.24 (100
up); 6 wk.
A dual ECL-to-MOS level converter and interface IC-the SN75368- is reportedly the first of its
kind. The memory driver accepts
standard SNlOOOO ECL output signals and creates high current, high
voltage levels for driving MOS circuits. The SN75368 may be used to
drive address, control and timing
inputs for such MOS RAMs as the
TMS4062, AMS7001, and the 1103.
The SN75368 operates over the
O-to-70-C temperature range. It is
offered in either a 14-pin plastic
(N suffix) or ceramic DIP.

Voltage comparators
offer 20-ns response
National Semiconductor, 2900
Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. ( 408) 732-5000. LM360 (Epoxy B ): $3; LM361
( Epoxy B ): $1.75 ( 100 up); stock.
Two high-speed differential voltage comparators feature guaranteed response times of 20 ns maximum. Called the LM160 and LM161
series, the new comparators are
bipolar ICs with high speed differential inputs and complementary
TTL outputs. Typical delays on either series varies only 3 ns for
overdrive variations of 5 to 500
mV. The pinouts of the LM161
permit the front end to be run on
± 15-V op-amp supplies, while the
TTL output section is run on +5
V and ground. For both series,
versions cover MIL-spec and commercial temperature ranges. Packaging includes T0-5 can, fiatpack,
standard DIP and Epoxy B DIP.
INQUIRE DIRECT

CIRCLE NO. 341

CIRCLE NO. 342

CM4·43
GaAsP, package
similar to T-1, plug
in leads for close
mounting.
CM4-20
GaAsP, clear
transparent lens,
intense point source
indicator.

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company

CM4·23
GaAsP, red
transluscent lens,
diffused light source.

CM4·31
GaAsP, high
illumination, ideal
for back lighting
applications.

CM4·52
GaAsP, small , low
cost, versatile, rec
lens for diffused
light.
CM4-50
GaAsP, small, low
cost, clear lens.

Try to find

64-bit RAM can
write while reading

1-kbit RAM
accesses in 80 ns

Vactec, Inc., 2423 Northline Industrial Blvd., Maryland Heights, Mo.
63043. (3 14) 872-8300. $2.50.
The VTX-1050 switch combines
a photodetector and an amplifier to
activate sensitive relays or CMOS
logic circuits without interface elements. The new switch operates
from any ll-to-20-V-dc supply, and
requires only two external components to set the switching level.
Sensitivity is adjustable · from 5
µ,W / cm 2 to 10 mW/ cm 2 • The light
source can be incandescent, neon,
or LED. The unit is hermetically
sealed in a T0-18 enclosure.

Signetics, 811 E. Arques Ave.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. ( 408) 7397700. $7.05 (100); 4 wk. (large
qty.).
A high-speed bipolar RAM accepts data simultaneously while its
contents are being read. Called the
82S21, the new "write-while-read"
RAM is a 64-bit TTL device organized into 32 words of 2 bits
each. Features include a 25-ns read
access time, buffered address lines
and latches and decoding circuits
on the chip. Open-collector outputs
can deliver 48 mA each. The new
memory comes in a 24-pin DIP.

Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave.,
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. (408)
246-7501 . $40 ( 100-999).
A 1024-bit n-channel silicongate RAM, the 2105, has an
access time of 80 ns and a readwrite cycle time of 180 ns. Standby power disipation is a low 80
µ. W /bit. The RAM costs 0.4 cents
per bit in 100-999 quantities-reportedly one-half the cost of bipolar memories with equivalent
speed. Organized as 1024 words
by one-bit, the 2105 has all address decoding circuitry on the
chip. Address, data, and writeenable inputs are low level for
TTL compatibility. In addition,
output OR-tie capability is provided for memory expansion.

CIRCLE NO . 343

INQUIRE DIRECT

CIRCLE NO . 344

Switch contains
photodetector, amplifier

CM4-62
GaP, low current
indicator in a high
millicandela
package.

CM4-73
GaAsP, intense
compact indicator
with wide viewing
angle.

CM4-83
GaAsP, lowest cost
T-1 ¥.! LED available.
CM4-48
GaAsP, small
package similar to
T-1, heavy duty
leads for wire
wrapped terminals.

CM4·100
Alpha-Numeric
readout, 14 pin DIP.
CM4-110
Alpha-Numeric
readout, red
encapsulation 14 pin
DIP.

an LED we don•t have ...
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Optical mark reader
buffers ASCII data

Sampling method boosts
X-Y recorder speed

Tape readers operate
at 1000 or 200 char/s

)
Datum, Inc., 170 E. Lib erty A ve.,
Anaheim, Calif. 92801. (714) 8793070. $1995; 45 days.
Model 5098 assembles pencilmarked data into ASCII characters. The unit reads documents up
to 8.5 x 11 in. Each 12-bit document entry is translated into two
10-bit serial characters, then formatted and buffered for transmis~
s ion. Model 5098 scans at 13 in /s
and can transmit at rates up to
9600 baud. A reverse channel control permits retransmission of data
in case of error.

Sup erior Electric Co., 1000 Middle
St., Bristol, Conn. 06010. (2 03 )
582-9561. S ee text; stock.
Photoelectric tape readers TRPlOOOR and TRPlOOOF read 200 to
1000 char/s synchronously or zero
to 60 char/s asynchronously. The
search/rewind speed is 1000 char/s.
Both Slo-Syn units handle 1 in.
eight-channel tape having a maximum light transmission of 40 %. A
LE D light source eliminates aging
effects. Model TRPlOOOF, sell ing
for $980, holds 200 feet of fanfold tape; model TRPlOOOR accommodates 750 feet of tape on
reels and costs $1475.

General Radio, 300 Baker A ve .,
Concord, Mass. 01742. ( 617 ) 3694400. $1500.
A sampling feature permits the
1715 X-Y recorder to plot repetitive swept measurements that have
sweep times ranging from 0.01 to
10 s. The recorder operates at
speeds up to 20 in /s in the direct
mode and 20 ms a point in the
sampling mode. The input range is
0 to 4 V for the X-axis and - 2 to•
2 V for the Y-axis. Any paper size
up to 11 by 17-in. can be used
with the 1715.

CIRCLE NO. 345

CIRCLE NO. 346

CIRCLE NO. 347

CM4-101
Polarity and
overflow readou t, 14
pin DIP.
CM4-111
Pol arity and
overflow readout,
red encapsulation 14
pin DIP.

CM4-9030
T-2 LED for sl ide
base app li cati ons
through 48 volts ,
plugs into existi ng
T-2 sockets.

CM4-301
GaP, light pipe
display, Ye" and YJ"
character size.

CM4· 5010
Opto-l so lato r
Coup ler, standard
mini-DIP for easy
plug-i n.

if we don•t have the LED you

ROM programmer is
intelligent and portable

System automatically
watches your clock ·

Graphics system uses
improved controller

Adage, I nc., 1079 Commonwealth
A ve ., B oston, Mass. 02215. ( 617 )
783-1100. $30k-50ik; Mar., 74.

I SM Corp., 20 Sylvan, Wo burn,
Mass. 01801. ( 617 ) 935-6370. $400 .

Pro-Log Corp., 2826 Metropolitan
Pl., Pomona, Calif. 91767 . (714 )
593-7408, $1900; 3 wk.

The Clockwatcher electronically
totalizes the amount of time on a
g iven project. Continuous monitoring of one to 15 stations is furnished via a visual digital display.
Additional modules can increase
capacity of the number of projects
to be monitored. Operation of t h e
Clockwatcher consists of pressing
a button and setting the number
of people working on a project. It
even records overtime hours.

Controlled by a microprocessor,
these portable programmers list,
program, duplicate and verify data
on 1702A and 5203-type reprogrammable ROMs. Model 810 programs a l 702A ROM ; 811 a 1702
ROM and 812 a 5203 ROM. Options include a TTY interface, paper-tape reader and a ROM erase
light. Each unit comes in an attache case and weighs less than
14 pounds.

The Adage/ 400 graph ic display
system provides an interactive
graphics facility when attached to
a host computer. A large CRT display forms part of each user work
station . Each work station includes
digital and analog accessories for
interacting with displayed images.
The display controller, a microprogrammed microprocessor, handles
the key image manipulation routines with minimal host computer
involvement. Options include depth
cueing, two and t h ree-dimensional
windowing, a circle generator and
a color CRT.

CIRCLE NO. 34 8

CIRCLE NO. 349

CIRCLE NO. 350

CM44
Cartridge Type
indicator, short
cylindrical cap,
interchanges with
MIL-L-3361 lamps.

CM4-8000
T-1 ¥4 Type LED
indicators,
interchange with
midget flange-base
incandescents.

CM44
Cartridge Type
indicator,
Macrodome cap ,
interchanges with
MIL-L-3361 lamps.

, CM4-7000
T-1 ¥4 Type LED
indicators,
interchange with
Bl-Pin based
subminiature
incandescents.

LED's are relatively simple. Some chips, some wire,
some plastic. But making LED devices that workthat work exactly right for you-calls for a thorough
appreciation of lighting technology, human engineering,
even aesthetics.
Chicago Miniature is expert in miniature lighting of all
kinds. We specialize in doing tiny things in a big way.
And we've learned enough to know how varied your
particular needs can Q.e. That's why we provide more
kinds of LED devices and packages than any other
single source. Right off the shelf. And that's why we
provide full support in application engineering .
Whether you 're designing new panels, or modifying
incandescent li ghted panels for LED's, see if Chicago
Miniature can help.

i

Chicago Miniature Lamp Works
4433 N. Ravenswood Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois 60640
a

GENERAL INSTRUMENT company

CM4-170
Extremely visible
Y4" character
extremely lo.,;
power, small size .

need, we'll make it for you.
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Printers operate at
180 or 420 lines/min

LAFAYETTE
1974 CATALOG 740
/I

~
-

Potter Instrument Co., 532 Broad
H ollow Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11746.
(5 16 ) 694-9000. S ee text; 90 days .
Two printers, models LP6150
and LP6350, offe1: a choice in speed
of 180 or 420 lines / min. Both
printers use a helical platen concept. Printing is accomplished
with two moving parts- 12 ha mmers and the spiralling platen. The
printers produce up to six copies
at a time with 132-column lines.
The character set, which is ROM
programmed, handles any foreign
or custom font in 64 or 128-character sets. In 1000 quantities,
model LP6150 which prints 180
lines / min. costs $2450 and model
LP6350 which prints 420 lines/
min . costs $3465 .

-

~

474

Pages

The World's Largest
Consumer Electronics Catalog

Everything In Electronics for
Home, Business, Industry
Too ls a nd Test Equ ipment • Cameras and
Photograph ic Eq ui pment • Walkie-Talkies • CB and Amateur gear • Stereo / Hi- Fi
Com ponents • Musical Instruments •
Ra dio and TV • Books • PubIic Ad dress
a nd Paging Systems • Plus Much More

Send Today!

Stores From Coast-ta-Coast
Lafayette Radio Electronics
P.O. Box 10, Dept. 45103

Syosset, L.I., N.Y.
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X ebec Syst ems, Inc., 566 San
Xavier A ve., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086. ( 408 ) 732-9444. $3350; 30
days.
Users of Data General or Digital Computer Controls computers
can operate in an on-line interactive mode wit h this flexib le-disc
operating system. The package includes flexib le-disc drive, software
operating system and all hardware
inter faces. T he system requires a
minimum of 8 k words and 12 k
if used for Fortran. The drive accommodates one or two discs each
capable of storing up to 260 kbytes.
Random storage access is 300 ms
(average ) with a transfer rate of
31 kbytes / s.
CIRCLE NO. 353

Instrumentation recorder
withstands 100 g shock

,-

V ersatec, Inc., 10100 Bubb Rd.,
Cupertino, Calif. 95014 . ( 408 ) 25799 00. $9900; Aug.
The Matrix 1600A, an electrostatic printer/ plotter, combines the
plotting capability of the Matrix
1600 plotter plus the printing capability of the Matrix LP-1616 printer. The unit prints one hundred
16-by-16 dot-matrix characters at
300 lines/min from ASCII input
data. The stationary writing head
co ntains a 1600-nib plotting array
with a spacing density of 160
nibs/ in . The Matrix 1600A plots
at:rnss 10 in ches of an 11-in. paper
width; paper is fed at the rate of
0.75 in /s .
CIRCLE NO. 352

CIRCLE NO . 354

Electrostatic device
prints or plots

Your Complete
Electronics Buying Guide

1

Genisco T echnology Corp., 18435
Su,sana Rd ., Compton, Calif. 90221.
(213) 537-4750. $10,000-$15,000
120 days.
Compact size and rugged construction are key features of t h e
model 10-236 instrumentation recorder. It is suited for use in torpedos and rockets where space is
at a premium . The recorder weighs
6.75 pounds and measures 3-1 / 2
x 5-3 / 4 x 7-3 / 16-in. Salient design parameters
include tape
speeds of 7.5-in/ s to 120-in/ s in
five standard increments, and a
recording capacity of up to 14
tracks on 0.5-in. or 1-in. tape. A
special drive mechanism provides
the necessary force between tape
and head without the use of pi nch
rollers. Flutter is less than one
pe rcent p-p. Model 10-236 draws
50 watts (with inverter ) fro m 28
V de when operating at 30-in / s.
The unit withstands up to 100 g
shock.

CIRCLE NO. 351

For your FREE 1974
Lafayette Catalog 740

F1exible disc software
supports on-line syst em
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WhJ is the Ross

Digital Cassette Recorder

thi best recorder?
• Because it is the simplest
• Because it is the most rugged
•Because it is solidly bu ilt
•Because the design is versatile
•Because of patented constant speed drive

• Because there are no moving parts except the motors
• Because it is low cost
• ALL OF THE ABOVE

D

§
D
D
D

~

fDl
~ ~,?~f,2!!,;!:~~~~£~!!P,£!1,~~N
An Affi liate o f American Research & Oevelopment Corp. (ARD)

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 127

New FREE catalog
containing specifications
for over 60 models of
single, dual and triple
output AC to DC
power modules

Let you know when rated temperature
is reached ... with an accuracy of ± 1%

1. TEMPILABELS 0 : self-adhesive temperature
monitors consisting of one or more heat-sensitive
indicators sealed under transparent, heat resistant
windows. The centers of the indicator circles turn from
white to black irreversibly at the temperature ratings
shown on the label. Tempilabels 0 are available in several
sizes. and in single or multiple temperature ratings from
100° to 500°F. Accuracy is within ± 1%of the stated
rating . They are particularly useful for monitoring
operating temperatures of equipment or processes;
obtaining temperature data of components as a guide to
design and material selection ; safeguarding temperaturesensitive materials in storage or transit. To serve as a
permanent record, Tempilabels 0 can be removed from
the surface and attached to a report.
2. TEMPILAQ 0 : materials of calibrated melting
points suspended in an inert, volatile nonflammable vehicle . Available in over 100
systematically spaced temperature ratings from
100° to 2500° F. Tempilaq 0 indicates its
temperature rating by liquefying within
± 1%of its rating . Available in bottles or
spray cans.

3. TEMPILSTIKS 0 : temperature-indicating
crayons of calibrated melting poirits .
Available in over 100 systematically
spaced temperature ratings, Tempilstiks 0 cover the
range from 100° to 2500° F. Tempilstiks 0 indicate Y. r
the specified temperature , by liquefying with
a tolerance of ± 1% of its rating .
Detailed data and price sheets as well as
samples are available upon request.

TempU

0

mv1smN. e1G THREE 1NausTR1Es.1Nc.

Hamilton Blvd .. South Plainfield, N.J. 07080
Phone : 201 • 757-8300 • Telex: 138662
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Miniature CRT terminal
designed for data entry

Car-Mel Electronics, 2218 Cotner
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 .
(213) 477-4216. $1950; stock.
A complete miniature CRT terminal, t he D-301 Informer, works
directly with a minicomputer or
can be connected to phone lines for
remote data entry. Each terminal
includes a standard keyboard with
separate number pad and specialfunction keys. Other features include dual-intensities and cursor
addressing. And, the electrical interface is compatible with EIA
standards.
CIRCLE NO. 355

Impact printer uses
LSI circuitry

Modular Power Supplies
• 1 to 12 outputs
• 5 to 28 volts - to 635 wotts
• .01 % IC regulation
• competitive cost
• masterfully engineered
FREE bulletin l l SA tells
how we make it happen !

ri':
.._.el'lran inc.
7

~

Wissahickon Ave ..
North Wales, Pa . 19454

(ftEIVIA)

L-205

M E MBER

Data cassette provides
50% more storage

Information Terminals Corp., 323
Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086. ( 408) 245-4400 .

Designed to comply with ANSI
and ECMA standards, t he new
T450 cassette provides 450 feet of
computer-grade tape--50 % more
storage capacity than previously
available data cassettes, according
to Information T erminals. Its r einforced fiberglass case is molded
from a conductive compound to
dissipate static charges. Write
lockout tabs are permanently attached with hinges, and the tabs
can easily be moved to permit rerecording of data.
CIRCLE NO. 357

Data printer interfaces
easily, TTL-compatible

Centronics Data Computer Corp.,
One Wall St., Hudson, N .H. 03051.
( 603 ) 885-0111. $4030 (unity qty.)
45 days.
The lOlAL is a 132-column,
serial impact printer which uses
LSI electronics. Printing speed is
165 char/ s and 60 to 200 lines/
min. The unit will produce an
original plus at least four carbon
copies. The last printed line is
visible for immediate reading. The
standard mode produces a line of
elongated boldface characters on
command. The printer employs a
9 x 7 dot mati·ix for generating
characters. A variety of character
sets is available.

Newport Lab.oratories, Inc., 630 E.
Young St ., Santa Ana, Calif.
92705. (714 ) 540-4914. S ee text.
Half-rack size (4-1 / 2 x 8- 1/ 2
in. ) and low cost ($495 for the
basic nine column printer) , the
Model 810 data printer features
interface simplicity. TTL-compatible, rear-connector data inputs and
control signals can easi ly be converted from positive to negative
logic. The 810 also features programmable two-color printing, fixed or floating decimal point and
uses standard adding mach ine
paper.

CIRCLE NO. 356

CIRCLE NO. 358
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An Important Public Service Message

POWER SOURCES

HyComp Addresses the Problem of Inflation

De supplies deliver
0.05% regulation
Todd Products, 123 Milbar Blvd.,
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735. (516)
293-3440.
The MX Series power supplies
have 0.05 % regulation, 1 mV ripple, and ± 10 % output adjustment.
They also offer adjustable overvoltage protection (thru 24 V nominal), foldback current limiting,
remote sensing, remote programming, full enclosed construction,
and no supplementary heat sinking or forced air cooling. The use
of series regulators provides low
noise, fast response, stable outputs
with freedom from spurious RFI
and EMI.
CIRCLE NO. 359

MoC:lular de supplies
claim high reliability

What is better than two
for the price of one?
..,;~ Using one instead of two
for the price of one!

.ft

WHEN YOU USE PRECISION THIN FILM RESISTOR LADDER NETWORKS WITH
CURRENT SWITCHES AS INTERSIL'S 8018A THAU 8020A AND FAIRCHILD'S
µA 9650 FOR A/ D AND D/ A CONVERSION , YOU CAN REDUCE COSTS AND
SIZE SIGN IFICA NTL Y!
HOW? WITH HyCOMP'S HC-130 and HC-135 SERIES 12 BIT WEIGHTED
LADDER NETWORKS WHICH ARE MADE ON SINGLE 110 x 190 mil , GLASS
SUBSTRATE CHIPS AND REPLACE THE PREVIOUS STANDARD TWO CHIP
NETWORKS. THEY PROVIDE SUPERIOR T.C . TRACKING AND OTHER
CHARACTERISTICS AND COST AS LITTLE AS $24(1-9) and $17(1 K) . AVAILABLE
IN 24 LEAD DIP OR FLAT PACK, HERMETIC OR NON- HERMETIC ... OR IN
CHIP FORM . HC-130 SERIES USED WITH INTERSIL SWITCHES.
HC-135 SERIES USED WITH FAIRCHILD'S.
THE THREE DECADE BCD WEIGHTED LADDER COUNTERPARTS, DESIGNATED
HC-130Aand HC-135A , HAVE THE SAME EXCELLENT SPECS AS THE OTHER
HyCOMP RESISTOR LADDER NETWORKS WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT RATIO
ACCURACY IS 0.05% AND MAXIMUM ACCUMULATED POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
ERROR IS 0.05% F.S.
IF THE OLD STANDARD TWO PACKAGES HAVE ALREADY BEEN FROZEN INTO
YOUR DESIGNS ... THEN USE THE HC-420 and HC-430 SERIES WITH THE
INTERSIL SWITCHES. AVAILABLE IN 14 LEAD DIP OR FLATPACK .
AND WHEN YOU USE THIN FILM R-2R LADDER NETWORKS, GET THEM ON
THE SMALLEST SINGLE CHIPS AND AT THE LOWEST PRICES!
HC-210 SERIES ... 12 BIT LADDER NETWORK WITH A RESISTANCE VALUE
OF SOK for MOS OR ANY ANALOG SWITCH WITH A HIGH SATURATION
RESISTANCE. AS LITTLE AS $25(1-99) . AVAILABLE IN 16 LEAD DIP OR
FLATPACK , HERMETIC OR NON-HERMETIC .•. OR 100 x 190 MIL CHIP.

=

National Power Products, P.O. Box
292, Haverhill, Mass. 01830. (617)
374-0777. From $23 ( 1 to 9); stock
to 2 wk.
The HRSE 900 Series of power
supplies has a high reliability factor (MTBF) of 150,000 hours typ,
a 100 %- 100-hour burn-in, UL listings (9 15, 902 and 904 ), standard
package size and pin configuration
for direct replacement and are
backed by a full five-year warranty. The specifications include
output voltage of ± 15 V de at output currents of 25 mA ( HRSE915R), 50 mA (904R ), 100 mA
(902R ), 200 mA (9 20 ) and +5 V
de at output currents of 500 mA
(903) and 1000 mA (9 05 ). The input voltage and frequency is 105
to 125 V ac for 50 to 440 Hz.
Regulation for line and load is
0.05 % and 0.1 % , respectively, and
the Pard is 0.5 mV rms.

Application Resistor
HC -210

Application
Resistors
HC -21 0 -AD

HC-1000 SERIES ... 12 BIT LADDER NETWORK WIT H STANDARD RESISTAN CE
VALUESOFSK , 10K, and25K. IN 16 LEAD DIP OR FLATPACK , HERMETIC OR
NON- HERMETIC ... OR 100 x 150 MIL CHIP. AS LITTLE AS $23.20(1-99)
SPECIFICATIONS FOR 12 BIT THIN FILM LADDER NETWORKS
(unless otherwise noted) .
T.C TRACKING : < 1 PPM / 'C RATIO ACCURACY : 0.01%
MAXIMUM ACCUMULATED POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE ERROR · 0.012%
10 AND 8 BIT MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE .
In addition to supplying many other standard precision thin film resistor ladder networks
and hybrid D/ A and D/ S converters with a normal delivery time of two weeks , HyComp
1s pleased to consider modifications to standard products and customized circuits
whenever economically feasible .

~m

the Hybridic©
Hybrid Company
146 Main Street Bo x 250 Maynard . Mass 01754 (617) B97 ·4578
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Lab voltage standard has
six-digit resolution
Systron Donner, 10 Systron Dr .,
Concord, Calif. 94518. ( 415 ) 6826161. $1995; 60 day.
Model M106A is an isolated,
fl oating source of de voltage to
999.999 V in four ranges-from 1
to 1000 V. Resolution is six digits

on all ranges. Other specifications
of t he Model M106A include a calibration accuracy and over-all stability to 0.003 % , a regulation better than 0.001 % a nd a response
t ime to 0.003 % of final output
with in 300 ms. It also offers remote BCD programming of output
range, polarity, a nd voltage as well
as manual pushbutton programming of the same fu nctions.

De supplies offer three
different power ratings

CIRCLE NO. 361

i'm
ree

Abbott Transistor Labs, 5200 W.
J eff erson Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90016. (2 13 ) 936-8185. From
$72 ( 1 to 24 ) ; stock.
The "LC" Series of power supplies converts 115 V ac, 47 to 420
Hz to regulated voltages of 5, 12,
15, 24 or 28 V de. Output power
available is 30, 60 or 120 W. Line
and load regulation are better than
0.1 % and ripple is 10 mV rms with
a 30 mV p-p maximum. Full output power is available up to 50 C
ambient with no derating, forced
air cooling or heat sinking. Standard features include short-circuit
protection, remote error sensing,
input transient protection and isolated outputs. Overvoltage protection is available as an optional feature. The overvoltage circuitry will
reduce the output voltage to approximately 1 V de within 25 µ,s
after the output voltage rises 10 %
or 2 V de above its nominal value.

rm A

mAIL-LITE®
/HIPPER

1 CASE of Mail-Lite FREE when you buy my
$50 table model heat sealer.
2 CASES of Mail-Lite FREE when you buy my
$100 floor model heat sealer.

CIRCLE NO. 362

Precision power source
is stable to 10 ppm

TABLE MODEL
$50 OFFER

MAIL-LITE

Labor Savings: Can be heat sealed closed in 2 seconds
Waterproof• Pilferproof • Lightweight· Clean
THIS SPECIAL OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 1973
......................................................

•
:

I AM INTERESTED IN THE

•1

0 $50 OFFER

0 $100 OFFER

PLEASE FORWARD ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ;
0 MAIL-LITE SHIPPERS 0 MAIL-LITE HEAT SEALING SYSTEM

e •••

I •••

COMPANY
NAME

ADDRESS

:

•••

CITY

STATE

I

19-01 State Highway 208. Fai r Lawn, New Jersey 07410

•

:

.=.
:

I• Sealed /\Ir Corporation

ZIP _ _
PHONE

!
!•
:

:

......................................................

Rotek, 40 Guinan St., Waltham ,
Mass. 0 2 154. ( 617 ) 899-4611 .
The programmable E / l / R source
features an accuracy of 0.005 % de
and 0.05 % ac. It covers a voltage
range from 1 mV to 1000 V, and
currents from 1 µA to 1 A. Shortterm stabiJi.ty is better than 10
ppm. Closed-loop operation and a
special, patented circuit provide
fast, automatic response .
CI RCLE NO. 363
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Economical
'P16" Profile Keyswitch
Sets New Staridard of Value
The Stackpole Lo-Pro™ keyswitch, with a
new combination of features and rugged
design , is becoming an industry leader for
cost - conscious applications like desk top
ca lculators, electronic tuning , data
terminals , communications equipment,
and point-of-sale devices.

G

completely enclosed case makes the
switch " coffee-proof." Simplified
design consists of only 6 parts, has a
body profile of less than 7 /16" with
.160" or optional .100" total stroke.

G

exclusive coil spring cross point
contacting, w ith controlled wipe,
provides high force per unit of contact
area. This self-cleaning action assures
reliability. Contact closure interference
from environmental contaminant is
essentially eliminated .

G

wave soldering is simplified by a
specially designed term inal to base
interface, coupled with the ultrasonic
weld ing of base to housing for
protection against flux contamination .

(±) center snap-in mounting post allows
perfect key adjustment and alignment
prior to wave soldering to PC board .
Integral snap-in panel mounting feature
available at no extra cost.
This dramatic new design, backed by the
manufacturing capability of the world's
largest producer of slide switches, makes
Lo-Pro a new standard of value . .. and
price. Write or call for Bulletin No. 77-103.
Stackpole Components Company,
P.O. Box 14466, Raleigh , N.C. 27610.
Phone : 919-828-6201 .
Patent Pending

~(? SUCltPOLE

T®

COMPONENTS COMPANY
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A complete line of
CUSTOMIZED ROTARY
CERAMIC SWITCHES ...

POWER SOURCES

Power load-bank handles
1 kW in small case

For RF and POWER APPLICATIONS
RSC switches are available in a variety of switching
models. RSC high precision, quality built units are designed for applications requiring long life maintenancefree service. Types include shorting and non-shorting,
single and muiti-deck, up to 18 pole positions. Features
include, 10 to 100 amp current carrying capacity, 20° to
90° detents, 2000 to 24000 volts flashover and corrosionproof construction.
Write for catalog no. 960
and complete information.

1~nH ~wnru~ ruwn~wn~nw~
Rt. 79, Marlboro, N. J. 07746

Cal Power Corp., 140 Kansas St.,
El S egundo, Calif. 90245. (213)
772-2171. $425; 3 to 4 wk.
Model LBlOOO is a solid state
load bank that combines high power in a very small package (2.5 W
per in. 3 ) . It can replace bulky resistors, load banks, and rheostats
and can be used for manual or electronically con trolled ON -OFF
switching. It can also simulate
dynami<: loads up to 50 kHz. Power
dissipation is 1000 W max while
the input current range is 0 to
100 A.
CIRCLE NO. 364

Mini de supplies offer
1% line and load reg

DATA ENTRY
DETECTORS
SPACE & MILITARY

APPLICATIONS
INDUSTRIAL

APPLICATIONS OF
IA TECHNIQUES

FLAT PANEL
DISPLAYS

ACTIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL
SENSING

mANSPORTATION
CONFERENCE

Reed Devices Inc., 21 W. 183 Hill
A ve ., Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137. (3 12 }
858-2050. $18 (25 up); stock.
The Pl series of. power supplies
offers short-circuit and overload
protection and delivers up to 1.5 W.
They are available with output
voltages of 6, 12 and 24 V de, with
other voltages available on special order. The input is 115 V ac.
The output is regulated to within
± 1 % for 10 % line and load
changes. The supply's size is 3 in.
square by 2-7 /8 in. high.
CIRCLE NO. 573
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Three phase SCR supply
delivers up to 500 A
Christie Electric, 3410 W. 67 St.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90060. (213)
750-1151.
The M series of three-phase SCR
constant-voltage constant-current
power supplies is available in three
different ratings up to 500 A or
135 V. Standard features of the
"M" series include: 230 V ac
( ±10 %), three phase inputs; regulation of ± 0.1 %. for voltage and
current; de voltage range is continuously adjustable from 0 to
maximum; current limiting goes
down to 0 V; remote sensing handles up to a 3 V drop per load
lead and reverts to local sensing if
sense leads are interrupted; response time is 50 ms for full load
application and drift is less than
10 mV, +0.005 %/°C. The supply
also includes a voltmeter/ ammeter
that has ± 2% accuracy. Operation
from 0 to + 50 C is guaranteed.

• Mini-portable Oscilloscope • Battery or A powe
• DC-20 MHz bandwidth • 10 mV /div sensitivity
• Recharging circuitry • Rack mountable • Laboratory Quality
The PS900's are the first mini-portable scopes to bring lab-quality to
"on-site" DC to 20 MHz test and measurement applications. These are "true"
portables , since they are of rugged construction, small size (will fit into
your tool kit or brief case) and light weight {only 7 pounds with batteries) ,
and since they will operate from internal batteries for up to 5 hours.
Recharging circuitry is included, and standard " C " size cells can be used ...
nickel-cadmium, alkaline or in a pinch, even common flashlight batteries!
• Interested? Call Bill Kraus at (714) 279-6572, or write us at
7170 Convoy Court, San Diego , California 92111.

••

._!_ ...

PS920A
" STACKPACK"
Two configurations
are available ...
"FLAT-PACK". 1~~,, H x 8~2" W x 12" D
"STACK-PACK"3~2" H x 4~4" W x 12" D

CIRCLE NO. 501

High voltage supply
delivers six outputs
Sierra Systems, 2255 Old Middlefield Way, Mountain View, Calif.
94043. ( 415 ) 969-3056. $285 (1 to
4) ; 4 to 6 wk.
The model 730 high-voltage CRT
power supply operates from a 24 V
ac or de input. The high voltage
output is factory set at 12 or 16
kV. Ripple and regulation are
0.05 % . Other outputs are +450 V
at 100 µA, + 300 V at 50 µA,
- 100 Vat 1 mA, - 1000 V at 1
mA and a 0 to -90 V output
which is user adjustable with a
multiturn pot located on the supply. Built-in protection circuitry
insures that the CRT is not
damaged by improper operating
conditions-the intensity voltage
at turn-on is initially - 90 V and
remains there for a minimum of
60 s and then switches to its preset value. When the input power
to the supply is removed, the intensity voltage switches from its
preset value to - 90 V and remains
there until all other outputs have
decayed at least 50 %. The s upply
is fully shi elded and filter ed for
both radiated and conducted RFI.
All power connections, except for
the high voltage, are ma de through
a 12-pin connector.
CIRCLE NO. 502
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AVAILABLE NOW FROM$

59 5

From the leader in Multi-Channel Monitor Oscilloscopes

\JU-DATA~
~

y_CORPORATION \
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We Stock
What We Catalog in
the 1974 Allied Electronics

ENGINEERING MANUAL & PURCHASING GUIDE
All ied has a reputation for delivery! We stock what we catalog,
at three key locations for immediate nationwide delivery.
If you see it in our Engineering Manual & Purchasing Guide,
it's because we've got it ready for your use!
THE MOST WIDELY USED BOOK IN THE COUNTRY!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Complete information on all items. Both electrical
properties and physical dimensions.

iii

•

$5.00 VALUE

1

1

-~ iilJ.. I;\ )

1
.-

• ,1-.:-.---'-=~ \

EASY TO USE
Find what you're looking
It has always been the
" Answer Book" for I
Purchasing Agents, I
Plant, f!esearch , Prod- I
uct, and Maintenance
Engineers. Used in all I
industries. Our 1974 I

Special Offer! Only $1.00 to readers of
Electronic Design

ALL ITEMS IN STOCK
Highest percentage of order filling in the country
on standard and stock items.
Thousands of popular and hard-to-get items.

NEW FROM COVER TO COVER

for - Fast!

The only up to date annual in the electronics field.

r-------------------------

editio~ is loa~ed with
more information than
ever. Complete engineering drawings on
most components. It's
The Best Order

,/;~~~!:!~~;-

I
I
I
I
I

Mall Coupon and $1.00 to cover cost of handling to:
Cat. 910-9999-5

.

.

.

Allred Electro~1cs Corporation .
2400 W. Washington Blvd. O Chicago, Ill. 60612
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1
1

I
I
I
I

Company
Address
City
State

A

-------------------!I
I

I

Zip

o
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Deposition system

(new literature)
Microelectronic packages
F latpack microelectronic circuit
packages a re described and illustrated in an eight-page brochure.
Eight standard flatpacks are covered, wit h all critical dimensions
called out. Cover sizes and types of
materials and plating are indicated.
Tekform Products, Ana heim, Cali f.
CIRCLE NO. 506

Breadboarding equipment

LAFAYETTE
RADIO

ELECTRONICS

Man 0....S.r aad ..._ C...e..111 .... ..., .....,......

~

~. , .....

,~1

Circuit design and breadboarding equipment, power suppli es a nd
pu lse generators are described in
a catalog. E&L In stru ments, Derby, Conn.
CIRCLE NO . 507

Lafayette catalog
Catalog 740 is a buyer's guide to
"Everything in E lectronics." It
features four-channel stereo high
fidelity components, plus a new line
of speakers and Citizen's Band
two-way radio equipment. Lafayette Radio Electronics, Syosset,
N .Y.
CIRCLE NO. 503

Audio amplifiers
Concepts and techniques employed in t he design of transistor
audio power amplifiers and 38 silicon power transistor s specially selected for use as input, driver,
output and overload-protection devices are described in a 20-page
brochu re. RCA, Somerville, N .J.
CIRCLE NO. 508

Digital counters
An eight-page Buyers' Guide is
sectionalized to provide descriptions, photographs and diagrams
on counters of the following type:
mechanical stroke, revolution and
direct-drive, electric, panel-mount
and elapsed-time indicators. Both
resettable and nonresettable versions are covered . E M Co., Chicago, Ill.
CIRCLE NO. 504

Troubleshooting digital ICs

Data-communication printer
Brochure DCP-1088A gives particu lars on the TermiNet 300 datacommunication printer for OEM or
end user needs. General E lectric,
Lynchburg, Va.

Descriptive data, specifications
and prices for an electron-beam
deposition system are given in a 16page catalog. The system includes
a 10-in.-diameter automatic-diffusion-pump vacuum station, 14-kW
electron-beam source and power
supply, domed planetary substrate
fixturing and Kronos rate/ thickness controller. Veeco Instruments,
P lainview, N.Y.
CIRCLE NO. 512

Matrix boards
Descriptions, applications and
specifications of matrix program
boards and pins are listed in a
catalog. Info-Lite Corp., Corona,
N .Y.
CIRCLE NO. 513

Digital displays
T echniques for economically fab_ricating digital displays as well as
methods of constructing both ac
and de gas-discharge flat-panel
display tubes are described in a
bulletin. Data are presented on
materials using screen-printing
techniques for large matrix arrays.
E lectro-Science Laboratories, Pennsauken, N. J.
CIRCLE NO. 514

Thermistors
A four-page bulletin describes
t hermistors, varistors and temperature controllers. The bulletin inc l udes p h otographs, diagrams,
tables and graphs, product options
and applications. Victory Engineering Corp., Springfield , N.J.
CIRCLE NO. 515

CIRCLE NO. 509

Test instruments
Crosspoint contact switches
A handbook and catalog covers
crosspoint switches for low-energy
circuits. Included are specifications,
application and technical data and
operating characteristics. Cherry
E lectrical Products, Waukegan, III.

A 16-page test-instrument catalog with an easy-to-read selection
guide features VOMs and accessories. Triplett Corp., Bluffton, Ohio.

A 28-page application note explains the logic of troubleshooting
ICs digitally, and develops an analytic algorithm that will hurry the
remedy to virtually every digital
IC problem. Not a guide to automatic testing, it tells how to reach
fast bench solutions with inexpensive digital instruments. The fundamental differences between analog
and digital circuits, which necessitate new troubleshooting methods,
are made clear. Hewlett-Packard,
Palo Alto, Calif.

Features, dimensional drawings,
specifications and mounting suggestions for circu lating ball slides
are highlighted in a four-page
·catalog. Chassis-Trak Div., General
Devices Co. Indianapolis, Ind.

Discrete resistors ( wirewound,
metal-film, deposited-carbon and
tin-oxide ) ; thick-fi lm resistor networks; trimmer potentiometers
(wirewound and cermet ) ; connectors; inductors; electromechanical
products ( relays and surge arresters ) are described in a 28-page
catalog. Dale Electronics, Columbus, Neb .

CI RC LE NO. 505

CIRCLE NO . 511

CIRCLE NO . 51 7
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Ball slides

CIRCLE NO. 516

Resistors
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Some of the best things
about our new Digivac®1000
are what you can't see.
When you look at our
vacuum fluorescent readout,
you won't see the low voltage requirements making it directly
compatible with available
MOS IC logic packages.
You won't see the exclusive
mica substrate which supplies
mechanical strength and helps
emphasize lighted segments
through a desirable halo effect.
You won't see the low cost,
lower than competing readouts with fewer customer
advantages.
Of course, there are things
about our Tung-Sol® Digivac
1000 you can see.
Like the Digivac lOOO's
brightness. 50 % more brightness and greater uniformity
than ever before.

You can see the flexible
language with alpha, numerical
and symbolic figures.
You can see the wide range
of colors, including white,
available with common types
of filters.
And because of the unique
construction, you can see the
accurate viewing assured
from virtually any angle.
With the Digivac 1000
readout, whether you see it or
you don't ... it's still nice to
know it's all there.
1R'Trodemorl\ Wagner, Tung-Sol and Digivoc, Reg. U.S. Pot. Off . and Morcos Regisrrodos

For additional information on the Digivac 1000, write
to: Wagner Electric Corporation, 1 Summer A venue,
Newark, New Jersey 07104.
Wagner makes other quality
products in volume f 01· the electronics industry, including bridges,
power supplies and subsystems,
silicon rectifiers, resistors miniature lamps and status indi~ators.
And Wagner offers contract
manufacturing.

WAlilER®

We've got a lot more riding for you.
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LED's
High-efficiency, solution-grown
epitaxial gallium arsenide

NEW LITERATURE

Rf /i-f components
"RF / i-f Components" covers filter, multicoupler, amplifier and
coaxial components. The brochure
includes mechanical features, electrical characteristics and specifications. America! Electronic Laboratories, Lansdale, Pa.

SE-2460
Standard pill package
Replaces TIL-23, TIL-24; OP
100, 122, 123

SE-1450

CIRCLE NO. 522

For high- density applications
Replaces SSL-15, SSL-315

No-bounce switch
Examples of how to use a nobounce electrical switch are contained in a 20-page booklet. Product design areas covered range
from appliances and automotive to
machine controls and security
alarms. Fifth Dimension, Princeton, N.J.

SE-5455
Recessed chip mount for improved performance.
Replaces TIL-31, SSL-55
Series

Phototransistors
SD-1441
For high-density applications
Replaces TIL-613-616

SD-1440
Ideal for single-sided PC
boards. Replaces Ll5E

A 72-page publication includes a
section devoted to appliance, power
supply and extension cords, all
meeting OSHA requirements. Other sections cover cables, wires, and
transmission lines, etc. Belden
Corp., Geneva, Ill.
CIRCLE NO. 518

SD-2440
Standard pill package
Replaces TIL, MRD & OP 601604; LS 600

PC card guides
Printed-circuit card guides and
component-mounting spacers are
shown in a 20-page catalog. Bivar,
Santa Ana, Calif.
CIRCLE NO. 519

SD-5443
Replaces TIL-81, CLT 2130
thru 2160; Ll4F Type; MRD
300 and 3000 Series

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FROM
COMPLETE
STOCK
WRITE FOR
CATALOG ON
COMPLETE LINE

830 E. Arapaho• (214) 234-4271
Richardson, Texas 75080

CIRCLE NO. 523

Electronic wire and cables

High-temp adhesives
Properties of 910 MHT and
THT adhesives for use on various
substrates and information on
techniques and pretreatments recommended for specialized bonding
problems are described in a bulletin. Eastman Chemical Products,
Kingsport, Tenn.
CIRCLE NO. 520

Temperature measurements

Electromagnetic delay lines
Included in a delay-lines handbook are specifications, photographs and drawings for a variety
of delay lines. The handbook explains how to specify delay lines
and define characteristics. Test
methods for electrical requirements are shown. RCL Electronics,
Irvington, N .J.
CIRCLE NO. _
5 24

Instruments
Photographs and descriptions of
magnetic tape recorders, pressure
and vibration transducers, recording oscillographs and business data
products illustrate a 12-page catalog. Bell & Howell, Pasadena, Calif.
CIRCLE NO. 525

Components, servo systems
A 56-page catalog, tabulated for
easy reference, contains application information, electrical specifications, dimensional drawings and
photographs of electromechanical
components and servo systems.
Clifton Precision, Clifton Heights,
Pa.

Along with the latest thermocouple calibration tables released
by the National Bureau of Standards, the company has added response-time curves, temperatureconversion tables, material-selection
guides and new technical data on
thermocouples, RTDs, thermistors
and related instrumentation to its
160-page Temperature Measurement Handbook. Omega Engineering, Stamford, Conn.

Two series of 1.6-A SCRs in
T0-5 cans are described in a data
sheet. Included are seven graphs,
a dimensional outline drawing and
.a photograph of the devices. Ratings and specifications are provided. International Rectifier, El
Segundo, Calif.

CIRCLE NO. 521

CIRCLE NO. 527
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1.6-A SCRs
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Testing system
Measurement of semiconductor
resistivity and conductivity using
a four-point probe is detailed in
an eight-page brochure. Included
is a discussion of various methods
of ·c onductivity typing and simplified diagrams to illustrate each
typing technique. Keithley Instruments, Cleveland , Ohio.
CIRCLE NO. 528

System components
Air-quality instruments and
computer-compatible data-acquisition components are shown in a
20-page catalog. Monitor Labs,
San Diego, Calif.
CIRCLE NO. 529

DIP REED RELA VS
Available in all standard configurations
From distributor stock
Elec-Trol's totally encapsulated DIP REED RELAYS can be
driven directly by TTL logic. Available in 1 and 2 Pole
Form A, 1 Form B, 1 Form C with 5 through 24 VDC
standard coil voltages. Contact ratings up to 10 watts.
Available in .225" and .275" heights. Clamping
diode and electrostatic shielding optional.
Phone, wire or write.

ELEC-TROL, INC.
26477 N. Golden Valley Road
Saugus, Callfernla 91350
(213) 788-7292
TWX 91~336-1556

Opto-electronic devices
Three new devices-resistor
LED s, commercial LEDs and commercial seven-segment indicators
-are described in a catalog. Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Calif.
CIRCLE NO. 530

Slide assemblies
Catalog G-73 describes basic
and special slides. The catalog
shows standard UniS!ides with
metric lead screws in addition to
English system lead screws. Velmex, East Bloomfield, N.Y.
CIRCLE NO. 531

Soldering equipment
Conduction and resistance-type
soldering equipment, thermal wirestrippers, tubing shrinkers and
ultrasonic cleaners are described
and illustrated in a four-page condensed catalog. American Electrical Heater Co., Detroit, Mich.
CIRCLE NO. 532

5-1/2-digit DVM
A two-page bulletin describes
the 3000 series 5-1 / 2-digit voltmeters for single-range application . The bu lletin includes specifications, pricing and features. Data
Precision, Wakefield, Mass.
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Why Build?
YOU CAN BUY A + 100 MIL
OP AMP POWER SUPPLY
FOR ONLY . , (100 up)

s•9•s

The NEW P741 series

SPECIFICATIONS*
• INPUT: 105 to 125 VAC, 50 to 400 Hz
. • OUTPUT: ±15 voe@ ±100mA
• T. C.: 0.02% /°C typ.
• REGULATION: 0.20% line and load
• PARO: 1mV rms
• DIMENSIONS: 2.25 x 2.50 x 1.25
NO DERATING UP THRU 71 °C
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION

CIRCLE NO. 533

Closed-circuit TV products
Features and capabilities of
closed-circuit TV products are
outlined in a short-form catalog.
Cohu, Inc., San Diego, Calif.

Our NEW 32 page catalog de8crlbes our lull line of component module, PC card,
open- frame, cased, and ·laboratory power supplies, DC/DC converters,
DC/AC Inverters, DC/DC Isolators, switching regulators, and power kits.

SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUITS, INC.
306 RIVER STREET• HAVERHILL, MASSACHUSETTS 01030
(6171 373-9104

CIRCLE NO. 534
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PICTURE, PATTERN,
OR PLOT

NEW LITERATURE

Thick-film hybrid circuits

Semiconductor devices
Rectifiers, diodes, zeners and
unpackaged devices are listed in a
12-page catalog. Physical and electrical specifications are included
for JAN and J ANTX as well as
the company's house numbers. For
easy selection, devices are indexed
and ·c ross-referenced. Microsemiconductor Corp., Santa Ana, Calif.
Now you can afford to add instant graphic
hard copy output to your data terminals,
storage tubes, computer outputs, SSTV,
scanning sensors.
• Get low cost hard copy by instant
graphic recording on ALFAX Type A
electrosensitive paper where electricity
is the ink.
• Interface ALDEN "Flying Spot" Com p~nent Recorders by simple synchronizing
with your sweep circuit or scanning sensors
and record directly from your target or
cathode signal current.

CIRCLE NO. 535

A list of SPST diode switch
modules is available in a four-page
data sheet. The modules are categorized by switching speed, power
handling, insertion loss, isolation
and VSWR. Alpha Industries, W oburn, Mass.

& IMPULSl RlCOROING [QUIPM[NT CO INC

Westbo ro , Mass. 01581 Tel : (617) 366-8851 TELEX : 94-8404
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USC GR/RGR
HIGH DENSITY
WRAP/CRIMP
CONNECTORS

Dimensions, lengths, hole sizes
and other features of plunger
switches are listed in a catalog.
Rocker, toggle and vacuum actuated switches are also included.
The Carr Co., Cambridge, Mass.
CIRCLE NO. 537

Circuit packages
Modular sidewall cases, enclosures for hybrid microelectronics
applications, are described in a
four-page bulletin. Tekform Products, Anaheim, Calif.

Opto-electronic products
A short-form catalog highlights
the company's solid-state opto-electronic products such as discrete
light-emitting diodes, LED displays
and readout assemblies, opto-isolators and solid-state relays. Monsanto, Cupertino, Calif.
CIRCLE NO . 539

U. S. COMPONENTS, INC.
Leader in advanced engineering & design

1338 Zerega Avenue, Bronx, N. Y. 10462
(212) 824-1600
TWX : 710-593-2141
Telex: 1·2411 Cable : COMPONENTS, N.Y.C.

A 128-page component selector
includes application information
and electrical and mechanical specifications on ac and de capacitors,
electromagnetic interference filters
and relays. Cornell Dubilier Electronics, Newark, N.J.
CIRCLE NO. 542

Switches and keyboards
An eight-page brochure contains
complete prices and discount schedules for the company's switches
and keyboards. Cherry Electrical
Products, Waukegan, Ill.
CIRCLE NO. 543

Magnetic-core memories

CIRCLE NO. 538

1 of over 20,000 types
of Connectors. Send today
for GR/RGR Series Catalog.

Capacitors

CIRCLE NO. 536

Plunger switches
.__..___.__~ll_E
C~IRO_
N_.
IC

CIRCLE NO. 541

Diode switch modules

Send for free brochure:
" ALDEN Components to Picture,
Pattern or Plot"

ALDEN

General design guidelines useful
to potential hybrid users are included in a thick-film hybrid-circuit brochure. Vector, Newton, Pa.

Special-purpose resistors
A four-page bulletin includes
specification data on ceramic a:nd
organic-type resistors, size and
shape ranges and applications.
Cu 1·ves show typical electrical performance characteristics. Stackpole Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa.
CIRCLE NO. 540

ECOM and PINCOMM magnetic
core memory systems are covered
in a six-page catalog. Included are
digital-stack modules of 4096 and
8192 words with associated digitalstack controllers; four series of
PINCOMM form, fit and function
plug-in compatible core memories;
ECOM F and MINI-MASS general-purpose core-memory systems
with cycle time of 750 ns and capacities to 131,072 words and 18
bits; and ECOM SERIES F-11
expansion core-memory systems for
expanding and upgrading DE C
PDP-11 minicomputer capacities to
128-k in 4-k or 8-k increments.
Standard Memories, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
CIRCLE NO. 544

Industrial instrumentation
"Fundamentals of Industrial Instrumentation," a 96-page booklet,
defines measurement and control
terms and explains process variables such as pressure, temperature,
humidity, flow, liquid level and pH.
Included is information on program, cascade and ratio flow control, and on miniature electronic
miniature pn~umatic and compute;
control systems. Copies are available at $2 each. Honeywell Inc. , Industrial Div., MIS 436, 1100 Virginia Dr., Fort Washington, Pa.
19034.
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MOS/LSI
A 16-page brochure describes the
company's capabilities for designing, developing and manufacturing
custom and standard MOS/LSI
devices, as well as manufacturing
devices from customer tooling.
Highlights include descriptions
and a comparison of the company's
seven available MOS production
processes. American Microsystems,
Santa Clara, Calif.
CIRCLE NO. 545

Relays and switches
More than 200 stock relays,
switches and other control components are listed in a 12-page brochure. Included are miniature, intermediate, wire-spring, polar and
dry reed relays, as well as rotary
stepping switches. GTE Automatic
Electric, Northlake, Ill.
CIRCLE NO. 546

Power cells
A family of standard stock
master and slave power cells that
permit rapid delivery of almost
unlimited combinations of single
and multiple output custom power
supplies is described in a bulletin.
Deltron, North Wales, Pa.
CIRCLE NO. 547

De motors
A 12-page brochure gives details
on more than 30 de motors in a
variety of frame sizes from 8 to 45.
The catalog contains tabulations,
photographs, dimensional drawings,
performance curves and schematics
illustrating each de motor. The
Singer Co., Kearfott Div., Little
Falls, N.J.

new low-cost d-c motor
@$1.60- $2.00 in quantities of 10,000 and up
Now ... for your volume products that need more than a "toy" motor, but can't
justify a precision-motor price : Our new low-cost ungoverned FYQM motors include
prelubricated, porous bronze bearings; hefty 1 /8" dia shaft; 7-pole winding;
rugged 1-1 /4" dia housing construction that reflects the quality engineered into
your own product. Write for Bulletin F-15058, plus complete quantity pricing.

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY
Motor Division
Dept. V, 12117 Rock Street, Rockford, Illinois 61101
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 146

Unimax gives you more.
More Quality-More Reliability-More Choice--More Service

CIRCLE NO. 548

Semi chips data book
An illustrated, 295-page Semiconductor Chips Data Book covers
the discrete and linear and digital
ICs presently manufactured in
packaged form. Sections covering
selection, availability, use and
packaging/ shipment methods are
included in the one-volume source
book. Copies are available by writing on company letterhead to
Motorola Semiconductor Products
Div., Box 20924, Phoenix, Ariz.
85036 and enclosing $2.50 per
copy.

For example: A line of SUBMINIATURE switches designed to give you unlimited performance in a limited space. Fealures like : five basic ACTUATOR STYLES- pin, integral
flexible leaf. leaf/roller. ·integ ral rigid lever. lever/roller- four TERMINAL STYLES-ELECTRICAL RATINGS from 1 ma 1.5 voe up to 10 amp 250 VAC and 2.4 amp 28 voe
lampload-allow you to select the exact small switch to do your big job.

Un1max q1ves you the most complete GENERAL. PURPOSE line 1n the industry BASIC
PRECISION sw·tchcs that are tl·c first choice of t11e volume OEM users All styles of
MINIATURE. SUBMINIATURE and MINIATURE SUBMINIATURE switches Rugged
METAL-CASED LIMIT switches A11d :tw broadest variety of ILLUMINATED PUSHBUTTON CONTr10LS you can l1uy
Interested in more? Write U11"""' Sw,tct, Corporation. a fi:i-;cr-Maxson Sui)s1d1ary, Ives F1oad. Wallingford Connecticut OG492 Or call (2031 269 8701

®®
uru•max

We giwe you more.
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SOLID STATE
IF FILTERS
FOR
SOLID STATE
RELIABILITY
m11Rafa

CERAMIC
IF Fl&'FERS
Whether your application includes AM
and FM entertainment receivers or
communications and TV receivers,
Murata has a solid state ceramic IF
filter that can replace those ti red,
wound IF cans for increased performance and reliability with reduced size
and cost. 455 KHz filters , 10.7 MHz
filters , 4.5 MHz filters including bandwidths for the sharpest communications receiver specifications and
bandwidths to meet the "flat-top" requirements of good FM and TV are
all included in this , the industry 's
largest, line of ceramic IF filters.
Why not add solid state reliability
to your entire IF strip? Write for complete technical information today, it's
yours for the asking.

vendors
report
Annual and interim reports can provide much more than financial-position information. They often include
the first public disclosure of new
products, new techniques and new
directions of our vendors and customers. Further, they often contain
superb analyses of segments of industry that a company serves.
Selected companies with recent
reports are listed here with their
main electronic products or services.
For a copy, circle the indicated
number.

Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals
Corp. Ores, minerals and precious
metals.
CI RCLE NO. 549

Interdata, Inc. Computers, peripherals and software.
CIRCLE NO. 550

Siemens. Components, data systems, power engineering, medical
electronics and telecommunications.
CIRCLE NO. 552

SRI. Independent and nonprofit
research.

Cryogenic Technology, Inc. Lowtemperature equipment.
CIRCLE NO. 558

Airco, Inc. Cryogenics, industrial
gases, alloys, anodes, resistors,
capacitors, coils, thin and thickfilm and carbon-film resistors,
power supplies and components.
CIRCLE NO . 559

The Foxboro Co. Computers, instruments and analog products.
CIRCLE NO. 560

General Telephone & Electronics.
Telephone systems, communications systems, consumer goods,
lighting equipment, components,
information systems and materials.
CIRCLE NO. 561

ITT. Telecommunications, environmental equipment, components,
consumer products, avionics and
aerospace.
CIRCLE NO. 562

P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc. Batteries,
electrodes, contacts, timers, capacitors, controls, metals and
hardware.
CIRCLE NO. 563

Fifth Dimenson Inc. Rf switching
devices, switches, telemetry and
data acquisition.
CIRCLE NO. 564

CIRCLE NO. 553

Tracor, Inc. Components, instruments, medical electronics, sonar,
electronic and electromechanical
systems.
~

.......:t't, '\_\\ .

I

...

- ~-'

CIRCLE NO . 554

American Precision Industries,
Inc. Rf coils and transformers,
electromechanical products, air
pollution control equipment, heat
transfer equipment and temperature control instruments and
gauges.
CIRCLE NO. 555

Milton Roy Co. Medical electronics, air-pollution controls and instruments.
CIRCLE NO . 565

Electronic Memories & Magnetics
Corp. Core and semiconductor
memories, magnetic-cartridge file
memories, disc packs, ferrites and
PM motors.
CIRCLE NO . 566

Siliconix Inc. FETs, solid-state
switches, timing circuits, dataconversion ICs and LSI.
CIRCLE NO. 567

Edo Corp. Sonar, avionics and
consumer electronics.
CIRCLE NO . 556

n111Rata
MURATA CORPORATIO N OF AMERICA
2 Westc hester Plaza , Elmsford , New York 10523

Telex: MURATA EMFD 137332
Phone: 914/592-9180
A Subsidiary of
Murata Mfg . Co .. Ltd ., Japan

Information Magnetics Corp. Magnetic-disc recording heads, magnetic-tape recording heads, linear
mot01· actuators, capstan motors,
servo positioning systems and instrumentation tape heads.

Cubic Corp. Military electronics,
microfi lm , computers, medical electronics, revenue-collection systems
and radio-communication equipment.
CIRCLE NO. 568

Unitrode Corp. ICs, diodes, transistors, rectifiers, SCRs, PUTs
and power supplies.

CIRCLE NO. 557 •

CIRCLE NO . 569
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make us your
source ol liDhl.
II

Here's how to get the lamps you need,
when you need them, at the lowest
prices you've ever seen. Miniature,
sub-m iniature, micro-miniature, neon,
axial lead, and bi-pin types. Engineered
to deliver long service life, our lamps
are made to standard U.S. specifications, and are available in the widest range
of amperage and candlepower. Why settle for
less than the best. The best from Shigoto will always
cost you less. Our free Catalog is yours for the asking.

(' Shigoto Industries Ltd.
Empire State Bldg ., 350 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10001
(212) 695-0200 / Telex 224219
One of the World's Largest Manufacturing Importers

3NEW
function module
"building blocks''
from Bell&Howell
~

PEAK REMEMBERING MODULE
Designed for systems in which the
memory of peak signal values is required,
the 20-418A features an extremely low
Drift Rate (less than 7.SmV /hour)
and a built-in 200mS one-shot Reset.
The module operates by remembering
the last peak value until reset, and is
available with controlled output decay.

ID

SAMPLE-AND-HOLD MODULE
Specify the 20-419A for systems where
you need to hold a signal peak or level
for computation or control. This module
offers a Drift Rate of less than SmV /hour
at 25° C with built-in 200mS one-shot
Reset.

[!I LOG/ ANTI LOG MODULE
The 20-318 is designed to perform
transducer linearization, exponentiation, ·
root extraction and other computational
functions. Features include selection
of 1, 2, 3 or 4 decades with a log
conformity error of less than 1 % . The
unit is thermally compensated and
operates from ± 15V or ± 18V DC as all
other Bell & Howell function modules.

conTROL PRODUCTS DIVISIDn
706 Bostw ic k Ave ., Brid geport , Conn . 06605 (203) 368-6751

BELL e:. HOWELL

This 2.3 x 1.8 x 1-inch module has tracking
outputs of ± 15 V @ 25 ma with regulation of
± 0.1 % and ripple of 1 mv. It costs $14.00 in
1,000 lots and only $24.00 for one. Requisition
Model 015-03. (For ± 12 V @ 25 ma, order
Model 012-03.) Three-day shipment guaranteed.

Acopian Corp., Easton, Pa. 18042
Telephone: (215) 258-5441
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New and current products
for the electronic designer
presented by their manufacturers.

Thin·Trim variable capacitors provide a reliable means of adjusting
capacitance without abrasive trim ming or interchange of fixed capac itors. Series 9401 has high Q's and
a range of capacitance values from
0 .2 -0.6 pf to 3 .0-12 .0 pf and 250
WVDC working voltage. Johanson
Manufacturin g Corporation, Boon ton, New Jersey (201) 334-2676 .

Precision-engineered prefab modular
rack-mounting chassis units, card
cages, cabinets & accessories as semble in many configurations to
meet your space requirements. Kits
& parts are in stock, ready for shipping. Free catalog includes prices .
Techmar Omniclosure, 2232 S. Cotner Ave. , Los Angeles , CA 90064,
213-478-0046.

New low-cost compact modular oscillator Model UC utilizes piezoelectric ceramic resonator for frequency
control.
Frequency range 12 Hz
through 400 kHz , accuracy to
.05 % , output TTL or CMOS compatible. 1 % tuning option available .
Fork Standards, Inc., 217 Main St.,
West Chicago, Ill. 60185 . (312) 2313511.

INFORMATION RETRIEVA~ NUMBER 151

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 152
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Rugged low cost quartz crystals in
low profile T0 -5 cans. 10 to 250 kHz
frequency range. ±0.01 % calibration accuracy. Withstands 1000 Gs
shock, 50 Gs vibration over 10 to
2000 Hz. Bypolar and MOS logic
compatible. Price $1.40 ea. in 10 K
qtys. Circle number for literature .
Statek Corp., 1233 Alvarez Ave .,
Orange, Ca . 92668. (714) 639 -7810.

Thick Film Technology-Fundamentals and Applications in Microelectronics, by Jeremy Agnew . From de·
sign to finished product, this book
details each processing phase , de·
scribing what to do and what pitfalls
to avoid . 176 pp. , 6 x 9, illus., cloth,
$8.50. Circle number for 15-day
examination copy.
Hayden Book
Company, Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662.

Modular indicator lights cope with
change-Rubber bushing snap fits ,
eliminates retainers.
Interchangeable 6, 14, 24 V. filament, neon,
LED, Green Glow light sources .
Lenses in 6 colors insert into bush ing. Simplifies design changes , assembly, replacement. Inter-Market
Inc ., 1920 Waukegan Rd ., Glenview,
Ill. 60025 . (312) 729 -5330 .
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"RACTICAL
Dll!SION
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eLll!CTNOMAONll!TIC
COM,.ATlalUTV

50 sub modular, D.C. power supply
models for " In House " and custom
designs , ·upto 30V, upto 75A. Unique
" building . block" design exclusive
built-in rectifier, filter, reg ulator, pro·
tective fun cti o ns . Transformers, heat
sinks, wiring harness and chassis
available. Send for catalog. Power·
tee, Inc ., 9168 DeSot o Ave ., Chat sworth , Ca. 91311. (213) 88 2-0004 .

IN ELECTRONIC ALLOYS, WE SPEAK
YOUR LANGUAGE, EXACTLY. We
spec ialize in magnetic and con trolled expansion alloys . Nickelirons, stainless steels, beryllium ,
copper, down to .0005" thick.
Ri gid chemi ca l and physical pro perty control. Lots 5 lbs.
5 tons .
Photoetch ing also our specialty .
Mag neti cs, Butler Pa . 16001.

Practical Design for Electromagnetic
Compatability, edited by Rocco Ficchi . An -on -the-job manual g iving
designers practical techniques for
analyzing, predicting, controll i ng ,
and reducing unwanted signals . 272
pp ., 7 -1/8 x 9 -3/4, illus., cloth ,
$13.95. Circle number for 15-day
exam ination copy.
Hayden Book
Company, Rochelle Park, N .J. 07662.
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photo of product a11d approx i 111 ate 111 40 wor d s
which
A New Generation of Probe Cards
has arrived-utilizing a novel, yet
simple system of assembly . Provides accurate, sturdy array of probe
points for l.C.'s & Thin-Film Hybrids.
Damaged probes are easily replaced .
Features: Fast Delivery; Low Contact
Force; Minimum Scrub; Highly pol ished Radius on Needles; 48-70
Positions . WENTWORTH LABS .

Advance through continuing education. 5 complete design courses in
Digital Circuits, IC Logic, Power Supplies, MOS/FET & J/FET Ckts and
UJT Ckts. Programmed testing, in structor aided courses help you perform better on the job. Write Gene
Presta , V. P., ·Academic Affa irs, The
Center For Technical Development,
2876Culver Ave., Dayton , Oh . 454 29.
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Sems Termi-[ox Saves Assembly
Time. X-rib design permits better
fastening with various variety wire
s izes. Stripped wires are inserted
straight in without wrapping. Shape
holds wire, of same or different size,
without binding, jamming and shearing. Sems Div. Camcar Screw &
Mfg., 1818 Christina, Rockford , Ill.
61108 . 815-226-2400.

The 2N5650, 2N5651 and 2N5652
are low noise transistors specified
for operation at VHF, UHF and low
microwave frequencies. These NEC
transistors are packaged in the popular T0-72 package and feature 500
MHz noise figures of 1.5, 2 .0 and
2 .5 dB . California Eastern Labora tories, Inc., One Edwards Court, Burlinga me, California. (415) 342-7744 .
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7x
$280
13x
$255
19x
$250
26x
$245

TAKE A CLOSE LOO« AT VECTOR'S
HYBRIO MICROCIRCUIT CAPABM.ITIES Ill

39x
$240
52x
$235
Vector-pioneer in microcircuitry for
telemetry systems, with over 12
years experience in custom th ick
f ilm hybrids, opens its doors to industry. Complex multilayers, T0 -5,
T0 -8, DIP and plastic packaging (!re
all in the Vector reperto ire. For applications assistance, contact AYDIN
Vector d iv., Box 328, Newtown , Pa .,
18940. (215) 968-4271 , ext. 25 .

Precision piezoelectric tuning forks
provide exception al flexibility for
control and signal ing appl ications .
Frequencies from 150 to 3 ,000 Hz
and standard E.1.A. values are offered . Com panion IC amplifier for transm itter / receiver appl i cat i ons also
offered . Murata Corporation of America , 2 Westchester Plaza , Elmsford ,
N.Y. 914-592-9180.
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Design Data from

Electronic Design
ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S function is:
• To aid progress in the electronics
manufacturing industry by promoting
good design.
• To give the electronic design engineer concepts and ideas that make his
job easier and more productive.
• To provide a central source of
timely electronics information.
• To promote communication among
members of the electronics engineering community.
Want a subscription? ELECTRONIC DESIGN. is sent free to qualified engineers
and engineering managers doing design work, supervising design or setting standards in the United States
and Western Europe. For a free subscription, use the application form
bound in the magazine. If none is
included, write to us direct for an
application forro.
If you do not qualify, you may take
out a paid subscription for $30 a year
in the U.S.A., $40 a year elsewhere.
Single copies are $1.50 each.
If you change your address, send us an
old mailing label and your new address; there is generally a postcard
for this bound in the magazine. You
will have to requalify to continue
receiving ELECTRONIO DESIGN free.

The accuracy policy of ELECTRO NIC
DESIGN is : .
• To make diligent efforts to ensure
the accuracy of editorial matter.
• To publish prompt corrections
whenever inaccuracies are brought to
our attention. Corrections appear in
"Across the Desk."
• To encourage our readers as responsible members of our business
community to report to us misleading
or fraudulent advertising.
• To refuse any advertisement deemed
to be misleading or fraudulent.
Microfilm copies are available of
complete volumes of ELECTRONIC DESIGN at $19.00 per volume, beginning
with Volume 9, 1961. Work is now
ih process to complete the microfilm
edition of Volumes 1-8. Reprints of
individual articles may be obtained
for $2.00 each, prepaid ($.50 for
each additional copy of the same
article) no matter how long the
article. For further details and to
place orders, contact the Customer
Services Department, University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48106 telephone
(313) 761-4700.

New High-Speed FFT Processor Easy to Operate
Conceived from the point of view of the operating engineer rather
than the computer programmer, the new OmniferousTM FFT An alyzer
operates like an instrument, calculates like a computer. This Series
OF-400 Analyz er is a universal digital signal analysis system for
real-time viewing of changing functions, a complete instrument with
all signal conditioning and display calibration bui:t-1n . For the first
time an operator can observe transfer function , cross-spectra or
coherence as the signal is changing without waiting for the analyzer
to perform successive laborious calculations.
Features include high speed of 68 ,000 samples/sec throughput , and
high resolution with a 2048 transform size and extra-sharp input
anti-aliasing filtering . Calculates FFT, IFFT, power spectra , autocorrelation, cross correlation, and signal enhancement (time averaging), as well as the averaging of any calculated function in sum,
peak or exponential mode .
.
Th e system excels .in high dynamic range, ease of use, display
flexibiilty with two simultaneous display outputs, frequency coverage to 100 kHz, and reasonable cost. Designe d by the originators
of the famous Ubiquitous® family of real-time spectrum analyze rs.

An affil. of Nicolet Instrument
615 West 131st St., New York, N.Y. 10027 (212) 286-4400

FFT Analyzer Provides Instant Results;
Allows Continuous Viewing and Editing
OIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
-"DSP"-

The Portable FFT Analyzer
Designed for Engineers

194

Designed for operation by engineers rather than com·
puter experts, the ".OSP" Digital Signal Processor is
portable and provides ·instant, Real Time answers for
12 distinct signal.analysis functions. It conditions and
analyzes two signals, correlates their mutual properties, and displays results in a broad variety of forms
and formats. Real Time operation is to 60 kHz. By
means of a " joystick "-controlled cursor, data is traced
for instant, calibrated 6·digit LED readout of frequency, amplitude, time and phase. Accepts analog
waveforms or digital data for 57 analysis ranges from
10 Hz to 150 kHz with resolution narrow as 0 .01
Hz. Averages up to 4096 ensembles. Throughput
over 300,000 words/sec.
CIRCLE NO. 112

Spectral Dynamics Corporation
P.O. Box 671, San Diego, CA 92112
(714) 565-8211

400 IDEAS FOR DESIGN Volume 2
Edited by Frank Egan

A unique sourcebook of practical design techniques and approaches
using the latest components, representing the best contributions to
Electronic Design 's " Ideas for Design" column. All selected for their
practical value in solving the design engineer's most common, everyday
problems. They have proved useful as parts of larger designs or as aids
in measuring the parameters and testing the elfectiveness of existing designs. 288 pp., ?Ye x 9'¥4 , illus., cloth, $11.95. Circle the reader-service
number to order a 15-day examination copy.

Want to contact us? If you have any
comments or wish to submit a manuscript or article outline, address your
correspondence to:
Editor
ELECTRONIC DESIGN
50 Essex Street
Rochelle Park, N.J. 07662

CIRCLE NO. 171

Federa I Scientific Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 173
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VlanufactU.rers
Advertisements of booklets, broch:ures, catal.ogs and data sheets. To ordeT use Reader-SeTVice CaTd .
(Advertisement I

Giant Free Catalog!4,500Unusual Bargains
New 164-page catalog! Packed with l ,OOO 's of hardto-find buys in Optics , Science, Electronics. Loaded
with optical, scientific, electronic equipment availaole
from stock. Rare surplus buys. Many " one-of-akinds" . Ingenious scientific tools. Components galore:
lenses, prisms, wedges, mirrors, mounts , accessories.
lOO's of instruments: pollution test equipment, lasers,
comparators, magnifiers, microscopes, projectors,
telescopes , binoculars, photo attachments, unique
lighting. Shop, save by mail! Request free Catalog "DA".
CIRCLE NO. 174

Edmund Scientific Co.
America's Largest Science-Optics-Electronics Mart
300 Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, New Jersey 08007 (609) 547-3488

Cleveland
Thomas P. Kavooras
(Chicago)
(312) 337-0588
(call collect)

PRACTICAL RELAY CIRCUITS
By Frank J. Oliver

II

Uniquely groups various relay circuits according to the functions they
perform, enabling the systems designer to quickly select the best circuit
for his specific purposes. Includes arc and RFI suppression systems; time
delay function ; audio tone control and resonant-reed relays; sequential
relays ;. protective functions of relays against overload · overvoltage, and
overcurrent, pulse generation and detection; logic circuits ; and more.
Particularly important is coverage of pulse-operated relay systems now
extensively used with automated control systems. Illustrated with many
circuit diagrams using the latest American National Standard graphical
symbols. 363 pp ., 6 x 9%, illus., cloth , $14.95. Circle the reader-service
number to order a 15-day examination copy.
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CIRCLE NO. 175

[JJ HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC., 50 Essex St., Rochelle Park. N.J. 07662
Low-Noise High-Gain Preamplification
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Complete specifications of a variable-bandwidth highgain preamplifier are contained in the P.A.R. Corp.
data sheet, T-224 . Included are typical noise figure
contours illustrating the amplifier's exceptionally low
noise, which is as low as .05 dB at mid frequencies
with a 1 megohm source. Other illustrations include
typical plots of the equivalent input noise and common mode rejection, which exceeds 100 dB at 60 Hz
at all gaLn settings. The data contained in· the specifi cation sheet will be of interest to all engineers and
researchers looking for a preamplifier with calibrated
gain and rolloffs from de to 300 kHz.
CIRCLE NO. 176

Princeton Applied Research Corporation
Box 2565, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 - (609) 452-2111
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Zero is a large number
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of VIP cabinets & enclosures.
VIP instrument enclosure system . .. distinctive
custom appearance with a.11-standar~ c~mpon~nts.
A wide range of sizes & virtually unlimited options
in all most-needed height, width & depth com- i9Lw. '
binations. Available in 2 weeks from stock. ~ 1~

Write for the VIP Design Guide. It's FREE.

Zero Manufacturing Co.

I

~

777 FRONT STREET • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91503

Design and
Manulsctur/ng
Facl/ltles

ZERO·WEST • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
ZERO-EAST • MONSON, MASSACHUSETTS
ZERO-SOUTH • ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
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today
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• Easy installation and removal
• Low cost • Low profile
• High current-carrying capacity
.Write or call for details

®
®

* Pat. App. For

Rogers Corporation I Rogers, Connecticut 06263
West: (602) 963-4584
East: (203) 774-9605
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 217

PERSONNEL
RECRUITMENT
ADVERTISING
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. Electronic Design
REACHES THE
RIGHT PEOPLE
AT A LOWER COST
PER THOUSAND
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(product index)
Information Retrieval Service. New Products, Evaluation Samples (ES), Design Aids
(DA), Application Notes (AN), and New Literature (NL) in this issue are listed
here with page and Information Retrieval numbers. Reader requests will be
promptly processed by computer and mailed to the manufacturer within three days.
*Appears in the International Technology Section of the international section.
Category
Components
CRT, rectangular*
capacitor
capacitors, ceramic
capacitors, film
capacitors, film
circuit breakers
coils, inductor
components
coiling probe
delay lines (NL)
.detector, gas*
digital displays (NL)
fan
ferrite
filters, ceramic
indicators, temperature
inductor
keyswitch
LED
LED
LED display
LEDs
LEDs
LEDs
LEDs
LEDs, phototransistors
lamp holder
lamps, indicator
light, point source of
ppto-electronic devices
(NL)
potentiometers
potentiometers
relay, T-bar card file
relays
relays
relays
relays, reed
resistors
resistors
resistors (NL)
resistors, power*
scanner, LED
switch lights
switch, pressure
switch, pushbutton
switch , pushbutton
switch , thumbwheel
switch, rotary
switch , slide-action
switches
switches
switches
switches, ceramic
switches, keyboard
switches, keyboard
switches, pushbutton
switches, slide*
thermistors (NL)
toroids
transducers
transformers
trimmer capacitors
198

Page

IRN

H

357
33
11
56
66
16
79
115
329
524
356
514
317
87

54
14
117
130
22
142
167
166
186
H

184
161
149
127
177
11
181
151
162
157
134
161
172
174
186
166
151
162
187
15
125
162
2
129
137
139
33
154
184
F

166
41
164
162
164
166
139
165
119
150
163
183
38
39
84
C

184
100
171
144
161

64

129
246
134
91
319
101
69
107
124
125
141
330
90
321
530
12
61
322
2
65
72
75
22
95
517
346
327
31
324
320
323
328
76
326
57
88
110
135
29
30
39
339
515
44
122
81
318

Category
trimmer, cermet
trimmers
Data Processing
calculator, pocket
cassette, data
clock unit
computer
computers
disc, floppy
display, CRT
displays, numeric
displays, numeric
encoders
graphics system
memories, core
memory system
operating system
plotter, X-Y
printer
printer, data
printer, dot-matrix
printer, impact
printer, line
programmer, ROM
reader, optical mark
reader, tape
recorder, magnetic
scanner
sensors, photo-optic
terminal , CRT
ICs & Semiconductors
amplifiers, audio (NL).
arrays
chips
DIPs
diodes, zener
display driver
IC, digital
IC, dual interface
ICs, high level logic*
ICs, linear
JFETs, dual
MOSFETs, n-channel
multiplexer
multiplexer, IC
multiplier IC
op amp
op amp, IC
RAM
RAM
RAMs
ROM
rectifiers
rectifiers
rectifiers, avalanche
rectifiers, bridge
regulators, voltage
SCRs (NL)
switch
thermistors
thyristors
timers

Page

IRN

Category

165
169

325
119

transistors
VCO IC

8
178
175
19
166
136
113
93
95
155
175

6
357
348
14
114
71
52
42
43
97
350
215
99
353
347
80
358
352
356
351
349
345
346
354
130
106
355

Instrumentation
chart recorder*
coagulometer*
counter
counter
counter /timer
counters*

D

156
176
174
143
178
176
178
176
175
174
174
176
178
160
178
184
7
34
1
138
105
135
172
F

133
168
169
168
153
170
168
170
170
173
106

168
163
164
170
183
147
186
173
148
172
29

508
5
23
1
73
47
70
342
344
68
331
335
334
94
340
332
339
335
344
48
333
109
112
338
137
85
527
343
86
341
20

IRN

62
170

36
336

F
G

343
353
115
62
278
338

20
126
142
C

cou~e~

counters , recorders
DPMs
digital counters (NL)
digital stopwatch
FET tester
filter, electronic
filters, tracking
generator, function*
generator, signal*
generator, sweep
generators, pulse
generators, delay
generators, time delay
ICs digital (NL)
impedance bridge
machine, mech. stress*
megohm meter
multimeter
oscilloscope
oscilloscopes
oscilloscopes
probe, logic
rms converter
scope, four-channel*
synthesizer, freq .*
synthesizer, freg, *·
test chamber
VOM, digital
voltmeter
Microwaves & Las@rs
amp, CATV*
amps, driver-output
antennas, horn
attenuators, µ.W*:
bridge, reflection
connectors, coax-"';
data normalizer
detectors, video
digital power meter
diodes, Gunn
frequency doubler
gain equalizers
light modulator
meters, frequency*
mixer, double-balanced*
mixer, double-balanced
multiplier, frequency
photomultiplier tube
signal generator, optical
switches, diode
terminations, short*.
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30
87
101
184
144
114
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141
G
G

144
140
145
142
184
145
H

142
152
152
57
59
141
142
C
C
G

167
121
141
C

154
157
H

160
G

157
154
160
158
158
158
156
G
G

158
154
160
154
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F
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45
504
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354
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280
250
281
276
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282
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92
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34
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341
340
355
116
58
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337
297
306
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310
309
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303
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350
307
301
314
299
302
347
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transmitters, L-band
triode, rf*
triodes

154
F
156

Modules & Subassemblies
a/d converter
123
amplifier
124
amplifier, isolation
132
amplifier, plug-in
131
amplifier, s/h
136
amplifier, s / h
136
amplifier, signal
132
· amplifiers, i-f/rf
52
amplifiers, thermo
134
controller, heater
138
controller, temp
136
controls
151
converte~ a/d
138
drivers, diode
134
drivers, line
138
generator, pulse
138
log ratio module
104
magnetometer
134
module, multifunction
131
modules, CMOS logic
132
oscillator, DIP Xtal
136
preamplifier
131
receiver
164
scanner, opto
138
transmitter, temp
134
transmitters, receivers
171
Packaging & Materials
adapter
150
adhesives (NL)
186
ball slides (NL)
184
breadboard, PC
146
cabinet
160
cabinet
167
cabinets
77
cabinets
197
cable
92
cable, flat
48
catalog
176
connectors
16
connectors
188
deposition system (NL) 184
electrosensitive paper
188
fuse holder
150
harness, flat wire*
C
heat sink
148
heat sinks
148
holders, PC boards
153
IC packaging system
153
insertion tool, DIP
148
knobs
155
knobs
168
lamps
191
latch
152
manipulator*
F
microelectronic packages
(NL)
184
module, function
191
motors, de
189
mounting pads
162
PC-board laminate
153
packaging
126
panel display
IV
pellets
152
photoconductive material 26
supplies, power
Ill
supply, power
191
slide assemblies (NL)
187
solvents
159
strip bus
197
switches
189
substrates
13
tape, polyester
146
tray, holding
150
tubing
156

300
345
304
59
60
253
256
266
267

258
32
263
269
265
89
270

261
272
268

wave-solder unit

150

288

Power sources
load bank
source, precision
supplies, de
supplies, modular de
supplies, modular de
supplies, power
supplies
supplies, power
supplies, power
supply, high voltage
supply, lab standard
supply, low current
supply, power
supply, power
supply, power
supply, power
supply, 3-phase SCR

182
180
179
179
182
139
155
177
178
183
180
180
6
12
112
170
183

364
363
359
360
500
74

98
128
131
502
361
362
4
9

51
120
501

46

262
251
259
264
257
113
271

260
123
291
520
511
255
105
117
34
216
41
285
126
13
145
512
144
289
342
284
287
295
294
286
96

118
149
292
348

506
151
146
108
296
63
248
293
19

247
150
531
103
217
147
221
84

290
100

HIGH LEVEL
DOUBLEBALANCED
MIXERS
$
95
Great Valu,e at

in 5-piece c;:iuantities.

new literature
adhesives
amplifiers, audio
ball slides
breadboarding
equipment
capacitors
circuit packages
closed-circuit TV prod.
components *
components, s~ryq
system
de motors
DVM
delay lines
deposition system
digital counters
digital displays
fire-protection system*
diode switch modules
hybrid circuits
ICs, digital
instruments *
instruments
instruments, digital*
Lafayette catalog
MOS/LSI
matrix boards
memories, magnetic
core
microelectronic
packages
optoelectronic devices
optoelectronic products
PC card guides
photocells *
power cells
printer, data comm .
rf / i-f components
relays and switches
resistors
resistors
SCRs
semiconductors
slide assemblies
soldering equipment
switch, no-bounce
switches , contact
switches and keyboards
switches , plunger
system components
test instruments
testing system
thermistors
wire, cable

186
184
184

520
508
511

184
188
188
187
H

542
538
534
360

507

186
189
187
186
184
184
184
H
188
188
184
H
186
H
184
189
184

526
548
533
524
512
504
514
361
536

188

544

184
187
188
186
H
189
184
186
189
184
188
186
188
187
187
186
184
188
188
187
184
187
184
186

506
530
539
519
364
547
509
522
546

541

505
362
525
363
503
545
513

517

540
527
535
531
532
523
510

543
537

529
516
528
515
518

DC-500MHz
6dB conversion loss
40dB isolation
up to +10 dBm
signal input
EMI sh ielded case

A breakthrough- in technology and high production volume
enables Mini-Circuits Laboratory
to offer these new products at
an unprecedented low price.
In today's tough competitive
market can you afford not to use
these remarkably low priced and
high performance units?
Ruggedness and durability
are built in the SRA-1 H. These
new un its are packaged within
an EMI sh ielded metal enclosure
and hermetically sealed header.
They use well matched hot-carrier diodes and uniquely designed transmission line transformers.
We invite you to convince
yourself. Place your order now
and check our delivery, product
performance and reliability.

Mini-Circuits

ge~!~gl~~'g2rY

(212) 252-5252 , lnt'I Telex 620156
A D1vis1on Sc ient1f1c Components Corp.

FRANCE : S.C.l.E .. ·31 , rue George-Sand. Palaiseau
91 , France . GERMANY , AUSTRIA , SWITZERLAND :
Industrial Electronics GMBH, • Kluberstrasse 14 ,
6000 Frankfurt / Main , Germany •UNITS IN STOCK
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A MINI-LIBRARY
OF SEMICONDUCTOR GUIDES FROM HAYDEN ...
THICK FILM TECHNOLOGY

MATERIALS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR FUNCTIONS

By Jeremy Agnew

By E. G. Bylander

This volume constitutes an actual working guide to hybrid
circuit manufacture and packaging . It begins with an overview of the processes and equipment used , compares them ,
and underscores the advantages of each . The book details
each processing phase , fully desc ribing what to do and what
pitfalls to avoid . Other valuable sections cover packaging
schemes and processing hazards and cautions. The volume 's
abundance of practical advice and data make it ideal as an
on-the-job reference. 176 pages, 6 x 9, illus., '1= 5803-9, $8.50

This comprehensive reference enables you to select semiconductor materials aimed at optimum performance, reliability,
and profitability. It provides complete selection criteria for a
variety of functional applications: diodes and transistors , solar
ce lls , thermoelectric devices , transducers , etc . The guide also
covers material processing techniques and device design and
manufacturing , listing variables in material manufacturing that
influence device performance. 220 pages, 6 x 9, illus., " 5638-9,
cloth, $13.50

TRANSISTOR AND DIODE NETWORK PROBLEMS AND
SOLUTIONS By Harry E. StOGk m an

FUNDAMENTALS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

This guide demonstrates the latest mathematical solutions for
the entire field of transistor and tunnel diode calculations ,
including linear as well as non-linear applications. It shows
how to select the best type of solution , set up the network
equations , and carry out the solutions . It also uses new
theories - including the author ' s " Equivalent Generator
Theorem " - in the treatment of funct ion sources. In addition ,
a valuabl e " do" or " don 't" list enables you to avoid any timewasting calculations. 352 pages, 6 x 9, illus., ;: 5694-x, cloth,
$9.95

Here is a book offering complete coverage of the various
techniques of IC fabrication and their importance to circuit
performance. Included is a valuable marketing discussion
comparing the relative qualities of the IC's currently available
in terms of economics and lo.gisti-:.s. The guide focuses on
basic semiconductor principles ; monolithic integrated circu its,
thin-film circuits , and hybrid and other integrated structures.
Here too is a discussion of packaging , design , and layout
principles , and large-scale integration . 208pages,7x10, illus.,
" 5695-8, cloth, $8.95

TRANSISTOR AND DIODE LABORATORY COURSE
By H arry E. Sto c kman

A practical , self-learn ing course that progresses systematically
from simple fundamentals to highly intricate expe riments . The
experiments in the first half of the course lay a working foundation in transistor technology with twoport-theory viewpoints
applied continuously to give all the experiments a practical
engineering slant. One valuable feature is the neg ative resistance demonstration - the first presentation of this device
ever to appear in print. All experiments can be performed on
very low-cost equipment. 128 pages, 7% x 10Ye, illus., paper,
;:5511-0, $3.95

By Lotha r Ste rn

DURABILITY AND RELIABILITY IN ENGINEERING
DESIGN By Gi lbert Kivenson
A unique combination of materials science , reliability, and
design , this book examines crucial concepts•of material
strength , service longevity, and reliability , and describes the
fundamentals of breakdown analysis . It covers new materials ,
design techniques, and fabricating methods and focuses on
their probable uses in future products. Current trends in design " philosophies " are outlined , as well as practical design
considerations relating to the requirements of the end user.
200 pages, 6 x 9, illus., "' 5851-9, cloth, $9.95

15-DAY FREE EXAMINATION
Please send me the book(s) circled below on 15-day free
examination . At the end of that time, I will remit payment, plus postage, or return the book(s) with no further
obligation .
5671-0
5695-8
5803-9
5851-9
5694-x
5638-9

Save Money!
O Payment enclosed. Publisher will pay all shipping
and handling charges - same 15-day guarantee.

Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City / State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
$10.00 minimum for free exam orders. Because of higher
billing and collection costs, we must ask for payment
in full with any order for less than $10.00. Same 15-day
guarantee.

c:J HAYDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC., 50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, N. J. 07662
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21 , October 11 , 1973

The Bud story.
Theres no enCI to it!
FAST SERVICE is an important part of it.
There are 321 Bud Stocking Industrial
Distributors as near as your phone. They'll
give you complete, up-to-date technical
information on any cabinetry or enclosure
problem. And delivery that's always as fast
as factory-direct competition ... and most
times, faster. Then, add the fact that you
can choose from over 2500 different
cabinet, rack and enclosure designs and
accessories - all with the construction
quality and appearance that have made
Bud the enclosure leader.
That's Bud - the smart way to give
your product a distinctive look and
competitive selling edge without customdesign costs and custom-design delays.

IOI
SERIES 60 - part of The
Designers' Group ...
created by award-winning
Industrial Designers ...
and , like all Bud products,
available from stock, fast.
BUD Radio, Inc.,
Willoughby, Ohio 44094
Write for the whole story on
The Designers' Group. Please send brochure to:

Title,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ Zip
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